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How to Make a Simple and Efficient Three-Valve Set. By Percy W. Ha,ris. i 
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 CONNAUGHT HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C. -- - 

Telephone Central 7345 (9 lines). 

BilANCHES: BIRMINGHAM, LEEDS, CARDIFF,MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE, GLASGOW, SOUTHAMPTON. 

ii. - 

------'-----______ ---. - 

This Western Electric Set is arranged for two stages of High-frequency Amplification, and with 
the detector it fôrms a Three-valve Set. 

An inductance with a tuning condenser is provides to cover the broadcast wave-length. 

The Western Electric Low-frequency Amplifiercontained in a polished mahogany box is designed 
and constructel on the most simple lines, and.is fitted with a switching key which enables 
either one or two valves to be used as required without change of connection. The key in its 
central positicn disconnects both valves. - . 

The Western Electric Small Pattern (No. 44003) Loud-speaking Receiver will enable 
several listeners to enjoy the Broadcast Programme without the inconvenience of wearing 
head-receivers. 
The whole assembly is neat and compact and gives the inos satisfactory results. .. I 

'estern Electric 
MAKERS -OF OVER HALF THE WORLD' .TELEPHONES 
-. - WHOLESALE ONLY . 

 I 

Western Electric 
- O 

Assembly No. 4. - T 

This Western 1ectric Loud-speaking Assembly oosisting of :- 
Western Electric High.frequency Detector and Tuner 

- Western Electric Two-stage Amplifier 
Western Electric Small Pattern (No. 44003) Loud-speaking Receiver 

is recommended for use where the Broadcasting Station is some considerable distance away. O 

1f the incoming siguals are not of sufficient strength to give satisfactory results in an ordinary. 
Valve detector it is therefore necessary to uEe one or two stages of High-frequency Amplifi- 
cation. O . - 
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20-24,Woodger.Rd.,Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd'sBush - 

'Phone: 107z Hamrnersnhith. 
- London, W.12 

N.B. - Close jo Goldhawk Road (Met.) Station, Shepherd's Bush 
(Central London) or Hammersmith Tube. 'Buses xx and 32. -_ - 

BUILD 
with the right parts' LISSEN 

iii.- A 

_____ - 

.5. L-ISSEN VERNIER-for 
fine tuning in HF. dr- 

12' - cuits .. .. I" 6. LISSEN Ti TRANSFORMER- 
for immediately behind the de- 
tectorval%'e-an incompar-3A /_ 

. 

able transformer 51/ 4, 

7. LISSEN T2-for 2nd 95/ .. . and3rdstagesL.F. .. / 

8. LISSEN T3-the popular trans- 
former-iactually campales w . . - 

performance with many expen. 
sive transformers-described as 

. 

LISSENSTAT-for per- 7/g 
. ... u foct filament control 

the best light transformer .. 1 
. - made .. 

1.505 . . - 

LISSEN VARIABLE GRID 
- - 

jo. LISSEN . FIXED CONDEN- ' 6. 

LEAK-for clear signals (neat SERS-they deliver all -their - 
and nicely finished, no thicker stored-up energy. -. 

- than a pencil, usual LISSEN .0001 to .oao9 .. 2/ - 

- - 
ON E -HOLE FIXING, 9 / 
of course!) '/ U ' .00t to .003 .. 2/6 e. s 

. 004 and .005 .. 3/ ' 

LISSEN MASTER PARTS INCLUDE EVERYTHING - 

- 

YOU NEED TO GO UNDERNEATH YOUR PANEL . 

r'L 
LISSEN PARTS are the Iaegest selling parts-they are supreme in their elficiency, 

. 

supreme in their unique design, supreme in their ease of- fitting their rigid 
inspection during the making and their triple testing after ensure permanent 

- satisfaction for everyone who buys. 
LISSEN PARTS are master paits-all geod dealers sell them. Send direct if any 8. 
diculty. Post Free. 
DEALERS .ClaTm your naximum discount for atocking-ask your FACTOR -- .- 
or direct-Please order ahead. - , 

The frade shOuld apply now for neu' LISSEN fist-ready sl:ortly-inf'esl 
LI SS M ing details of LISSEN part s. - 

LISSEN COMPANYÇ.00 'f- 
o 

i 

master parts. - - Your Variable Grid Leak-Also a LISSEN master part. 
Your Tuning-LISSEN master parts. Your Fi'ed Condensers-All LISSEN master parts. 

LISSEN MASTER PARTS-ALL BEHIND YOUR PANEL! 
For any circuit you choose. -. ' 

Whether you are building your new station, re-making your clr!' 
Ni old one, or adding to your existing receiver, there is a "4k./ - 

LISSEN MASTER PART for your every need. i," 

ter range - 
. / 

2, 

.32/6 
3. LISSEN TUNER-tunes high, 
tunes low, tunes 22'6 4. LISSEN MICA VARIABLE 'i. 
sharply CONDENSER-low resistance.slg- 

na! strength is. always great 
- .001, .00025 and / n.. 

.0005 ... . .. I . -.-__..- - 

BUILD! :, 0 

I with LISSEN master parts 
Your New Station-Büild it with LISSEN master parts Your Audio Frequency Amplification-LISSEN master parts 

throughout. here. 
Your Radio Frequency Amplification-Certainly LISSEN Your Filament Control-A LISSEN master part, too. 

September, - 1923 MODERN WIRELESS 
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iv. 

n- 

BROADCASTING WIRELESS 
RECEIVING SETS. 

Descriptive Pamphlet oit application. 

SIEMENS BROTHERS &C°' IL. 
WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18 

Telegrarns-Siancns, Woolwick. 7c14'hoiw-.-Ci/y 600. 
And at 

BELFAST-3G, Mill St. BIRMINGHAM-in, New St. BRISTOL-.30 
Bridge St. CARDIFF-57-5g, St. Mary St. DUBLIN (Irish Free State)- 
52, William St. GLASGOW-4o, Wellington St. and 144, St. Vincent St. 
LEEDS-129, Park Lane. LIVERPOOL-Sn, Dale St. LONDON-38-39, 
Upper Thames St. MANCF[ESTER-,96, Deansgate. NEWCASTLE-ON 
TYNE-d4-68, Collingwood Buildings, and Exchange Buildings, Quayside. 
SHEFFIELD-,,, I-Sigh St. SOUTL-IAMPTON-46, High St. 

manùfactured expressly for Wireless 

I 
work, possesses high insulating properties 
and a beautiful mahogany colour, which 
combination makes it an ideal insulator 

I.for Panels. 

Write us for further particulars 
or enquire of your Radio Dealrr. 

Also sole manufacturers of the 
"RADION" Condenser Dials 

i . ,, 
. Vario-Coupler 

I ;, Filament 

Wholesale only. 
AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO. 

(Britain) LTD. 
13a, Fôre Street, London, E.C.2. 

Telephone: - . Telegraphic AddreEs: 
12754 CentFal. 'Eboniseth, Ave., Lontfon." 

i - - 
. 
- - - i 

LOUD SPEAKING EQUIPMENTS 
s.d. 

Low Resistance 120 ohms ... 2 IO O 

High ,, 2,000 ,, ... 2 12 6 

4,000 ,, ... 2 15 0 

Also manufaciurers of 

AERIAL WIRES AND INSULATORS, 

EARTHING DEVICES, FUSES,- 

SWITCHES, JACKS AND PLUGS, 

H.T. BATTERIES, EBONITE, etc. 

Wireless Valves simply explained 
By John Scott-Taggart F. Inst.P 

- -. 
I-Use 

RADION 
MAHOGAN ITE 

and increase the efficiency and appear- 
ance of your set. This material, 

WIRELESS ACCESSORIES 

- -?osr 

REÓUCTION IN PRICES. 

TELEPHONE HEAD SETS 
s.d. 

Double Head Set 120 ohms I 2 6 

,, ,, 2,000 ,, ... I 4 0 

,, ,, 4,000 ,, ... I 5 0 

j: 
j 1F you are ±-.0 keen 

and enthusiastic yoim 
little will continually find 

queries which will puzzle 
Exactly is , . you. what Re- 

gVsl.) / action? How does a 
. Valve oscillate? What 

7 "t. 
4 

is Tuning? 
/ .7 These are the sort of 
/ questions answered - in 

this new Book by the 

K 

Editor of Modern Wireless. 
Get a copy to-day - 

17 master its contents . nd 
iwio pass you will begin to make 
Wireless Library - - real progress at oùce. 

No.10. 
r From all Booksellers 

4 
,, or 2/8 post free. 

2 lRabfo ll)reø Lt). 

- Devereuz Court. 
- 

,- Strand. W.C.2. 

1 
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V. 

justable Bearings.- - Spacing between 
plates sufficient for pressure up to 
s000 volts. Engraved Ebonite Dial. 
Is suitable for mounting on any panel 
up to tin. thick by drilling 3 holes: 
Supplied with screws for fixing. 
Plates PRICES: 

57 .. .001 .. 10/- 
29 .. .0005 . - 8/6 
19 .0003 .. 6/9: 
13 -. . - .0002 .. 5/6 

Postage and Packing: 
, 1/; 2, 1/3; 3, 1/6. 

¡j snore than 3, kindly include ampie 
for packing and carriage. 

Most Dealers stock these. ¡f unable to 
obtain locally, buy direct from us. 

Don't allow our low prices to prejudice you: 
They are no criterion whatever of the valise we 
offer. Our motto is QUALITY 1JRST, aud every 
Condenser carries our money-back guarantee. 

-but noi least-PRICE. 
This letter is entirely unsolicited, and you can ,,iake any use you like of it and my name. 

Yours fruir, A. E. D. KN?'1ARD, 
Wireless Officer in France and instructor at R.A.F. School of Wireless dri,g the ¡Var. - 

ALL ORIGINALS CAN BE INSPECTED. 

P 
DonUt buy shoddy -sets of Condenser parts 
which are well-nigh impossible of asse-nbly, 
or half assembled Condensers which are 

merely thrown together. BUY OURS-we specialise in Condensers Complete in 
every respect and exactly as illustrated. - 

In response to numerous 

_'I_, i_O N S SoleTradDiseributors: enquiries we beg to state 
Messrs. G. W. I. Ltd., we manufacture Variable 

Condensers only. Shanklin Road, érouch 
THE CONDENSER PEOPLE End, London, N.B. 

To whom ali Trade En- 
Prompt Delivery. 230a, HERMITAGE ROAD, LONDON. N.4. quiries should besant. 

Finsbury Park, near she Manor House. Cash with Order. 
London Agents: Vanstones, Ltd., 6i, Chandos St., W.C.s 
FALLON CONDENSER MFG. CO.. LTD. Makers of half the World's Vorioble Ce 'densers 

A. - . - .- 

(1 

e 

Complete in every respect, and exactly 
as illustrated, to the. foUowing 
specification. 

Rotary, Air Dielectric, za Gauge 
Aluminium Vanes. Metal to Metal Ad- 

- 
- : A. Aluminium Screening Disc, 

which besides enhancing the 
appearance of the Dial as . ty pe lies flush with the Pan'el 
prevents the hand of the 
operator producing capacity. 

B. Metal to metal adjustable 

CO I1 t)E N' S E R the originators, as applied to: 
bearings of which we were 

Condensers. 

-for Panel Mounting- - 
C. 22 Gauge hard Aluminium; 

Vanes. 

is unsurpassed for Workmanship, Quality of Materials employed, 
Efficiency and PRICE,wbicb,by the way, has NOT been INCREASED. 

TESTIMONIAL-ONE OF HUNDREDS:- 
Soiterley. lVangford, Suffolk, May 2017,, 1923. 

Dear Sir-The three .000 Condensers you supplied inc willi recenlly are excellent, and equal lo sonic I said 
35/_ for, j liare never seen belier value for money, and I liare been an exj'erirnenler for years. 

The pointa of ercelience are- 
(z) Gousneclion io moving piales, although frictional, gives no trouble whatever as in many Condensers. 
2) Both connecff osa made by ujuls and NO loose wire hanging from tl,e snoring piafe Connection as ir. flue ease of 

some, this eire frequrully breaking. (3) Absolute rigidity. (4) Completeness (supplied willi dial, etc.). () LA ST 

Ni1281. . Obtainable from all Electrical Dealers and Stores. 
- . . . 

. No. R. 1260. 

STERLING TJLEPHØNE & ELECTRIC Co,, Ltd., 
Manufactures of Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc, - . . . . 

- (WHOLESALE ONLY) - 

Telephone House, 210.212, TOTTENHA4 COURT ROAD. LONDON, W1. 
. Telephon.: Mueeum 4144 (7 lInen). Telegrnm.: "encomie, Wesdo. London." 
BIRMINGHAM CARDIFF: MANCHESTER: NEWCASTLEON-TYNE: WORKS: 

110, Edmund Street. - 10, Park Place. 11, St. Peter's Square. 9, Clavering Place. Dagenham, Essex. I 
- lll?IlllIIlIlUhlJIlItIIITIIl;tlIljljIl;IIiJlIIllJIIIijIIliIrlIll7rIiTlJIljIrji:115fl 

REPUTATION .................................................... 
O IJR IMP Your Condenser i a"FALLON"unless the SPECIAl. FEATURES: 

Super ,, ,, 
,, 4,000 ,, - 2 0 

Quality R. 1239. Single Head Telephones. 1,000 ,, - i -1 9 
2,000 - 1 2 9 

%O. 1.12'8. 

,, , ,, ,, 4,000 
,, 
,, - 1 5 6 

7 

- rR. 1260. Double Head Telephones. 120 ,, - 1 2 6 N High 
Grade 

J 
' ,, ,, ,, ,, L,uuu ,, - 

I A 
.t O 

,, ,, ,, 4,000 ,, - 1 5 o 4 
1281. Ladies'Hand Telephones. 120 - 2 16 0 ¿L 

ty 

LR. 

,, ,, ,, 
,, 2,000 

,, 
,, - 2 19 0 

4,000 - 3 0 0 'I1TY ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, . 

September, 1923 MODERN W1RELES 

BRITISH MADE 

% RADIO HEAD TELEPHONES 
/7' ( Nite réduced prices. 

ÇR. 1238. Double Head Telephones. 120 ohms. - £1 17 

- /1 - I « . 

,, 2,000 ,, 2 0 
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DL__ _ iJi= 1r-D 
vi. 

- . 

. POST FREE POST FREE : High-class Enclosed Whisker Detector, well made, generous ze,on 
: ebonite base 3/-. 

- . - 
- S - . 

Enclosed Whisker Detectcrs, all good value, 1/8, 2/-, 2/6, 3/... 
: Perikon Detector, glass enclosed, with 2 crystals, adjustable pressure, . 

i: ...... HEADPHONES - 

-: on ebonite base, 2/-. 
: Perikon Detector, built on generous lines, complete wish a crystals, - ..... 

Fine PU& K.Double Headphones, Splendid Tone,. 4,000 ohms, ves-y corn- 
glass enclosed, dustproof, 3/- and 3/6 - - 

- fortable headbands, 15/11 pair nett ......................................................... 
Brunet (beware of cheap imitations offered at less t)ran the firth of Brunet, 

;. . .-« ........... 

: FINI RESISTANCES 

D. Paris, sell in thousand lots), 4,000 ohun, horn headband, well-brown 
asa ftrst-class reliable and guaranteed phone, one price-oni, 17/11 

Very Good Resistances wound on core givsn perfect results 2 

: designs, 2/3 and 2/8 ' 

pair nett. 
B.B.C. Phones, very loud, sweet tone, 4,000 ohms, every pair guaranteed 

Various designs in stock, 1/8, 1/10, 2/-. - - - 

: 7 ohms, 3/6 and 4/-. 
'. . . 

for perfect recptson, complete with long cords, 16/11 pair nett - 
' 

- Double Phone Cords, suitafl makes of phones, lcd. per pair ..... TO CALLERS.-id. in the shulling. discount on most 
-. Extra Good Léad-in Wire, ro yds., 1/3; 1d. per yard. , of the above. This will pay your fare, besides giving 

Buy the Good Goods at Low Prices, riot Nasty Goods at Cheap Prices. - you utmost value for your money. - - 

- i.'IIiIIIIIIlIflhIlIIIIIIIlIIIIlHIIIlIffl- 

- 

0 
S - . . IlIlIIlIIIIiIIIlIIIIlILIIIIIIIIHflIHIJLi 

RIGHT. OPPOSITE . RIGHT OPPOSITE 

fi :DALY'S -._IDALY'SF 
EEGALLERY DCOR 27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2 GALLERY DOOR 
eiIIIIIIlIIIIIlllIlIlIuuhIIIIlIIlIIlIltIi - . 

. 
?jIIIIIlIIIIIIjIlIItIIIIIIlIlIIIIIIIIIIIII 

OPEN EVERY DAY 9 n.m. to 8p.m. SUNDAYS 11 n.m. to 2 p.m. .. 
. 

b SPACERS USED ." 
(Making condenser mors conpnet POST FREE. 

tor a given capacity.) 

U Prke fully assembled Assembled but without 
fi with ALUMINIUM END end plates: or dial. 
iii PLATES and Ebonite 

Dial, .0-180. . 

. .001 .:.. ... '...- 6/... 

D .001 8/- .00075 5/6 
.00075 7/- .0005 4/6 
.0005 ....... 5/11 .0003 3j3 
.0003 5/2 

.. 

. 

0002 - 2 
0002 43 

- ..0001 ............. 3/9 
fl Vernier 3/6 . 

Vernièr -. 1/9 

Marconi R' s.s. 45/60 ........ 15/ 
Mullard Ora .s ............ 15f- : 
Ediswan 15/- 
Cull Emitter (delivery sl.ortly) ...... 27/6 

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS. 
Low Frequency Ratio 5--1. 

Radio Instruments Ltd. Special Transtormer .. 25/- 
- : ' Tested on Aerial, high quality; perfect resulty 15 f11 

Very Good Transformer, Guaranteed 11/6 

COIL. HOLDERS. 
: 3-way, very handsome design, first-class article, good açearance, 

worth much more, 10 /-. 
3-way, second quality, a good serviceable holder, 7/-. 
3-way, cheaper quality, but worth more, 5/9. 3 

2-way, first quality, 6/6: second do., 5/-; third do., 4/6. 
-: 

- CRYSTAL DETECTORS. 

Raymond Variable Condensers 
CHEAPEST! REST!! 
Note New Features! 
Fully Assembled as Sketch 

ALUMIN 111M TOP & 

BOTTOM PLATES 
Prices Include- 

EBOMIE DIAL 

O 180 
(not - shown) 

POINTER & BUSH 
EBONITE BUSHES. 

APJUSTABLE BEARING. 

ACCURATE 088 

Post orders must be accompanied by an extra sum of 26. 
in every shilling or any part of a shilling, up to 20/-. 
Over 20/- post free with the exception of Accumulators 
and a few specialarticles marked in list. To facilitate 
delivery please see coirect amount is enclosed as otherwise 
delay occurs. All orders in strict rotation. 
Foreign orders 3d. inèach 1/- or any part extra fer post. 

Over £3 post free. 

Accumulators, Rotas, 4 y. 40 amp., 17/6, post 2/- extra. 
Accumulators, 6 y. o amp, in splendid carrying Case, leather st,rap 

handle, 27/6, post 2/6 extra. 
High-Tension Batteries, guaranteed quality- 

j y. wax Centre ........ 2/6, post 1/- extra. 
36v .......... 4/9 ,, li. 
to y. tapped every 3 volts ;... aj6 ,, I/S 

Complete with 2 Wander Plugs. Above are not included in tree post 
oiTer, being fragile. 

VALVES. 
- All valves offered are new and manufacturers' guaranteed 

quality. No Rejects, Done-up, Renewed or "Dud" 
Goods are offered. Beware of Rubbish. 

Fjerch "R" Best typ2- ....... IO/O 
Cossor, Pink Top .......... 15/- 
Cossor, P.2 '.....- .i ...... 15 ¡- 

MODERN WIRELESS 

I 
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-i 
- - VII. 

L : ____________ 

- -. 
- orders. 

. Spde Terminals, screw patt. ... ... ... 2d. each . - ;c;eyauPwards. from 5/-. 
,. - HONEST GOODS AT THE RIGHT PRICE. ,j- 

- Extra Good Lead-in.Wire, so yards 1/3, lid. yard. - I ADVERTISE WHAT I SELL, AND SELL WHAT 1 - - - ADVERTISE. 
- POSTAGE EXTIA up to 20/-. Sepos terms page vi. . TRADE AND RADIO CLUBS SUPPLIED. 

111111111 IIlI!IlIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIII --- - 'JIIIIII!II!IlIlIlflhlLIlJjIIIflhIlJlIlIl 

RIGHT OPPOSITE RIGHT OPPOSITE 

DALY'S _____________________ DALY'Sj 
GALLERY O9R 27, LISLE STREET, W.C.2 =GA1LERY DOQR 

IIIlIIIUIIIlIIIII!I!lItIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIíi O ilIIlIlItIIIIIIlIIIIIjtlIIIllIlHIIIIItIiiI. - 

 Real Ebomte Knobs, good quality, 3d., 5d. and 6d. each. 
Bushed, 2 B.A. 

Good Knobs, bushed 2 BA., 2d. each. 1/8 doz. 
Bell Wire, D.C.C., indiarubber covered, 52 yds., 6d. nett. 
Twin Flex, good quality, 52 yds., i/ri; 4 yds., 7d. nett. ' 
Sleeving, takes s8 gauge wire, 3 yds. for 1/-, good quality. 
100,000 ohms Resistance, scientifically made, 2/6. 
Fixed Condensers, up to .001, 1/-. 
Fixed Condensers, np to .005, 1 /0. 
Fixed Condensers, .00fi, 2/-. 

These fixed condensers are made, not "so called." 
French " R " Valves, impossible to equal, 10/6. 
Grid Leak, 2 meg., highly recommended, 1/-. - 

Grid Leak and Condenser, 2/-, 2/6 to 3/-. 
Ebonite Valve Holders with 8 nuts, 1/3 and 1/-. Hand- 

turned. 
Moulded Valve Holders, with nuts, 9cl. each. V V V 

D.C.C. Wire, IS to 36 gauge in stock. - . - 

Enamel Wire, 22, 24, 26 in stock. V 

Egg Insulators, 2d. and 3d. each, best quality. 
Ebonite Dials, o-180, 1/- and 1/3. 
Ebonite Dials with knob, 1/4, 1 /6, 2/-. V 

'2 B.A. Rod, 52 in.V lengths, 3d. each, 2/3 doz. No post 
orders. 

V 

V 4 LA. Rod, 12 in. lengths, 2-id. each, 2/- doz. No post 

CRYSTALS. 
V 

- : 

- U 
- Shaw's Genuine Hertzite - ... ... 9cl., 1/-, 1/3 

Galena and Silicon ... ... ... ... 3d. each V 

Copper Pyrites ... ... ... ... 6d. 
V 

Zincite and Bornite V 

... 1/- pair 
Taute " genuine .. .. 1/-, 1/3 

4 Cats-whiskers (one gold) for Od. 
V 

Valve Pins, split... ... ...7d. per dOz.,. 3 doz. 1/6 
Contact Studs, best polished, with nuts ... 6cl. doz. 
Contact Studs, good quality, and nuts ...... 4/id. doz. 
Spade Terminals ... ... ... 2 for 1d. 
Wood Scrïw Terminals ... ... 2 for 3d. V 

Stop Pins, with ihoulder ... ... 2 for id. V 

Ebonite (Real) Slider and Plunger ... 8d. 
V 

Pin Terminals, screw pattern ... ... 2d. each V 

V Ebonite Coil Plugs ... .. ... 9d., lOd., 1/- V 

V V Filament Resistance Dials, according to quality, Bd. toi f- 
Basket Coil Holders, single, well-made 2/- each 
Basket Coil Holders, take 3, on stand 

V 

2 doz. 
6/- 

3d., 9d. S.A. Washers 3 gross 
- V 

4 B.A. Washers ... - ... 3 doz. 2d., gross 7cl., 
.. 

Crystal Cups and Screws ... id., 1d and 2d. each - 

Valve Sockets, with shoulder and nuts, 4 for 3d., 1 f- doz. 
Valve Sockets, with nuts ... 9d. doz., id. each 

Brass Nuts, best.quality 2 B.A. 3 doz. 7d. 1/lo gross 
Brass Nuts, bestquality , , 6 B.A 3 doz. 6d. 1/6 gross. 
Aerial Wire, 7/22. 2/6 and 2/4 ioo feet. post 1/3 hank. 
Basket Coils, 6 and 7 inset. Equal to higher 

pricd sets. WL up to 3,000 metres 2/2, 2/4, 2/6 
Best Quality Variometers, excellent results, 3/5, 3/8, 

complete with knob. 
Switch Arm, 12 studs and nuts, the lot 1/-. 
Switch Arms, various designs, good value, 8d., bd., 1/-, 

1/3. 
Terminals, Telephone, with nut and washer, 4 for 5d. 
Terminals, Pillar, with nut and washer, 4 for 51d. 
Terminals, P.O., with nut and washer, 4 for 5d. 
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. II 
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the needs of the beginner, as well as of the 
more advanced experimenter; and the articles 

cases the sets described will be of the simplest 
possible nature commensurate with efficiency. 

6i 

lating the best of the ready-made sets. Many 
important improvements and simplifications 
of apparatus have come from those v ho have 
discovered the means of the improvement in 
their own workroom. Even the most ex- 

perienced designer finds when he starts to 
make the set that some of the portions which 
on paper have seemed the simplest to make, 
offer several unforeseen difficulties. In this 
special "How to make" number of MODERN 
WIRELESS, we have carefully kept in mind 

We are happy to present for the first time 
with this issue of MODERN WIRELESS our new 
Magazine Junior Wireless designed to have a 
strong appeal to every healthy boy. The 
editorship has been entrusted to Mr. Percy W. 
Harris,- whose many books and articles have 
done much to popularise broadcast reception.- 
It is our intention in this new magazine to 
present the name sound technical, and "How 
to- make" articles that have distinguished 
MODERN WIRELESS in the past, but in all 

make. 
* * * 

There is no 'question that for the handyman, 
the making of wireless apparatus possesses a 
great fascination. It is not mrely that the 
home construction of such sets effect a con- 
siderable saving, although this must have a 
powerful influence with many of us. Far 
more instruction is gained in making one's 
own set than can ever be acquired bymanipu- 

crystal sets, both of which will give admirable 
results within say ten or fifteen miles of a 
broadcasting station. Those readers more 
distant or who wish to be able to hear all the 
British broadcasting stations, will find the 
three-valve " all-concert " set to teir liking. 
In the coming numbers of MODERN WIRELESS 
we shall give details of further highly ingenious 
and useful sets, both crystal and valve, which we 
are sure will prove very popular with our 
readers. 

WITH the coming of Septemberthe "how 
to make "wireless season can be said 
to have commenced in real earnest. 

During the summer months very few people 
care to work indoors with a hot soldering 
iron, but now that the shorter evenings 
drive us indoors, the experimenter begins 
to collect his component parts about him and 
sketches out the set he has longed desired to 

and sets have been chosen to make the widest 
possible appeal... 

* * . * 

Very shortly two more British broadcasting 
stations will be opened. This means that 
many thousands more people' will be placed. 
within what we may term "crystal range" of 
these stations. In our pages this month will 
be found two entirely different designs for 

I 

- 

t1 
'' I 

r 
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Fig. j.-The elaborate apparatus used in the experiments described in this article. The receiving cylinder is cn 
he left. The cylindrical objects on the rio/l are the field-magnets of the Einthoven galvanometer. 

562 

 

- microphonic currents of speech The broadcasting of pictures has transmission is not insisted upon, 
frequency, the transmissibn of also been recently attempted by a and allowance is made for the 
speech and music has now been method which, whilst it may con- breaking-up of the picture into a 
made a matter of èveryday ex; .-:t4in the germ of future possibilities, number of small parts, these parts 
perience: cannot be said, in its present form, being transmitted separately, the 

The ñext step in thé development to be of much practical utility, problem becomes very much simpler. 
of wire,less is the transmission of The problem of the radio trans- This is, in fact, the underlying 
pictures drawings and writing mission of a picture as a whole and principle of M Behn s method it 

: ' 

I 

...': 

A t. 
.......-..-. 

: ' 

D .. .. D 
DDDDGDoDrnDDDDDoDDDDrnDDDoDoDDDDDDoDDDDDoDDoDDDDErnDDDnDDDDDDDDDDDDD 

IN, the earliest days of radio- 
communication it was only 
possible to transmit messages 

by the aid of code signals (tele- 
graphy) and the transmission of the 
spoken word by telephony was no 
more than a hope for the future. By 
the ingenious use of high-frequency 
continuous waves, and the modu- 
lation of the same by means of 

It is, of course, tacitly assumed that 
the transmission, to be most effec- 
tual, must be instantaneöus, or 
nearly so. As a matter of fact, it is 

- already possible to transmit a 
picture by wireless by the method 
which is described in the present 

- article, but this is not an instan- 
taneous process, nor does it transmit 
the picture as a complete whole. 

instantaneously would appear to be 
one of very considerable scientific 
difficulty, but so many problems 
which have appeared equally com- 
plicated have now been success- 
fully solved that there seems no 
reason to conclude that the general 
problem of television will prove an 
exception. 

If the condition of instantaneous 

DODD 

THE TRANSMISSION. OF PICTURES 
: BY WIRELESS . 

R -. Bj J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.lnsLP. (Staff Editor). 

9 
The following article, which is based upon an interview with M. E. Behn and a visit to his laboratory, 

9 
D . gives an account of the work òf this famous French inventor in connection with the wireless D 

- 

- o transmission of pictures. - 9 
D -- . o 
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mount: particular heading. the received telephone current. 

563 

Fig. 2.-Principle of transmission 
with a microphone. 

beam in such a ay that, when this 
beam falls upon the second rotating 
cylinder, which is covered with 
photographically sensitisèd paper, 
light and dark impressions are 
produced corresponding to the 
raised and hollow portioìis of the 

- original cylinder. 
It will be seen that the- funda- 

mental principle of the method is 
comparatively simple, but - in the 
practical development of the appar- 
atus M. Behn has had many impor- 
tant technical difficulties to sur- 

dales" (as it were) of the cylinder, 
and corresponding variations are 
produced in the microphone current. 
The actual machine by which this - - 

is carried out is shown in Fig. 3. 

Methòd of Transmission. 

Having obtained the requiste 
variations in the micropkone cur- 
rent, the mode oA supejjmposing 
these Mariations upon the wireless 
carrier waves is identical -with that 
which is employed in wireless 
telephony, and therçfore it is un- 
necessary, in. this Journal, to give 
any further description under that 

iri - 
-Hl1 

JIII RECFJv,w,5 

- ¡III 

!ll1 

5 0 

Fig. 4-T/1e principle of the 
receiving oscillograph. 

the wires A B, C D.. n other words, 
the angular deflection of the mirror 
is an indication of the trength of the 
telephone current, or the variations 
in position of the mirror correspond 
to the variations in intensity in 

cylinder, the pressure against th 
microphone will be greater when a 
raised portion of the cylinder is 
passing it than when a hollow por- 
tion is passing If the corres- 
pondingly-varying microphone cur- 
rent is made to have a modulating 
influence upon the high-frequency 
wirele3s waves from the trans- 
mitting station, these modulated 
waves may be made, at the receiv- 
ing station, to influence a light- 

Vii-op/w,& 

Dwh 

t 

Sû3 &ffz5 ¡::, 
. 

Prh 
Ál 

Fig. 3.-The actual trans,nitter with photograph in position. 

The Preparation of the Trans- 
mitting Cylinder. 

Withòut entering into the details 
of the photographic process by 
which the picture is transferred 
initially to the.transmitting cylin- 
der, we may sáy. that the process 
involves the usò of bichromated 
gelatine paper, and isin many ways 
similar to the procèss by which 
ordinary blocks are made, such as 

- are psed for printing illustrations iii 
"magazines. The net result is that 

the picture stands in relief from its 
sklrroundings. In Fig. 2 is shown 
the arrangement pf the microphon e 
in relation to the rotating cylinder. 
It will be seen that as the cylinder 
rotates, the sapphire stylus is 
actuated. by the "hills ". and 

The Receiving Apparatus« 
This depends primarily upon the 

use of the principle of the "oscillo- 
graph," and will be understood by 
reference to Fig. . 

Two stretched 
wires A B, C D, support a tiny 
mirror which may be tin. square. 
The telephone current from the 
receiving apparatus passes through 
these wires and the arrangement is 
placed in a strong local electro- 
magnetic field. Owing to the inter. 

-. ation of the electromagnetic effects 
- of the suspended mirror system and 
- the local field; the mirror system 
- süffers a deflection, the amount of 

which depends upon the streth of 
the -telephone current traversing 

- 

must be admitted that, o far a it 
goes, the method has been very 
successful and is, even iñ its present 
form, of considerable commercial 
utility and importance. By the 
use of Belin's apparatus, not only 
pictures, but also line-drawings, 
and handwriting may be trans- 
nutted. 

The Principle of Behn's Methode 

The rough outline of the method 
may be given as follows. Imagine 
two of the old-style phonograph 
cylinders rotating at exactly the 
same speed, one placed at the trans- 
mitting station and the other at the 
receiving station. Suppose a pic- 
ture is engraved upon the trans- 
mitting cylinder in such a way that 
the features of the picture stand out 
in relief. If a microphone be 
suitably mounted so as to. make 
contact with the surface of the 
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production of stvong light on the cylinders during the tinie required suca a way as to. maKe tne signais 
photographic paper on the receiving for the transmission of a picture !mitt by thenioiicide 
cylinder, and the passing of a is an exceedingly small fraction of :' - - - 

de pressed portion on the trans- one revólution, so that, -for all - - Effect of.AtmQspherlcs. - 
mitting cylinder produces a feeble practical purposes, the' . speeds of - ----- ... - - 

light on . the receiv'ng cylinder. - rotation of the two cylinders are - - In some sespeicts - the receiving 
The raised, ad depressed parts of - equal. - - . - - -- - - apparatus. resembles the tape re- 

- -'564 

depends upon the point at which 
the beam strikes the screen if 
the beam passes through the screen 
at a part near to the most trans- 
parent edge, a comparatively large 
percentage of the light will get 
through, whilst if the beam is 
deflectcd so that it strikes the 
screen at a part near to the most 
opaque edge, a comparatively small 
percentage of the light will get 
through. Thus the amount of light 
which gets through the screen will 
vary as the beam is deflected along 
the line in Fig. 7. 

Now this deflection of the beam 
along the line is exactly what 
results from the .angtlar ibration 
of the mirror due to the telephone 
current passing through the wires 
A B, C D in Fig. 

. 
It will be 

seen, then, that thjs arrangement 
enables the variation in the received 
telephone current to be translated 
into variations in the intensity of 
the light which falls upon the 
photographic paper on the re- 
ceiving cylinder.' Since the van- 

aticns of the 
telephone current 
correspond to the 

lUth Taised and de- 
1IlflI 

pressed portions 
of the picture on 

JJ 
te transmitting 
cylinder, we have 

lIiu now a completed 
method whereby 

Fig. 6.-How the the passing of a 
lines trace out-the raised portion of 

picture. the transmitting 
cylinder under the 

microohone stylus results in the 

sû»,' c5,&de,. 

Fig. 7.-The receiving apparatus explained diâgra;h,nzaticeilly. 

the transmitting cylinder are there- 
fore recorded by dark and light 
parts (or vice versa) on the re- 

"ceiving cylinder. - 

As the' transmitting cylinder 
rotates, it also moves gradually 
aong its own axis, so that eventually 
the microphone stylus has traversed 
a series of lines covering the whole 
area of tie, picture. Similarly, 
the receiving cylinder moves gradu- 
ally along itsown axis as it rotates, 
with the result that the spot 
of light draws a series of lines 
across the paper, these lines making 
up the received picture. This effect 
is illustrated in Fig. 6 

Synchronlsing the Twò Cylinders. 

One of the most important 
mechanical adjustmeiits in this 
apparatus is the synchronising of 
the cylinders at the transmitting 
and receiving stations. It will be 
obvious that if one cyIinder were 
to rotate a little -fàste than the 
other, the received picture would 
become :. ::ineitricahly conf uscd. 
Great precautions have been taken 
by M. Behn to secure equality and 
uniformity in the speeds of rotation 
of the two cylinders. The cylinders 
are driven by clockwork mechanism 
and it is previously ascertained, by 
trial, that the difference inthe total 
number of revolutions of the two 

Képing Cylinders' En Step. 
Not only is it necessary that the 

two cylinders shall rotate a tl 
same speed, but it is also important 
that they shall be in step. The 
necessity for this may not at first 
be apparent. f the surface of the 
receiving cylinder were coated with 
photographic emulsion, so that 
there could be said to be no 
"starting point," it would be 
immaterial at what point of the 
cylinder a start was made. It is 
convenient however, to attach 
a strip of sensitised paper to the 
receiving cylinder and evidently 
the picture is required to start at 
the moment when the "join" is 
passing the light spot. Also if the 
transmission of a picture should for 
any reason be interrupted before 
completion, it could only be resumed 
if means were available for keeping 
the transmitting and receiving 
cylinders in phase. - 

The method by which Behn has 
provided for keeping the cylinders 
in step is to' arrange' for the trans- 
mission nL special periodic signals 
at the moment when the cylinders 
are set in motion. - The frequency 
of the signals is sch as to enable 
them tò be easily distinguished in 
the felephone, and by the aid of a 
mechatìical device, an advancing 
òr rètarding movement an be given 
to one of the cylinders at will, in 

I An optical system is arranged to 
throw a beam of light upon the 

i 
mirror; the beam, after reflection 

I from the mirror, passes through a 
special screen and then fal's upon 
the receiving cylinder, which is 
covered with photographic paper. 

The Graduated Screen. 

The screen which has just been 
relerrrd to above is made ir a special 
way, so that its transparency varies 
continuously from one cdge to the 
opposite edge. . Thus the amount of 
light which is able to pass through 
the screen when a beam faLs upon it 
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'long." In this way atmospherics The signature of M. Briand transmitted by Belinograrn. frequently have the effect of render- 

tremely unlikely that atmospherics 
can interfere seriously with the 
fidelity of the received picture or 
with the legibility of transmitted 
handwriting. Th- point is that 
atmospherics re numèrous and 
more oi less "uniformlyerratic," 
w.hilst the geniine transmission 
produces a picture which stáxds 
out sufficiently clearly from a grey 
or speckled background. 

Trjtjs of the Method. 
The first practical trial of this 

system was made in June, 1921, 

from the Lafayette. Station (Bor- t 

deaux). A portable transmitter at 
Radio Centra-1 (Paris) was con- 
nected by 'wire-with the-Lafayette - - ...,, 
Station and the - wireless trans- -, 

mission from the latter station was 
received in the Behn laboratory at 

I 

The first Belinograni. 

ceivin machine emuloved for auto- r 

to be vhite. It is, therefore, ex- 

matic wireless recptin of Morse - .- - .-_- -, 
signals, and, like the latter, it is 

to be liable affected by the reception 
of atmospherics. ø»1( 4- 

There is, however, a fundamental 
difference between the effect of pgl' 
atmospheric interference in the case 
of Morse reception and i1 that of 
picture reception by the Behn i 

' system. A Morse character con- - 

sists of a"long "ora "short," and 
- 

if atmospherics have t he effect of 
causing interruption during the - -t--A 

transmission -of a "long" they 
may break it up into a number of - - 

"shorts "; similarly, a series of 
"shorts " may be joined together 
by atmospheric interference into a 

44_ l.A.. p.s *& 44_ , 

___ 
.-e 

a«1 /Z y*4 J 'c1 
t44 M -. cTt4 . st IC44 

¿d*f/ 
t dlL .4(L/r4'f 4Id, . 

PC t41L3a t .. ft t it ,,A', 

r -i. a) 
« - ì/ - 

-1cz:i_.,,__... 

ing tape recorded wire'ess Morse 
signals entirely unintelligible. 

In the transmission of a pictures 
by the method described therein, 
however, it is only necessary to 
secure a system of shading, and 
provided the received picture shows 
sufficient contrast between the 
dark and light portions, it does not 
matter whether these portions are 
actually black and white. If at- 
mospherics have the effect of 
breaking up a line which forms part 
of a black portion of the picture, 
the result will be merely to reduce 
the contrast, and the same remark 
applies if atmospherics cause a 
sprinkling of dots upon the parts 
of the picture which were intended 
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In%Í. Behn's laboratories,showing the appayatus illustrated in Fig. z on the left.' 

across the Atlantic Was received in 
this way during the night of the 
4th-5th August, 1921. 

A third series of experiments 
were made in October, 1921, when 
autographic messages were sent 
from France to the Marine Station 
of Annapolis. As. in the original 
trials, the transmission was made 

indicate the practical success 
of the transmission of pictures and 
wiiting by this method. 

The transmission of a picture 
takes a few minutes, so that the 
method cannot, at any rate in its 
present fórm, be compared in any 
way to television, nor is it adaptable 
to the transmission of moving 

amateur should not give it 
careful thought with a'view to 
tributing even a small quota to-' 
wards its solution. It is, in fact, 
very unlikely that the problem will 
be solved in a single night; it will 
almost certainly be the gradual 
result of a multitude of contri- 
butory efforts. 

The second set of trials were made from Paris by wire to the Lafayette pictures. Television is one of the 
in July, 1921, between Amerjca and Station at Croix d'Hins Bordeaux). dreams of science, which there is 
France. The transmissioxi as sent little, if any, reason to doubt may 
from the U.S. Marine Statio' of '. 

I . some day come true. Many im- 
Annapolis to IÍa'lmaison whére Conclusion, portant inventions in wireless have 
reception was' effected' 6n ,line The foregoing description will been made by the amateur ex- 
aerial, using valve-ampliñers - The show the essential simplicity and perimenter, and the fact that the 
first satiáfactory telephotographic ingenuity of M. Behn's invention, problem of television appears so 
message, whici had ever been sent and the illustrations herewith formidable is no reason why the 
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. MY NEW CIRCUIT. D 
D 

u . 

D 
D 

R . By E. T. FLEJVELLING. u D.. 
Every eiperimenter has heard of the Flewelling D 

D 
circuit, and many readers of f hs magazine have o u. 

the inventor himself describes his latest circuit and D 7 
obtained wonderful results with it. In this o 

LI article, specially written for MODERE WIRELESS, D 

D. its modifications. - .... - -. . . 
. ..... D. . . . . . .0-. 

D[JLIDD000DDE0000LIDE000LI00000DD0000 

IN the original. Flewelling circuit, super- 
regeneration was secured by a method 
that utilised the blocking and freeing of: :' 

the grid f a vacuum tube in conjunçtion with 
a bank of three condensers. The theory of the: 
circuit showed that this bank of three conden-. 
sers was unnecessary and that the same 
results were obtainable by the proper placing: 
of a single condenser, of- the .right value, in 

the circuit. The blocking and freeing :of.the 
grid of the valve is responsible for a character 
istic sound in the phones dependent upon the 
rate at which this blocking and freeing.action 2 

takes place: . This blocking, etc., may pro--, 
duce condthser ripples running .fr.om oflce .ä 
second or less to as great a speed as -ioto 15 

Sep1embe, 1923 M «D E R N- W I R E L E S S 

constructing a Flewelhng super will be elim- 

Fig. 1.-The new Flewelling circuit in the forni inated. After such a circuit is in successful 
magnetic reaction. . operation it is an - easy matter to open the 

- 

 -thoiisand.or môre times a second. .,The cOrrect 
operating.point seems to be ih the neighbour: 
hood oLio to i5 thOusand times a eond, aid 
the characteristic note of a succêssfull opera, 
ting receiver is that of a high, shrill-pitched 
whistle, approaching the siíper-sòiic .range 
during reeption, and therefore almost j; 
audible. The pitch of the whistle or tate of 
starting and stopping is controllable within 
suitable limits by the variable-resistance grid 

) -. . . . . . . 

T: Flewelling. 

1eak ànd shoiild never be'a1loved tO gö solow 
in pitch as t« be decidedly bjectionab1e to 
the operator. -.:. ':. 

' 

The circuit is shown in Fig:I in the familiar 
" tickler-coil " form: Fig. 2 shows the cir.! 
cuit as used with a variometer or tuned 
anode circuit. Fig. 3 shows the use of a 
loop or frame antenna, which is shown directly 
tuned with the grid circuit without the use 
of the usual tüning inductance, although, of 
course, a loop may be used in any of the.con- 
veñtìonal ways. . 

From experience the writer would advise 
those who contemplate building the Flewelling 
rèceiver. to build a plain regenerative circuit 
of the type that they prefer; except that they 
use about 25 per cent. more inductance than 
usual in the anode circuit. If such a circuit is 
built arid put into successful operation most 
of the worries and troubles encountered in 
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frequency of the blocking action is also lowere.d 
and it may .be brought to such a point by 
this means that cOntrol of the actionis byond 

568 

.1 
Fig. 3.-Fie welling circuit used with a loop. - 

botti points at once, as in. such a c-ase the 
voltage of he anode battery would be placed 
across the phones. 

Most of the troùble encounteréd with this 
circuit seems to centre itself in thé securing. 
of a suitable variable high resistance for the 
grid leak. A tapped resistance, as a rule, is 
an impossibility in this circuit. The adjustment 
is so critical that the best operating point 
will most invariably be between contacts, 
therefore Uñe should: use a continuously 
variable resistaice of the highest fype. No 
value can be given for the resistance, except 
that it is in the neighbourhood of I mègohm, 
because of the fact that its vàlue depends 
entirely upon the various constants in the 
particular receiver in use. 

High-grade inductances of lbw internal 
capacity should be used. It will be found 
that as the grade of inductance is lowered the 

o ground of improper value. Note also that 
if we term antenna or ground energy 
collectors, then the energy collector used should 
be connected to the side of the inductance 
next the grid of the tube. One may readily 
ascertain if the energy collector used is suitable, 
by placing the àfrcuit in operation not con- 

j 
Fig. 2. A new Flewelling circuit using the well-known 

American niethod of obtaining reaction by tuning the 
plate circuit with a variometer. 

filament side of the grid circuit and insert the 
.006 ¿LF. condenser, which should be of a 
high-grade type, preferably one using a mica 
dielectric, and make the additional connection 
"X" between the anode and grid circuit, 
as shown in diagrams. It should be noticed 
that this connection is made from the side of 
the anode coil away from the anode, to the 
bottom or filament side of the tuninginductance, 
thus letting the .006 condenser act as a barrier 
between the high anode voltage and the 
filament of the tube. The switch "S2" will 
enable one to rapidly change the circuit from 
a plain regenerative to a super-regenerative 
circuit. Its use is optional, but if used, care 
should be taken that the two contacts be so 
spaced that the switch arm cannot rest upon 

menter may choose the combination that 
gives the best results. 

The valve to be used in the circuit -must 
be of the hard, high vacuum type in order 
that we may properly control its grid and usé 
the higher anode voltages. As a rule it will 
be found that superior results are secured from 
the tubes of the larger sizes of the bright fila- 
ment type, although very satisfactoryoperation 
may be obtained with hard tubes of the dull 
emitter type. Under rather critical conditions 
a soft valve might be used in this circuit 
depending upon. the -particular valve used and 
its degree of gas content, results being generally 
very mediocre. - 

Although the Flewelling circuit may be 
operated on a loop, ground, or antenna, or 
with no outside connection as may be desired; 
the control of the frequency of blocking is 
to an extent dependable upon the capacities 
and inductances associated with the circuit. 
The action might even be stopped entirely 
by associatiozi with the circuit of an antenna 

Lm 
TI*t, 

the ability of the resistance. This applies 
particularly to the internal, capacity of the 
coils. There is at this point a combination of 
constants in the circuit that will give results 
far beyond those obtainable with poorly 
designed apparatus. It is very strongly 
recommended that after the circuit is in 
successful operation that various types of 
inductances be tried. The difference in action 
will be immediately apparent and the experi- 
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crystal, and, to my pleasant sur- house. 
prise,tunedinalltheB.B.C.stations Many thanls fot this splendid 
without difficulty. I used, how- circuit. 
ever, a very loose coupling between F. B. 
the first anode coil ajid the ATI. Eskdaie, Carlin How 

I also found that practically no (About 5 miles SE. of 
grid bias was required (less than Saltburn-by-Sea, Yorlirkire).. 

S, 

- 

I am, dear sii, 

- . Yours, etc., 
(Signed) J. GARNET SILVERTHORN. 

Crosskeys, 
Mon. i 

CORRESPONDENCE 
A Modified ST. loo i volt) and the set functioned quite Dual Amplification 

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS. 
well without it. I also used a 

plate vernier condenser across the DEAR SIR,-I feel it my duty to. 
DEAR SIR,-I have no doubt choke and only needed about joo° write you on your little portable 

receiver in this month's MoDERN 
- p 

will be interested to hear that I out of the i8°. Ioo,000 ohm WIRELESS. But what you give re 
hooked up this week the modified resistance in the circuit. i am now the results obtained is by far too 
ST loo circuit illustrated in the going to try different valves for mud. I took a fancy to the circuit, 
August number of MODERN WIRE- tIis resistance. and put it up in a few hours, and 
LEss in the z HF and crystal and There was complete absence of was delighted with the results 
i LF circuit, but used Igranic coils AC hum, although with the old from Cardiff, a distance of 14 miles, 

-and condensers instead of the ST ioo this troubled me ton- and was more than surprised to hear >' 
. variometers (owing to lack of the siderably. I was also able to work a1 stations in the British Isles - 

- 

- latter). I used a 35 coil with .00i my loud speaker (Brown nigh Res.) quite clearly. It is the "last 
condenser and vernier in parallel on Newcastle, Manchester, and word" in single valve circuits. 
for the ATI and 2 No. 50'S for the faintly on London. Aerial twin, Glasgow came in equal to a three- 
anodes, and a No. 200 coil for the 40 ft. long (on 40 ft. mast), which valve circuit. - 

choke, 2 Cossor valves and Galena passes only 3 ft. clear of top of 

- the other parts of the circuit. is very suitable for C.W.reception. - 

-. - The writer's attention has been devoted Because of the simplicity of the circuit and 
entirely to reception in the United States of -the results that it gives, the experimenter 
radiophone broadcasting. Hence the constants should find a wealth of interest and experience - 

given tor the circuit are suitable for the broad- in its operation. --- 

casting range of wave-lengths, which in the . : - 

- . - the use of a separate tuned oscillatory circuit 
as generally used to obtain super-regenerative 
effects. The action in the Flewelling super- 

- circuit, given the correct constants, as shown, 
is dependent entirely upon one's ability to 
block the tube action by refusing to allow 
the negative charge to leak off of the grid 

- and to be able to start the tube action at will. 
This means that the experimenter must 
devote his atteiltion to the starting and stop- 
ping action of the tube itself, rather than to 

very promising. The increase in amplification; 
from 400 meters to 200 meters is quite notice- - - 
able. I cannot speak from actual experience, 
as I have not as yet visited England, but froth 
past results with this receiver it seems to me 

- that reception should be possible from such 
a station as 2L0, if conditions are at all 
favourable, almost anywhere in the British 
Isles, using the ground alone and without 
antenna of any kind. Spark stations are '.. 

received with the mushy note, but the receiver 

frequency adjusted to what is deeiied the 
proper point, and such an antenna qr. ground 
system used as will enable on t bring the 
receiver into its original adjustment. As 
a rule this will not be troublesome because 
the receiver has sufficient range of adjustment 

- to be adaptable to average conditions. 
The experimenter 'should bear in mind that 

he is not operating a super-regenerative 
circuit that is dependent for its action upon 

The value of the tuning coil given will not cover 
this entire ralìge, but it is a simple matter to 
either tap a large coil or exchange the coil, 
as the particular needs may call for. 

Amplification through the ue of this circuit 
is not such as to be of any value much above 
600 meters, but as the amplification increases 
inversely as the square of the wave-length 
the possibility for the receiver on the wave- 
lengths down to, say, io to 25 meters, are 

- . - -. T .. 

-I 
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nected to any outside conductors, the blocking. United States runs from 225 to 550 meters. 
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k 
The conp1ete receiver ready for use The conventional ebonite top panel is dispensed with. 

and wood substituted without loss of efficiency. 

570 - 

i .--- - - - ' i_ - 

frequency amplifying valve, and The present set contains these relatively small wave-length range, 
- a detecting valve using reaction, three valves used in the way very few coils will meet our needs. 

If this is properly arranged oscil- described and all three operating We can start with these coils and 
lations will not get lack to the at as near a.s.possible theirrnaxi- later, if we desire to get long 
aerial and cause disturbance. iiìum efficiency. - wave-length concerts, such as those 

- With two such valves when con- To the inexperienced builder, the It-orn the Hague, the Eiffel Tower, 
- thtions are anything approaching winding of bi cylindrical induc- and the Radiola Concerts in Paris, 

4 
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THE man who wishes to build 
his own wireless receiving 
set is frequently puzzled by 

the multiplicity of designs offered 
to him. The three -adjectives, 
"simple," ' efficient," and "selec- 
tive," have been rather over- 
worked and the reader usually 
looks for something more definite 
th..an mere generalities. 

A good all-round broadcast re- 
cever cax consist of one high- 

normal we can hear all the 
broadcasting stations on a reason 
ably good aerial. The distant 
stations, however, will be weak 
and the nearest will not be 
sufficiently strong to operate a 
loud speaker. We can remedy this 
weakness by adding a third, valve 
to act as a low-frequency magnifier, 
the complete set then consisting of 
three valves, one high-frequency, 
one detector and one magnifier. 

tances andY making suitable tap- 
pings, together -with the rather 
intricate soldering of wires to a 
stud switch or switches, rather puts 
such a form of inductance out of 
Court, Our receiver is therefore 
designedto take standard plug-in 
inductances. The advantage of 
building a receiver louse suchplug-in 
inductances is that if we only desire 
to receive, say, the British broad- 
casting, which is confined to a 
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THREE-VALVE "ALL CONCERT" 
V RECEIVER , 

VV 

- By PERCY W. HARRIS, Staff Editor. 

In this article detailed instructions are given for the construction of a higldy efflcienl three- 
valve receiver on which all-British broadcisting tátioñs, as well as most coiuinntal broad- 

V 

casting, can 'easily be heard when coi«ítions are irrnal. - V 
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instead of three foi receiving the One fixed condenser .00i mic- 
local broadcasting, for all we need rofarads. 
do is to turn off the filament öf the One fixed condenser .002,mic- 
first valve. The set will then rofarads. 
function quite satisfactorily on One fixed condenser not smaller 
strong signals without this valve, - than .01 microfarads and, with 
and accumulator current is thereby advantage, as large as i micro- 

If the signals are still How the lid is attached lO the box, farad. 

571 

frequency valve, or all three 
together. I have already designed 
such a set, and it has proved very 
popular, but in practice it will be 
found that such flexibility is very 
1itt1e utitised, and if we do away 
with it we can obtain a very great 
simplification of wiring and some 

- slight increase in efficiency. In the 
present set there is no switching 
and no means of making ujuieces- 
sary changes from one arrangement 
to another. Inpracticeit is a simple 
mattèr to use only two valves 

or other troubles. In dual ampli- 
fication circuits the choice of the 
transformer is a very important 
matter, and I bave found that 
makes of transformer which work 
quite well in an ordinary circuit such 
as this are not always satisfactory 
in a dual amplification receiver 
such as the S.T. ioo. This dual 
amplification receiver, whilst ideal 
for reception on a loud speaker from 

s 

- (If the ebonite form of socket is 
bought, this should have a 
flange for screwing dowñ to the 
wood. If the separate pins arc 
bought, then they should be 
mounted on pieces of ebonite, 
described below.) 

Two variable condensers, one 
of .000 5 microfarads, and the 
other of either this valu t or an 
size down to half of this value 
(.00025 microfarads). 

One fixed condenser .0003 

microfarads. 

Loo/dng down on the instrument to show disposition of parts. 

we can buy the additional coils 
as needed. 

Another point of importance in 
designing a set is the question 
of complication of wiring. Many 
people like to build a set in which 
switches are provided to make 
various combinations of valves, 
such as a detector valve alone, a 
detector with one note magnier, 
a detector preceded by a high- 

too strong, we can detune the set 
slightly by turning ene or other of 
the dials until the strength is 
brought down to that which we 
prefer to hear. All of the 
component parts. are standard, 
and any good make will do. 
With the particular circuit' used, 
for example, almost any make of 
tränsformer wifl give some kind of 
result, and there will be no howling 

the local broadcasting station, is 
not always satisfactory for the 
reception of long-distance signals. 

List of Componeht Parts - 

The following, then, are the 
components needed :- J 

One wooden box with detach- 
able lid of the size to be given. 

Eight terminals. 
Three sets of valve sockets. 
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The undersideafthe4op panel, showing general arrangement and wiring. 
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 If the reader has nothing_yhat- components, save for such matters doing their own cabinet work 
- . ever in the way of accessories, he as the spacing of valve pins and the seeming to imagine that such work 

will alEo ned for the set :- sockets for plug-in coils. Variable is beyond their ability. Actually,' 
One accumulator of volts and condensers, for example, are widely however, the building of boxes for 

- -' 

II 

/* 7 
- , 

i 

i 
-. 

-- - - - -. - 
J_ 

J 

I - I 

I. ---..------ j 

I 

r 

75 Igranic or a set of Buradept 
concert coils or any simi4ar set of 
coils to cover the broadcast 
band will do. If all broadcasting, 
British and Continental, is re- 

quired, then a set of plug-in coils 
up to and including a No. 400 
Coil will be needed. One or two 
makers use a different denomina- 
tion for their coils Messrs. 
Gambrell Bros., for example, use 
A, B, C, etc., for theirs, but any 
firm will supply suitable coils if 
this set is mentioned. 

in steps. 
One or more pairs of high- 

resistance telephones will be 
needed, according to the require- 
ments of the listener (4,000 ohms 
will suit). If the reader is within, 
say, jo or 20 miles of a Broadcast- 
ing station, then it ma'be desired 
to use the set to work a loud 
speaker. Any good high-resist- 
ance loud speaker will work with 
this set satisfactorily. 
Unfortunately, there is no stan- 

dard size for the various wireless 

reason it is advisable to obtain all 
of the components first before you 
decide upon the size of the box to 
take them. - 

My own box measures I5ifl, by 8m. 
by 4 in. deep, the wood being in. 
thick. This is about the minimum 
size for the components available, 
and it would be advisable to make 
the box somewhat larger than this 
in most Cases, 

Cabinet Work 
For some reason or other, buildors 

of wireless sets seem to fight shr of 

One ebonitestrip i in. by 6 
L. 

- in.byin. 
One ebonite strip i in. by 

L 
in. byin. - 

Ohe ebonite strip 2 by i in. 
byin., 

And, finally, if the separate 
valve legs are used, 

Three ebonite pieces ij in. 
square by in.. thick? 

Suitable coi is for set. 
If only British broadcasting 

is required a No. 25, 35, 50 and 

-- - - . . - 
The theoretical CirCuit diagram. - 

not less than 30 ampere hour different in size for the same 
capacity (actual) and preferably capacity. The best made are corn- 
a 40 ampere hour (actual) capa- 'paratively small, and ipdeed q 

city. could name two makes of conden- 
One high - tension battery, ser of identical capacity in whch - - 

which should not be of a lower one is exactly twice the depth of 
voltage than 60 and preferably the other. Filament resistances also 
should be tapped from 6o to ioo vary slightly in size, and for this 

One giid-leak (2 megohms). 
Cne pair of clips for same. 
Three filament resistances for 

panel mountng. 
One L.F. inter-valye trans- 

tormer. - 

One separate coil socket. 
Onì two-coil holder. - 

Quantity of No. 22 tinned 
copper wire for wirg up. 

Insulating tubng for coverng 
above. 

+ 
«r 

+L.T 
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been inorporated in the design for at inch intervals the points for the round the pins. However, at the - - - 

some specific purpose. Far more six holes which will take the ter- time of making this et the writer - 

thanthebeginnerrealises,theactual minàls. Now drill clearance holes had not such flanged sockets by 
disposition of the parts, the posi- sufficiently large to take the shanks him, and, therefore, cut three 
tions of the wires and lengths of of the terminals and secure these pieces of ebonite about i in. square, 
these wires have a vital bearing upon latter in place with lock nuts. on which were mounted four 

- 
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oughly to examine the photographs 
and diagrams accompanying this 
article, and see the exact disposition 
of the parts. Do not try to improve te arrangement, but follow the 
actual design as closely as possible. 
For example, it may occur to you 
that it would be more convenient 
to place these filament resistances 
on the front of the instrument, and 
partIcularly you may not like the 
idea of placing the detector filament 
resistance behind the detector valve. 
All of these r'oints, however, have 

ox removing tms skin in every 
how to make " article I write, 

I still find readers who ignore the 
injunction, and trouble frequently 
arises from this cause. The outer 
skin of sheet ebonite is very often 
a poor insulator, and unless w'e 
remoye this poor insulating skin 
we shall have all kind of noses 
and loss of signal strength. 

Now, take the largest panel 
(that on the right of the instrument) 
and down the middle of the back 
scratch a line and on it mark off 

The intervalve transformer in 
the illustration is the Ferranti 
transformer sold as the " H.D." 
Any of the good makes of trans- 
former vork excellently in this 
circuit, and unlike those which are 
used in dual amplification circuits, 
it is not essential that they should 
have a low self capacity. 

The three valve sockets can 
be of the type with a flange ob- 
tainable from practically any dealer, 
as these can be mounted on a 
wooden panel with ample clearance 

panel. However, on trial I found 
that there would not be sufficient 
clearance of parts to allow this, so 
I have made the set with a loose lid 
which fits on to four pins on the 
upper edges in themanner shown 
in the first illustration. These pins 
prevent lateral movement and four 
hooks hold it down securely in 
place. Of course, it is a simple 
matter to screw the lid down, but 
from what I know of wireless 
experimenters, they much prefer 
to be able to remove the top of the 
set to show the inside of the wiring, 
etc., without need of undoing any 
screws, which may spoil the ap- 
pearance of the top by constant 
removal. - 

The first thing to do &s thor- 

plates are used, the bo wilf need 
to be deeper. 

Make the box completely first 
of all, for although you will find 
it necessary only to use the top 
of the box for the mounting of the 
apparatus, the rest of it will be 
very convenient as a support for 
the set when you are wiring it. The 
top should be treated with stain 
and varnish before any parts are 
mounted, as it will not be easy to 
stain and varnish it after the various 
components are in place. 

Now, first of ail, cut the ebonite 
strip of the sizes mentioned and 
when they are cut carefully remove 
the surface skin with emery paper. 
Although I emphasise the necessity 

ment, resistances will present no 
difficulty. Any standard filament 
resistance will do. The mountng 
of the two variable condensers, the 
fixed condensers, and the small ebon- 
ite strip (2in. by .in.) carrying the 
clips for the grid leak should now 
be proceeded with. The fixed con- 
denser across the high-tension ter- 
minals i; the author's set is a 
Dubilier type 577 which has a 
capacity of os F. This is the 
smallest value that can be recom- 
mended in the circumstances, and 
the Mansbridge type of condenser 
with any capacity above this and 
up to, say, i F will suit even 
better. However, the Dubilier 
type 577 has the advantage in ease 
of mounting and takes little space. 

glass paper, alter which a coat of 
water stain, followed by a coat 
of spirit varnish or, simpler still, a 
couple of coats of the combined 
varnish-stain, which can be 
bought from any oil-shop, will give 
the box a quite presentable ap- 
pearance. - 

The only special point to be 
mentioned in regard to the box is 
the lid and the method of attaching. 
First of all, I intended to hinge the 
lid along one edge, so that it would 
lift and reveal the underside of the 

vijl be able to see what space tiey 
will take, and this, of course, will 
determine the size of the top of the 
box. As to the depth of the box, 
it will need to be just deep enough 
to allow the condensers and trans- 
former to clear the bottom. If, for 
example, Polar condensers are used 
and some makes of intervalve 
transformer which can be placed 
horizontally, then the box can be 
made shallower than that shown. 
If, on the other hand, variable 
condensers with widely - snaced 

passed through it to secure it to the 
wooden top. Before mounting this 
and the other strips on top of the 
box, the top hoard should be cut 
out either with a key-hole saw or a 
large bit in a brace, so that 
there is plenty of clearance round 
tIle shanks of the terminals and 
other connections. A tin. auger 
bit will be found very useful inall 
this work, and the writer uses 
nothing else, occasionally joining 
up two holes with a key-hole saw. 

The mounting of the three fila- 

matter. Planed wood in. thick 
can be obtained from any timber 
yard, and if the sizes are marked 
out carefully and the wood is 
sawn with a large hand saw it will 
not be found difficult to make good 
straight cuts. The sides of the box 
and the bottom can then be 
screwed together with or without 
glue. As the wood is bought already. 
planed, the only finishing necessary 
before staining is to give the box 
a good rub down with emery or 

the most important features of the 
present design that the leads con- 

-nected to the grids of the valve are 
exceedingly short. This shortness 
of lead is only obtainable by careful 

rrangements of the parts, and 
I would again ernphasi.se the neces- 
sity of following the design care- 
fully if you are to obtain the same 
excellent results that have been 
given by the original set. 

By laying out these parts on 
Paner in the manner shown. you 

which carries the plug socket, 
drill this to take the two terminals 
and also mount on it the plug 
socket. 

Several manufacturers now make 
a plug socket mounted on a strip of . 

ebonite which can be screwed to - J 
the wooden top of the case. -. - r 

Two terminals should also be - - 

fitted in the manner shown in - 

the photograph, and when holes r 

have been cut at each end of the - 

strip of ebonite, wood screws can be . 
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wireless sets is quite a simple the efficiency oftheset. Itis oneof - Next take the Ieft-hánd panel 
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I. Practical wiring diagram. 
: 
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flexible leads which go to the heads of these screws are now cut For broadcast reception from 
moving socket can be m,ade of off and the tops filed smooth, The British stations, we shall require 
ordinary electric light flex, un- top panel can then be replaced and a set of four coils. The smallest 
twisted, the two ends being secured the four cut-off screws will hold it in coil should be plugged in the 

. to the movable socket and pushed position and prevent a lateral aerial socket; the next size in a 
through the top board before the movement.' To hold the top down fixed socket and the largest of 

. under wiring is commenced. four hooks of the conventional type the three in the moving socket. s- ----- _________ 
. 

- . .- 
' ,'2? . - - ,-r-Z 

- 

- 
® ( . i u . - 

s. ' s, J 
-I It ( 1 t I i (. . 

-' 
Ii 

-: .' 7 7 
- 

/ 
\Ç/ . 

r' 
- 00005,4F. 00005,4F. . 

to the movable coil socket above. 
It is not wise to have loose leads on 
the inside of a set, and by this means 
they are held securely in place. 
This strip need not be of ebonite, as 
the wires themselves are insulated 
-a small strip ofwood will suit 
excellently. It can be held by a 
central wood screw. 

As soon as the two-coil-holder is 
in position and the other corn- 
ponents have been mounted, it will 
be necessary to drill four holes for 
the leads to this holder. The 

exactly in position on the box. The 
drill should be allowed to pass 
through the panel and just into the 
box beneath, to form a marking 
point for inserting the screw. 
When the four top holes have been 
drilled and marked as seen on the 
edge of the box beneath, the top 
should he lifted oft and four wood 
screws screwed into the wood of the 
edge of the box, the shanks being 
allowed to project for a distance 
equal to the thickness of the top 
panel. With a file or hack-saw the 

minais is used as follows, reckoning 
from the top :- 

High-tension positive. 
High-tension negative. - 
Low-tension rositive. 
Low-tension negative. 
Telephones. 

The upper telephone terminai 
should be connected to the 
telephone. lead marked with a 
Cross ; this is necessary if the 
magnetism of the telephones is to be 
preseri'ed. The same remark ap- 
plies to loud speakers. 

be followed in tho3e cases where 
the flanged sockets cannot be. ob- 
tained. The ordinary type of 
ebonite socket cannot conveniently 
be used on a wooden top, uoless it 
is separately mounted on a small 
ebonite base. 

A small ebonite strip will be 
noticed between the two variable 
condensers. This is merely a 
securing piece for the flexible leads 
which pass through the top board 

The wiring up will present no 
difficulties if the diagram is care- 
fully examined. As usual a full- 
size blue print is available at the 
standard price of ss. od. from the 
offices of this magazine. 

The top panel is secured to the 
res.t of the box by four brass pins. 
These are fl.tted as follows :-First 
of all four wood screws of a suitable 
size are selected and four holes 
drilled through the top when it is 

headed screws. We thus have a 
very convenient method of holding 
the lid in place and of removing 
it rapidly without undoing a num- 
ber of wood screws. 

How to Vse the Set 
When the wiring has been 

finished and everything is in place, 
we will have to connect the aerial 
and earth leads, the batteries and 
the telephones. The panel on the 
tight-hand side carrying six ter- 

MODERN WIRELESS - - - ' Seembcr,I923 

separatesockets. This method cari .' Wiring Up ar tted, together with kur round- 
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largest coil which will ive the This is a feature which should Valve, Co., Ltd., The Mullard 
station being listened to. If the recommend itself to many users, Radio Valve Co., Ltd., and The . 

set is to be used for only British as several crystals are injured by .Ediswan Electric Co., Ltd., that 
broadcasting, it is recommended heat and some skill is required the prices of their dull emitter 
that the anode condenser be of a in mounting the crystal to avoid valves have been reduced to 
vlue not larger than .0003 F, as overheating of the wood metal I 7s. 6d. each is welcome news to kil 
this will make tuning much easier, which surrounds it. - experimenters. - 

- 
- 575 ' . - 

- - . - 

- - -. .- - 

wireless dealers, or can be made 
up by the handy man froni odd 
scraps of ébonitè. 

A range of about 400 will cover 
the wavelength band for British 
stations on a .0005 F anode con- 
denser, while with many aerials it 
will be possible to hear all of the 
stations on a No. Igranic, 
No. 2 Burndept or "A" Gambrell 
patterns respectively, to mention 
three well-kñown makes. Where 
possible, however, the aerial tuning 
condenser should be used with the 

together with his new crystal 
Ghane. This crystal is now under- 
going test, and reports regarding 
it will appear in our next issue. 
Meanwhile, we may say it has an 
appearañce quite different from 
that of other crystals, being of a 
greenish colour and of Sen-u-trans- 
parent appearance. The crystals 
supplied by this firm are sent out 
carefully packed in glass tubes, 
and if necessary can he supplied 
ready mounted in brars cups with 
screws for attachment to the stand. 

Messrs. Ward and Goldstone, 
Ltd., send us their radio list No. 102, 
containing particulars of many kinds 
of crystal and valve set and 
numerous accessories. Among 
other novelties we notice the 

easifix" flexible conductor wires 
for connecting up wireless panels, - 
accumulators, etc. These are 
finished with tag for easy con- 
nection, and should prove very 
useful to the amateur. 

The announcement by the MO. 

A 

you will find no difficulty in picking 
up the other stations by va'ing the 
two condensers. If both condensers 
are .0005 F it will be found that a 
very slight alteration of the anode 
(right) condenser will change from 
one station to another. If you 
find it is difficult to stop at the 
correct point it is a simple matter 
to fix an extension handle to this 
anode condenser, when tuning will 
be much easier. Extension hanches 
to fit the standard variable con- 

* denser knobs are now sold by most 

CRYSTAL 
NOVELTIES 

O N page 503 of the August issue 
e commented on the fact 

that the pre-war crystals 
silicon and iron pyrites, seemed 
1itle used to-day.. \Ve have re- 
ceived from Mr. A. Hinderlich, of 
\Villesden Gren, some exceedingly 
good specimens of these two crystals, 

city. Thus we see that such a 
battery is ideal for the country 
user. 
-Messrs. Economic Electric, Ltd., 
of Fitzroy Square, London, Wi, 
advise us that they have received 
a postard from a Mr. C. M. Wilson 
referring to an article in the June 
issue of MOnE1N W!REiiss. Ths 
gentleman omitted to put hfs 
addtess on the postcard, and 
therefore the firm are unable to 
reply to him until receiving further 
notiCe. 

causing interlerence to neig000urs 
reception. When this hissing noise 
is heard, both condensers should be 
varied until a high pitch note is 
heard which sinks lower and lower 
as the condensers are moved. Now 
vary both condensers until you 
reach the point when the note, 
having passed from a high to a low 
tone, reaches to inaudibility. You 
will find that this point is on the 
tune of a station you wish to hear, 
but any telephony you may notice 
will be badly distorted. Now 
bring away the moving coil from 
the fixed until this distortion ceases 
and a slight readjustment of both 
condensers will give you good 
results. When you have practised 
tuning a few times in this way, 

DUTCH CONCERTS. 
Aerial 100. 

Anode 150. 

Reaction 200. 

KONIGSWUSTERHATJSEN. 
Aerial 300. 

Anode .loo. 
Reaction 500. 

LYONS. 
(Same as Konigswusterhausen.) 

SCHOOL OF Posts AND TELE- 
GRAPHS, PARIS. 

(Same cOils as used for British 
broadcasting.) - 

The wavelngths and times of 
these stations will be found by 
referring to the broadcasting table 
ön another page.. 
m000EOrnoeDrnDDrnEoe000 
n n 

The Ever-Ready Co. (Great 
Britain), Ltd, send us their ex- 
cellently produced catalogue of dry 
batteries, accumulators, etc. 
suitable for wireless work. This 
gives full particulars of the Coni- 
pany's well-known high-tension 
batteries and special low-tension 
dry batteries for use with dull 
emitter valves. A typical battery 
of the latter class is their \V562 
three volts, having a burning 
capacity of 500 ampere-hours. This 
is designed to work with the DER., 
LT1 and LT, valves. . The. 
length of life of this battery is 
easily calculated by dividing the 
ampere consumption of the dull 
emitter valves used into the capa- 

if situated within 50 miles or so vill 
be very easy to pick ip. The 
aerial condenser should be placed 
at about 30 and the anode conden- 
ser at about the sanie figure, and 
the moving coil should be gradually 

rought up against thé fixed coil 
until at a certain point a " plop 
will be heard, and a slight hissing 
in the telephones. This indicates 
that the set is oscillating. This 
oscillation does not rcach the 
aeral, so there need be no fear of 

casting as well, the value of .0005 
pF should be chosen. The follow- 
ing are coils necessary for the 
Continental stations most popular 
among listeners-in. 
EIFFEL TOWER. 

Aerial 200. 
Anode 300. 
Reaction 400. 

RADIOLA CONCERTS. 
Aerial 150. 
Anode 200. 
Reaction 300. 

9. TRADE NOTES H 
D 
D D 
D D. 
DDrnoeDDDDDornDDDDrnDDJ, 

Messrs. Burne - Jone and Co., 
Ltd, of Kennington Road, S.E.ir., 
ask us to draw attention to an 
inaccuracy in their advertsement 
in No. 7 of MODERN WIRELESS- 

r,000-ohm resistances with clips" - 

should read ioo.00 ohms. '- - 

* - 

Se1enther, 1923 - MODERN TVIRELESS I 

First trials should be made with the but if it is desired to use it for the 
nearest broadcasting station, which longer wave, Continental broad1 
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too, though my sorrow is lightened blob of mustard off the plate, will and fortune Horace became a terror 
- by a smile, for whilst you have, they burst asunder in sheer despair? to all. Though he had retired from 

ended your holiday I am just be- If someone could only invent business he retained his pushful- 
ginning mine. Whilst you lounged a valve that would anglify as well as ness. He was ever striving towards 

575 

I, ' .-- . 

,. 

-. . 

- - T. . - . , - - 

inductances. 
But whatever your train of 

thought may be, I'll wager that you 
are looking forward to a return to 
your wireless set. Your fuigers 
itch to feel the touch of kìobs and 
handles àgain; your ears long for 
the clinging caress of the telephones. 
It is most unfortunate that you 
cannot return to wireless without 
also returning to work. That is the 
one little cloud on the horizon. 
You are a little sorry for yourself 
on this head, and I am sorry for you, 

I can take it out fishing, if I feel so 
minded, rigging up an aerial, 
should the salmon prove sulky, as 
salmon will, with my rod and a 
length of flex. One little doubt 
assails me if Cardiff is to be my 
broadcasting station for the time 
will my American "toobs "be abe 
to amplify and detect Welsh ? Will 
they impart a nasal drawl to tbe 
tones of Cymry, or, appalled by 
strings of 11's and dd's and syllabics 
that sound like the remarks of Fido 
when he has inadvertently licked a 

guaranteed to conio about 'with 
a rapidity that was little short of 
miraculous. There was no doubt 
that his system produced effects, 
or at any rate he was able to per- 
suade lus victims that it did. As 
no woman is ever quite content with 
herself as she is, business was 
brisk, and Horace amassed a large 
fortune. So far there is no stain on 
his character. All is fair in love 
and war, and lie waged a successful 
war on fat (or was it leanness ?). 

But once he had reached fame 

t;:, 

whether during your absence the 
aerial trim and taut has fal]ep into 
your neighbour's garden; you may 
be a little uneasy about the accu- 
mulator, which in the frenzied rush 
of your departure youi forgot to 
take to the charging station for 
safe keeping; or it may be that 
you are asking yourself whether in 
the absence of Tiddles, the.feline 
guardian of your home, the mice 
have been dining off the insulation 
of your wires and maki.ng comfort- 
able nests within the coils of your 

blind spot. f shall be able to test 
the accuracy of this statement, for 
I am taking with nie a tiny set. It 
has three of the silliest-looking little 
valves that ever you saw-wee, 
dumpy things half the size òf a 
sturdy respectable Ora. But the 
trio need no accumulator to feed 
their filaments; they are per- 
fectly satisfied with what dry cells 
give them, and five flashlamp 
batteries appease the hunger of 
their plates. Thus my holiday set 
is contained in an attaché case. 

downfall of Horace Pottinger was 
recently brought about, to the no 
small satisfaction of all who knew 
him. Pottinger, li should explain, 
is the kind of fellow for whom geese 
lay golden eggs. He started a 
wondrous system whereby for a 
trifling payment of fifty guineas 
scraggy ladies could become as 
plump as partridges or those in- 
clined to undue adiposity could be 
pared down to syiph-like propor- 
tions-I forget whiéh. In any case 
the desired transformation as 

 S 

- .- - - I... S 

'S . -- 
S 

- The Return of the Basker and basked on the beach in care-free rectify I should feel happier about 
AND so the end of the holidays sloth I was toiling and envying you. my receptions of 5 WA. Three - 

arrives. As you read these lines Now as you journey homewards I stages of anglification should enable 
you are probably sitting in the am travelling towards the fast- one to get on terms even with the 

train, which is whirling you away messes of Wales armed with a salmon most forbidding of Welsh sen- -. from the rural delights of the rod and praying mightily for rain. tences. 
remote spot which you chose for 

The Welsh Problem The Tale of Hòrace Pottinger your change of air towards your 
town house and your wireless set. They tell me that the valley for Speaking of foreign tongues re- 
Possibly you are wondering, which I am bound is a wireless minds trie of the way in which the 

ï \ 

- ,, lut - 

-1 

e LI 

S - - - .--. 

- S - r 
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were Pottinger-ridden. The man 
was a pest, an incubus, a thing no 
longer to be borne. But how to get 
rid of him, how bring him toppling 
from his perch ? That was the 
problem The place seethed with 
rebellion. A few of us had deter 
mined that we ,vould. no longer 
stand his horrid domination. We 
were pledged to bring him crashing 
to earth or perish in thè attempt. 

refused to take any side, and the 
enemy in the persons of our little 
.band of brothers.. When we-. had 
heard speech and music Gupsflcld 
asked guilelessly whethr the set 
could be tutied to the longer waves. 
Soon the ping, ping, ping of morse 
filed the room. "Oh," said Mrs. 
Griiislott,whò had beèn let into the 
secret and had received herinstruc. 

-" oh, I do wish I knew what 

577 

Horacé Pottinger was crushed for 
ever. The finger of scorn is now 
pointed at him by all and.sundry, 
and if he shows any signs of his old 
uppishness you have hut t ask him 
what is the state of the cotton mar- 
ket or to make reference to the , 
advisability of wearing woollen 
socks in changeable weather. So 
perish all such nuisances as he! - - 

- . -Tai LIsrENER-IN. 

insufferable. He would buttonhole 
you in the street arid tell you in a 
patronising,rather pitying way that, 
of course, you couldn't expect to 
get much in the way of signais with 
an aerial like that. Did he come 
to your house to hear what your set 
could do, he would place a stubby 
forefinger on the aerial terminal 
and say, "H'm, yes, T thought so. 
Of course, you know you're os- 
cillating. Now, you should just 
See my new set ...... . ' - 

The Conspiracy 
'We were under his thumb. We 

The Blow Falls 
The opportunity' for bringing óff 

our grand coup presented itself dur- 
ing the following week. The Doctor 
had just installed a new set and he 
and his wife invited all of us to go 
round to hear what it could do. We 
held a meeting of conspirators on 
the previous day, when every detail 
of our plan was worked out. 

We turned up at the Doctor's 
not in a body, but separately. 
Everyone was there, the supporteis 
of Pottinger, certain lukewarm 
backboneless creatures - who Md 

Doctor, who also tool Iawksby's. 
Word for word, letter for letter, the 
two were the same. We had been 
careful of that whep we wrote them 
out the night before. 

The Fallen Pottfnger - 

A chilly silence settled upon the 
room. Pottinger gave one wild 
glance around, then flcd from tfe 
door. As io one else had attempted 
to read the message all were con- 
vinced that he had been bluffing 
and that he had covered up his 
inability to decipher morse by 
concocting the report. And so 

S" 

we installed small sets with naked 
crystals Horace had a detector, 
which nestled within a glass sheath. 
As soon as we provided ourselves 
with glazed shelters for our crystals 
he went one better by boasting 
loudly of his single valve set. We 
followed, but Horace forestalled us 
by sprouting a second, and there- 
after he always kept oiie valve 
ahead of the rest of us. His aerial 
was a little higher, his signals a little 
stronger than any of ours. 

In short, he elbowed his way into 
the leadership that he coveted. He 
became the recognised authority. 
"Ask Pottinger" became the 
watchword of those in difficulties- 
not that he was able to help them 
much, but those who consulted him 
and failed to obtain plain answers 
to their queries were so impressed 
by his ready flow of long words that 
they felt that if they did iiot under- 
stand it was their fault for being so 
dense: Need I say that he pushed 
his way into the chair of our Wire- 
less Club? Once there he became 

Inspiration Comes 
And then the great inspiration 

came to Gupsfield. We had long 
looked upon Gupsfleld as the right- 
ful ocupant of the throne usurped 
by Horace Pottinger, for he is an 
enthusiast of the first water, though 
a modest and a charming man 
withal. Such was his passion for 
wireless that he had christened his 
twin she-babes, despite the vicar's 
protests, Capacity and Radia.' He 
wanted, it is said, to name the 
latter Inductance (" You can call 
'em Constance or Prudence, so why 
not Inductance ? ") but Mrs. Gups- 
field managed to squash this idea: 

Gupsfield 's scheme was fiendish in 
its ingenuity, and as it promised 
excellent results and presented no 
great difficulties for its carrying 
out it was adopted by acclamation. 
We had, but to await a suitable 
opportunity, which was bound to 
arrive sooner or later, and the. thing 
was done. Pottinger's descent into 

- the soup was merely a matter of 
time. 

fev buyers. Prices tended to sag, 
but recovered slightly towards the 
close.'"" Are you quite sure 
that's right ? " said Hawksby 
sweetly. A pencil was in his hand 
and a scrap of paper lay on his 
knee. "Of course I'm sure," said 
the Great Man. "I can read morse, 
if you can't. What did you make 
it? ' With the accents of Cockayne 
Hawksby read out "N'oublie pas 
de porter tes chaussettes de laine 
chéri, ou tu t'enrhumeras. T'aime 
infiniment, Marie." Pottinger 
bhnched but held his gfound. 
"Ab3olutely nothing like it," he 
cried. "It was a market report in 
English." Then he noticed that 
Snaggsworth was also displa,ying a 
pencil and a piece of paper. "You'll 
bear me out, Snaggsworth," he said. 

I don't think it's a'market re- 
port," replied the second con- 
spirator, "it's something about 
wearing woolien socks to avoid 
catching cold. A little message in 
French from someone called Marie." 
Then he handed his naDer to the 

a 

the top of any tree that he en- 
countered,and he cared not a whit 
whom he pushed off in his.upward 
struggles. And' so when wireless 
came to our peaceful little com- 
munity it roused Horace to resolve 
that he should occupy the foremost 
position amongst those who wan1ed 
condensers and lied glibly aböut 
their wondrous receptions. 

How He Waxed Lippish 
His wealth enabled him to keep 

always one step ahead of us. When 

Many schemes were brought for- 
ward by members of our little band 
of liberators, but all were rejected 
for one reason or another as un- 
suitable. Snaggsworth proposed 
that we should import a genuine 
expert who should be introduced at 
thç next meeting of the club as a 
visitor; he would ask the chairman 
questions and proceed to tie him 
into complicated knots. But no 
one knew of a tame expert who was 
available. 

it was saying. It may be some 
thing fearfully interesting. How 
thrilling it must be to be able to 
read morse! I'm sure you can 
understand it, Mr. Pottinger, you 
are so clever." 

The Woolly Socks, 
With an indulgent smile Pot- 

tinger produced pencil and paper 
and wrote quickly. When the 
signals ended he read out" }i'm, not 
very interesting, I'm afraid ; it 
says 'Plenty of cotton on offer. but 

Seternber 1923 M O D E R N W I R E L E S S 
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 experience with the humble crystal B1 B2 
to get on as soon as possible to the E 
use of valves. i - 

E Tri this article I am not going to - - 

go into technicalities, but merely 
wish to chat infofmally tQ you Fig. x.-How to add a single-noie magnifier io a crystal set. 

- -: 
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ourse, our attitude is very different, you will not have the slightest idea thing you, could do would be to 
nd even the production of a new what he is talking about. He may follow very closely the instructions 

valve without any filament or tell you, for example, that there given in a book. or wireless journal 
high-tension battery would be is not sufficient damping in the for making a given set. It is an 
treated with studied calm. At least anode circuit of the second_ valve, actual fact that frequently 25 per 
oo people will have done it before; . - 

or wished they had done it before, 
which really amounts to the same 
thing. Nevertheless, the further 
one delves into the subject, the 
more fascinating does it become,. 
and there is practically no limit to 
the experiments which may be 

S 

carried out by the aid of valves, ¿25.. 
and there are still many problems 
to be solved. 

Pursuit of research in the direc-, 
tion of crystal receivers is an al- 
most hopeless task, while valves 
present a much more interesting 

: 
field for work. I therefore counsel 

¡III everyone who has had some little' 

regard a crystal user as a person 
to be accorded full respect as an 
tnitiate of the mysteries of wireless 
-provided, of course, crystal 
scratching is merely a phase. 

In pre-war days we used to 
think that there was a-great deal 
to learn about crystal receiving 
írcuits. Numerous experiments 
ould be carried out and the 

person who discovered that a piece 
)f graphite pressing on a special 
nineral ore save good signals, 
vas looked upon as an inventor of 
th highest order. Nowadays, of 

but if I lad the time and I were 
asked by a friend to tell him what 
was wrong with his four-valve set, 
his first venture in wireless; I would 
decline to do so. There must be 
thousands of ill-advised beginners 
who, instead of trying to learn to 
walk first, make a strenuous, but 
often futile, effort to run, and then 
waste the time and tempers of 
their wirèless friends. If you will 
do this sort of thing you must 
expect to be treated as a nuisance. 
Your friend may begin by ex- 
plaining to you what is wrong, and 

ask "Do you expect me to make 
up a dozen different kinds of sets 
before I shall be graciously allowed 
to make a four-valve set? " I 
answer this by another question: 
"Are you intending to take up 
wireless as a hobby or do you want 
simply to make a single set which 
will enable you to get broadcasting 
cheaply ? " If you are only 
interested to the extent of making 
a set which will get you broadcast- 
ing, and which you will not want to 
alter in any way later, I would 
probably tell you that the !est 

VERY few stop at the crystal 
-stage. The term "crystal 

- scratchers" is a product 
of the broadcasting era, combined 
with the snobbishness of those 
who use valves and imagine that 
they are on a different plane to the 
humbler user of the crystal detector. 
L do not know what the pre-war 
enthusiast would have said if 
he had been called a "crystal 
scratcher" by, say, the user of a 
magnetic detector. For myself, I 

about the lfne to follow when 
joining the ranksof valve users., 

I adv.ise everyone starting wire- 
less to make up, rst oi all, a crystal 
rêceiver. I have heard of dozens 
of would-be experimenters who, 
instead of starting at the beginning, 
have attempted to make a four- 
valve set straight away, and when 
they get into trouble, have worried 
their wireless friends. The. whole 
of my time is spent in trying to 
help joo,000 readers of my papers, 

and you will probably ask hfm how 
it should be done. No one wants 
to explain a subject to a beginner 
who has not even an elementary 
knowledge of the subject. If, 
then, you have been foolish enough 
to begin where most people nearly 
end, take your set when you are in 
trouble to a wireless dealer who 
knows his business. Don't tàke it 
to a neighbour whose f riendhip 
you value. 

You will, of còurse, immediately 
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than circuits with different corn- Fig. 3.-A crystal receiver using a lapped inductance and a variable condencer / ponents connected together by tuning. Notice the fixed condenser in stevies with C1. A single-valve magnifier has loce insulated wires. .. . been added. - . 
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- 

-: . .- -,. . . . 

: . . .-- . 

hobby or art. - 

As to making up sever-ti sets, - 

- - 

tls again depends upon what you 

- . - 

mean by "sets." If you mean . 

beautifully made cabinets using 
first and valve, then 

- Cj 

- 

- 

ox/flY 

. _________ 

a crystal a a 
: 

crystal and two valves, and so on, - 

- Ivou1d say that such a procedure 
would be a waste of good money 
and time. 

- - 

- ,. How I, peonally, would recom- 
- 

o. p 
iiFIIII 

mend you to gain expeence, is by 
Bj B- making up skeleton sets. That - 

- . 

- is to say4 sets which are little more - - . - . - 

wrong way round, or something ways and which may be adapted to i fixed condenser having a 
stupid of that kind occu.rs. any new circuit that may come capacity of 0.003 F. 

If you are wise, you will want to along. , 2 -ñxed condensers having a 
know something about how the set If you propose trying out a one- capacity of o.00r F. 

'orks. There is nothing tech- valve circuit, the following corn- i 60-volt high-tension battery. 
nically difficult about the way ponents should be bought or made: I 6-volt ccumulator. 
wireless sets work, whether they use - i pair of high resitance tele- 
crystal detectors or half-a-dozen ï valve panel, consisting of a phone receivers, not less than 
valves. Books on the subject are . valve holder and filament 2,000 ohms resistance. 
published and written in a manner rheostat with four terminals, - r step-up intervalve.transformer. 
which even the beginner can under- 
stand, and in this respect the 

- wireless enthusiast is probably far 
- 

-.T '. 

better catered for than any other 

. 

cent, of those who make up a set 
according to printed instructions 
do not get the fullest results. The 
design may be perfect, the instruc- 
tions explicit, but the beginner 
without any technical knowledge 
or interest will probably fail. He 
has probably torgotten a connec- 
tion, or the accumulator is reversed, 
or the high-tension battery is the 

Fig. 2.-A piçto'rial represenaiion of Fig. T. 

Making up a complete set which 
is not to be altered is quite a 
different matter from trying out. 
some new circuit or gaining ex- 
perience of one of ordinary type. 
If you will take my advice, before 
trying to make up a boxed-in set, 
you will buy or make up individual 
components which may be joined 
up in a thousand and one different 

one going to the grid, one to 
the anode and two to the fila- 
ment. 

i crystal detector fittyI with 
two terminals. 

i fixed condenser having a 
capacity of 0.002 jzF (micro- 
farad). 

z variable condensers, preferably 
having a capacity of o.00i F. 

«r 

T 

ve 

GA 
* 

g'-. '- +' .. 'r 
- $.__ 

-1 - 

____ BI 
- . 
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with the terina1s and valve holder E S - 

fixed to an ebonite base is to be S - 

preferred, but if the expense of this 
is too great one mounted on a Fig. 5.-A ci.'cuil using high-frequency a;ispiificelion 5with a crystal.- 

580 

the signals obtained. After the between the different kinds now Fig. i shows the circuit which 
- 

high-tension voltage -has reached marketed. I would only warn the you should first try out; This 
5 volts the signal strength only beginner against buying the cheap represents an ordinary crystal 

increases slowly as the H.T. voltage imported type of valve. Usually, receiver with a note magnifier 
is increased. A value of 6o volts these imported valves are soft, following it. The connections are -. 
is a good all-round figure. that is to say, the vacuum is very as follow :- 

As regards the accumulator, a poor, and while the valves are good To the telephone terminals of 
- , - 

- 30 ampere-hour actual capacity as detectors, they are little use when the crystal receiver connect the 
giving 6 volts should it comes to amplifying, and the, terminals marked I.P and O.P of 

be used. Don't buy a 4-volt experimenter with limited means the primary of the intervalve step- 
accumulator for valve work, and wants touse a type of valve which up transformer T1 T2. The - 

- 

' 
- what is ubre, always use a rheostat nay be used for all.purposes. primary terminals aresometimes 

for each valve if at all possible. i 

- No two valves are exactly alike, - 

and it is as well to be able to 
- ' 

- adjust the filament current to the 
best value. Make sure that the 
capacity of the acoumulatori s given 
in actual hours capacity, because 

- frequently the is to - capacity slated 
be the ignition capacity. This fi., r 

- 

. latter represents the capacity of 
the accumulator on an interrupted 
supply, and the figure will always -'J 

be about twice that of the actual -. 
I 

. - 

- As regards the valve panel,. one 

k 

In addition to these requisites, 
it is desirable, bût not absolutely 
essential, to have a set of fixed 
coils, such as the Burndept concert 
coils, and a three coil holder 
mounted on a stand with two 
termÄnals for each coil. 

With reference to high-tension 
batteries, I would not advise having 
one of . less voltage than óo. 
Generally speaking, the greater the 
high-tension voltage, the stronger 

Fig. 4.-Fig. 3 represented photographically 

wooden base will give quite good 
results. 

As regards the condenses, I here 
strongly advise buying a proprie- 
tary article. Some so-called conden- 
sers aré barely worthy of the name, 
and their capacities vary greatly. 
It is hardly worth while for the be- 
ginner to make afixed coñdenser, 
as they may be bought very cheaply. 

As regards the valve to use, i 
have riot found much difference' 

If the reader will take my advics 
and make up the componente 
mentioned he can then proceed to 
gain some experience with vaIves 
As he already has a crystal . - 

set, the first experiment I would - 

uggest that he makes is to add 
a single valve as a low-frequency 
amplifier. 

Adding an ¡..F. Amplifier 

I 

I - - 

- J 
£ 

T - 

: 

r- - 

ßi 
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and listen-in in the ordinary way 
on the crystal detector receiver. E The signals obtained should be 
several times as loud asif no valve 
amplifier were used. Fig. 7.-A dua' circuit imp1ification of great interest. 

581 

nearly all cases, give slightly better 
results than by reversing the 
connections, but whatever trans- 
former is used, particularly one 
which has not the terminals marked 
in this manner, a reversal of 
connections to the secondary should 
always be tried. 

It will be seen in Fig. i that the 
rheostat R is connected between 
one side of the filament and the 
negative terminal of the accumula- 
tor.. The anode o the valve is 
connected to one side of the high 
resistance telephone receivers T, 
while the other side of these tele- 
phones is connected to the positive 
of the high-tension battery B2, the 
negative of which is connected to the 
positive terminal of the ñlament 
accumulator. This completes the- 
receiver circuit, and the only thing. 
to do is to switch the filament 
current on to a medium brightness 

reference to paper. The beginner 
should not shirk understanding a 
circuit, and once he knows the 
symbols be should - find little 
difficulty in being able to wire up a 
circuit, although it is no use denying 
that many a beginner is confused 
by a circuit diagram. 

There are two points which should 
be noted when using a valve. 

Li 

battery. Use as little high-tension 
voltage as you can without inter- 
fering with the required signal 
strength. Always treat your high- 
tension battery with the utmost 
consideration, and I would recom- 
mend using one of the types of 
wander plugs on the market, 
which is fitted with a small fiash- 
lamp fuse. In case of a short- 

marked P, but are usually marked 
LP and OP. which means "inside 
primary" and "outside prinary." 
The secondary terminals, usually 
marked I.S and OS, are connected 
across the grid of the valve and 
the negative terminal of the 6-volt 
accumulator. The terminals marked 
O.S should be connected to the grid 
and the terminal 1.S connected 
to the accumulator. This will, in 

Fig. ó.-Fig. 5 represented picioria«y. 

Fig. 2 is a photographic 
representation of the circuit in 
Fig. I. The reader who is beginning 
to take an interest in valves should 
master thç methods of following 
out a circuit diagram. He should 
not rely on pictorial circuits. The 
average experimenter after a little 
practice can not only read a circuit 
perfectly, but he. can also wire up a 
circuit be bas ui his mind without 

Never have the filament brightness 
greater than is necessary; by 
having the filament as dim as 
possible without interfering with 
signal strength, several advantages 
will result, the chief one being an 
economy in the current from the 
filament -accumulator, and still 
more important, the life of the valve 
is lengthened. The other point is 
in connection with the high-tension 

C 

-L VP. 
c2 + 

'E 

- Bi 
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this wire and the slider moves 
along this. Fig.' 9.-A modification of Fig. 7 circuit. 

58 

 to buy a good one, do so by all . : - 
means. All sorts of shoddy inter- A - . . 

7 
valve transformers are on the 

. 

- 

market, and many of them are . :- 
imported and are of very inferor . 

quality. The price of intervalve . 

transformers of good quality seems . 1', ooi,aF 
-1 - 

4 

to me to be too high, but at any f 

'11 rate they do not give trouble c OXilF V L2 
In the Fig. i circuit an inductance : c 

coil L1 fitted with a slider is used, -- 

and this you probably already 
. ,, 

0.5. 

have. If you have not already R 
constructed a variable inductance, 2 7 .'6 T 
a suitable one for the reception of . . 

broadcasting Consists of a 3-in - 

diameter cardboard tube, wound E 
II I I II 

for a distance of in. with No. 26 . ., B2 . 

gauge double cotton covered wire . . 

A in. pathway is scraped along . . 

circuit both the valve filaments 
-and the high-tension battery will 
then suffer no damage. A steady 
thort-circuit would, in some cases, 
burn out a valve, and in all cases 
injure the high-tension battery and 
perhaps render it useless. 

A point to note, by the way, is 
always connect up your high-tension 
battery last of all, and when taki-ìg 
leads to the high-tension battery, 
or to the fdament accumulator, 
join the wires on to the components 
first and then on to the battery, 
because if the order is reversed 
short-circuits are much more likely 
to occur. 

If you buy your intervalve 
transformer, and you can afford 

Fig. 8.-A pictorial presentation of Fig. 

YOu may, however, realise àt 
once that although sliders are all 
very well for a beginner, they are 
apt to be very noisy and rather 
unmanageable. When the beginner 
starts to use valves he might just 
as well, once and for all, give up 
the idea that lie is going to go on 
using sliders. Instead of variable 
inductances of this type he will 
henceforth probably use inductances 
tapped off at, say, every ten turns, 
shunted by a váriable condenser. 
He may also use fixed coils (without 
tappings) of various sizes, and 
shunt them by a variable condenser: 
Each coil will give a certain range 
of wavelength, and by having a 
number of these ftxed coils, any 

7. -. 

desired wavelength range -may- bA 
obtained. 

Variable Condensers 
Personally, if E were starting all 

over again and my means were - 

limited, I would prefer to buy a 
o.00x F (microfarad) variable con- 
denser in preference to a 0.0005 F 
condenser. The larger size of 
condenser is far more useful for 
general work, and with . a fixed 
coil it is possible to get a very 
much wider range of wavelength. 
The only trouble, however, is that 
when tuning in to short wavelengths, 
such as those on which broadcasting 
is conducted, a movement of merely 
one or two degrees will often be 

VR 
it 
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L2 
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the inductance L,, .v 
condensers in serie 
the diagram. For t 
broadcasting, the 
may conveniently i 

No. 26 gauge double 
wire wound on a 
cardboard tube. 
taken from the coi 
18th, 24th, 30th, 3 
54th and 6oth turn 

ve leave the twd 
s as shown in 
he .reception of 
indüctance L, 
be 60 tUrns of 
cotton c6vered 
s-in. diameter 
Tappings are 

il at the 12th, 
ti-I, 42nd, 48th, 
-s. 

and a variable condenser. These 
high-frequency magnified oscilla- 
tions are now detected by a: crystal 
detector and a pair of high-resist- 
ance telephone receivers across the 
tuned anode circùit. 

Fig. 5 shows the. circuib we 
propose to try. The indüctance L, 
is the same one used as before, 
and is shunted by the variable 
condenser C, of o.00j ¡LF capacity 

583 

beginner should compare the two 
figures so as to familiarise himself 
withthe method of drawing valve 
circuits. 

High-frequency amplifier circuits 
are more tricky to work than lok- 
frequency, amplifier circuits. You 
should keep the inductance L, well 
away from the inductance L,. 
You will find that two circuits have 
to be tuned, both the aerial circuit 

denser having a capacity of 0.001 
F capacity. 

Fig. 3 shows the kind -of circuit 
I would suggest that you use. 
The inductance L1 is varied 
roughly by means of tappings, and 
is shunted by two condensers C1 

and C2 in series. If it is desired 
to have a parallel condenser of 
0.00 I F across the inductance L1 

the fixed condenser C2 of o.00l jLF 
capacity is short-circuited. If, on 
the other hand, we wish to ha* a 
o.000 ¡LF variable condenser across 

amjlifying the low-frequèncy rec- 
tified signals which are always 
obtained, from a crystal detector 
receiver, yotl are going to strengthen 
the actual high-frequency currents 
which are set up in the aerial 
circuit when wireless waves are 
arriving. The high-frequency oscil- 
lations are strengthened to several 
times their magnitude by means 
of the three-electrode valves, alid 
the amplified oscillations appear 
in . the anode oscillatory circuit, 
which consists of an inductance 

capacity of o.00i F. The 
crystal detector D and tele- 
phones T are shunted a'cross this 
circuit. The tuned anode circuit 
inductançe L2 . may consist of 
8o turns of No. 26 gauge double 
cotton covered wire .woimd on a 
3 in. cardboard tube. . Tappings 
are taken at the 30th, 4oth, 50th, 
6oth and Soth turis. This induct- 
ance, çf course, is. larger than the 
inductance in the aerial circuit. 

Fig. ôis a pictorial representation- 
of the circuit of Fig. , and the 

Fig. io.-The circuil of Fig. g reseñted picovially. 

sufficient to cut out a station. You will note that I have left 
The adjustment is, therefore, fret out any condenser across the. 
quently very critical with sich a primary T1 of the intervalve trans- 
condenser, and the beginner may former T1 T2. This will usually 
have some difficulty in tuning in. not be necessary, but a 0.002 F 
To overcome this trouble, I would condenser may be tried. 
change the o.00x F variable con- Fig. shows a pictorial represen- 
denser into a 0.0005 F condenser tation of the Fig. 3 circuit. 
This would be done, not by taking High-Frequency Amplification 
plates off the large condenser, or ' When you have mastered the 
anything drastic like that, but simple low-frquency amplifier, you 
simply by connecting in series should next try high-frequency 

-' with the condenser a fixed coii amplification. This time, instead of 

connected in series with the fixed 
condenser C2 of 0.00 I pP. Of 
course, if you only have a 0.0005 ¡IF. 
condenser, you would connect it 
across the used portion of the 
inductance L1 in. place Qf the 
condensers C1 and C2. The anode 
circuit of the valve now contains 
the inductance L2, which is variable 
in steps, and is also shunted by two - 
condensers, one a variable one: 
(C3), and the other a, fIxed one 
(C4), both having a maximum 

- 

G A D 
C3 

E C 
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-j 
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- aerial circuit may flow Dc macle.-. 
A very important point which 

you should áppreciate before you 
go further is that you should never 
he satisfied unless you-can-tune out 

terminal of the filament accumula- a crystal detector. -The notes in 
tor B1. The low-frequency currents this issue should, however, give you 
passing through T1 have their- useful information to- initiate you 
voltage stepped-up by the trans- - into the use of valves. . -. 

former'T1 T2, and the currents are - . .. 

- - 

-- 

- -- 
-- h-:> . . - 

iy laborious business, nut in 
actual practice the experimenter. 
learns to tune in a circuit of this 
kind without any really definite 
method. It is almost a question of 
instinct. In both this circuit and 
the other, of course, you may care 
to try short-circuiting .tbe fixed 
condensers. 

Tile other method of tuning wiìi cii 
I was going to suggest was to 
leave the condenser C3 and C out 

- of circuit for the time being, and 
adjust thé switch on L3 so that. 
the whole: of the inductance i 

included in the anode circuit.. 
Under these conditions tune in 
the aerial circuit by trying the 
different studs in order whilst 
swinging the condenser C1 back- 
wards and forwards for each. Only 
one adjustment is no made, and 
signals shòuld be quite clearly 
received. Once they have been 
heard, coñnect the condensers C3 
and C4 in circuit, and tune the 
anode circuit by itself until the 
toudest signals are heard. A slight 
readjustrñent of the tuning of the 

using a single valve involves what 
is known as dual amplification. 
It is, in fact, a combination of the 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 circuits. It is an 
interesting property of the valve 
that it willamplify, not only high- 
frequency currents, but also low- 
frequency currents at the same 
time. Jn other words, we can 
amplify the high-frequency oscilla- 
tions in the aerial circuit, rectify 
them by means of the crystal 
detector, and then pass the low- 
frequency currents back into the 
grid circuit of the valve and 
amplify these low-frequency_ cur- 
rents; the amplified low-frequency 
currents are then caused- to affect 
telephone receivers connected in 
the anode circuit of the valve. 

A step-up intervalve transformer 
is required, and Fig. 7 shows a 
suitable circuit. Fig. 7 is very 
similar to Fig. , except that in 
place of the telephones T we have 
connected the primary of a step-up 
intervalve transformer T1 T3, the 
secondary of which is now connected 
between the earth and the negatie 

ovn accord. 

Fig. 9 shows a moiûcation of the 
Fig. 7 circuit. The transformer 
secondary T2 is now included in 
the aerial circuit in the position 
shown, and it is shunted by a 
condenser C6, which may eithCr 
be a variable condenser having a 
capacity of 0.001 zF, or a fixed 
condenser having a cafacity of 
o.000 ALF. Here again the value 
of this condenser will depend 
largely upon.the type of transformer 
used, and in sorne cases it may be 
desirable to use a condenser haying 
a capacity of 0.00 2 F. As regards 
the coralcnser across the telephones, 
this may, as an experiment, be 
omitted. In dual amplification 
circuits, more than in any other, 
the fixed condeñsers in different 
parts of the circuit should be tried 
out experimentally. 

In next month's issuefMorERN 
WIRELESS I propose to help you 
a little further along the road by. 
explaining what you can do with 
two valves, both witliand without 

for the signals. Meanwhile, the 
inductance has been adjusted to 
its first stud, and the condenser 
C3 is kept almost at zero. If you 
do not hear anything, adjust the 
condenser C3 with ene hand and 
the condenser C3 with the other. 
Move the condenser C1 round 
slowly, While moving the condenser 
C3 backwards and forwards fairly 
rapidly. If nothing is picked up, 
try the next stud of L1. Carry out 
the same procedure as before and 
so on, until all the studs of L1 

have been tried. Then start all 
over again with the inductance 
switch of L. on the second stud, 
nd the process is repeated for 

every stud of L2. This looks a 

on either side of the maximum 
point on the variable condenser, 
it is a clear indication that you are 
not in tune, and that either more 
or less inductance is required. If, 
for example, your signals may be 
heard at io deg., and go weaker 
when the condenser value is in- 
creased, but get stronger as the 
condenser is mo-red to zero, or if 
the signal strength does not vary 
as the capacity of the condenser 
is decreased, it is a clear indication 
that you have not sufficient in- 
ductance in the circuit, and you 
should correct that by moving up a 
stud on the inductance. 

Dual Amplification 
The third important method of 

currents which have been amplified. 
Fig. 8 shows a pictorial view of 

the Fig. 7 type of circuit. There. 
ai-e various experiments which may 
be carried out with the Fig. 8 
circuit. For example. the telephones 
T may be left unshunted by the 
0.002 F condenser, or different 
smaller sizes of condensers may be 
tried. Similarly, the secondary T2 
of the transformer T1 T2 may be 
shunted by a o.00z zF condenser 
or a 0.0003 F condenser. Experi- 
ments on these lines are often 
productive of good results, because 
different types of transformers 
give rather varying results, par- 
ticularly in dual amplification cir- 
cuits, wJuchtend tooscillate of their 

(by means of the inductance L1 

and the condenser C1) and the 
anode oscillatory circuit, consisting 
of the inductance L2 and the two 
condensers, C3 and C4, the former 
of which, of course, is thè variable 
one. 

There are two ways of tuning a 
receiver of this kind. One is to 
set the inductance L1 on the first 
stud, and then to swing the dial 
of the condenser C1 round to search 

the station you are receiving on 
both sides of a maximum point on 
your variable condenser. For 
example, if you receive the Bir- 
mingham broadcasting station on 
io deg. of, say, one of your variable 
condensers, make quite sure that 
tlie signals weaken as you move the 
condenser round towards zero, and 
that they also weaken as you 
increase the value above jo deg. 
If the signals cannot be tuned out 

then applied to the grid of the 
valve hich amplifies them. low- 
frequency currents flowing round 
the anode circuit of the valve, but 
not affecting the high-frequency 
currents also flowing in the circuit. 
A fixed condenser C5 is connected 
across the telephones T in the 
anode circuit of the valve. The 
telephones are unaffected by the 
high-frequency currents, but are 
affected b's' the low-frequency - 
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585 

Fig.-i.--TheRitñarz circuit as originally given by Mr. Fc9 1V. Harris. 

the circuit was first described and 
has carried out a large number of 
experiments alone and in conjunc- 
tion with Major C. E. aste1lan, a 
wireless experimenter of many 
years' experience. The direct result 
has been the elimination of the 
reaction coil, as shown in the 
original Reinartz circuit, and the 
development of a new type of coil 
for the tightly coupled aerial-earth- 
grid circuits. Another direct result 

to 425 metres. As the Reinartz 
tuner functions best below 450 
metres, and as it employs what was 
to the English experimenter in 
early 1922 a distinctly novel method 
of obtaining reaction, it is not to be 
wondered at that the tuner attracted 
a good deal oí attention in England 
last year. 

Fossibly owing to the develop- 
ment of the Armstrong super- 

.1 

¶I 
Fig. s.-T/ze circuit used byt/ze writer is identical with that given by Reinarts 
for use with "exte,ior" coils. When note magnifiers are added jhs leads fions 

- . - tlzefilainent battery are reversed. 

-' ' ' regenerative circuits, but more 

\ f - . i probably because the circuit cannot 
- . .. 

- J 
, --be used for broadcast reception, 

- I - - the Reinartz tuner has been pushed 

>r - 

somewhat into the background in 
- - s; England, although in Ameñca it 

- - - still remains very popular. - There 
-. . . - - is no doubt, however, that-this 

- 
. - - 

tuner forms an attractive basis for 
S 

. experimental work on slort-wave 

Hil- 

reception outside broadcasting 

+ i 

t 

SINCE the first - publf shed 
descriptions of the Rein- 
artz tuner, the inventor, - 

I[r. John L. Reinartz, of South 
Manchester, Connecticut, and many 
wreIess experimenters ori both sides 
of the Atlantic, have experimented 
in various ways with the original 
circuit and subsequent improve- 
ments. The Reinartz receiver is 
interesting in a good many ways. 
lt was described in England by Mr. 
Percy \V. Harris just at the time 
the announcement was made that 
the band of wavelengths allotted to 
broadcasting was from 350 metres' 

.1 

HOW:TO.-..MAKE. NIMPROVED:ç:. 
.REINARTZ SET ' 

By E. H. cHAPMAN, M.A., D.Sc., Staff Editor. D 

In this article Dr. CHAPMAN describes experiments made with the Rcinartz circuit I 

and how those experiments lead to an improved type of coil for use with this circuit. 
DDDDDDDDrnDoDDooDnornDoeDDonDDDooDooDDoD000DDooDoocoDDooDoDDDoo o 
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the sanie length of grid coil, the to be connected to the high-tension 
Fig. 4.-The finished coil in ils case. aerial winding was stopped and the batteries (6o volts). 

586 

- 

one. The coils were ãisposals " 
surplus. They were wound in 
basket form, the wire being 
stranded and covered with thick 

three-pin plug-in coil. - 

After many experiments made with 
coils wound ii various ways, a coil 
was arrived at which not only gave 
good signals, but was remarkably 
free from all " wireless " no:ses. 
Telephony with this coil is excep- 
tionally clear and free from any 
manner of distortion even when two 
note magnifiers are added. 

The method of winding this coil 
(provisionally patented) was to 
wind two wires on a basket coil 
former simultaneously, one wire 
forming the aerial coil and the other 
forming the grid coil. After a 
certain length of aerial coil was 
wound on the former, together with 

2 variable condensers, .0005 
microfarad 

L fixed grid condenser, .0003 
microfarad. 

i grid leak, 2 megohms. 
3 fila.ment rheostats. 

terminals. 
9 valve sockets 
3 valve holders. 
2 low-frequency transformers. 

The ebonite panel measured 14 in. 
by 9m. A containing box was made 
to take this panel and to be deep 
enough (Io in. over all) to provide 
room for the, high-tension batteries. 
How these batteries were fitted in 
the box is shown in Fig. 6. Two 
leads were left from the panel wiring 

formers. In thé third set therè were I - 

three basket coils mounted on a : '. I -. 

three-coil holder. The coils were - . - .- . . . 

- 

i 
aerial in the aiddle reaction to left 

i 
(variable), grid to iight (alsò..-. --: . . -. 

. 

varíab1e). In the foúrthet thera .- .. 
were two fixed basket &ils, re- ;Yg.j.-Ciîcuit for i, 2, oi 3-valve Reiñariz set. 

action, aerial and grid, the aerial . ,.- 
T. (i) Position af 'phones for i-valve set. 'Phones left in when more 

portion beiiig in the centre. This .- - 

th_flI valve used. 

' 

2) Loud-speaker, 2 valves. 
latter set pro'ed the undoubted 

. 

I3I 3 vaiv S Note (2) must be bridged in this çase 
superiority of baskej coils over 
cylindrical coils in the Reinartz . .. 

tuner. The fifth set made by the no internal coils, but was provided Fig 
. 

A full list of the component 
writer was an extremely efficient with three valve sockets to take a parts is as follows 

Fig. 3.-HOw the spec ial coil is wound. 
Twenty turns of aerial and grid are first 
wound together, and then the grid coil is -- - - -- - - 

continued for ancthcr 50 or 60 turns. 
For clearness som3 of the turns arè - 

- omitted in sketch. - ¿ - 

T. 

The first two Reinartz siñgle - 

f 

valve sets made by the writer had - 

f 

their coils wound on cylindrical . - 

L 

of these experiments was thé in- 
dependent discovery that the posi- 
tive and negative leads from the 
filament battery, as shown in the 
original circuit, could be reversed 
without loss of efficiency. 

rubber tubing. The larger one, used grid coil çontinued alone until the 
for the aerial-grid coil, consisted oL iength used was about three or four 
two basket coils in parallel, each times that of the aerial coil. How 
section having about 20 turns. The this coil appears when finished is 
reaction coil was of similar wire, J shown in Figs 3. 
there being 25 turns. As the two With this one-valve Reinartz set 
coils were.fixed in. thin, boxes, it it has been easily possible to 
was an easy matter to screw the two . receive " 2 LO testing" on a loud- 
boxes together. There were' threé speaker 12 miles from the trans- 
tappings from the. reaction and x8. mitting station. 
tappings from the aerial-grid Coil. The last set on the Reinartz 
Nine of these latter tappings were principle made by the . writer and 
taken off to the aerial selector another Reinartz enthusiast is illus- 
switch, the other nine being taken trated in Fig. 5. The set may be 
off to the grid circuit .selector . used as a i-valve, 2-valve or 3-valve 
s.vitch. This Reinartz tuner gave 'set. Various sizes of the three-pin 
S?lefldid results and proved a good plug-in coUs were made for different 
bass for experimental work on the ranges of 'vavelengths. The circuit 
circuit. A sixth Reinartz set had diagram for, this set is shown in 

S' 

VA 

- 
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2. NoI more than three questions T.l7ill be answered at once. 

3. Qeries should be forvarded in an envelope marked "Query ' in the fop left-hand corner 
and addressed to information Dept., Radio Press, Limited, Devereux Couìt, Strand, Lonlon, W.C.2. - 

587 

specify any particular type of valve, Fig. 7.-Ths back of i/ic pine! io s/iou) wiring. 
ail excellent combination has been 

INFORMATIOÑ DEPARTMENT. 
This 'department deals with queries arising from articles ,n " Wireless Weekly," " Modern 

JVíreless " or from ans, Radio Press Handbook. - 

Alt queries will be replied to by post, as promptly as possible, provthing t/.iefolliwinconditions 
aie ciniplied wit/i -: 

1. A Postal Order to the value of Is. for each question must b enclosed, together with the coupon r 
-: 

from the current issue, and a stamped addressed envelope. - .- 

remains as a quiet, easily-worked 
- Fig. 6.-The finished st showing position of high-tension battery. circuit which will weil repay the 

- - . experimenter for time spent over it. 
Fig. 7 is a photograph of the back 

of the panel and shows the wiring . 

of the set. Fig. 4 shows one of the :- - . 

three-pin plug-in coils wound on a . 

cardboard former of the basket or 'ic ------ -_ . 
spider-web type. The front of the . - 

4 

hoxcntainingthecoilwasremoved ' .__ 
for the photograph to show the coil 

I - 
itself. The only part of this box , j j 

... J . . j 
which is ebonite is the thin strip 1 -/ L_'-. C .' 
carrying the three valve pins. \ \ When the setis used as a x-valve '-. ,-.--... ', l 

j 
the'phones are placed in 

J 
'phones are left in these sockets /1 b / when a loud-speaker is used with rI pÇ . 
two or three valves. When three, 

7 
A UI 

valves are used, the second pair of 
,. .. ' 

sockets are bridged as shown in the '---- - 

photograph reproduced in Fig. 6. - - 

Although it is not desired to - . ______________ . 
. I - 

± ill T 

- 

detector and two Mullard Ora valves 
as low-frequency amplifiers. 

The results with this Reinartz set 
exceptionally good from very. 

low wavelengths up to 2,000 mefres. 
An interesting point is that loud- 
speaker telephony from London 
amateur transmitters has often been 
obtained with very small filament 
current from a 4-volt accumulator. 
This is at a distance of iz miles from 
London. Two valves gave all that - 

was required in loud-signal strength 
from z MT in a small room, and the 
3-valve set was ample to receive a 
special transmission from several 
London amateurs for the benefit of 
150 schoolboys in a large hail. 

The Reinartz circuit lias perhaps 
been overshadowed by such giants 
amongst receiving circuits as the 
Armstrong circuits, the Flewelling. . 

circuits and ST. roo," but it still 
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which is, curiously enough; an artificial the furnacé. A mixture of sand nd coke, 
"crystal." . with enough salt added to the mixture to make 

Owing to the fact that a battery is it fusible and enough sawdust to make the whole 
required to get the best results, carborundum mass porous, is then packed round the granu- 

58s . . 

haps more 
than usually 
appropriate 
at the mo-- 
ment, to 
consider something of the nature of the better 
known wireless crystals. 

There are many crystalline substances which 
possess the property of presenting a greater 
resistance to high-frequency current one way 
than the other. The first substance to attract 
attention in this respect was carborundurn 

A fragment of hertsite, with the head of a pin to show 
degree of magnification. Compare this crystal with the 

'natwal galena on the next page. 

borni t e, 
copper py- 
rites, molyb- 
denite, and 

- zincite. 
Carborundum 

- . Carborundum is an artificially made corn- 
- pound of silicon and carbon. It is manufac- 

tured by fusing a mixture of coke and sand in 
an electric furnace at a temperature of about 
3,500 degrees Fahrenheit. Granulated coke is 
first placed between the carbon electrodes of 

D D rnrnDDrnDDoernOOOnDoOoeDrnDrnoDDrnmrnDrnDrnnonrnDoeoDDDDrnrnrnrnOrnDrnDD 

majority of wireless experimenters TH-E 
commence their work with a crystal 
detector and sooner or later put aside. 

their crystal in favour of the more versatile valve.. 
With the ad- 
vent of mod- 
ern valve- 
crystal cii-- 
cuits, such as 
"S.T.ioo"for 
example, in 
which a crys- 

' 

-. 
talisusedfor :. 
rectification 
purposes, it 
appears as if 

\-,' ' 
-' 

the humble 
- 

P - 
- r s - 

- - 

crystal is - 

likely to 
come into its 
own once 
more with 
the serious 
ex perimen- 
ter. Accord- 
ing, it is per- 

is not used as much nowadays as it used to be: 
We may conveniently divide wireless crystals 
into two classes (i) those that work with a 
metallic contact and (ii) those that are used- 

- - along with 
a.nothercrys- 

- talinadouble crystal 
combination. 
In the for- 
mer class 
we have 

* the following 
- " crystals " 

¿I carborun - 
. dum, silicon, 

7 I and pyrites. 
IL 

In the latter 
- - class we have 

the graphite- 
galena corn 
bination and 
various com- 
binations of 
the following 
mineral ores, 

D D 

THE cRYSTÄLS 'USED. IN .' WIRELESS 
I 

8 
By E. H. CH%PMAN, M.A., D.Sc., Staff Editor. ' D 

Photo-micrographs by PERCY W. HARRIS. Assistant E4itor. 
D D 

The unique nature of the photographs accompanying this article make it of special value. 
o 'The scale of magnification can be judged from 'the pin lying in front of the Hertzite crystal. 

- 
The remaining photographs are to exactly the same scale, - ':: 
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other elements, is found in great Çpev pyrites, which hasa texture quite different from profusion in the solid matter of the galena. it is used with ziiicite. 

- 
earth. 

- 589 - 

-: 

- r- - - s - 
-. 

' :: -- . --. - ---- - .- 

brown, sometimes grey and some- 
times purple. The crystals may 
even be colourless and transparent. 
A certain relation seems to exist 
between the colour of the crystals 
and the rectifying properties. 

The great characteristic of car' 
borundum is its hardness, there being 
only one harder substance, the 
diamond. It is because of this ex- 
treme hardness that such a firm steel 
contact can be made with carborun- 
dum when used as a crystal detector. 

Silicon - 

In spite of its metallic appearance, 
silicon is one of the non-metallic 
elements. The silicon "crystal," so 
well known to the wireless experi- 
menter, does not occur free in 
Nature, but, in combination with 

r J, 
Í 1 H - 

j. 

s, 

A crystal of natural galena. This substance is very s 
spots. Its place has largely been taken by special 
mostly specially treàted gale na, recrystallised io give 

number of sensitive points. 

lated coke and the electrodes. The fusing takes 
about eight hours to complete: 

When pure, carborundum crystallises out in', 
hexagonal plates. In colour, the crystals are 
very varied, sometimes being green, sometimes 

to be ice. Quartz, when 
ensuive in a few fused, may be drawn into 
ites '' which are 

a much Ireater the finest of threads and 
used instead of silk fibre 

_________________ in electrical experiments of 
- a delicate nature. 

- Amethyt (violet quartz), precious opal 
,(which gives a mòre varied and more brilliant 
play of colours than any other mineral), jasper 
and agate are all naturally occurring varieties 
of quartz. - In the form of tiny particles, 

-1 

- -- 

- 

j 

Silicon may be obtained 
by heating fine sand with 
magnesium powder. The 
magnesium oxide formed and 
the excess of sand may be 
dissolved out with acids. 
The silicon left is a dark 
brown powder with a very 
high melting-point. When 
fused, silicon becomes con- 
verted into graphitic silicon. 

It is scarcely possible to 
pass over the wireless crystal 
silicon without mentionir.g - 
something of the number of 
compounds of silicon which 
occur in Nature. Silica, as 
the oxide of silicon is called, 

- -: 
has many natural forms 
including quartz, a mineral 
which the ancients supposed 
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worked for the gold t 
Born ile, as ii will be seen, lias quite a different texture from contains in the free metallic zincite. Compare this crystal with copper pyrites on the previous state. page. Bornile is allied to copper pyrstes sn 71s composid son. 

Pyï.es may be distin- . -e 

-. . . ,. . - . 

:1 

- = - 
. - - 

- electrical insulating sub- 
stance mica, so well 
known in wireless work 
all contain silicon in corn- 
bination with oxygen and 
other elements. 

Pyrites 
Pyrites is a very common 

mineral ore found in a 
4 variety of forms. The con- 

stituent elements are iron 
and sulphur. One of the 
chief commercial uses of 
pyrites is in the manufac- 

- ture of sulphuric acid, the 
acid electrolyte oí an ac- 

' cumulator. In the Rossland 
district of Britjsh Columbia, 
the pyrites found there is 

1 

. 
:, 

. .: / 

1' 

-I 

-1 

quite different from that of most crystals. It is commonly the diamond is a non-con- 

-. pure carbon. rapmte is 
This is reddish sibstance wit/i a close texture a conductor of electricity, 

used in conjunction with bornite (a crystal of which is 
- ductor. Graphite is one shown below), or with cop-per pyrites (sea previous page). 

of the softest substances, 
the diamond is 

quartz constitutes practicafly the whole mass the hardest known substance. We use 
of the sands on the earth's surface. graphite as a lead in. the pencils with which 

Asbestos, felspar and clay are also corn- we write on paper. In fact, the word 
- 

- pounds containing silicon, while the minerals graphite is derived from the Greek word 
figuring in the mica group, some of which are grapho, to write. The last syllable of the 

- . used for making the - 

I -' 

guished from chalcopyrite 
by its paler brass-yellow 
colour, by its greater degree 
of hardness and by the 
greenish-black streak run- 
ning through it. 

Graphite - 

A graphite-galena crystal 
detector usually consists of 
a-piece of hard lead from - 

a 1,ead-pencil placed lightly - 
on a lump of galena The, - 

two substances used in this 
crystal detector are of great 
interest. Graphite, a form 
of pure carbon, is most 
interesting because of its 
relationship to the diamond 
which is also a form of 

- j 

-- li 

J 

t 

- 

f 
- - 
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metal' molybdenum and sulphur. 
- Silicon,a cheap and efficient rectifier. it requires tuore Molybdenite,also called molybdenum 

skill in handling than hertzitc. glance, has a lead-grey colour and 
lustre. 

59' 

C 

- 

I 

chalcopyrite. Sometimes the crystals 
of chalcopyrite are of great beauty. 
like bornite, chalcopyrite easily 

-. tarnishes oh exposure: The tar- 
iished masses of halcopyijte found 
in Cornwall and othei mining districts 
are called "peacock ore." Another 
Cornwall ñame for the same ore is 
towanite, the name coming from 
the name of the Towati miñe in that 

i. county. - 

Chalcopyrite thabe distinguished 
from iron pyrite by its softness, it 
being possible to scratch chalco- 
pyrite with a knife. 

. Molybdenit& 
Mo1ybdnite which, like bornite, 

may be used in combination with 
zincite, is a compound of the rare 

and its weight. Almost all galena 
contains the metal silver and it is 
sometimes profitable to work galena 
for the silver it contains. Most of - 
the crystals sold for wireless purposes under 
special trade names are galena specially treated 
to make them more sensitive. 

- Bornite, Copper Pyrites 
Bornite, known also as erubescite. and 

variegated copper ore, is a mineral ore con- 
taining the metals iron and copper in combina- 

on pyrites, sometimes called" fools gold," lias a charac:er- 
tic structure. It was t'erv popular in pre-war days as a 

caiw/jisher crystal. 

tion with sulphur. The most noticeable thing 
about bornite is that a freshly cut surface has a 
coppery or bronzy colour which very soon * 

assumes the familiar blue tarnish on exposure 
to the air. 

Chalcopyrite, or copper pyrites, is, like 
bornite, a compound òf còpper, iron and su1 
phur but iii different proportions. The copper 

- of commerce is mostly derived from C 

same Greek word. 
It is possible to change a diamond 

into graphite by heatingin an electric - 

arc, but the reverse experiment has 
never been performed with a degree. 
of success which would warrant its 
being used on a commercial scale. 

The chief source of graphite iii 
these islands is in the "black-lead" 
mines of Cumberland which have 
been worked now for four centuries. 

Galena - 

The other mineral ore used in thé 
graphite-galena -combination is the 
common ore of the metal lead. It 
is mined in the.lead-mines ofDerby- 
shire, Cornwall, Wales and the Isle 
of Man. Galena may be recognised 
by its softness, its lead-grey colour 

t 

H': 
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quite apart from their brittle nature they 
have in most instances very poor insulating 
properties. 

First Stages. 
Thè first stage in the manufacture of 

ebonite is the "griñding" of the rubber 
between the rollers of the rübber mill. One 

592 

This imparts the gloss to the sheets: The 
frames are placed in a steam-heated press 
and subjected to the required degree of 
heat for a certain period (this varies with 
the thickness of the sheet) until vulcanisation 
is complete. The frames are now removed, 
the tinfoil rolled off, and the sheets of ebonite 
are ready for use. - 

with which he has to deal. Ebonite is corn- 
poed of pure plantation tubber, to . which 
have been addèd various ingredients, the most 
important of Which is the liecessary sulphur 
for its vulcanisation. The best quality ebonite 
is made of pure Para rubber,.while the cheaper 
grades are made from rubber gums of an. 
inferior quality. The very cheap qualities 
of ebonite contain but little rubber in their 
composition, and the writer advises the 
purchaser to leave these severely alone, as 

exact thickness (usually about an eighth of an 
inch for sheet ebonite), sheets, six feet by three 
feet, are taken, laid one on the other and well 
rolled together till the thickness of the desired 
finished sheet has been attained. These sheets 
are then placed in rectangular iron frames and 
their top and bottom surfaces covered with 
single sheets'of tinfoil. 

Rolling with Tinfoil. 

EI 

DOODDDODdDDDDÖGDEIODDOODDEIDDDÖDDDODODDOGDDGCDDDmDDDDEIEIDDGEIDDDODDODDOOEIDDR 

.JBONITE, 
vulcanité, or hard rubber, 

as it. is variously called, is one and -) - - the same thing; the American name 
.for it being hard rubber. The writer feels that 
perhaps a short description of the processes 
employed in the manufacture of ebonite will 
not he out of place, and will help the worker 
better to appreciate the nature o the material 

roller travels at twice the speed of the other 
and thus pinches and rubs the rubber,. gener- 
ating a considerable amount of heat in the 
process. When the rubber has attained a 
smooth plastic state the ingredients are 
successively added and ground in. This having 
been completed the rubber dough is taken to 
another mill and calendered or rolled to an 

to be experimented with would be fixed between 
two metal contacts and placed in series with the 
galvanometer. A few tests would show that 
when an E. M. F. is applied in one direction to the 

Although a great deal of experimental work 
has been done with wireless cr.ystals there is 
still plenty of scope for the experimenter in this 
interesting field of work . 

'S, 

DDDDDDDrnDDDDDDDDD000000000DDDDDE0000000D DDDDEDDDDDDDDGDDDDDGDGDDDGDDDDD D. . D 

HINTS. ON WORKING AND FINISHING 
EBONITE ., ., .. , ,..,.. 

9 

Zincite 
Zincite is a blood-red mineral ore streaked 

with orange. It is found in the zinc mines of 
New Jersey, U.S.A. Owing no doubt to the 
fact that zincite is only found in any quantity 
in this one mining area, the ore commands a 
higher price than other mineral ores used as 
wireless crystals. 

How a Wireless Crystal Works 
The wireless experimenter can easily demon- 

strate to his own satisfaction the way in which 
a wireless crystal functions. A small source of 
E.M.F. giving up to 5 volts and a delicate 
galvanometer would be required. The crystal 

crystal the current which flows is ioo times or 
more stronger than the current which flows 
when the same E.M.F. is applied to the crystal 
in the opposite direction. 

Some of the foremost of present-day wire- 
less scientists have investigated the action of 
high-frequency currents on crystals, and 
although the results of their experiments are 
not in agreement on all points, it appears fairly 
certain that the effects are due to changes in 
resistance at the point of contact of the crystal 
or crystals. This change of resistance may b 
due wholly or in part to the heating effect Qf 

the high-frequency currents. 
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are dry ones of course. The reason that we 
removed our first polished surface was because, 
strange as it may seem, this surfate has not a 
high insulation resistance. Probably this is 
due to the sulphur in thé rubber combining 
to a slight extent with the tinfoil during the 
process of vulcanisation.. We now have our 
panel with one finished surface and edges. 
The undersjde need not of course be treated 
any further.. It only now remàins to mark 
Qut and drill our holes, and this last operation 

the drill, and of supporting the back of the 
panel on a piece of hard wood. For larger 
holes the writer advises that the holes should 
be first drilled half-way through the panel 
from the front, the remainder of the hole 
being drilled from the back. In this way no 
fear of damage need be anticipated. For 
drilling ebonite, fluted or spear point drills 
should be used as these have not so great a 
tendency to seize up or wdrm themselves in 
where a pilot hole has first been drilled. 

rubbed dry with a soft piece of rag. Care 
must be taken not to rub too hard or a semi- 
polished surface will be the result.. If a polished 
surface is desired, finer grades of paper must 
be used in succession down to, say, No. o, 
"blue back." Follow this by the application 
of pure whiting and a soft chamöis p.d or 
rubber. - -. 

A Final Pòlish. 

A fInal- tinish may be given by rubbing 
with the ball of the thumb. These last stages 

a "pilot drill" for accurate work whatever 
- the material to be worked; . 

- Opening out the Holes. 

All Our holes having been drilléd, it only 
remains to open them out to size. In the case 
of holes up to, say, inch diam, the drill can be 
fed- through from the front face to the back 
without much fear of serious damage to th 
underside of the panel, if care is taken in the 
direction of not putting too much pressure on 

must of course be thinner than our panel. 

Treating the Surface: 
Having removed all the polish we will proceed 

to finish our panel. Take a piece of grade F 
paper, and use as before, but keep the panel 
and paper well wetted with paraffin oil. Hav- 
ing worked up a good smooth surf ace, free 
from scratches again go.over the panel, this 
time with KF. grade paper: This will leave a 
nice smooth matt surface. The slab or panel 
may be washed over with paraffin oil and 

centre line carefully space dut the positions 
of the studs by means of the dividers. When 
the exact position of these has been satis 
factorily ascertained, the centres are marked 
by means of the drill as before. Proceed iñ 
this way till all the positions have been ascer- 
tamed and marked. Having done this con- 
tinue all these holes through from the back to 
the front facé. The reason for continuing thé 
holes through to the face is to gùard against 
the tendency of breaking pieces out when a 
larger drill iS used.. The writer always use 

t: 

Having squared up and finished our edges, 
proceed to remove the highly glazed surface 
by means of a rubber. This can conveniently 
be made of a piece of cork sheet measuring sai 
3 inches by zinches by iinch. Takeapieceof 
No. i emery cloth, cover the rubber with it, 
and with a circular motion remove the polish 
from both sides of the panel or slab. A con- 
venient way to hold the slab is by means of 
tour thin strips of wood tacked to a table or 
berch by means of panel pins. These strips. 

all our measurements are to be taken. Let 
us suppose we wish to fit a rotating switch arm 
and contact studs. First ascertain the exact 
position of the hole for the pin of the switch- 
arm and by means of a pair of sharp-pointed 
dividers make small marks or intersection 
lines, and make a small centre dot. Drill this 
about i-i6 inch deep with a small drill. From 
this centre, with the dividers set at the radius of 
the switch-arm contact, scribe a semi-circle, 
pr circle as the case may be, and from the 

How to Trim a Panel 

We will now consider the working up of a 
valve panel or other piece of electrical appara- 
tus: First carefully square up all sides arid 
edges by means of a file, or files of two or three 
grades. If the edges are very rough an 8 inch 
bastard file isa convenient one to use. This 
may be followed by an 8 inch smooth file, and in 
succession, No. 2 and No. i emery or carborun- 
dumpaper, grading down to F. or F.F. finally. 

is one that is by no means easy to do very 
accurately and without chipping the panel, un- 
less the correct method for doing so be applied. 

- 
- Hints on Drilling. 

First take a square, and with a sharp-pointed 
scriber scribe a line_on the underside of the 
panel from top to bottom and side to side 
exactly at the respective centres of the side3 
and ends. From these two bisecting lines 
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purposes, a variable condenser having a tappings are taken at the 25th, 33rd, 41st, 

capacity of 0.001 iF (microfarad) is. to be 49th and 57th turns.. This' inductance may 
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current, high-tension voltage, sizes of different 
condensers and resistances. 

However, we all want to get the maximum 
results out of our apparatus, and even though 
each individual, deviation from the best ad- 

justment may not make much difference, yet 
if this happens two or three times in a set, 
there will be serious losses. 

Let us examine the different components in 
a wireless receiver and note what values will 
usually give the best results. For tuning 

unavoidably means that the telephones have 
a higher resistance, and so we speak of high 
resistance telephone receivers. - 

If, instead of having a direct coupled crystal 
receiver, we propose to use one of loose- 
coupled- type, you. will want to know what 
values of secondaries should be used. Well, 
the secondary may .conveniently be an in- 
ductance wound on a cardboard tube 3 ins. 
in diameter. Sixty turns of No. 26 gauge 
double cottoñ covered wire are employed, and 

strength in any way. Likewise, a variation 
of high-tension voltage, in many cases, does 
not produce very much difference in the signal 
strength. In the case of a machine, it either 
works or it does not work; it is not often 
that there Is any half-way house, whereas in 
wireless it is invariably the rule that deviations 
from the best adjustment merely result in 
weaker signals,, and only when the deviation 
is very wide do the signals disappear altogether. 
This applies to tuning, and also to filament 

by a fixed blocking condenser. This can, in 
most cases, be omitted without any effect on 
the signal strength. If such a condenser is 
used, a suitable capacity will be 0.002 F, 
although the best value will depend, to a 
certain extent, on the type of 'phones used. 
The 'phones themselves should be of 'high 
resistance. It must not be imagined that it 
is the resistance of the telephone receivers 
which is of value, but the fact that more turns 

- of wire are wound round the- magnet. This 

Fortunately, it is not quite so important in 
wireless tQ have everything exactly the right 
size. In engineering, it is essential to have 
all the different parts of exactly the correct 
size, otherwise they will not fit together. On 
the other hand, in the case of wireless apparatus, 
the value of components may, in many cases, 
be fifty per cent. out without very much 
alteration in signal strength. For example, 
the filament current can be varied over quite 
a wide range, without affecting the signal 

covered wire, wound on a cardboard tube 3 in. 
in diameter. Tappings from this coil should 
be taken at the 25th, 30th, 40th, 50th and 
óoth turns. The ariable condenser for 
tuning this coil should be capable of being 
connected either in serie. with it, that is. to 
say, in the aerial lead, or in parallel with the 
used portion of the inductance. 

If a crystal detector, and high resistance 
telephone receivers are connected across this 
aerial circuit, the telephones may be shunted 

EXPERIENCE goes to show that many 
readers would like to have every 
circuit diagram labelled. with the 

different values of the parts. Other readers 
would feel insulted if this were done. The 
solution, of course, is to change the first class 
of reader into the second class by a few words 
of advice on what is really quite an important 
matter. 

recommended for general use. When receiving 
broadcasting, it is desirable to connect the 
fixed condenser in series with it, the fixed 
condenser having a capacity of o.00i /LF. 

The inductance in the aerial circuit will, of 
course, depend upon the wavelength range to 
be covered. For the reception of broadcasting 
I would recommend an inductance coil con- 
sisting of 6o turns of No. 26 double cotton 

NOTES ON THE VALUES OF INDUCTANCES, 
CONDENSERS AND RESISTANCES IN CIRCUITS 

- By THE EDITOR. - 

These notes should prove of value to all who find difficulty ïn knowing what values of components 
to use in a circuit. - 
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have a value of 2 megohms. Vari- _____________________________________ 
bourhood, while the grid-leak should 

- able gridleaks are comirg into 
Vahees in a twp-valve tuned-anode sel. The anode coil should be shunted by a fashion, but some of the kmds on 

variable condenser, the market need to be regardcd 
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accumulator, and should have a 
capacity of not less than 3° ampere -. 

I hours' actual capacity. The fila- - 

ment rheostats you will probably 
buy, or, at any rate, I would advise . 

you to do so. If you make your A looseçoupled cryStal set similarly explained. The aerial inductance should 

own it should have a resistance of 
have t/e same number of turns as in the previous figure. 

f 
fj5ZtL 

tpply to it; of course, it is some- 
times necessary to put a small nega- 
-tive potential on the grids of the 
valveswhen using the higher vol- 
tages: In all cases, a large con- 
denser across the high-tension 
battery is desirable, and its value 
should be as high as possible. Not 
much advantage is to be gained 
by having a condenser larger than 
I or 2 microfarads. 

- As regards the grid condenser, 
thisshould have a value of 00003 
eF, or something in that neigh- 

J 

valves, but I have not yet met a 
valve in common use to-day which 
is not better pleased the more the 

Values of condensers and inductances in a simple crystal sel, high - tension voltage is that you 

be 1iunted by a variable con- 
denser. As before, I would prefer 
the use of a o.00i ¿iF in series with 
a o.00i ¡iF fixed condenser. Longer 
wavelengths may then be obtained 
by connecting the 0.001 ¡iF vari- 
able condenser alone across the coil. 

Now, as regards valve circuits, 
you wili want to know the size of 
the filament accumulator, the high '. 
tension battery, the filament 
rheostat, and other details. The 
accumulator should be a 6-volt J. 

otk9F/JF oo«,.'F. 

Vatùzóle Fi5t 

3Cijjil4xrd 123 

rywdnilIvAÇ'26JJCC 

about 7 ohms. As regards the high- 
tension battery, 6o volts should be 
the minjmum at which you should 
aim. You will, however, get results 
with a high-- tension of as low a 
voltage as 40 volts. Personally, I 
use a high-tension voltage of ioo 
volts. In the case of dual amplifica- 
tion circuits, particularly, xoo volts 
is a great advantage, especially 

tcMaa when a loud speaker is to be used. 
Different valve manufacturers 
specify different voltages for their 
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FR4NCE. . 

PARIS, EIFFEL TOWER.. T (FL;. 2,600 metres.) 
.WQekdays (daily). i. 

7.40 a.m. MeteorologicaÍ forecast. 
12.15 p.m. Meteor. forecast and time giving. 
3.30 p.m. Financial bulletim 
6.io p.m. Concert. 
7.20 p.m. Meteor. forecast. - 

ii.iç p.m. Meteor. forecast. 

9.4 p.m. till 10.30 p.m. Dancing concert. 
PARIS. SCHOOL OF POST AND TELEGRAPHS. 

(5o metres.) 
Tuesday and Thursday. 

8.30 p.m. Concert. 
And very frequent radiophone transmissions 

of plays (comic operas). 
LYONS. YN, 3,100 metres. 

10.45 a.m. Concert (gramophone). 
3.35 p.m. Financial news. 

Newcastle .... 5 NO 400 
I 

am. to 12.30 p.m - Havre, Liverpool, Aleçarid!ia). 
I_1 iasgow ... 

Sundays 
e.,., 

5 415 8.30 to 10.30 p.m. 
p.m. 

5.0 p.m. 
oncer 

Commercial information. 
Birmingham 

London also 3.0 p.m 
5 IT 42, to 5.0 p.m 5.10 p.m. Financial information. 

- 5.20 p.m. Concert. 
- 

Silent -Periods, y - 8.45 p.m. News. 

Cardiff 8 o to 8 30 9 0 p m till Io o p m Concert 
Londn: . ..;.. 7:3ot68.ö-p.m, ' Thursday, g.45 jim. till 10.30 p.m. Dancing 
Manchester :.::.:7.45 to-8.i.5 p.n- . -. 

concert. 
Newcastle ... o tO - .. -, . 

Sundays. 
Glasgow 6 o to 8 15 p m 2 o p m till 3 o p m Corcert 
Birmingham - 

. 

8.15- tO 8..45 p.m; - 

8.45 p.m. News. 
- 

9.0 p.m. till 9.45 p:m. Concert. 

FRENCH BROADCASTING STATIONS 
(Times in Brilish Summer Time.) - - R 

DUR 

GREAT BRITAIN. Sundays.. ..- - -. 

6.10 p.m. Concert. - - - 

Station. Call Wave-a 
Sign. length. 7.20 p.m. Meteor. forecast.- 

Cardiff ... 5 WA 353 
Times. Other concerts specially announced from 

3.30 to 4.30 p.m. time to time. . . --..- I 

London .. 2 LO 369 (except London) and PARIs, RADIOLA. (17810 metres) 
- 

Manchester... 2 ZY 385 
5.30 p.m. to 11.0 

p.m. London (day Weekdays (daily). - 

'transmission) 51.30 I2.3O'.. Information (Cotton Exchage, 

it. This is particularly the case where reaction 
circuits are employed. It is in these circuits 
that a variable gridleak is the more 
valuable. - 

As regards what are known as " by-path 
condensers," that is to say condensers which 
are connected across telephone receivers, 

by a o.00i F variable condenser in series with 
a 0.001 F fixed condenser. 

If you are going to introduce reaction into 
this circuit, a reaction coil; consisting of 50 
turns of No. 26 gauge double cotton covered 
wire, wound on a cardboard tube 3- ins. 
diameter, will do admirably. 

REGULAR PROGRAMMES FROM 'BRITISH 'AND ' 

with grave suspicion, as do some of the 
cheaper types of fixed gridleaks. 

The pencil-line type of gridleak is obsolete 
and unreliable. Approved variable gridleaks 
have been mentioned in this journal, and in 
Wireless Weekly. 

The advantages of a variable gridleak are 
not so much that the leak itself is variable, 
but the fact that the resistance alters the 
damping of the oscillatory circuit preceding 

primaries of intervalve iron-core transformers, 
etc., a useful value for these is 0.002 F. 

As you will probably Want to use tuned 
anode coupling, you will want to know thq. 
value of the inductance. A suitable size of 
inductance for this purpose is a cardboard 
tube 3 ins, in diameter wound with 57 turns 
of No. 26 gauge double cotton covered wire. 
Tappings may be taken at the 25th, 33rd, 4ist, 
49th and 57th turns. This should be shunted 
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along the tops of the two sides and Fig. i. The cornplste receiver with case aosed. The aerial ana earth 
the higher of the two end pieces, ler,ninals are on the right. 
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that since there is no panel all the 
components are attached to the 
sides and base. 

The top is fitted with a sliding lid 
to permit of access to the crystal 
detector arid wiring. Cut from the 
lid of the egg box a piece of 3in. 
by 2in. to form the base. Next 
cut two pieces having measure- 
ments of by 2Ín., also one 
piece 2 in. by 2 in. and one piece 

by 2ifl. 
Place the base flat upon the table, 

and along its sides attach by means - 

of small brads the two pieces 
measuring 3.ifl. by so plac- 
ing them that - in. at each end 
extends beyond the base. Along 
the two remaining sides attach the 
end pieces measuring 2 in. by 
2 in. and 2 in. by 2 in. respec- 
tively and secure, in addition to the 
base, all the sides to each otherby 
means of further brads. 

Make by means of a sharp chisel, 

the containing box. 

The Containing Box 
In the construction of a set of this 

type it is recommended that the 
containing box be the first com- 
ponent to receive attention, and for 
this purpose the reader should pro- 
cure an ordinary wooden egg box, 
made from 3-ply board, or failing 
thi a square foot of the unused 
material. The containing box forms 
for this set the foundation upon 
which to build, by reason of the fact 

in. by in. round three sides of 
the lid in order that the latter will 
run freely in the box. 

The Inductance 
The next item to receive con- 

sideration is the inductance. This 
is wound with No. 26 S.W.G. 
enamelled copper wire for 150 turns. 
The former is made oi wood 
measuring 3 in. by i in. by in. 
into the ends of which are driven 
tin. from the edges, and to a 

subsequent connections. The wind- 
ing is made by hand and 150 turns 
are placed side by side (since the 
wire is enamelled it is of no conse- 
quence if they touch) and drawn as 
tight as possible without breaking. 
The end, after the 150 turns have 
been wound, is secured by means of 
a few twists round .a small screw 
driven into the end of former. 

These operations complete our in- 
ductance, which is now ready for 
fitting in the box. The two I-in. 

nails with heads removed are in 

THE set described herem was 
made with the object of 

-producing the best results 
from a crystal receiver with the 
minimum adjustment for tuning, 
yet at the same time permitting a 
variation in wave-length. Since the 
apparatus would ultimately be 
operated by a small boy, strength 
and robust construction were two 
of the essentiàl features. 

A photograph of the complete 
instrument is given in Fig. i, whilst 
that of Fig. 3 shows the interior of 

a groove -, in. wide, in. down 
from the edges of the wood. This 
groove is intended for the lid to 
slide in, and for this reason care 
must be taken to keep the chisel 
straight. 

The lid for the box should next be 
prepared, the dimensions for this 
being 21i.n. by 3in. Along the 
two longer edges of the lid and also 
along one of the shorter sides are 
cut grooves in. wide to the 
depth of half the thickness of the 
wood. This produces a tongue 

depth of fin. and opposite each 
other, two i-in, nails with heads 
removed. Atthispointbore through 
the wooden former with the aid of 
a red-hot needle a hole tin. from 
one of the short edges through 
which is threaded one end of the 
vire for winding the inductance. If 
this end is bent so as to lie along 
the former parallel to the short edge 
near to it, it will be held sufficiently 
securu to enable one to commence 
the winding; care being taken to 
leave about 3 in. of free wire for 

DDQmDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDrnDDDDDDrnDDDoDDDDDDoeDDDDmooDrnDDoeDDoDoeDDDrnDDr 

A CRYSTAL RECEIVER WITH ÑOVEL POINTS 
9 By STANLEY G. RATTEE, 

L 

Stoff Editor. 

Although numerous designs for crystal sets have been published, the present instrument has 
several distinctly novel features which make for simplicity of construction and operation - 
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Fig. 3. View oft/ic interior, showing spiral and crystal detector. : - 
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and immediately opposite each 
other, are made holes (one hole in 
each side) by means of a small 
bradawl at distances of in. from 
the edges of the base and sides. 
Into these are forced the two brass 
bushes. 

With these in place the former 
may now be secured in the box by 
pushing the nail at one end into 
the bush far enough to allow the 
other nail to pass free of the top 
edge of the box and so slip into its 

small iron. 
Tn one end of the rod is drilled 

a hole ¿fin. in diameter to +in. 
depth, and at the other end is 
drilled to the same depth a hole 
big enough to take a r-in, nail. 
Into the -i-in. drill-hole is fitted a 
short length of fin, brass rod, say, 
r in. in length, and then soldered. 
Now drill in the containing box a 
fin, hole r in. from the base and 
r in. from the edge of the sides, 
immediately above the inductance, 

then solder the nal to the rod. 
In this position the spiral is free 

to turn, though not yet is it making 
contact with the inductance. The 
projection of the A-in, brass rod 
through the containing box should 
now be fitted with an ebonite or 
fibre knob in order that it may be 
more easi1y turned, nnd further so 
that it may be insulated from the 
hand when the set is being operated. 

In order that good contact may 
be made between the coil and the 

-: 

Fig. 2. The circuit used. 

fitted in the two smaller and sup- 
porting sides of the box. - 

The brass tubing of a gas-burner 
by-pass forms an admirable 
material for making these bushes, 
and two pieces each of in. 
in length should bê cut by means of 
a hack-saw or file. 

In the snialler sides of the box. 

The spiral or rod is made up of a 
brass rod, 3 in. long and in. in 
diameter, round which is bent (as 
seen in Fig. 3) in. of No. 6 bare 
copper wire and soldered to the 
brass rod. 

This feat is best performed by 
first bending the copper wire round 
a long pencil so as to get a twist in 
the metal and then hammering it 
into its final shape on the brass rod. 
By this means the wire can be made 
to grip the brass rod sufficièntly 
hard to permit of soldering with a 

L. 
Fig. 4. Pictorial arrangement oJ 

circuit. 

drilled make a hole with a small 
bradawl i in. from the base and 
i in. from the side into which is 
forced a piece of the gas-burner 
"by-pass " tubing kin, long. Re- 
move the head from a I-in, nail and 
insert the spike through the bush 
into the brass "spiral " rod and 

coil, and in order to eliminate the 
possibility of wear, these supports 
are secured in two brass bushes 

so that the inductance should be 
"hinged " as it were, and free to 
move with an upward circular 
movemeñt. 

The Adjusting Arm 
Whereas most solenoid or cylin- 

drical inductances are varied by 
means of sliders or tappings with a 
switch, the arrangement embodied 
in the set under description is 
what is best explained as a "spiral 
movement, and may be seen in 
Fig. 3. 

brass rod of the "spiral." On the 
other side of the containing box and 
immediately opposite the hole just 

- MODERN WIRELESS. Seternber, 1923 
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small BA. rod (2 BA.) counter- position and tension of the spring, strips of tin foil, one side and 6 
sunk to take its corresponding nuts, To the other end of the spring is the other, separated by mica strips. 
on the' underside of the wood; the attached another crystal cup (with The general wiring of the set is 

- 
. length of the rod is 2 in. Next bornite as its crystal) held in its shown in Figs. 2 and 4, wherein 

procure 3 in. of springy, copper place by means of a nut on the are illustrated both pictorial and 
strip in. wide and bend al.. one upper side of the spring. theoretical arrangements. With 
end to form a U; through the two -. ' such a set as the one described it 
sides of the U drill holes, slightly . ir ng is possible to hear broadcasting 
bigger than the diameter of the over distances of about 20 miles . - 

rod, and at the other end of the Four terminals are fitted to the 'when aerial conditions are good, 
strip drill a hole large enough to containing box, one for the nd though the set was made for 

the purpose of tuning in broad- 
casting and nothing more, so long 

1 
as good crystals are used, ships 
may also be heard. 

T h é otogrph 
shows --Captain 
P. P. Eçkersley 
standing beside 
the switch-board 
psed for conne'ct- 
ing 2 LO. through 
to the variois pro- 

-- vincial stations by 
land-line. 

___1 

-s,. 

named is turned for adjusting. 

- The Detector 
The detector employed is a 

"perikon" combinatiou and is 
made from a piece of wood i in. 
long by in. wide by in. deep, 
screwed to the base of the con- 
tainng box. At one end of the 
block is screwéd into the wood a 
crystal cup (purchased) containing 
zrncite, whilst at the other end is 
drilled a hole to take a conveniently 

Details of the box,. znthwtai 

take the screw of a crystal cup. 
Place the two holes at the bent end, 
over the rod, securing the spring in 
position by means of a nut situated 
above the underside of the bend. 
Fit an ebonite knob with corre- 
sponding thread to the 2 BA. rod 
which is projecting beyond the 
copper spring, so that the knob acts 
as an adjusting handle for the 

ce former ani crystal detector. 

"aerial," one for the "earth," and 
two for the "telephones "; the size 
and positions of these terminals are 
not of much consequence and may 
be left to the reader's judgment, 
though the smaller they are the 
neater will look the. instrument. 
Across the terminals to be used as 
telephone terminals is connected a 
fixed condenser made up with 13 

adjusting or "spiral " rod it is q,' ,VMY/SW7 
necessary (i) to scrape from the 
upper .side of the inductance all - 

I 
I 

CÑYSZ4L CVI' 

'traces of enamel; (z) to arrange a 
______ J 

I I I I I 

lifting device whereby contact is 
made at all times between the rod 'ßACE,4RANCE 

and bared wii-idings. This latter is W 
n_____ - - 

accomplished by means of a spring - 

which served at one time as a part ft- . - 
of a bicycle brake. One end is 
screwed to the wooden former and 
the other, aftet having been pulled 
to give a good hard tension, is PLAN L'o-' 2' 

screwed to the containing box as ' 
I 

seen in Fig. 3. This spring lifts the - 14 I 

coil on to the "spiral" and gives - i 

U 

consistent pressure when the ñrst- ,. iL 

- 

-- 
-t -- - 

I 
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of the first valve. In the anode V V 

circuit of this valve is included a Fig. z. The ST.75 Circuil. - I 

- 
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/ - 

lar than the ST.34, or tuned-anode- 
with-reaction receiver. It is, in 
fact, derived from this latter cir- 
cuit, and although only two valves 
are used, an additional stage of 

» low-frequency amplification is in- 
troduced, giving about five times 
the signal strength obtanëd with 
ST.34. » 

The circuit which gives these 
desirable» reiulfs, ând which - 

enables the circuit to be used: for 
loud-speaker workis illustrated in 7.. 

Fig. i. It will be seen that thé 
first valve acts first as_ a high. 
.frequency amplifier, a tuned anode 

- the - circuit being uied;» second - OS 

valve ácts as» a-tifier; and re- 
action is introduced from the 
anode circuit of Ihis valve on to . T 

- the tuiied ãñod ciicuit,» In the 
f 

anode circuit of the second valve 
- 

OP 
we alsò have the primary of an 
intervalve transfòrmer which car- 

» 
- ries back the rectthed low-fre- 

queney currents».to the grid cirbuit- 

I H 
Lf 

I 

crystal and the intervalve trans- 
former, the crystal of these two 
being by far the most important. 
There are many experimenters who 
have a strong prejudice against 
crystal detectors, and prefer a 
robust circuit which will stand any 
amount of abuse, and may be 
handled by the absolute novice. 

Such a circuit is the ST.75, first 
described in Wireless Weekly. I 

believe when the merits of this 
circuit have been fully appreciated 
that it will become far more popu- 

68 ft. long and about 12 ft. high 
and consists of one wire only. 

The strength of signals is some- 
what below the ST.ioo for the 
local broadcasting stations, but the 
circuit is just as effective for long 
distance, work, if not more so. 
Permissible reaction is used, and 
there are several further advan- 
tages of the ST.75 circuit, which 
will be discovered after a little 
experience with it. 

C1 and C2. The condenser C1 is 
a 0.001 jLF Polar condenser, while 
C2 is a o.00i F type 600 Dubilier 
fixed condenser. This latter con- 
denser may be shorted by a brass 
strap. This brass strap is merely 
a strip of brass pivoted at the 
terminal and having an in- 

dentation at the other end which 
slips under the other terminal. By 
this means the condenser C2 may - 

be shorted, in which case the 

 I' - 

ALTHOUGH 
the ST.joo cir- 

cuit is very hard to beat for 
loud and clear signais, yet 

chiefly owing tó the fact that the 
crystal detector is used, there is - always a certain amount of varia- 
tion in the results obtained by 
different crystals and different 
crystal, adjustments. The secrets 
of the effective working of. the 
ST.roo lies in two things: the 

loud-speaker, ¿r telephone re 
ceivers, if these are used. These 
do not in any way interfere with 
the high-frequency amplification. 
Any existing ST.34 circuit may be 
readily converted into the' new 
ST.75, and loud stable results are 
obtainable. Very loud signais are 
received regularly by the writer. 
on a small aerial situated about 
12 miles from 2 LO. The aerial is 

The other figures illustrate dif- 
ferént views of 'a set made up in 
accôrdance with the circuit dia- 
gram. The aerial inductance Lt 
consists of 6o turns of No. 26 
double, cotton covered wire wound 
on a cardboard tube 3 ins, in 
diameter. Tappings are taken at 
the 3oth, 4oth, oth and 65th 
turns. The used portion of the 
coil is shunted by two condensers, 

-'I 

'I 
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kig. 3. The underside of the board. 

607 

II 

F 

Weekly. By this means, a much . The gridleak is a Watmel vari- It is shunted by two condensers in 
wider range of wavelength is ob- able gridleak which has been found series, one being a o.00r Polar 
tamable. .to be a very satisfactory piece of condenser, and the other a 0.001 

Instead of having a switch to apparatus. The grid condenser is F Dubilier fixed condenser. This 
vary the aerial inductance, a of 0.0003 F capacity. Across the latter condenser may be shorted 
wandering lead enables connection loud-speaker or telephone termi- when required. 

- 

I 

variable condenser across the in- 
ductance is a 0.001 jF. If, how- 
èver, we leave the strap open so 
that C2 is not short-circuited, we 
have what is, in effect, a variable 
condenser of o.0005 F. The 
value of this arrangement of con- 
densers was pointed out in my 
weekly notes, "Mainly About 
Valves " appearing in Wireless 

Fig. 2. The sel nade upon a board. 

to be made to any of the terminals 
T5, T6, T7 or T8, thus varying the 
inductance in the aerial Circuit, 
and therefore the wavelength to 
which the aerial Circuit is tuned. 
The transformer T1, T2 is the 25s. 
type manufactured by the Lissen 
Company. The secondary wind- 
ing is shunted by a o.00i F fixed 
condenser. S 

nal is connected a condenser C7 
of 0.002 ¡LF capacity. All these 
fixed condensers should have miça1 
dielectrics. 

The tuned anode inductance is 
fixed, and consists of 40 turhs of. 
No. 26 gauge double cotton- 
covered wire wound on a s-in. 
cardboard tube supported hori- 
zontally in the manner illustrated 

¿I 
L 

HT 

ItI 
Í H H 
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The reaction coil L3 consists of 
35 turns of No. 26 gauge double 
cotton-covered wire wound on a 
3!-in. cardboard tube which slips 
over the other tube. Flexible 
leads are taken from the reaction 
coil to two terminals T8 and T9. * 

When adjusting the reaction, the 
coil L3 is moved up and down over 
L2 until the best results are ob- 
tained. If no increase in signal 

- strength results when the reaction 
coil is slipped over the tuned anode 
coil, and even after retuning of the 
two variable condensers, the re- 

- action coil should be reversed and 
slipped on to the coJ L2 the other 
way round. 

The method of operation of the 
set is really very simple. The 
first thing to do is to connect the 
aerial lead on to the terminal AE, 
and the earth lead on to the ter- 
minal E. The wire connection 
from OS is taken to the terminal 
T5, and the condenser C2 is pre- 
ferably short-circuited likewse, 
the condenser C4 is short circuited. 
The reaction coil is taken off the 

M O D E R N W I R E L E S September, 1923 
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tuned anode coil altogether and 
allowed to rest on the set. The 
two condensers C1 and C3 are now 

* 'u adjusted until the loudest signals 
-1 . are obtained. The condenser C4 

- 

is now also unshorted and tuning 
accomplished on the condenser C1, 

if possible. If the signals cannot 
be tuned 'out on both sides of an 
adjustment of C1, try connecting 

- the lead S on to the terminal T 
- 

- and retune. One or other of the 
- terminals T5, T, T7, T4 should be 

- found to give the loudest signals 
: - 

after retuning on the condenser C1. 
Now place the reaction coil L3 
over L2 and increase the coupling 

I 

between L3 and L2, at the same 
time retuning the two variable 
condensers in each case. If the 

- 
-j - reaction is made too tight the set 

will oscillate and howls will be 
.. heard. If there-is no increase in 

signal strength astlie reaction coil is 
. 

slipped on, reverse the reaction 
, 

coil and try again. During these 
operations, see that the gridleak is 
sufficiently low ;' in other words, 
see that the little knob is turned 

A well round to the right, so that it 
is not quite as tight as it is possi- 
ble to make it-. 

'-1* 
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The Beverage Antenna 
Any short wave specialist who 

has sufficient space at his disposal, 
and can obtain the necessary per- 
mission from the Postmaster- 
General, will find that the Beverage 
Antenna opens up a wide field for 

For radio frequencies, the velo- 
city is very close to that of 
light, though it is always slightly 
less. When a radio impulse reaches 
the Beveragé Aeriilit will induce 
in the wire an impulse which is pto- 
pagated along it at a velocity 
determined by the electrical pro- 

603 

There will be a reflection of the 
wave; surges will be set up and 
there will"be a loss of energy. To 
prevent this it is necessary with the 
Beverage Antenna to ensure that 
the receiving apparatus connected 
to it offers the same impedance to 
the-wave as does the aerial itself. 

anything in amateur use. This 
was the Beverage Antenna, a device 
covered by U.S. Patent No. 

-1,381,089. So far as the writer is 
aware, very little regarding this 
aerial has appeared in the wireless 
papers published in this country. 
Most experimenters, however, re- 
member that Mr. Godley was using 
an aerial far longer than would be 
permitted to any ordinary amateur 
for his receptions. This was quite 
true, for the American representa- 
tive's aerial stretched for no less 
than 850 feet, although the height 
of the suspended wire was only 
about 6 feet above ground level. 

in this respect its behaviour is pre- 
cisely the reverse of that of the 
ordinary inverted L aerial, whose 
free end should theoretically point 
away from the transmitting station 

- The Theory. - 

The Beverage Antenna works ón 
quite different lines. Owing to its 
great length in comparison with its 
height, it resembles in many ways 
an ordinary " land line" telephone 
wire. Hence a great deal of the 
theory of the propagation of electric 
impulses along telepho'ne lines is 
applicable to the Beverage Antenna., 

The Effects of Lag. 

impulse in the wire. The length of 
the aerial must, therefore, be 
adjusted so that the lag will be 
sufficient to build impulses up to 
their greatest strength and stop 
thort of the point at which the 
decreasing effect begins. On a 200 
metres signal interference between 
the two sçts of impulses will not 
occur until the wire has a length of 
about 3,000 feet. 

The Balancing-Resistance. 
When an abrupt change is made 

in the electrical qualities of the line, 
such as that which occurs at the 
aerial terminal, - the value of the 
\vre's natural impedance will alter. 

in the South of Scotland, made use 
of a type pi aerial that is quite 
different both in its construction 
and in the theory of its action from 

it must be so sited that its free end 
points towards the transmitting 
station whose messages it is desired 
to receive. It will be noticed that; 

.: 
.. ;.. TT 

Fig. i-The Beverage Antenna. 

with the distance along the wire. 
That is, there is a building-up 
effect, which reaches its maximum 
at the end of the wire remote from 
the transmitting station. 

As the two velocities .are different. 
the lag between the two forces will 
continue to increase the further we 
go along the wire until the difference 
reaches 900 or even 1800. When 
this occurs any further energy 
passing into the wire will be in the 
wrong direction, and its effects will 
be to diniinish the strength of the 

An Extraordinary Aérial. 
DURING the second short-wave 

transatlantic tests that were 
organised by the American 

Relay League and the Radio Society 
of Great Britain (or the Wireless 
Society of London, as it then was), 
the American representative, Mr. 
Paul Godley, who spent chilly 
nights under canvas at Ardrossan 

experiments on quite novel lines. 
It consists of a single wire (Fig. z) 
supported on light posts such as 
Army telephone poles, 6 feet or so 
in height, an insulator being needed 
at each post. It is not by any 
means expensive to erect sinc such 
small poles are used. The aerial is 
very markedly directional, and to 
obtain the full benefit of ifs action 

.perties of the wire. The wave 
moving along the wire will, there- 
fore, move a little less rapidly than 
the free wave in space. The im- 
pulses in the wire will lag a little 
behind the electrical forces of the 
free wave (Fig. 2), and will absorb 
energy from them. It will thus be 
seen that the iñtensity of the dis- 
turbances in the wire will increase 
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since either will work off dry cells The simplest method, however, with - - 

such as those used for working any "freak" valves-American or Fig. 4.-Pins Fig. 5.-Pinç 
household electric bells, they bring German-is not to bother about of standard of U. V. £99. - 

- the valve set within the reach of holders at all! Leave the valve in Ana,ricanvalv3. 

604. 

stretch used by Mr. Godley. In 
any case it is well worth the serious 
experimenter's attention. 

Recently it has been improved so 
as to bring the balancing resistance 
to the same end as the tuning 
apparatus, thus avoiding a long walk 
when altering adjustments. 

Some New Valvés. 
Valve manufacturers in the United 

States have Leen going ahead with 
various types of dull emitter valves. 
Two of these are particularly useful 
for short wave work owing to their 
very small internal capacity. These 
are the W.D. xx and the U.V. x, 
whose plates are little more than 
one-eighth of an inch in diameter. 
These types should effect something 
like a revolution in wireless, for 

be rather 'perplexed over he 
question of a suitable holder. The 
ordinary American valve fits into a 
bayonet-h'older, not unlike the 

- usual lamp socket, save that it is of 
larger diameter and has four spring 
coìitacts. U.V. 201 A fits this 
holder, bût each of the others 
requires a special adapter of its owñ. 
W.D. xx has pins spaced like those 
of our own valves, but it will not 
go into their holders since the plate 
prong has a diameter about double 
that for the others. This difficulty 
my be got over by making up a 
holder consisting of three ordinary 
valve legs and a special fourth leg 
made from Thort piece of - in. 
brass rod drilied to a suitable size. 

.25 ampere at z.z volts -on the fila- 
ment, and the plate voltage needed 
is only from 20 to 30. This is the 
anode potential generally employed 

- with U.S. reçeiving valves ; in fact, 
the 221 volt "slab " high-tension ::: 

:ïr 

From the description given it will 
be seen that the Beverage Antenna 
is an excellent device for the long- 
d:stance reëeption of small powered 
short wave signals. Its building-up 
properties bring them in at the 
greatest strength obtainable, and 
its very marked directional qualities 
ensure the reduction of interference. 
The only point against it is its great 
length, but it is quite possible that 
good results may be obtained from 
low horizontal wires that are very 
much shorter than the 850 foot 

85& fed 

Fig. 3.-Thc aerial wit/i balancing resistance and tuning inductance. 

Fig. 2.-Effect of incoming wave on Beverage aerial. 

Th:s is done by éarthing the free 
end, as shown in Fig. z, through a 
resIstance of from zoo to 500 ohms 
(see Fig. 3), according to the length 
of the waves that are being received. 

Uses With Short Waves. 
For dealing with waves of the 

order of zoo metres or less, the 
Beverage Antenna may be used 
conveniently with the supersonic 
method of reception, which was 
recently described in these notes. 

the man who lives far out in the 
country and has no facilities for - 

getting accumulators charged. The - 

writer has recently been able to 
test practically both of these types, 
and a third, the U.V. zox A, which 
has a larger grid-plate capacity and 
is therefore not so suitable for 
dealing with very high frequencies. 

Holders. 
If any readers succeed in obtain- 

ing valves of these types they may 

be noticed that in the ordinary 
valve the filament pins lie opposite 
the notch in the base of the cap, 
but in the U.V. i9 they are 
arranged dagonally. 

W.D. 11. - 

W.D. ri is a delightful little valve 
to use either as a high-frequency 
amplifier or as a rectifier for short 
wave reception. Though its current 
consumption is very small indeed, 
and the necessary filament voltage 
seems almost ridiculous at first 
sight, it performs quite as well as 
any "general purpose" valve that 
the writer has tried. It works with 

U wtf S 

1- 

- 

. 

its box, turn the box upside down 
and solder a flexible lead to each of 
the prongs. Connections can then 
be made with the greatest ease. One 
advantage of this rough-and-ready 
method is that all the valve con 
tacts are positive. 

As readers may have a little 
difficulty in telling which pin of the 
valve is which-they are not 
marked in any way-the connections 

Thre shown in Figs..4 and 5. It will 
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 . . . U.V. 201 A. - 

This is a dull emitter- pattern of 
the famous U.V. 201.- It works 
with .25 ampere at 5 volts,:a wat- 
tage of 1.25, but in spite of these 
low figures its emission is equal to 
that of any good receiving valve of 
the high temperature variety. Both 
as an amplifier and as a rectifier, it 
leaves nothing to be desired. Its 

is stated to be short, though 
nothing like so short as that o,f 
U.V. I9. . The latter -averages 

- 

L.F. Transformers. - -. 

- -Ït vill be found that thé- low: 
frequency transformer which gives 
the best service for the reception of 
Morse signals is often by no means 
ideal for telephony. For receiving 
signals the most suitable trans- 
former is one designed to respond 
to a: frequency of about i,000 a 
second, but for speech and music 
such an instrument will not do at 
all well, for it will have a marked 
peak effect and will produce dis- 

corresponding increase or decrease 
in the-apacity of the circuits is 
very much smaller. The effects of 
body capacity do- dôt manifest 
themselves to thé sanie extent, alid 
the high-frequency side of the set 
becomes much more stable. If one 
cares to go still further and to wind 
an inductance for a wavelength'óf 
ioo,000 metres or so, a fresh 't1r- 
prise is waiting, for atmospherics 
corne in not as toneless craáklings; 
but as musicl note. - - - :' - 

LAMBDA. 

battery is almost a standard corn- 
onent over there. The valve can 

be run from a single dry çell pro- 
vided that the battery is given a 
few minutes' rest every now and 
then to allow it to become depo- 
larised. - 

U.V. 199 

U_v. 199 makes a still more deter- 
mined attack on filament current 
consumption, - its requirements be- 
ing only .o6 ampere at 3 volts. So 
long as one takes care not- to over- 
load, it works very well, but 
it is a difficult matter to regulate its 
filament -current unless an extra 
resistance of about 40 ohms is put 
in series with the ordinary 6-ohm 
rheostat for use with the 6-volt 
accumulator. The valve is designed 
to work off three bell cells wired in 
series, and even then a rheostat 
with a resistance of from about 25 
to 30 ohms is desirable. If by any 
chance the filament is - overheated, 
the valve promptly ceases to func- - 

tion, and though its former powers 
may be restored to some extent by 
disconnecting the plate battery and 
leaving the filament glowing for 
some time, it will probably be found 
to have suffered to a certain extent. 
When the valve is used as a rectifier, 
the secondary circuit should be con- 
nected to grid and filament positive. 

In actual tests this valve was - 

found to be rather unstable. The 
filament emission varied consider- 
ably and the life of the valve was 
short. The writer does not recom- 

, mend readers to go to any tróuble 
to obtain specimens of..this valve. i. 

- The next one, however,, is a very 
.. differentthiiig 

r - 

about 300-400 working hours, the 
former io or more. In making 
U.V. 20! A the makers seem to be 
on the right lines, for they have not 
endeavoured to do too much. If 
you cut down both current and 
E'M:F.1 a thin and therefore very 
fragile filament must be used. 

- By 'leaving the voltage at 5 and 
paring away the current, the fila- 
ment can be made fairly stout, and 
after all voltage is always easy to 
obtain, though currents of more 
than about .3 of an ampere demand 
a secondary battery if they are to 
be steady enough' for filament 

- heating purposes. .. - 

-Fine Rheostats. 
Thosè vho do much work with 

distant short wave receptions will 
probably have had reason -to 
quarrel with the stock type of 
rheostat if fitted to the rectifying 
valve. Their faults become parti- 
cularly glaring if the rectifier is a 
soft valve. The average or 6 ohm 
rheostat has not a smooth enòugh 
action and it does not allow suffi- 
'ciently fine adjustments to be made. 
It pays to provide the rectifier with 
a really good rheostat, preferably 
with a" vernier" adjustment. The 
word vernier, by the way, is one of 

.the most misused in wireless ; it 
means really a double sliding scale 
by the aid of which very small 
fractions of a unit can be read off, 
but it is frequently applied to 
instruments capable of fine adjust- 
ment. If the rheostat is harsh in 
its action it is most unpleasant to 
work with, for it produces clicks 
that drown weak signals when its 
knob is moved.- . 

tortiön. For telephony the designe r 
works to a mear frequency in the 
neighbourhood of 750 cycles a 
second. If, therefore, you are 
particular, as all wireless men should 
be, about the quality of your 
reception rather than their mere 
strength, you may find it an advan- 
tage to, provide two different low- 

- frequency transformers, each de- 
signed for its special purpose, usin 
one for signal reception and the 
other for telephony. 

The Longest Waves. - - 

Very few amateurs probably ever 
hear any of the really long wave. 
stations such as Annapolis (NSS) 
whose wavelength is 17,000 metres, 
or Bordeaux (LY) whose 23,450 
metre wave easily tops the list. The 
reason is that to do so means pro- 
viding a set of inductances of the 
largest size, which are expensive to 
buy and tedious to wind unless one 
has a coil-makiñg machine of some 
kind. Still, it is worth while to 
make up in orfe' spare mOments a 
bath of coils suitable for receiving 
these giants, for when one-gets on 
to the longest waves there is not the 
bábel of signals that occurs rather 
lower down the scale and reception 
is extremely good. .There is al 

- ways, too, a certain thrill in bring. ng 
'in a station that is working on some 
huge wavéiength, and one feels 
several inches taller after receiving 
these signals from Annapolis. Tun- 
ing one of these waves is a very 
different business from what it is 
below 400 -nietres. On the short 
waves a tiny adjustment m'akes a 
vast difference in the freqfieny t& 
which the set is tuned: Büt up 
above the differençe made by 'a 
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So much for the entertainment side of ease with which yäu can tune in, and ihe 
broadcasting. You will, however, probably general appearance of the set. - 

nantelpiece, and fifty per cent. of you buried 
iña cosy armchair. Your wife will enjoy the 
broadcasting just as much as you will yourself; 
although she will probably have very little 
interest in thé technical side of the business. 
As for the childten they will b delighted also, 
and it will be a job to pack them off to bed. 
As you probably know the children have a 
special hour to themselves, when their various 
uncles and aunts at the broadcasting stations 
entertain them with chatter, tales and music. 

buy a gramophone the purity of the musid 
would depend upon the price paid. In the 
case of a wireless set,however, the purity or 
excellence of the music or speech received is 
not in general affected by the price. The 
pricé, roughly speaking, governs the range 
of your wireless receiving station. It govérii 
the number of broadcasting stations you can 
hear, or, if you intend listenirg chiefly to the 
broadcasting station nearest to you, the price 
will govern the loudness you can hear it, the 

You would not täke a walk in the country 
apd keep rour eyes shut, yet thousands of 
people are sitting at hone .today with the air 
all around them full of sweet music and 
entertainment, and yet they are deaf to it all. 
You yourself, while reading this letter, if it 
is in the eVening, could after a comparatively 
small exenditure, switch on this new source 
of enjoyment. 

The beauty of it is, of course, that you cari 
sit in your on home with' bur' feet on the 

anyone to single out'any particular set as the 
best, and, in any case, I would have to know 
more about your requirèmènts. If you 
were going to 'buy a gramophone you 
would buy a wellknown make, and the 
particular type chosen would depend 'upon 
the price you were ready to pay. When' 
you l?uy a wireless set, however, I would 
still advise you to buy a well-known make, 
but the results you would obtain would 
depend upon the price you pay. Wfen you 

wireless is a craze Up to comparatively 
recently it was a very fascinating hobby, 
but since broadcasting started it has become 
three things : A still more interesting hobby; 
a source of entertainment as attractive to 
many as the kinema,the concert or the theatre; 
and, thirdly, it has become an institution and 
aihiost a necessity of everyday life. If you 
have not a wireless set you are missing one of 
th& pleasures of life, and a pleasure which may 
be bought at a very low figure. 

that you want to buy a broadcast set and 
desire some advice. 

You want to know "Is the apparatus 
messy? " "Do you have to haye a lot of 
batteries?" "Where should you buy the 
set?" "'What kind of a set should you 
buy?" " Do you need to know much about 
how it works?" 

Perhaps I had better saî at the beginning 
that I don't intend to say, "Go and buy 
Smith's two-valve set:" It is impossible for 

M DEAR BEGINNER, 
I 

I was interested to get your letter telling me 
that you proposed going in- for wireless and 
asking my advice how to go about it. 

I suppose you have heard the broadcasting 
at Smith's or that friend of yours round the 
corner, and you want to havé a set in your 
own home. 

You start your letter by asking 'whether it is 
worth while taking up this new craze. My 
dear fellow don't imagine for a momeñt that 

get more and more interested in the technical' 
side of the business. ,You will want to know 
how a valve works, the difference between an 
ohm and a mho, a grid and a plate and strange 
thing like thát. You will find that the 
intrQduction of a broadcasting set in your 
home will prove one of the best investments 
you ever m'ade If you find it worth your 
while'to write to me again I will let you know 
some more about the technical side of the busi- 
ness. Por the moment I am going to assumé 

 

LETTERS TO À BEGINNER 
No. 1-Buying Your Broadcast Receiver 

This is the first of a series of hints for the person who wants to begin wireless. 
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which will greatly strengthen the signals and that many sets have keen designed by people 
will enable you to use a loud-speaker. The who hardly know the elementary principles of 

607 

about 20 miles, and personally, if you live 
further away from a broadcasting station than 
io miles, I would not advise you to buy a, 

crystal set. At about this distance, however, 
you can obtain qtite good results with telephone 
receivers. You cannot work a loud-speaker, 
except with a valve set, although if you live 
near to a broadcasting station, say, Within 
io miles, you will be able to add to your 
crystal set what is known as a two-valve 
low-frequency amplifier, a piece of apparatus. 

. best thing to do is to choose your set and then 
aÌ the manufacturer to advise you if it will 
gie the results you want. You can then 
blame them if it doesn't, and any reputable 
firm will help you out of your difficulty. 

As regards firms who sell wireless apparatus, 
.1 cannot impress too strongly on you the: 
importance of dealing with a reliable organisä- 
tion. The boom in wireless has .attracted all 
sorts of people who want to get rich quick at 
the expense of the purchaser. The result is 

0 

r 

loud-speaker, but in 99 cases out of a ioo it 
is the fault of the person operating the loud- 
speaker. A loud-speaker, properly used, will. 
give excellent results. Improperly used, the 
results will be terrible. 

There are, roughly, two kinds of wireléss 
sets: crystal sets and valve sets. A crystal 
set is a very simple affair and may be bought 
quite cheaply. It is the cheapest form of 
wireless receiver and is simplicity itself to work.. 
On the other hand, its range is, at the most,- 

Nr'w, as regards the type of valve set you 
are going to buy, if you have decided to buy ' I would advise you to buy a two-valve 
set; and then later on you can buy a two-valve 
ârnplifier, if you want it. If you can afford it, 
by all means buy a st which will give you 
loud-speakér results without any extra appara- 
tus. This means a three or four-valve set. 
With the fòur-valve set you certainly ought 
to get loud-speaker results up to 40 or 50 
miles froth a broadcasting station, but the 

people cannot hear all at once unless they have 
telephone receivers on their heads. Some 
people compare the use of telephone receivers 
to the use of opera glasses at the theatre. 
iersonaily, I think that the loud-speaker will 
come into greater and greater vogue, because 
most people, sooner, or later, get tired o 
telephones. 

The trouble is, many people are disappointed 
with broadcasting after hearing a demonstra- 
tion with a loud-speaker. They blame the 

lator will require charging with electricity 
every week or every fortnight, according to how 
often you use it. If you use it every evening 
fr the whole of the programme you will have 
to charge it every week, but if you use it less, 
you will need to charge it less often. . Don't 
imagine that because batteries are used you 
are likely to get a shock., Some people imagine 
that electricity always gives you shocks. 

The valves only need replacing very rai-el',' 
just as ordinary electric lamps bulbs do. 

very largely upon the distance you happen to 
be away from one of these stations. The 
nearer you are the cheaper will be your 
pparatus, generally speaking. 

: You can listen-in to broadcasting either by 
means of telephone receivers or with a loud- 
speaker. Telephone receivers give very clear 
speech an4 music, but many people find that 
they are not as,satisfied as with a loúd-speaker 
because of the inconvenience. It is not 
possible to move about easily and a number of 

to use-. a loud-speaker, I would advise you to 
start straight away by buying a valve set. 

Valve sets aré quite simple to work, but they 
necessitate what are called "valves." These 
are' similar to electric lamps, but 'are much 
smaller, and they wörk off batteries. Two 
kinds of 'batteries are required, one is called 
a high-tension battery, and the other is called 
an accumulator. The high-tension battery 
and accumulator do not take up much space, 
and they are not mesy to use: The acumu- 

There are, as you probably knw, six 
broadcasting stations situated at the following 
cities: London, Manchester, Glasgow, Cardift, 
Birmingham and Newcastle. These stations 
are working every evening from about 5 till 
ii o'clock, and they also work during the 
afternoon for a short period, except in the 
case of London, - which works for an hour in 

the morning, 
Now the kind of apparatus you want depends 

results at io miles are not very brilliant, but 
when within a shorter distance, you certainly will 
find that a two-valve low-frequency atnplifier 
and a crystal detector will give you good results. 
I am merely telling you this bécause you may 
imagine that .yoú would like to start with a 
crystal set and then add to it later andO use a 
loud-speaker. This is quite a good idea, but 
if you live further than lomiles away from a 
broadcasting station, and you hope ultimately 
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Fig. r.-_U.refu1Jonis ojswitch arms. 

throwing into or out of action a 
connection between L.T. negative 
and earth. The double pole switch 
has an enormous variety of uses. 
To name only a few: it can be used 
as a series parallel device, as a 

both knob and bridge. A piece of 
ô B:A. scréwed rod, or a screw with 
its head cit .off, is thn turned as 
tightly as possible into the knob. 
The knob is then screwed on to the 
bridge. Both clips and pivots are 
made from springy copper, brass 
or German silver. The latter are 

intervenes between the members 
of each pair in the case of the D.P. 
switch. 

A single pole single throw switch 
type requires a total spacç of 2 in. 
by j in. on the panel; a double 
pole double throw switch. needs 
4ifl. by skin. ...... . 

the set, and they can be made. A type that is rather larger but 
to serve a variety of purposes. still quite compact can be made 
The single pole, for instance, may without difficulty in the amateur's 
be employed as a cut-out switch workshop. Fig. i shows the arms 
for high or low tension batteries, of S.P. and D.P. switches. Both 
for short-circuiting gridleak, rid are cut from sheet brass. They 
condenser- or reaction coil, or for meas'ure i in. in length, and are 

- in. wide. Near one end a 6 B.A. 
-- ciearance hole is drilled; the other 

-i end is drilled in the same way and 
then bent at right angles. 

In the case öf the SP. switch, 
the handle is made of a piece of 

in. ebonite rod in. in length, 
secured by a 4 or 6 BA. screw. 
The twinarms of the D.P. switch 
àre bridged by a piece of - in. 
or. in. ebonite, and a knob made 
as before is fixed, to its midpoint. 
This is done by drilling and tapping 

_4B 
'1 

Fig. 2.--The clips and pivots 
used in- ' assembling s,n.sll 

- switches. 

Fig. 2 also shows the design of 
the clip contacts. 

When laying out the panel for 
drilling, pivots ar,d clips are i in. 
apart, and the same distance 

8DDDDDODEJDDDDCXJDrnDDDDÇD 

MIDGET 
8 SWITCHES R 
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000000UDDD00000000D000tJD 

SMALL switches, whether double 
or single pole, are always 
most useful, for they will fit 

in anywhere on the panels of 

means of throwing either loud- 
speaker or headphones into circut, 
as a tune-standby switch, and as a 
cut-flut for high or low frequency valves.- 

Switches of miniature size are 
now on the market, but they are 
rather too small to be satisfactory 
on the high frequency side of the 
set. 

shaped as shown in Fig. z, a 
6 BA. screw acting as the pivot 
bolt. When the arm has been 
inserted, the nut is tightened until 
a gentle pressure is exerted on the 
arm by the inside portions of the 
clip. The end of the screw is then 
slightly burred to keep the nut 
from moving. - 

is well known, and this is particularly so in the 
case of wireless apparatus. Regular advertisers 
who sell their apparatus on their reputation 
cannot afford to risk that reputation by 
selling uñsuitable or inefficient apparatus. 
Moreover, a good wireless periodical will not 
accept advertisements from firms in whom 
they cannot place confidence. 

Having decided in your own mind what 
you can afford and what kind of a set you 
'would like, I would suggest that you ask an' 

subject. Prefçrably, you should ask someoné 
who has a good technical knowledge of the 
subject, and who is one of the class known as 
wireless experimenters. 

I expect the next thing you will be writing 
to me about i, How to get the best results out 
of the set you have bought. If this is so, let 
me have your enquiries in good time. 

Yours sincerely, 

A WIRELESS FRIEND. 

wireless and certainly who do not understand 
the construction of the apparatus. Never buy 
nameless goods. The best thing you can do 
is to. write-to the advertisers in One of the 
wireless- journals and ask for their catalogues 
or particulars of sets in which you are in- 
terested: : Make sure,.first of ali before buyirg 
a set, that the manufacturers or dealers can 
recommend it for your pàrticiilar purpose. 

The advantage of buying advertised goods 

experienced wireless friend whether he thinks 
that you will get the range that you expect. 
Manufacturers, as a class, are inclined to 
exaggerate the ranges of their sets, and 
therefore you should not simply buy the set 
from the manufacturerswho claim the longest 
range. The advice of a wireless friend will 
prove -invaluable.- I would help you myself, 
but, as I cannot, I suggest that you ask someone 
locally who knows something about the 
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- will follow the two smaller pieces 

- 
of brass carrying terminals A1 and Details of the switch. - - - 

: 

£09 

we require a strip of brass about - . - .- 
- T-2 in nr sliihf1v thii*er in 

wide by 3 in. long, with ends at - 
each end to take terminals E1 
and E2; another piece of the 
same brass 4 in. wide and ij in. 
long (g), a third piece of brass 
4 in. wide and i in. long (h) with 
hole drilled iñ to take terminal A2, 

while the preceding one (g, i in. - - 

long) will have a hole drilled in to 
take terminal A1 and also a hole 
+n +l,a aP 4 errant (A nn which 

-. 

i.., 

will be pivoted switch arm (j - -. . 

which vill be made of the same ,, - 

brass shaped. as shown in sketch - . 

- with handle (e) at one end and .. - . . 

measuring about z in. long by - -- -< -- --- 
5-I6in.wicle. Thelongpieceof r ,q -r 

brass carrying terminals E1 and i 

E2 will be fastened on baseboard 1 - j ' - 

by means of these terminals, then . ¿. . - 

HERE is a description of a 
very easily constructed and 
efficient little switch and 

lightning gap. An inspection of 
the sketch will make it fairly clear. 

You will require an ebonite base 
4in. by Iin. by tin. thick, with 
two end blocks of the same measur- 
ing about i4 in. by in. by in. 
thick (marked i in sketch). Holes 
will have t6 be drilled at ends (a). 
Four terminals will be required 
(E1, E2 and A1 and A 2), Next 

A, fastened on the baseboard close 
to but not touching the longest 
piece, from which they will be 
separated by small pieces of mica, 
marked (b, b, b, b in sketch), the 
opposing edges of these pieces being 
in addition given a touch of shellac, 
and this will constitute the gap. 
In practice this little arrangement 
should be mounted outside (in a 

- covered box, if desired), the aerialS 

wire being connected to terminal 

The distance of the lightning gap 
as shown in sketch is somewhat 
exaggerated, and will, of course, 
be much - less, according to the . - 
thickness of the mica blocks in- 
serted, which will be very small 
-thin flakes. 

When complete test with battery 
and phones to see that there is no 
leakage of current across the gap 
separating the three pieces of 
brassf,g and h. W. P. A 

- -. 

5 

' DDDDDDD00000Q00000000DDDD00000DDDDDDDDQDDDD0000DD A1and the earth lead t9 E1, whilst j - D the aerial connection of the tuner 
COMBINED EARTHING SwITCH 8 will be led into terminal Al and 

D D heearthtoE2. 

AND LIGHTNING ARRESTER 9 The switch as drawn shows the 
D tuner connected to aerial, and the -fl D 

£1 - - - o. dotted position of the switch-arm 
UDoDrnDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD shows the aerial cut oft from the 

tuner and thrown on to earth. 

- S 

/ 
- 

i (ii 
'1 

,1 

I, 

O O 
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- 

- Fig 3.-How to Connect the Switches to the Ter,ninals. - - R. W. H. - 

- e-' - -- 

- a switch, a variable condenser will 
not asa rule benecessary,since the The switch arms can be bought now be mounted, and the switch 
inductance can l?e varied by single complete from advertisers in thi3 wired up, as shown in Fig. 3. When 
turns, which gives sufficiently fine journal for a small sum; the con- finished it is fixed to the base board 
-tuning for most purposes. If, how- tact studs run to 5d. or 6d. a dozen. -of the coil. This canbe done very 
ever, a small variable condenser is The latter should be in. in dia- neatly by cutting out an oblong in 
used, the switch can deal with a meter. There is one little thing the wood, measuring 8 in. by zin., 
Jarge inductance. One of 300 turns, about them that not everyone which will allow the shanks of studs 

'- for e'r mple, might be tapped at notices. Those that are sold cheaply and terminals and the spindles of 
the switch arms to clear it. The 

7ì ¿ / t4pu. To 
panel:can then be fixed in place by 
means of four small screws at the 
corners. - - - - 

The switch serves a larg variety 
of useful purposes. It can be used 
for tuning a single circuit inductance 
or for the primary- of a loose 
coupler. It is also most handy for 
tuned anode and reaction coils, 
where it enables one to use a 
much smaller variable condenser 
than would otherwise suffice. - 

- 

- 

j 

- 

. Fig. i.-The Swichin Use. 

jooth, it -allows any number of 
turns from one to a hundred to be - 
brought into play by the simple 
movement of a pair of selector 
switches. Fig. i shows its working. 
If the arm of the tens switch is 
placed on stud 6, and that of the 3 

switch on stud 7, the total 
number of turns is 50+7. With 
both twitches on stud i only a 
single turn is in play, and when 
both are on stud iò the whole coil 
of loo turns s brought in. With - 
a coil of this size fitted with such - 

311. by jin. The studs and switch arm may 

Se28 
4ar5ßit 2- 

4O5B.4. - 

Jo 
--- 

I Io - 2' 

- 2" 

Fig. 2.-4 Dulling Diagram. : - 

'..J switches that one can 
- - - have for use with tapped 

inductances is that known as the 
tens and units type. Fitted to a 
coil with a loo turns from which 
tappings are taken at every tenth 
turn up to the 90th, and then at 
ev.ery turn from the 91st to the 

and then at every third turn from 
the 273rd to the 300th. Adjust- 
ment would then be possible in 
3-turn steps from 3 to 300. 

The swith is quite an easy one 
to make, and though it is rather 
expensive to buy finished, its cost 
will not run to more than five 
shillings, if it is constructed at 
home. The materials required are: 

2 laminated switch-arms. 
- 20 contact studs. - - - 

2 terminals. ....... 
z piece of ebonite, 9in. by 

Fig. 2, scratch two i 4-in. radius 
semicircies, with their centres 34 in. 
apart on what will be the underside. 
Then set the points of a pair of 
dividers in. apart and make ten 
scratches on the circumference of 
each semicircle with theni. Where 
each of these crosses the circum- 
ference, drill a clearance hole of the 
right size for the shanks of the 
studs Most makes are 4 B.A., but 
one occasionally comes across 5 B.A. 
shanks. At each of the centres drill 
a *-in. - hole for the bushes off the 
switch arras. Two B.A. holes are 
made as shown for the terminals. 

L! 

DEDrnrnrnDrnODDDDDrnDDrnDoernDrnrnDEDrnDrnDDE 

A SWITCH FOR TAPPED 
-. . INDUCTANCES 

R By R. W. HALLOWS, MA., Staff Editor. 

REDDDflrnEDoeDDDrnDDDDDrnrnDrnDDLrnDrnrnDDrnmE 

-. - Ç\NE of the most useful every 30th turn up to the z7oth, 

are often not perfectly finished off, 
a tiny point of metal remaining in 
the centre of each which ha ñot 
been reached by the lathe tool. 
Before they. are used their heath 
sh5ufd be made perfectly flat with 
a fine fiI, for if the points are left 
the action of the switch will be 
rough and contact at some studs 
will be very bad indeed. 

To lay out the panel, as shown in 

fi 

- - S - 
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Headgear Receivers. 
The superlative quality of these 

- instruments, to which they owe 
their ;widespread reputation, will 
be m every way maintained 

Old Reduced 

Price. Price. 

Cat. No. B.C. 80, 120 ohms, 29/6 22/6 
B.C. 82, 2,000 31/- 24/- 

,, B.C. 83, 4,000 ,, 32/- 25/- 

-I B C 84, 6,000 ,, 40/ 35/- 

I Sold by Electrical Contractors, 

/ 
Stores, and Wireless Dealers. 

...S // /'1 
i, . . 

1(.J 

(Wholesale only.) 

THE CENERL ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 

, 

(/ Head Office - Magnet House, 
' 

5 

Kingsway, London, W.C. 

f. 

methods of production, resulting in decreased manu- 
facturing costs, The Gefleral Electric Co., Ltd., have 
pleasure in announcing the following substantial reductions 
in the prices of 

on and from August 7th, 1923. : 

- Consequent upon the increased demand and improved 

i.. I 
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Obtainable from all leading electricians, wireless dealers, eec, Advt. of THE MULLARD RADIO VAL VE CO., LTD., Bal/,ai S. W. 12 

, ,. ,-, , - - - - 
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-± -. - - -. - S_tn S, 

L just as insistent, and any- - 

thing which is to survive - - - 

the stern. . competition z 
must be of sound design 

- -and construction. For : - 

r 
- your wirele&s receiver you 

: 
-. 

- 

need Valves of endurance - 

iwhich will give unfailing S rp 
- - 

S- 

L 

satisftdi:n throughout 

REDUCFD 
PRICE OF q 

R!IVALVE 

II . " :1.5/.. ujiara 

ancient times the 

test of endurance lay 

in the running of races 

and in contests with wild 

beasts. To-day the de- 

mand for endurance is- - - 

T 
e 

---- '. 

H 

1- 

, 

'The fa-st Mthuthon 

-' -- 

-- 

g 

1 

I- j 

k. 

-J 
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for fixing purposes. The small hole It will be found that these lamp- 
B is generally tapped 6 BA and Fig. 4.r-A variomeler device, holder plungers have a steadying 
the larger hole C is just right for - ' . effect to the movement of the - 

tapping 4 BA, but the Width of the small hole J and soldering. An apparatus to which they ar fitted, 
brass willusually"allow this bole to alternative method of fixing a and that they also work 'very 
be tapped up to 2' BA; The small plunger is shown in Fig. 3 ; here the smoothly. - 

.. - - 

,.6ir .-. - - 

4- 

- .. 
. ,-, '-' --.- .. ... . - 

- 

- A ' - 

 

- plunger is shown at A Fig. , the 
existing holes B and C can be used 

- Fig.z.-Applicaiiofl of th j1unger to - 

aswitc. : . 

between rotor and stator of a vario- 
meter. This method ensures a 
positive connection. Many of the 
cheap variometers now on the 
market have a failing in this . - 

- - 

direction. Two spring plungers 
fitted to a filament rheostat are - 

shown in Fig. 5. The arm N is of - 
-hin. sheet brass and is firmly held 
to the spindle by a nut on either 
side. Care should be takui in 
fitting this arm, as the plunger P 
will drag the wire if the pressure is 
too great. A piece ofbrass strip is . - 
bent to het as a stop, and is held in ..,, 

by the screw S. -. 

ordinary wireless receiving circuit, 

Fig. 1.-Plunger from lamp-/solder. 

and used as sliding contacts thesò 
spring plungers are very satis- 
factory. A typical lamp-holder 

Fig. 3.-Making a good connection io - 
moving vanes. 

to various pieces of wireless appar- 
atus is shown in the accompanying 
illustrations. Fig. 2 shows a spring 
plunger E making contact with a. 
small brass disc F firmly fixed to a' 
switch arm spindle by a nut on 
either side. The plunger is fixed to 
the underside of the panel by the 
two screws C firmly clamping the 
brass connecting strip H beneath it. 
The wire is connected to the strip 
of brass by passing it through the 

Fig. 5.-A smooth runnng attachment 
- for filament resistances. 

small screw K. The thin piece of 
sheet brass L with which the spring 
plunger makes contact is secured to 
the ebonite base of the condenser 
by the two screws M. It will no 
doubt be found that some con- 
denser spindles do not protrude far 
enough through the ebonite to 
allow a plunger to be fixed to them; 
this difficulty can be overcome by 
screwing a longer spindle end into 
the square brass rod. Fig. 4 shows 
how a lamp-bolder plunger can be 
used for making the connection 

/ 

as highly efficient as possible. It method of adapting these plungers 
is essential that a moving contact 
should make a good positive con- . - 

- nection, and at the same time work 
smoothly. Many amateurs connect 
flexible wires on to the spindles of 
switch arms and the like; thi _i. method is not to be recommended, 
as wires moving about inside a 

IL 
cabinet where they cannot be seen 
are liable to cause trouble. The 
small brass spring plungers in 
electric lamp-holders are usually 
well made, and will carry with ease 
the heaviest current required in any 

. 

D 
- 

- - u . ti - 

- D 
D 

- 
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EFFICIENT MOVING CONNECTIONS - 

I ' DDDDDDDDDDDDODDbDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDODDDDDDDDDDDODDDDODDDDLODDDDObDL1DDDO - 

wireless apparatus it is screw D can be used as a set screw plunger is strewed on to the lower- 
'J 

ON 
desirable to have moving for locking the plunger in position end of a condenser spindle, an -I 

- contacts and connections when screwed on to a spindle. The securely locked in position by the 1 

/ 

. ep1eniber, :I23 M OD E R N W I RE L E SS 
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try the tip of closing the right eye 
and using the left only whilst you 
are drliling If you are left-handed 
the left eye is probably the 

master." In this çase the order 
will be reversed- Guide the drill 
with the right hand and ue the 
right eye only. 

Another .good way of obtaining 
straightness is to make use of the 
reflection of the drill, which appears 
on the polished surface of the 
ebonite. It is quite easy to see 
whether the drill and its reflection 

best to use for boring ebonite, but 
as this material has the propeityof 
rapidly removing the cutting edges 
from steel tools, they should always 
be well lubricated with turpentine 
or oil. Don't let the drill turn 
too fast, or it may simply polish 
without cutting. Great pressuie 
is not required. 

Always place a piece of wood 
under the work, otherwise the 
edges of the hole may be tcrn or 
broken, when the point pushes its 
way through on the far side R.W.H. 

Fig. 2.-The Side S/rips. 

Now cut out a 14m, disc-of 
ebnite in. thick and drill a B,A, 
clearance hole through its centre. 
Place the disc over the -basket and 
mount the coil between the uprights 
by means of a B,A. screw and 
nit. The ebonite disc is needed to 
serve as a washer, since the coil is 
barely in. thick, an1 the distance 

A Tip for Hor 

right eye is the "master." Each 
eye sees a thing from a slightly 
different angle, but the image 
impressed upon the brain is that 
broughtinbytherighteye. Nowif 
'ou place your left hand, as you 

probably do, on the handle of the 
drill and guide with your right eye 
it is obvious that the tendency will 
be for the drill to slope towards the 
eye. If, therefore, you do find 
difficulty in making holes straight, 

izon/al Drilling. . 

drill, before introducing the p6int . 

into the punch mark. 
When the drill revolves rapidly 

the washer will spin on it, and if 
it is not held straight it will make 
its way, either down towards the 
work, or up towards the drill stock. - 

By watching the movements of e 
the washer, you can tell exactly 
whether you are going straight or 
not. 

Twist drills are undoubtedly the 

," 
-ç-,- 

These are of the shape and size, 
shown in Fig. i. The plug and 

J socket are spaced to fit holders 
that take ordinary honeycomb - 

coils. 
Cut out two pieces of in. 

ebonite half an inch wide and 
inches long. Fasten these to 

the block by 4 B.A. screws, as 
shown in Fig. 2. Drill a B.A. 
clearance hole through both up- 
rights in. below their tops. 

required for the bushes of the 
spindles of variable condensers, 
rheostats or variometers. Here are 
one or two tips that will be found 
useful in the workshop. 

In drilling vertically we nearly 
always find that unless we are very 
careful we make holes with a slight 
tilt from right to left. This is 
because in nine cases out of ten the 

i.,: 

zontally, the work being held in the journal. 
jaws of a vice. In this case it is - 

easy tosee that the drill does not 

difficult to keep it perfectly level. 

slightly downward slope. The tip 
Most people drill holes with a 

'r -. 

incline to right or left, but it is ' 
- ' 

here is ridiculously simple.. Place a 
round, flat, . washer of fairly large . 

diamet& upon the shank of the 

Fig. x.-The Plug Socket. 

 SOME DRILLING TIPS. 

- 

IT 
is not by.' any means easy to 
make holes in ebonite that 
are perfectly straight, when 

using the ordinary handor breast 
-. drill, and matters are still more 

,.., difficult when a brace is employed 
for making large holes such as those 

are at right angles to one another 
as they should be, or whether they 
form an acute or an obtuse angle. 
If ebonite with a matt surface is 
being drilled it can be made to 
reflect by wetting it with turpentine. 

Many holes must be drilled hori. 

BASKET COIL 
8 MOUNTINGS R D. - D: 
DODD 000 0000000 00000000 

' 7ERY useful mountings for 
slab or basket inductances 
can be made with the help 

of the small ebonite blocks, each 
provided with one plug and one 
socket, which can be obtained quite 
cheaply from advertisers in this 

d 
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GENEPA A IOCOMPA 
TWYFORD ABBEY WORKS :- : HARLESDEN, N.W.1O. 
Telephone-Willesden 3055 (3 lines). Telegrams-" Milliamp, 'Phone, London." 

S 

SHOWROOMS-105, Great Portland Street, W.i. BRANCHES in all cities. 

- 
SS' ....... . S ' SS S 

S 
S S. - 

xl. 

frequency. The construction of this set is easy and the 
. fr-I'' ..J 

operation simple. Especially noteworthy qualities of the -- - Il 

circuit, aside from its amazing range and power, are the . . - 

and clarity of reproductIon, and the selective tuning. " 

/ . 
,- J7-.__ 

Diagraths if the new General Radio Aüdiorad Reflex .. . 
. 

with notes regarding its proper constrùction, . ' . 

are now available, free. Ask' any Ge!ieral Radio - . 

-' 

. Dealer or write us. - 
-' . ' 

- - -.' - - - :-.- - .,.--- -- ..- .-. - 
. -' --.-- . 

z G.R.C.z. Vario.Coupler. si G.R.C.6. Condenser. 
2 G.R.C.71. Variometer. iz G.R.C.xiô. Jack-Switch. 
3 G.R.C.82. Radioformer. 53 G.R.C.113. Radiophnc Jack. 
4 G.R.C.iz. Crystal Detector. 

- 
14 G.R.C.iiz. Radiophone Plug. 

5 G.R.C.83. Audioformer. 55 G.R.C.22. Headphones. 
L . 6 G.R.C.62B. Condenser. . x6 Tap-Switch. 

7 G.R.C.çsz. Radiostat.-.-. - .. i Valve. - 

8 G.R.C.65. Condenser. i8 HT. Battery. - 

9 G.R.C.6. Condenser. 59 L.T. Accumulator. - 

Io G.R.C.65. Condenser. 

G.R.C. Bus-bar wire used throughout. 

THE C.R.C. AUDIORAD REFLEX CIRCUIT 
:: 

is the most powerful single-valve circuit known. Low in first 
cost, it is also economical to maintain. The one valve em- 
jiloyed does double duty, amplifying at both radio and audio 

A 

.,,,. 

ç 

S' -- t- - ' - - 
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CANADIAN BRANDES LTD., 
.- - Walmer House, 296, Regent St., W. .1. 

- Telephone: Langham 1525. - . - 

-. Trade Enquiries Invited. 

cMatched ne 
- TRADE MARK - 

R a i o He a dphones - 

 As the result of enormously increased output necessary 
- - .to keep pace with the ever-growing demand for these - 

Headphones, we have been able to reduce our pr.ce 
from 32/- to 25/- per. pair. At the ;present extremely 
low price this is easily the best "Headphones" value 

- - 
- ever offered. See your' nearest dealer about getting - 

- a pair without delay. . .- 

O O - -_ Macle in- England and bear8 the B.B.C. Stamp. ' 

- 

-1 '- - -- - : 

L 
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'1,J, 
: 

- ¡l4 1 
: ! 

., 
II 

i: 
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's 

Result of 
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 they leave the panel at right angles. 
then another right'angle occurs at 
one, two inches, or even at a 

- greater distance, depending on the 
size and nature of components to 
be joined; from this second right 
angle the wire runs to its connecting 
,point, and.this being reached, it is 
again bent down at right angles to 
go straight down to its connection, 

until all are in place. This works 
quite well, but it has two dis- Fig. 3.-HOW lo matie lbs Wb.:dr 
advantages; unless sockets are 
soldered to the strips, intermediate - - 

voltages cannot be tapped by - 

means of the wander plugs; and if provided with two nuts (Fig. 
one battery gives out, as batteries Th first of these locks the pin in 
will, it Cannot be removed and position; and the lead is firmly 
replaced without unsodering and gripped between it and the second- 

soldering up'again. - 
- R. W.}:- 

:-. 
- Si 

j- 

make the further mistake of placing 
uch wiring flat on the back of the Fig. 1.-Connecting Strip. 

ebonite panel itself and frequently, 
also, disregard the rule of avoiding 
wires running parallel one to writer had an 8o-volt unit made up IJJJIt 
another, and make their connecting in this way on a five-valve set for 'EBONIiT 

/2 

wires unduly long and straggling, six months, and despite constant Roc 

- Now we have only to open the 
'. 

use it remained perfectly steady '. 
- 

'' 'r . j 
back of any high-grade factory- in its output until the E.M.F. had 

from 
- 

made panel, and what do we find? 
All the 

sunk 4 volts to a little over . 

3 volts per battery. 
' 

' 

. connections are in bco'e, 

tinned copper wire of stout gauge, One way of connecting the 
say about i8 s.w.g. or so, all joints ' batteries in series is to solder the 
are soldered and the wires are taken long negative) strip of one to the - 

well away from the ebonite, that is short (positive)' strip of 'flue next - 

run into plug and socket, and the . 

mounting is complete. -IEXCELLENT high - tension , . 

They are mad'e of in, brass rod, units can be made up 
pocket flash-lamp 

eithèr round or square, it does not 
batteries so long as these are of 

matter' which. A hacksaw cut is 

THE PROPER WIRING R good quality. Chéap ill-made cells 
made at either end to take the - 

battery strips, 'and a BA. hoo 
D OF PANELS 

will become nosy after a Very small 
amount of use, but good ones will 

is drjlled and tapped in one side ' - 

D D 
o o stand a great deal of work. The. 

of the rod, running through to the - 
sit. These are to take the OODDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD .. 

set- - - 

screws which lock the clips in place. 

- M ANY amateurs, the writer 
finds, make the mistake 

- 

- -. 

- 
¡3d" 

Fig. 2 shows a number of cells - 

connected in series by means of the 
of wiring the back of . clips. 

their panel with covered or InSU ,, , 

_ 4 - Wander plugs can be made very 
lated wire, often 'employing sisto- I 1 

easil,r from iin. lengths of round / 

flex" of various colours for pur- .V 

- 
ebonite rod in,. or in. in diameter, 

poses of identification; then they - into which arescrewed valve prongs - 

;i1:: 'H 
- Fig. 3.-Profile of Mounted Coil. 

ecured to the two screws hict 

- 'with any good flux or poderèd 
'resin; never use acid, and don't 
have your-soldering bit too hot. 

r000eooj000ernorn000000n -[J ' ' D 
. HIGH-TENSION R 

RUNITS FOR FLASHR 
D n 

LAMP CELLS R 

R00000DDDDDDD0000DDD0000 Fig. 2.-Gells coiinected up. 

/ 

¿li 

-I 

between the uprights is the thick which is, of course, effected by It is better to make aset of 
ness of the block, that is 4 in. soldering. No parallel wires will be connecting clips of the kind shown 

The wirs from the coil are now found, and wherever possible, the in Fig. i. No great number is 
- severaJ. wires croàs at or near right required, even if a high vo'tage is 

- . : angles, in various planes in respect used onthe anodes. AstheE.M.F. 
- 

. 
of the back of the panel. This is of each battery is 4} vots, 

- the correct practice, and the results eighteen joined in series will give 
will justify the little extra labour a total of 8r volts. For such ari 

- t/ '. and space demanded. HT. unit seventeen clips are -. 

. 

I 

- The soldering should, of course, needed. - . . 

- be done with "soft" solder, and . 

if 

S - 

.- 
j 

- 'S-- - S. 
S - 

IS 

- - 
S- j I 
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to 5H, but until now I have not Copenhagen and Lyngby,-especially Aabyhoj, Dcnrnarh I 

614 -, 

i -' - - 

k -- 

- --' 

L - 

of .the wireless band. 
We get 2L0 easily on three 

valves (H-D---L), more steadily 
on four (2H-D-L), and for 
loud-speaker we add the second 
L. The B.S.T. is a nuisance to us, 
as reception is out of the question 
before it is dark, which means 
that we cannot get good reception 
before 9.30 p.m. at present. 

Working with a long distance 
receiver it is wonderful to ex- 
perience how much more we get 
out of a high-frequency amplifier 
than of a low-frequency one. I 
read that the Americans use up 

away. 
If we can hear London every 

night, then the British receivers 
should pick up our stations. Tele- 
phone conversation can be heard 
to Bornholm any day at about 
2,400 metres wave-length. Even 
if the language cannot be under- 
stood, it must be possible to pick 
up the words: "Here is Lyngby, 
Hallo," or " Here is Ronne," (a 
town on the island of Bornholm), 
or " Here is Amager" (the tele- 
phone central in Copenhagen), etc. 

It should be more interesting 
to listen to the concerts from 

by an - organ (wave-length 3,200 
and 4,000 metres and sometimes 
300 metres). During the week- 
days we hear (about 400 miles 
distance) concerts from Komgswus- 
terhausen to 5 p.m., and in 
the evenings from 8 to 9 p.m., 
and from io to 10.30 p.m. Ebers- 
walde gives good concerts (2,900 

metres). . . 

In conclusion I thank the British - 

broadcasting stations for the plea- 
sure they bring me every night. 

I am, etc., 
-. .. HERMAN- NIELSEN. 

anode coil being fixed, the second 
anode coil and the aerial coil 
movable on each side of a fixed 
reaction coil in the centre. 

In that way I have obtained 
the most efficient set for hearing 
Copenhagen, Berlin (Konigswuster- 
hausen - Eberswalde), Paris (Eiffel 
Tower-Radiola) and-last but not 
least-the British stations. 

It means that we here have to 
work with distances not under 
ioo miles (Copenhagen), and-usually 

- at 600-700 miles (Paris and London). 
We are able to obtain a regular 

- reception, and of all the foreign 

t 

stations we appreciate 2L0 as the 
best one. Without paying any 
kind of tax or royalty or any other 

- 
- modern British kgid of invention, 

we listen to Mr. Burrows' mellow 
voice and the busy drumsticks 

heard somewhere in U.S.A. on 
one valve. - 

From Copenhagen, we occasion- 
ally receive good concerts, either 
from Lyngby Radio or from "Tek- 
nologisk Institut" in Copenhagen. 
Moreover, there is a daily coflnection 
of wireless telephony between the 
island Bornholm and Copenhagen, 
and all these stations work at fairly 
high power, so that we can hear 
them on one valve here, which is 
over loo miles away. . - 

I cannot understand why the 
experimenters always tlrn their 
ears to the West for U.S.A., and 
why they always report the results 
from a distance of about 3,000 

to 4,000 miles, and never has one 
mentioned that he has heard 
Denmark, which is only 600 miles 

mitted. They work on 2,400 

metres. - At 10.30 a.m., 4.30 p.m. 
and 9.45 p.m. (when KarlsLorg 
has ceased) you may hear weather 
forecast from Lyngby Radio (2,400 
metres). 

It occurs to methat here might 
be a field for work for British 
experiménters, who cannot yet 
go in for the transatlantic tests, 
to listen to the above-named 
stations. As these stations trans- 
mit with a rather strong power, 
they ought to be heard quite as 
well as' we hear 2L0 and the 
other British stations. 

The German stations are now 
working more regularly. From 
II am, to I p.m. every Sunday 
IConigswusterhausen transmit good 
concerts, and a very fine clarionet 
plays good music accompanied 

-' ' - 
To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS. 

SIR,-As a keen reader of MODERN 
WIRELESS and Wireless Weckly, I 
take the liberty of writing you. 

Here in Denmark we have to 
build our sets for the purpose of 
long-distance receiving, and 
consequently your recent article 
in Wireless Weekly, Vol. 2, No. 3, 
is of great intérest to us. 

I work with 2H-D-2L and 
tuned anode coupling, the first 

found any article in your maazines 
dealing with more than two stages. 
It should be interesting to read 
a little more about the matter, 
and no doubt man of the experi- 
mental licence-holders would lie 
able to assist me. 

\Ve read over and over again 
about the transatlantic reception, 
and it is really astonishing to hear 
the results. Even a small power 
station, such as Nice. France. is 

- ..- 

from ' Teknologisk Institut," as 
.w-e get very fine concerts; they 
use a splendid microphone. - 

They have no regular service, 
but usually transm.it about 
twice a week from 8 to 9 
p.m. (B.S.T.), until the Swethsh 
station, Karlsborg (SAJ) jams it 
all out. Occasionally there has 

. 

been a microphone put on the 
big orchestra in Tivoli in Copèn- 
hagen and first-class concerts trans- 

-H 

TI 

't 4. [î!] ' --.. 
-a--- - -.'- 
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Ç. K ELWELC 
Craven House.Ku-ìgsway.London.2 

- Te/epÄon Regn /607 Ca6/esE/cxdioeiy Lon c/on 
ramvczoeizg Wesfr2onc/cn We eri ¿in ion Coo's 

-. - 

i. 

- I' 

. j 

By a simple device the coil can be 
plugged into the condensei in such 
a manner as to be either in series or 
in parallel with it, thus affording 
wide wave-length range for each coil. 

- With a condenser unit and a set 
of coils, tuning is provided up to any 
wave-length, and no further apparatus 
is needed in oi-der tó obttin Aerial 
Tuning, - Tuned Coupled Circuit, 
Reaction coupling to Aerial and safe 
Reaction coupling for Broadcasting. 

Write 
for the fully Illuslrat 

it by means of a pivot, spring washer 
and lock-nut, and reaction can be 

-. employed giving greatly increased 
signal strength without risk of causing 
appreciable oscillations in the Aerial. 

These Tuning Units when used in 
conjunction with the EIwell Ampli- 
fying Units form ideal Sets for the 
experimenter. - 

The Elweli book of Diagrams (1/2 - post free) shows numerous combina- 
tions of these Units. 

d Eiwell catalogue, price 1/-, post free. 

- Eiwell tiniversaè Tuning - Eiwell coil B (with 
Unit, with plug-in coil B, terminals), coupled to 

Zn series. O 
S plug-in coil C, for - - 

reaction, etc. 

THE ELWELL UNIVERSAL TUNING UNITS 
The Elwell Tuning Ut is indispens- The Coils can be used for Coupling, 

- able to every serious experimenter. Reaction, etc., as in the illustration. 

- It ensures accurate and selective , If the Plug-in Coil (C) is inserted so 

- tuning, i compaçt, md of high-grâde as tobe in Parallel with the Condenser, 
5 formrng a tuned Anode circuit, a workmanship and material. - 

- - Reaction Coil (B) can be coupled to 

5 

B 

:. 
' 

: S 
'S 

5'. 

f S Hr Thrii 

Price 25s. 
j -- 

-, Coils for 
S 

S 

Broadcastzng 
I Wave-lengths, 
I - f 

Cs. Gd. qach. 

f:- : . 

LE2 

s 
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engineers of considerable experience. Their con - Flewelling Super-Circuit-Switching with Plugs and 
nection with Wireless Weekly is every bit as close as - :Jachs-Notes on the Physics of the Valve. 

- - .- - -.- - - - i 

6i 

reading for all the senior members. "Broadcasting 
News" in particular, with its commentary upon the 
past week's concert and musical progiamthes, and 
details of the principal forthcoming events, appeals 
to members of the family who, as a rule, are more 
interested in broadcasting than in experimental 
work. 

- Wireless juniors are not forgotten and scope for 
- ingenuity and exercise of the instinctive construc- 

tional trait is provided for in the pages of 
"Constructional Notes," and in such articles as 
"Designi'ng Simple Crystál Receivers." 

As to the personnel of JVireless Weekly, the prin- 
cipal members are already known to you as radio 

ceiver-High-Frequency Circuits in Receiving Work- 
My Experiences with ST.ioo-A Special Method of 
High - Frequency Amplification - An Improved 
ST.xoo Circuit-A New Interference Eliminator- 
A Novel Low-Frequency Amplifier-Notes on Fad- 
ing---An Interesting Three-Electrode Valve-The 
Construction of a Five-Valve Amplifier-The Re- 
ception of Continuous Waves-Interference Pre- 
vention-The Flame Microphone-A Progrêssive 
Unit Receiving System-A Three-Valve Broadcast 
Receiver-The Action of the Frame Aerial-A New 
and Highly-Sensitive Reflex Circuit-Ammeters and 
Voltmeters for Wireless Use-The ST.6 Circuit- 
Loud-Speaking Out-of-Doors-A New Simplified 

placing of a standing order with your Newsagent, 
and the net expenditure per week only equals the 
price of a small packet of cigarettes. Less than 
a penny a day is a small price for a really sound 
journal produced by the identical staff that gives 
you MODERN WIRELESS. 

Many of our readers tell us that Wireless Weekly 
is quite looked forward to in the home circle. Whilst 
the articles describing the latest apparatus or cir- 
cuit arrangement, "Random Technicalities," or 
"Mainly about Valves," claim the attention of the 
authorised experimenter of the family, the humorous 
"Jottings" already mentioned, "Broadcasting 
News" and " News of the Week" make interesting 

tion-A Two-Valve Broadcast Receiver-The Neu- 
trodyne Receiver-The Possibilities of a New 
Receiving Principle-A New French Loud-Speaker- 
An Inductively Coupled Crystal Receiving Set-A 
Simple Method of Magnifying Signals-An Amateur's 
-Four-Valve Receiver-The Choice and Operation of 
Valve Receiving Circuits-An Experimenter's Single- 
Valve Panel-A FlemingValve Relay Device-Adding. 
Amplifiers to Crystal Sets-A Super-sensitive Valve- 
Crystal Receiver-Pitfalls for Beginners-A Novel 
Reaction Relay Device-Broadcast Reception and 
Spark Interference-The New Flewelling Super 
Receiver-More About the ST. loo Circuit-Short 
Wave Reception-A Three-Valve Regenerative Re- 

perimenter cannot afford.to miss Wireless Weekly. 
Do you know that in places s far distant as 

Buenos Aires, Johannesburg, Canada; Iceland and 
Western Australia, Wireless. Weekly is eagerly 
awaited by readers ho prefer it tLo any other wire- 
less journal on account-of its technical excellence, 
reliability, and varied contents, ranging from the 
humorous " Jottings by the Way," to the latest 
development in the Flewelling Circuit or technical 
article such as " Dull Emitter Valve Filaments.' 

The point is, if these readers consider it well 
worth their while to go to special trouble and ex- 
pense so as noi io miss a Cby, it is certainly worth 
your while, when the only trouble involved is the 

also contributes regularly, while Percy - W. Harris, 
probably the best-known constructional writer in the 
country, gives technical and constructional hints. 

The following are just a few of the articles which 
have appeared in Wireless Weekly :- 

Experiments with an Armstrong Super-Regenera- 
tive Receiver-A 200-4,000 metre Crystal Receiving 
Set-An Experimental Five-Valve Amplifier-A 
New System for the Production of Continuous Os- 
cillations-A Variometer Set for Broadcast Recep- 
tion-How to Receive American Broadcasting- 
A Low-Frequency Amplifier-Wireless Terms Simply 
Explained-A Three- or Four-Valve Receiver Using 
Variometers-Loud-Speaking and Power-Amplifica- 

circuit or piece of apparatus, may have occurred. 
This is undoubtedly where it will pay you to 

become a regular reader of Wireless Weekly, which 
not only contains full particulars of new circuits and 
constructional details of original sets uct published 
elsewhere, but gives you week. by week the latest 
and most up-to-date developments of circuits and 
sets described in MODERN WIRELESS, together with 
the actual experiences of members of our Editorial 
Staff, and experienced readers who have experi- 
mented with and, in some cases,, devised improve- 
ments to the latest âpparatus 'described in MODERN 
WIRELESS. 

For this reason alone, a really keen wireless ex- 

terested." Will you show him this page or, better 
still, lend him a copy of Wireless Weekly,? Your 
personal recommendation will probaLly carry more 
weight than any printed words of ours. 

The truth is that 'no one can afford to miss a 
single issue of- Wireless Weekly if he is to be well 
informed. The ne* simplified Flewelling circuit, 
the ST75 circuit, the improved STioo circuit, and 
other circuits 'ere all first described in Wireless 
Weekly, and in some cases have not been described 
lfl MODERN WIRELESS - -Every week the Editor 
(John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P.), chats about valves 
and how to usé' thein E. Redpath, well-known 
to tens of thousands of experimenters since 19:3, 

AS a reader, and probably a regular reader of this 
thagazine, you are in a position to appreciate 
at their proper value the articles which fre- 
quently appear giving the first and exclusive 

information regarding new apparatus and original 
circuit arrangements. 

No doubt you1 in common with other readers, 
many of whom have written to us, regret that a full 
month must elapse before the next issue is avail- 
able, whilst, in the meantime, several new and 
interesting developments in connection with a new 

with MODERN WIRELESS, and its readers know that 
---not merely their names, but their personal interest 

and best efforts are devoted to making Wireless Weekly 
meet he requirements of " listeners" and experi- 
menters, better than any other weekly wireless journal. 

If you are already a reader of I'ireless Weekly, 
we feel that we have had the privilege of helping 
you to some extent in the past. We now ask you 
to assist us by endeavouring to obtain ONE NEW 
READER for Wireless JVeekly. You will doubtless 
know some friend- who, is beginning to be in- 

September, 1923 MODERN WIRELESS 
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r- - 
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The Sterling Variometer. 
range. This has an open frame- 
work with moulded composition 
ends, and a rnoulded rotor 
former, with fine wire oils, 
rectangular-. in shape and small 
clearance. Four columns with 
small screws are provided lór 
mounting beneath the panel. The 
overall height is din. below the 

i ,.'': i " - 

parallel being about 8:r 
The minimum wave-length with' 

parallel' windings being just above 
that of the local broadcast station, 
the signal strength had nécessarily 
to be measured with a .0005 ILF 

series condenser. 
It is undoubtedly a great con- 

venience to have so large a range 
of inductance ir one instrument, 
and resdlting available wave-length 

- A Variometer,. 
From the General Electric Corn- 

pany we have received for test a 
variometer of the ebonite tube and 
ball rotor type, for panel mounting. - 

This has a neat flange fastening, 
and. requires but a ,in. hole in the. 
panel. The overall height is 4 in. 
below the panel.' It is provided 
with a knob and good quality bevel 
scale. On close examination the - 

« 
.' an' exceptionally wide wave-lèngth finish and sound 'workmanshi. "sents an interesting tyke of i'äiÌbI 

An important feature,' which inductance, finely made, and high- 
calls for distinct conment, is' the 1a's in every particular. 

. 

- series-parallel control of the two 
. .. . . - - -. 

- windings, stator and rotor, indi- - 

cated by the makers, and which is 
- . - partly responsible for the very-- 

large range of this varionietei-: - 

fl We welcome this departure' on the 
- t4 part of a reputable firm: The 

pi-inciple has been used for. some 
. time in ertain 'wavemeters,- but: - - 

. 

-- has -not, as yet, achieved the 
popularity it deserves' in vario- 

- 
- meters used for reception. -. - 

H On test, -on a P.M.G. aerial ' 

L .0003 1LF capacity, the range, with 
p - .obo5 auxiliary condenser in 'séries 

I . 
- for lowest range, and in parallel 

for the highest, was found to be - Irom about. 300 metres to ove - - - 
- 3,000, the inductance ratio with''' . The G.E.C.' Variorneter. 

windins either in series or in 

H.: . 

-........ 

SPECIAL NOTE.-Ali apparaIuÉ described in this. section has kee tested 
by our expert, and readers can therefore rèiy fullJ on the opinions given. 

A Wide Range Varlometer panel An ebonite knob and (from about 370 to 2 000 metres on 
Messrs. Sterling Telephone and, bevel scale are provided, but no the aerial ith variometer alone).; 

Electric Co., Ltd., have sent us for stop. Contact is made to the an even more convenientinstrument 
test an example of their variometer, 'moving coils by an' ingenious for general use would result if an 
for panel mounting, for whiçh are spring frictional dev'ce; soldering aitefnative Wi nding of fewer turns 

..claimed a high maximum to tags are fitted for each coil. The - of larger gauge wire were available. 
minimum inductance ratio, and instrument is characterised by fiñe ...... The instrument submitted renre- 

'il 

ù; 

- I - - - N 

- 

I 

M O .D E R N W I R E L E. S S - 
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xv. 

(Paient applied for.) 

PRICE 

£1: 12:6 
Postage II- 

Two connections only-; one to the Aerial Terminat fand one to 
Earth Terminal. : - - 

NOTE :-When ordering, stale whether ii is required to eliminata 
ships' spark signals on 600 metres or a British Broadcasting Station. 

We manufacture Valve Sets-1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Valves; also an 
excellent Crystal Set. 

Send for our new Components LIST,Jree on request. 

Offices and Showrooms .- 
92, St., Hammersmith, London, W o 6. TINGEY'WELESj LTD. 
Hammersmitls 1916. " Tingoidar, London.' - - 

Chiswick Ageats: The Askew Motor Works, Ltd., 72, High Road, W.4. - 

,jiLs 
'. MANCHESTER - BIRMINGHAM CARDIFF NEWCASTLE 

I 

Tingey Ini-erFerence Eliminai-or 
- This instrument is specially designed to eut out the local Broad- '. 

- casting Stations, and enables one to receive other Broadcasting. Stations " 
range on nearly similar wavelengths. 

It may be added to any type, or make of receiving. sit. . .. 

/ 

p 

tion giving grèater range ahd search and the Control Panel. -' 

possibilities. Designed especiallyforand for the MHBR and- MHBR2a roadcast Receiver 
toworkwiththese and Amplifier. 

combinations, the VISIT OUR RETAIL SHOWROOMS: - 

Greater range, 
definite control, in- 

H.F. panel con- 
forms with their 

. 

(RADIO CORNER) 
- 

creased selectivity 
and more powerful 

appearance and F79 STRAND (Coi' of Nolk st.) LONDON, W.C.2 magnification are 

provid es for obtained by their 

simple connection 
to them. Particu L. 11 c 1I I C H E L Ltd., 

addition. Their in- 
corporation makes 
the B.R. Combina- 

lars and Prices on tion an Ultra De 

application IN CONJUNCTION WITH B. HESKETH LTD. Luxe Set. Particu- 
Head Office, to which all corrcsondencc should be addressed lars and Prices 

on application, 
....... HASTINGS HOUSE, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, W.C.2 ................................ 

WIRELESS RECEIVING SETS 
FOR 

HOME ASSEMBLY 
The famous range o M.H. Wireless Receiving Sets are now 
available br the Home Constructor. Handsome Polished 
Mahogany.Cabinet, Ebonite Panel Drilled, Polished and Engraved, 
all necessary components, screws, nuts and wire with hill in- 
stTuctions or assembling and connecting. Write or parUculars. 
and prices. 

Theexperimenter will-welcome the The Broadcast Lis- 
new extra H.F. panel for the MH/LO, tener will we'come the 
MhR or MH4RT receiver combina- new extra HF. Panel 

:t 

: 
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xvt. 

- 
: Dìi6ilierAnode Resistance. .-- Ducon Works, Goldhawk Road, LONDON, W.12. - - 

: 
. . . .,. Telegr,ns : " Hivölicon, Pho,i, Lond,n.' 

- . . . . . . - - 
Telephone : l-fa,n,ners,njfh xoS4. '' - 

. 

E.r.S5. 

íELIOWs 
. L 

)i.. 
' AMUSEMENT:ALwAyS 

: %Therever yoi are, under viatever - - 
conditions, the Téll Super 2- 

al.'e Set vilJ bring tbe real - 
I - pleasures Df, good entertainment 

-. ' produced in the best possible form j - 

to your d6or. : ' 

- 
r'..' .--- ' ,- /, 

A 2-Valve Set of superior quality mounted.in-' '. . 
/ - k'highly-ñuiished case, that will receive any .' - \ - 

British or Continental telephony even though - 
the ñearest Broadasting Station is working -. 

- ¡ 

plus BBC tax £1 15s Marconi tax LI 5s and 2 
i I 

\\ 

: Iye 11pI, mBoInPd Inetp,Ito;nah - - II 
i j 

FELLOWS MAGNETO CO Ltd LNDON NWIO 

L' :e 156 

:. - 

DUBILIER CONDENSER, Type 600. with DubilierConensers for Reception only grid leak. clip. = e 
. 

Type óoo. Capacities between 0000r and o.000i) mfd 2/6 
- .i Type 600. Capacities between o.00r and .006 mid .. 3/- 

Type óooa. Capacities below o.00t m/d ......... 2/6 -. 

- . Type tooa. Capacities between o.00 and o.006 mid 3/- 
Suppiied with or without çrid leak clips as desired 

DubilierVanicon Variable Condensers 
Dubilir Grid Leak. 

- Iaximum Capacity our mid ....... - .. £1 5 0 E r . .0007 £126 
E -..i 

.0005 .......... £100 

.0003 ........... £2 17 6 

- . .ust- - 
. Dubilier Anode Resistancea. E r . u 

I Guaranteed to remain constant. From 20,000 to 103,000 
_, ohms. Price, complete with holder . 5J6 

- 

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921) LID., DEPT.D; :.' 

DUBILIER 
CONDENSERS 

- - 

-;-. . 

. ;, 
. - 

- r 
--- ------- - 

have been thutually accepted as standard" 
- . by virtue of their reliability. Experimenters 

j - - 
know that the finest materials are used and - . : - 

( that all Dubilier Condensers are subjected to a . 

tT 
- . - . 

., searching test before leaving the works. 
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An 1l-Plate.Varlable Condenser. 
Messrs. WaUon Jones and Co. have 
ubmitted for test a small variable 

condenser for- panel mounting: 
known às the M. V. Pine. This, 
has an aluminium frame, and 
is arranged for fixing beneath the 

L 
. ,. . 

connection adopted. The absence 
of a stop was also noticed. 

The general finish and workman- 
ship are of the same high order.. 

Atlas Tuning Coils. 
- We .have received for test a set 
jf " Atlas " tuning coils from 

work of assembly, the fitting and 
bushing of the bearings, is already 
done. The amateur constructor 
should experience no great difficulty 
in making up a satisfactory and 
workmanlike condenser from these 
parts. 

; -617 ..:. 
-.: .... 

G.E.C. T.zpped Inductc,,zcc. 

sisting of a tapped inductance, with 
seven tapping points, on an 
ebonite tube diameter, with 
a composition ball-rotor wound 
with a few turns only, for fine.. 
tuning between the tappings-an 
exceedingly efficient and convenient 
combination. This has the sathe 
paner mounting (one hole) and 

ançl details similar to 
the former variometer, but with an 
overall length of 3 in. - 

On trial, it was found to cover 
the range - (on a P.M.G._ aerial).. 
from about 300 to 540 métres'wave- 
length quite efficiently, with good 

- overlap at each tapping stage and - 

satisfactory signal strength. Alto- 
gether this instrument will make 
an excellent tuner for broadcast 
reception on aerials of widely 
differènt characteritics. 

minimum capacity was noticeably 
high, being over io per cent. of the 
maximum, no doubt on account 
of the particular arrangement of 

- G.E.C. Cóndenser. 

insulatilig sleeves and terminal 

An. "Atlas". Coil. 

The conventional plug-and-socket 
thoiinting in ebonite is .provided; 
the cdils .re neatly fi.nisle4 and of 
substantial build: While one of 
those submitted had a breák in the 
winding connection at the plug, 
when this had been 'retified-a 
moment's task-the signal strength 
measired on crystal reception-coni- 
pared quite favourably, with that 
of à standard tüning device, on 
local- broadcasting 

. 

:. 

From the amé firm we have 
received a sample set qfi parts, 
unassembled, for constructing a 
variable condenser similar to that 
noticed above. This set is complete 
with spacing washers, nuts, small 
screws, scale, etc. a thoughtful 
item is a card template for drilling 
the fixing screw holes in the panel. 

- The, most troublesome part of the 

instrument was found to be sub- 
stantially made, with good metal 
bearings and reliable electrical con- 
tact to the rotor, giving silent 
operation, the finish and work- 
manship being of a high order. 
Tinned soldering tags are provided 
for connections in the place of 
screw-terminals. 

-On practical trial with a P.M.G. 
aerial it was found to tune from 
380 to 750 metres; by putting the 
rotor and stator in parallel it tuned 
from about 200 to 385 metres, and 
gave good signal strength with 
lôcal broadcasting on the crystal. 

A Tapped Inductance with 
Variometer Fine Tuning. 

Also from the General Electric 
Company, and. uniform in style 
with the variometer mentioned 
above, comes a tuning unit con- 

I' 
- /-. -j 

panel by three small screws ; it-is 
fitted with knob and pointer. 

It was found to be niechanicaliy 
rigid; the insulation good; the - 

contact to- the moving vanes satis- 
factory and silent in operation. 
The maximum measured capaçity.- 
was about .00013 1LF ; the 
minimum being reasonably small. 

A positive stop is provided; a sol- - 

dering-tag replaces terminals for the 
connections. Altogether the instru- 
ment gives an impression of quite 
a sound, reliable small tuning unit. 

A 9-Plate Variable Condenser. 
The General Electric Company 

have also submitted for examination - 

and test a small variable condenser; 
for panel mounting,with a maximum 
capacity of. just under .0002 

¿farads. The single hole flange 
panel mounting, knob and bevel 
scale and soldering tags in place of 
terminals, are uniform with the 
variometers referred to above; 
the overall depth is 2 in. - 

The instrument is substantially- 
built, with brass end-plates; 
mechanically sound and smooth in 
action, the electrical contacts being 
riable. On test (on the neon 
oscillator) the insulation resistance 
was found to be very high. The 
meásured maximum capacity was 
just under .0002IzF; but the 

Messrs. H. Clarke and Co. (Man 
chester), Ltd. These have an 
ingenious form of low-capacity 
winding,. ..the .lower numbers sub- 
mittedleing wound with a double 
twisted wire in a manner which 
certainly gives large spacing with 
niiiimuni constructional material. 
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WIRELESS. The names of the two books are..,. whére he will find a selection which will suit 
41ireless FOr Ali, sold at 6d. and Srnplifi ed; .every need. . ... - 

* 

6i8 

obviously impossible in a periodical to ex- 
plain the elementary parts about wireless 
every month or every week; The thing to 
do, if you want to. catch up and to derive the. 
full benefit of each month's issue, is to get 
some idea of the elementary principles of 
wireless. 

There are two books which are indispens- 
able to the novice, and these books have had 
à joint sale of nearly 200,000 copies. They 
are both written by the Editor of MOPERÑ 

advantages of making sure that you buy a 
Radio Press book are well worth the trouble. 
The authors who write the books, in 
nearly every case, help you every month and 
every week in the two periodicals MODERN 
WIRELESS and Wireless Weekly, and the bond 
of trust and friendship is more and more 
developed. 

The beginner who desires a boOk on any 
phase of wireless is requested to look at the 
advertisement pages of MODERN WIRELESS, 

of consideration,- the value of the ìnformatibn 
given is well worth the moderate shilling. 
Here again, the value given is possible simply 
because MODERN WIRELESS is printed in very 
large quantities. 

Radio Press, Limited, the publishers of 
MODERN \VIRELESS and its weekly companion; 
J4Tireless Weekly have a whole line of books on 
broadcasting, from both the theoretical and 
constructional standpoint, and these books 

- are arranged so as not -to overlap. It is 

The Radio Press library has proved plieno- 
menally successful; and the publishers are 
disposing of the books at the rate of, 
approximately, half a million per annum. 

The advantages of reliability and general 
soundness are obviously appreciated by the 
wireless public, and they realise that books 
issued by a responsible publishing house, 
which deals with wireless only, are greatly to 
be preferred. In view, of the large quantity 
of wireless books now on the market, the 

of the day. The reason why this happy state 
of affairs has been brought about is that, 
owing to the very large number of new en- 
thusiasts entertaining the wireless field, it has 
become profitable to publish booklets dealing 
with the subject in an elementary manner. 

When you pick up a wireless magazine like 
this, there is obviously a considerable portion 
which you will not follow, and which is, 
therefore, so much temporarily wasted paper. 
We believe that even if this amount is left out 

facts about wireless and brOadcasting, while 
Simplified Wireless is a sequel giving some 
technical instructions, and also details of how 
to make a broadcast set. 

Don't imagine that buying a magazine is 
sufficient. Far more attention can be given 
to individual subjects, or individual aspects 
of subjects, in a book. A magazine presumes 
that the reader has reached a certain 
standard by readiñg elementary books on the 
subject. . 

more about it. Fortunately for those 
interested in wireless, they can gain informa- 
tion both rapidly and cheaply. In the old 
days there were practically no writers on 
wireless matters, and certainly very few in- 
deed who gave details about the home manu- 
facture of apparatus suitable for listening-in. 
If you are anxious to know what wireless is, 
how it works, what to do to start, ór any 
information of that kind, you ar able to 
draw on the talent of the best wireless writers 

shop, or may be obtained from the Radio 
Press, Limited. 

If you are interested in making a cryta1 
set of your own, the next book to buy is 
How To Make Your Own Broadcast Receiver, 
price is. 6d., while the best elementary.bòok 
on the valve is How Wireless Valves Work, 
price 2S. 6d. 

Each book deals with- a separate phase 
of the subject. For example, Wireless For 
All introduces you to some of the simple 

bDDDDGEDDDDDDDDDODDDDDDDñBDDDDDDDOODDDDDDDDDODDDrnDDDDÖnDDDDDDDDDDO 
D - ... D 

9 :ARE. YOU NEW TO WIRELESS? 
A few zóoìd to the person who picks up "MODERN WIRELESS" for .The first time. 

D 000DflEDDDD00000E000D00000D000000000DDD0000D000DDQ0000000EDD000DEDD 

MOST peoplê, when they fiist become in- - -. Wirèless, price is. Both thes books ai- 
terested in a subject, want to know obtainable from any bookstall or bookseller's 

M-O D E-R-N - W LR.E.L.E S S 
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several interesting and amusing of what can be done at the end òf at the end of which his hair is very 

4. 

articles in our little magazine, as 
.1 am determined that it shall be 
thoroughly practical, useful and 
readable. And don't forget that 
if there is an article you particularly 
want and you don't find it in 

Junior Wireless," write to me and 
I will see what I can do to get it 
pubLshed early. It is my business 
to help you and if you will write to 
me and say what you want, we 
shalL help one another. 

* * .* 
Next month I hope to tell you of 

How to Make a Two-Valve 
Note Magnifier ...... 10 

An Interesting Trick ... 13 

The Elephant Would Not j. 13 
A Chat about Crystals ... 14 
A Cheaply Made Valve Panel 15 
Tuning wth Condensers and 

= Varlo-couplirs .. ... 18 

reception of broadcasting that we 
are liable to overlook what wonder- 
ful instruments they are in other 
directions. You will find a hint 

(if a 7-valve circuit can ever be 
simple, which I doubt). Next he 
decides to include a switch to change 
the aerial tuning condenser from 
series to parallel. This is carefully 
drawn in. Then he decides he 
will have a switch to cut the high 
and low frequency valves, in or out, 
and to use one or all or any at will. 
The switches and studs are 
laboriously drawn in and then he 
begins to try and connect them up 
in the circuit. This usually takes 
him the best part of three evenings, 

-this number full particulars of how 
the lowest Contents. 

devastating effect among young 
wireless enthusiasts. The symptoms. to erect your aerial at 

possible cost; how to make a are always the sanie. A quite healthy 
novel, and certainly very efficient añd normal young man suddenly 
crystal set for half-a-crown; and ls Editor's Chair .. ... takes interest in wireless. This, 
how to make a neat two-valve note A Novel Indoor Aerial ... 2 of course, is not in itself a dangerous 
magnifier which can be attached The Necessary Aerial, . 

disease, However, he has built for 
to any crystal or valve set so that E REns.tTn ....... ... himself a crystal set, discarded it 
it will work a loud-speaker. You E A Vatlable Condenser 5 E and made a valve receiver, he 
will also find a simple talk on E A Telephone Switching E suddenly decides to build a 7-valve 
valves by Mr. John Scott-Taggart = Device 5 = 

E set with switches for every possible 
FInst.P., and some very useful A Crystal Set for Half a 

Crown ......... - 6 connection. He takes a large sheet 
practical notes and hints. You Wireless Valves: What They of paper and draws out a fairly 
will not get any "dry-as-dust E Are and What They Do 8 simple circuit for the seven valves .- 

 Vol. 1. 'No. I.' ' SEPTEMBER.' " Published Monthly. 
- 

THE EDITOR'S' CHAIR' 

H ELLO! Hello! Thisis JUNIOR experiments that can be carriedthe article in this issue, ' How tò 
- WIRELESS calling you for out with ordinary wireléss appara- - make a Two-valve Note Magnifier." 

the first time. I think tus, and of which you may not have * * * 

we have a very good programme heard,. We are so used to using Recently we were, all scared by - 

this month and I can promise you -oui' wireless sets merely . for the a serious outbreak of smallpox.'. 
that next month's issue will, be -' - This month I want to warn you 
even better. If you are just jIIIIIIIIIIIIlII!IfflIIIIiIIITiIHhIIIIIIIIIIInhlI. against the wireless disease known 
beginning wireless you will find in n ' as "switchitis" which is having a - -. 

JJJ 
F 

/ 

1I.2nii©Ir i?a? 

W° ircI u1d' 
I//I, 

Edited b Perc W.Harris 

I 
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bcrew ends. When the lead-in to / 

L 

one's aerial under one's own roof 
as it were. 

A schoolboy friend of the writer PL,LLrr= 
has recently erected an indoor 
aerial of decided ingenuity and 
efficiency. In erecting this indoor 
aerial, he has utilised to the best HALRO 
advantage the space above a 
straight staircase in his house. 

The aerial consists of three 
parallel wires of inverted L shape. 
The horizontal portion of each 
wire is 15 feet long and the vertical 
portion 8 feet long, so that in all 
there is a length of 69 feet of wire 
in the aerial. Three light bamboo 

.spreaders are employed and with 
each spreader there are three 
insulators. A pulley was only 
necessary for the bend of the L, 
the other two spreaders being 

Ii A 
within reach. 

The ingenious feature of this cuA V 
aerial is that a lead-in is provided 
to a room upstairs as well as one - 

to a room downstairs. These two 
lead-ins are of the usual type with 

fAOIP,' 

J'IÍ 

- 

n m' 
1T1 Il 

- . A " 

HOw an ingenious schoolboy solved lie aerial 
problem. He listens either upstairs or down 

at will.. 

- - If you are near a broadcasting station, an indoor aerial may give you all yoz require. R 
9 Here is a very useful arrangement. B 

I TITH the invention of the 
V V modern super-sensitive cir- 

cuits such as " S.T.xoo 
foi example, the indoor aerial is 
likely to become very much more 
popular than it has been in the 
past. Apart from the point of 
view of necessity, there is some- 
thing rather fascinating in having 

the upstairs room is in use, the 
wire to the downstairs lead-in is 
unfastened and allowed to hang 
free. When the lead-in to the 
downstairs room is in use, the wire 
to the upstairs lead-in is allowed 
to hang free. 

A - crystal set with variable cbn.. 
¿enser tuning and a Hertzite 
crystal gives splendid signal 
strength on this aerial from 2L0, 
the distance from the broadcasting 
station being about 12 miles. 

-. 
. E.fLc, 

envelopes, inside the covers of 
books and wherever there is a 
blank space which will take a pencil 
±agram. He bombards his wire- 
less friends with such questins as 

I say, old man, will a Dewar 
switch do in a high-frequency 
circuit ? " " Do you know where 
I can get those double-pole double- 
throw switches on china bases 

splits thç panel and after much 
labour succeeds in getting the 

-switches, sockets and the other 
paraphernalia in place. The 
kitchen table now becomes covered 
with a brown and horrible mess of 
soldering flux, tiny splashes of 
solder sprinkle the kitchen floor 
like a shower of silver stars, and 
terrible holes are burnt in the 

filaments simultaneously. A 
moment of expectant silence, click 
goes the switch, seven blinding blue 
flashes burn out the valves and he 
realises he has connected the high- 
tension battery to the wrong 
terminals 

Such is wireless Do not try to 
run before you can walk. 

- THE EDITOR. 

A NOVEL - INDOÖR AERIAL J 

much ruffled and his face very red, 
With the aid of sundry text-books, 
writing to the wireless papers and 
consulting all his friends until 
they are very tired of him, he 
succeeds in working out the wiring. 
By this time he is in such a terrible 
state that every moment of his spare 
time (and a great deal of his time 
which isn't really spare) is occupied 
in sketching out various switching 
arrangements on the backs of 

" What is the cheapest anti-capacity 
switch you can get? " and so on. 
The last and most terrible stage 
occurs when the said young man 
is fortunate enough to be able to 
buy all the parts he wants. Having 
spent pounds in buying all kinds 
of switches and a very large 
ebonite panel, he rushes at the job 
with eagerness, drills all the holes 
in the wrong places, fills them up 
with black sealing-wax, drills again, 

table-cloth by the accidental 
laying down of red-hot soldering- 
irons. Finally, and very proudly, 
he carries the set into the dining-. 
room. The family gathers round, 
explanations are given, batteries, 
aerial and earth are connected up 
and the proud moment arrives. 
Standing gracefully at one side of 
the instrument, he turns to the 
family, smiles and depresses the 
switch which is to ight all the 
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Fit. i. This arrangeniçni may noi be ideal, bui ii is a useful solution of problem insulated and (except the last 
number i in this article, named, of course) carefully isolated, 

3 

I. - - - 

- 

: 

- -' - '--, 
-- / -. 

posed aerial will doubtless have to apart upon light bamboo spreaders 
be suspended between chimney may be used with good effect, but (4) 

- - '. - - --' Fig. 2. How to secure aerial wire to'' 
- ' spreader. ' - - 

'.. 

2 a. 
both electrically and mechanically 

- The first aerial I ever erected 
- 

- consisted of some second-hand tele- 
- phone wire (silicon-bronze) No. i6 

O 

- 

- S,W.G,, acquired for about a 
' shilling. It proved a little trouble- 

. ,j re 
some to handle on account of its 
springy nature,, and the verdigris 

- 
. «r' .l3" D.4l with which it was practically 

- . ' lead 
- 

covered got into my eyes and up 
- 

- my nose and temporarily inter- 
- 

' rupted the proceedings. But the 
- 

- aerial gave good results and doùbt- - 
less pieces of it are still attached 

. 

to the iron chimney fittings. There 
- ' is no advantage in using ehamelled 

- 
wire, except that it helps to 

- 

' 

' prevent corrosion, which occurs 
- -. "- - 

quickly in positions near to the sèa. 
i . - '- 45 0 

3.-The aerial, down-lead and 
;ç . 

- 

, leading-in wire should be carefWly 

I am not concerned at the 
moment with the case of the 
experimenter who lives in a nice 
open situation and has at the baci 
of his house a garden some xoo feet 
long, at the foot of which he can 
erect a mast anything up to 40 or 
50 feet high. On the contrary I 
wish to assist as far as possible 
those whose residential quarters 
are not so well situated; where 
space is strictly limited ; the 
erection of high masts quite out of 
the question, and where the pro- 

This is equivalent to stating that 
the length of the aerial proper, 
plus that of the down-lead, must 
not exceed ioo feet, and from 
enquiries which I have made in 
the proper quarter these dimensions 
are quite irrespective of the number 
of wires used in the aerial and 
down-lead. For all general 
receiving purposes, you Will find a 
single wire perfectly satisfactory. 
If the total length available is 
short, however, say 30 to 40 feet 
only, two wires spaced some 6 feet\ 

- 

s 

DrnQDDODDDDDDDoernDDDDD DEDEDDODDDDDODDDEDDrnDÖO 
D ": THE NEÇESSARY AERIAL - 
8 - - By E. REDPATH. 
8 in te following article, Mr. Redpath, whose experience of the difficulties B 

9 of beginners is probably as extensive as that of any present-day writer, 9 
u gives sorne useful practical advice regarding receiving aerials. o 

DDrn000000DDGDDDDDDD0000 DDDDE00000DDDDDD000rnDDDU 

THE 
particular object of the 

present article is to show 
how simply and cheaply a 

perfectly satisfactory receiving 
aerial can be erected. By this I do 
not mean that all that you have to 
do is to throw a coil of wire out of 
the attic yindov to enable you to 
receive trans-Atlantic telephony, 
and I am sure that none of my 
readers will desire such unreason- 
able simplicity. 

The Essentials. 

stacks or other convenient points 
on adjacent buildings. 

The first thing to he done is 
to carefully survey the prospective 
site or sites, keeping in mind the 
following conditions, which should 
be adhered to as far as possible. 

i-The aerial should be as long 
and as high as circumstances and 
the Post Office Regulations permit. 
The Regulations state that the 
combined length and height of the 
aerial shall not exceed ioo feet." 

more than two wires should not be 
used. - 

z.-The aerial and down-lead 
should be good conductors, that is 
to say, their resistance to the 
passage of electric currents should 
be as low as possible. This necessi 
tates the use of either copper, 
phosphor-bronze or silicon-bronze 
wire, and the gauge or size of the 
wire should be such that it is 
capable of carrying its own weight 
and withstanding a certain amount 
of strain due to wind. On this 
account soft copper wire (as used 
for winding coils, etc.) is not of 
much use. It may be used, but 
will require adjustment from time 
to time as the wire stretches. Quite 
a thin wire will give satisfactory 
results, for instance No. 22 or 
even No. 24 S.W.G., but hard drawe 
copper of No. z8 or No. x6 S.W.G. 
will be found more satisfactory 

f-. - 
I 

.1 
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drilled right through about in. 
from each end and being sub- 
sequently thoroughly dried and 
soaked in molten paraffin wax. 

"Circumstantial" Aerials. 
For all practical purposes nowa- 

days there are two types of 
receiving aerials-the inverted 
L t'pe aerial consisting of a hori- 
zontal wire or wires with the down- 

insulator (such as a very short piece 
of ebonite tube wedged tightly 
in a hole in the wood), at the outer 
end. At this point, or preferably 
just above it, the two down-leads 
should be soldered together and to 
the end of a length of rubber- 
covered flexible conductor, which, 
passing through the lead-in tube, 
ensures adequate insulation at this 

4 

of wire if preferred, but has a 
great disadvantage in that it 
frays at the ridge tiles owing to 
the movement of the aerial and that 
it cannot be drawn up tight, or, 
if it is, it must be slackened off every 
time it rains (or every night in 
anticipation of rain), otherwise the 
contraction will cause the rope or 
aerial wire to break, -- - S 

small insulators, say of the re1 or 
bobbin type about Ii-in. in dia- 
meter, at each end of the aerial, 
rather than a single larger insulator. 
Not only will the total insulation 
resistance probably be higher, but 
the weight to be supported ill 
cerlainly be much less in the former 

- case. Quite strong and' serviceable 
- insulators may be made from 

- pieces of hard wood (oak or ash) 
in. diameter (or in. square if 

- round wood is available), about 
- 3 inches long having a small hole 

Fig. 3. How an aerial fli2 be JI x_-d between Iwo houses,- 

spar or bamboo pole attached to the passing oer the root from the 
wail by means of staples. The pole back of each house and made secure 
shown in the sketch is 15 feet high. to cleats or staples fixed to any 
If a 20-foot spar is aväilable so convenient woodwork on the front 
much the better. Each aerial wire of the house. When all is made 
and down-lead is continuous. That secure the supporting wires are 
is to say, the wire is not cut, but is scarcely noticeable from the front 
attached to the upper spreader of either house. 
in the manner shown in Figure 2 - In order to get the wire over the 
(a) aiid (b). The lower end of the roof, a light rope or cord is first of 
down-lead is kept at a distance all thrown over and the end of 
from te house wall by means of the wire made fast to it and drawn 
a light wooden strut having an over. Rope may be used in lieu 

J 

f. . 

from Paris (450 miles), Cleethorpes and opposite ends of the upper It will be seen that the aerial is a 
(about 200 miles) and Poldhu spreader are attached to them, single-wire one with single:wire 
(about 250 miles) although I must two small insulators being inter- down-lead and is attached at each 
admit that results were a little pDsed between each hook and the end to two small insulators, which 

. erratic at times. I mention these spreader itself. The lower end of in turn are attached to a length of 
facts to show that if the new aerial tIe aerial is attached to a light flexible steel wire or aerial wire 
must of necessity pass close to the û. 
ridge of a roof or to the corner of a 
building, you should not be dis- 
couraged on that account, but 
should go ahead and hope for the 
best. Actual trial later is tbe only / 

reliable test. The insulation of 
the aerial does not present any 
difficulty and can be well done with- 
out incurring much expense. I 

_______________ advise the use of two or three quite 

far from any earth connected 
body." For instance, several 
parallel wires attached to insulafors 
and supported upon small hooks 
screwed into the framing im- 
mediately below the slates of the 
roof, or a single wire carried along 
an upper landing, through a 
slightly opened window and 
allowed to hang down alongside 
the wall almost to the ground, but 
held about 2 or 3 feet away from 
the wall by means of a light wooden 
rod, enabled signals to be received 

diflerent types wi.1l readily be 
recognised. 
PROBLEM No. i -My up-per 

window is 35 feet high and my back 
yard is 45 feel long. I can have 
my instrument on the upper, middle 
or ground floor, but have no access 
to the roof or chinlney. Please 
advise re aerial. 

The simplest solutic - of this 
problem is shown in Fig. i. Two 
strcng hooks have been screwed 
into the upper part of the window 
frame (3ç feet above the ground) 

illustrated in Fig. i should yield 
quite good results with, one or two 
pairs of headgear telephones, at 
distances úp to about 20 miles from 
a broadcasting station. 

P1oBLEn' No. 2.-My h.ouse 'is 
about 30 feet high to the ridge and is 
one of a row with similar houses 
backing il al a distance of abou t 
55 feet. I am not permitted to 
attach ironwork to chimney. Please 
advise. 

-Fig. 3 suggests an arrahg-ement 
'to meet the circumstances quoted. 

by which I mean that they should 
be kept as far as possible fromany 
earth connected body, such as 
adjacent roòfs,- walls, etc., which, 
especially in wet weather, may 
exercise a considerable screening 
effect. Despite this excellent 
theory, however-which I give here 
because it is obviously the proper 
thing to do-I have actually 
obtained good signals, and over 
considerable distances too, upon 
aerials which were by no means 

lead to the instrument taken from 
one end, and the T aerial, also 
consisting of a more or less 
horizcntal wire or wires, but in 
this case with the down-leads 
taken, from the centre. It is not 
'my intention to discuss the theories 
of different types of aerials, but to 
show how they may be erected 
"accorduLg to circumstances" so 
as to yield the best possible results, 
and in considering one or two 
typcal though imaginary cases the 

point. A 6 or 8 inch 'length of 
half-inch "water-gauge glass " 
makes an excellent lead-in tube, 
especially if it is packed with soft 
paraffin *ax after the conductor 
is passed through it. Reliable 
ebonite leading-in tubes, complet e 
with central brass spindle and 
terminals at each end, are now 
obtainable quite cheaply from 
wireless dealers. 

With a decent crystal receiving 
set, carefully operated, the aerial 

-i 
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Fig. i .-The finished condenser. 

drum, a tab being left for one 
connection. 

Over this tin-foil a strip of besl 
iuby mica .002 in. in thickness 
measuring 4in. by un, is stuck 
with shellac, taking care that the 
ends meet in the centre of the gap 
between the ends of the tin-foil. 

fitted in a cardboard tube in: 
diameter by I. in. deep. The 
writer has had a couple of similar 
condensers in use for some time 
and has found them very reliable. 
It may be added that in place of 
mica, waxed paper or empire cloth 
can be used, but the capacity of 
the condenser Will be considerably 
reduced. 

15 possible different combinations 
in this case; (2) The apparatus can 
be enlarged indefinitely at any time 
to take any number of phones; () 
The cost of construction is small. 
.ny type of switch-will serve. Or 
in place of each switch two ter- 
minals might be arranged opposite 
each other, which could be shorted 
when required. 

The arm' is then fixed to the 
spindle with.two lock nuts, and a 
strip of copper or brass in. wide __ d' by in. long with a in. hole 

- 

drilled at one end through which 
the spindle is passed acts as the 

- '.: II 
connection to the movable plate, 

f,,j -, . 
- the spindle is passed through the 

hole in the drum and spring 
- . - - - washer, lock nuts,, and knob are 

Thff fitted. 
. 

. -.o-t The finished Condenser is then 
.4b r motnted on a wooden disc and 

Fig. 3.-HOW fo wire th telephone 
leads. 

nections are so arranged that when 
any one switch is open the corres- 
ponding phone is placed in series 
with the others when closed, the 
phone is short circuited. 

The advantages that may be 
clàimèd for this method are 
(i) Any one of the four phones 
or any combination of them can be 
instantly put in circuit. There aro 

which is tightened or loosened 
around the periphery of the drum, 
thereby altering the capacity. 

The drum is made of hard wood 
i in. diam. by i in. deep and a 

- in. clearance hole is drilled 
through the centre of the drum tò 
take the spindle.- This drum may. 

'he purchased from any woodworker 
for a few pence. The drum is well 
shellaced and a piece of tin-foil 
4 n, long by in. wide is stuck with 
shellac round the periphery of the- 

Woou'i thw& 

Fig. z.-4 view of the underpart. 

«'pu, 

SI 

g 

S4 

I. 
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D - D 

A VARIABLE CONDENSER 
8 You 

CAN MAKE FOR YOURSELF. 
800000IÍE000000QDDD000000DDCI000000D00000D00000R 

THE 
variable condenser about 

to be described has the 
merit of being simple to 

construct, and the parts required 
can be purchased for a moderate 
sum or taken from the stock of 
the wireless experimenter's junk 
heap. 

The condenser has an overall 
dimension of 2 in. diameter by 
iin. depth and a maximum cap- 
acity of about .0005 riF., but any 
size may be-constructed to suit the 
:experimenter's ruirements. 

The principle is that of a fixed 
drum, the periphery of which acts 
as one plate. The other plate is a 
moving band, similar to a brake, 

A few small nails at the end of the 
mica will keep it in place. 

The spindle and arm to operate 
the moving plate consist of a 2 BA. 
screwed brass rod 2 in. long and a 
strip of brass iin. wide by 2F in. 
long with a . in. hole drilled in. 
from one end, the strip is then bent 
at right angles i in. from the centre 
of the hole. 

The moving plate is a strip of 
:0Ô2 copper-foil 4 in. long by in. 
wide. One end of this plate i 
fixed with small nails to the peri- 
phery of the wooden drum, care 
being taken that this is done be- 
tween the ends of the tin-foil, the 
other end is soldered to the oper- 
atine arm. 

D 
D 

A TELEPHONE 3 
SWITCHING 
- DEVICE 

. 3 
D 
D 
D 

IT will be found that discrimi- 
nating visitorsoften preferthe 
telephones to the loud speaker, 

especially when really good music is 
being broadcast. In order, how- 
ever, to use several pairs con- 
veniently, a suitable method of 
switching is a sine qu non. The 
usual method is to use a rotai', 
multi-stud switch as a telephoile 
distributor. 

The switching arrangement shown 
in the diagrams has many advan- 
tages over this. As will be seen, 
it consists essentially of four 
ordinary switches, across each of 
which are connected the leads to 
on pair of phones. The con- 
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A new use for a lie-clip! In t 
in itsappearance. Even if you have 
to buy everything new (and you 
will probably find several of the 
parts round the house) it will not 
cost you more than half-a-crown, 
and I guarantee that no boy will 
be able to hear better and louder 
signals on the most expensive 
crystal set. Make it and see 

These are the parts you want 
before starting the set :- 

A strip of thin wood, 8 ins, by 
4 ins. (the top of a cigar-box will 
suit excellently for this). 

jis set the clip is used for tuning. 
top of a tabloid bottle or similar 
small tube. - 

One piece of crystal, such as 
Hertzite or Galena. 

Cut out the piece of thin wood to 
the size shown and with your pocket 
knife round the side edges very 
carefully. This rounding of the 
edges should be done for about 
5 iflS. down each side Rub the 
wood over with sandpaper to 
make it nice and smooth, arid jf 
you like, give it a coat of stain and 
varnish. When this has been 

it is closed. The small crystal 
cup, which will be made from the 
top of a phial, should be fastened 
to the baseboard with a screw 
through its centre, so that the 
screw holding it will project on the 
other side for connection. 

The strip of brass, or tin must 
now be bent to the shape shown, 
and taking a small length of the 
spare wire scrape the enamel from 
it, wind it round a knitting needle 
or pencil, solder one end to 
the end of the brass strip and 
cut lhe other end off sharp, either 

near Birmingham, lasgov or New- 
castle I should make the coil 150 

- . turns. Wind the turns very 
carefully so that the adjacent 
wires touch, but do not overlap 
one another, and be sure to draw 
the wire tight as you go. When 
you have wound on the number 
of turns selected secure the wire j carefully in place and make another 
hole at the end of the board 
through which you can push the. finishing end of the wire. Leave 
about a foot of wire for subsequent 
connecting up. Next drill the 
holes for the five terminals shown 
(these holes can be made with a 

- - » red-hot knitting needle if you 
have nothing else handy), and 
push the shanks of the terminals 

.. '; . through the holes and secure them 
in place with their lock nuts. 

: - - . Now carefully scrape off the 
- - 

- enamel on one side of the coil in 
» - the way shown, so that the tie clip 

be able to grip the wire when 

 resultsfromyourlocalbroad- 
casting station and which can be 
made in an evening by any boy 
who likes to try. There are no 
cylinders to wind with even layers 
of wire, no fidgeting with sliders 
to make them run easily, no 
worries in mounting the cardboard 
roll evenly between two end pieces, 
no tiresome wQQdwOrk, and, in 
fact, nothing whatever to prevent 
you finishing the job quickly. 

Look at the photograph and you 
will see that the set is very unusual 

long. 
Five ordinary brass terminals 

(almost any terminal will do pro- 
vided one of them is not the kind 
in which a wire is pushed into a 
round hole). 

Three ounces of No. 24 gauge 
enamelled copper wire. 

One tie clip. 
A piece of thin brass or tin 

measuring about ins, long. If 
you cannot find anything better 
you can cut this out of an old tin. 

One small metal cap, such as the 

How lo cul Ihe metal strip. 

which has a fairly short wave- 
length, such as Cardiff or London, 
you will not need to wind on 
more than about 120 turns to 
receive this local station quite 
satisfactorily with any ordinary 
aerial. If, however, you live 

0000000000000000000000000 00000 

CRYSTAL SET FOR HALF-H 
-. A-CROWN. 

By THE EDITOR. 8 
This is one of the simplest and most 8 
efficient crystal sets for a boy to make. o 

JDDDEEIEDDDDD DDGDDGDDEJOD DDDODG ODGOD 

HERE is a new type of crystal - Two pieces of wood, about an 
set which will give splendid inch square section and 4 ins. 

done glue the two end strips of 
wood in place (I should not try 
to nail them as the wood will split 
if you do this), and with a red-hot 
needle of fair thickness make a 
hole about 2 ins, from one end 
in the middle of the board. Now 
push one end of the enamelled 
wire through this and bend it so 
that it will not pull back again, 
and then wind on the wire as 
shown in the photograph. If you 
live near a broadcasting station 
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An edgewise view of/he receiver. 

You are now reàdy to connect be surprised if much greater dis- 
np the terminals and the ends of tances are covered with it. 
the coil as shown in the drawing. 
Then take a piece of flexible wire 
which you cari cut from an odd 
length of electric lighting flex 

NOTE.-The manufacture of this 
instrument commercially lias been 
protected. - 

TRICKS WITH WIRELESS 
See next Month's "Junior Wireless." 

matt surface, as for some reason it 
'is only to be bought in the polished 
state. The usual recommendation 
is to rub down with emery or crocus 
powder, but the result is usually a 
scratched piece of ebonite that 
looks ugly. The private individual 
cannot get hold of the machinery 
that makers have for the purpose, 
but a really fine matt surface can 
be gained by getting a small piece 
of the cream grit that monumental 
masons use for rubbing down lead 
lettered inscriptions, and using that 
instead of the emery or crocus 

How o join up the tenninals, etc. 

round, so that the divided portion 
comes over the sbank of the 
terminal. Now put the milled nut 
back and you will see that by 
screwing it up and do.vn it will 
give you a very nice variation 
of movement òf the cat-whisker. 

now be tuned for the broadcast 
station ajid can be left in this 
position as lcrig as you desire 
to hear it. A slight adjustment 
of the crystal may be needed, 
and you will soon have your set 
going in fine style. On an ordinary 
aerial quite loud results are obtain- 
able up to o miles, and I shall not 

poses. For example, when drilling 
a hole to -a cértain depth in an 
ebonite panel: for -tapping, it can 
be clathped to The drill at the 
iight- height,- and: *il! md icate 
with accuràcy the point a-t which 
to stop. 

R-.W.H. 

GOD DDD000000DLQGGDDDDD 
D --. - - D 

9 "RUBBING -DOWN" 
R -EBONITE PANELS 9 

D 
DDDDDDDGDDDGGDDDDDDEDDDD 

LL-makers pf their own sets 
knQw thç difcultyinjub- 

- in.pg down ttie ebonite 
bougiit-o.r to the necessary 

contact. A final bending of the 
brass strip and the cat-whisker 
will be needed, when the set is 
ready for trial. When allis finished 
connect the aerial and earth to 
the two terminals shown and the 
telephones in place and carefully 
place the cat-whisker on the crystal. 
Now undo the clip and rub it on 
the bared wire backwards and 
forwards slowly until yo1 hear the 
best results. When you have 
orne to the place where the signal. 

are -loudest, close the clip and 
leave it in position the set will 

The finished protector. 

The protector is placed on the 
blade of the file finch or so from 
the handle. So long as the fingers 
are kept behind it there is no fear of 
their - beiñg pinched between the 
handle auch the ork. 

- - : The device cäb be readily adapte d 
to quite a niimbèrof useful pur- 

to give a kind of chisel point 
or else by rubbing it with a file 
to make a good sharp finish. 
If you care to buy a gold cat- 
whisker for 4d. or 6d. this will give 
even better results, but it is not 
necessary. When you llave 
oidered the cat-whisker in place 

and have cut this strip in the 
manner shown, bend it round 
and push one end of the kind df 
fork so made under the terminal - 
which is to hold it; screw this 
tightly in place and undo the top 
milled nut of the terminal. You 
will now be able to bend the strip 

as shown. The other end of this 
wire will need to be soldered 
to the tie clip handle. 

The next step is to take your 
crystal very carefully and, without 
fingering its surface, fix it into the 
little metal cup by means of silver 
paper or any other tinfoil you can 
find. To do this first of all take the 
crystal in a pair of tweezers and 
wrap the silver 'paper carefully 
round the under side ; then, still 
holding with the tweezers, force 
silver' paper all round it in the 
cup until it is quite tight. This will 
make you the necessarSr good 

'A FINGER 

R PROTECTOR 
DDODDDDODDEIIDDDDDDD9 

AVERY useful little gadget 
that protects the fingers 
from being pinched when 

using a round or square file, can be 
made, as shown in the drawing, 
from a small piece of scrap brass 
or other metal. A slot about inch 
in depth is filed out and a 4 BA.. 
set screw is inserted into one of the 
arms. 
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detector, but a valve is much more 
reliable and is also more sensitive. 

The valve may be used either as 
a detector or a an amplifier. 

F 

heated to almost white heat, just 
as in the case of the filament of an 
electric lamp. Around this fila- 
ment we have usually a spiral of 

When the valve is being used as 
an amplifier, the signals which 
would ordinarily affect the tele- 
phones are made to vary the 

valve amplifi's the signís by about 
seven times, so that it will be seen 
that by having a number of valves 
a very high degree of amplification 
s possible. This means that very 
feeble signals may be made very 
loud, or signals which were pre- 
viously inaudible are made suffi- 
ciently strong to be clearly heard. 

The other function of a valve is 
as a detector. A detector, you 
will understand, is a piece of ap- 
paratus which will convert the 
high-frequency oscillations in the 
aerial into low-frequency currents 
which will work the telephone 
receiver. An ordinary crystal de- 
tector is a very simple form of 

tubes." Quite a number of dif- 
ferent names are given to the 
valve, but they all mean the same 
thing. There are slight differ- 
ences in different kinds of valves; 
the parts are differently shaped, 
but the results obtainable are 
usually the same in all cases. 

The threeelectrode valve is so 
called because it has three distinct 
parts to it. These parts are known 
asthe filament, grid and the anode. 
The filament is usually a straight 
wire supported at its two ends by 
metal supports. A current of 
electricity is passed through this 
filament, or wire, which is thereby 

current flowing between the fila- 
ment and the anode, and therefore 
the current flowing in the outside 
anode circuit. If the grid is given 
a positive voltage there will be an 
increase i the number of negative 
particles of electricity flowing be- 
tween filament and anode, and 
there will therefore be an increase 
in the anode current. On the other 
hand, if the grid is given a negative 
voltage with respect to the fila- 
ment, the grid will repel a large 
number of the small negative par- 
ticles of electricity which would 
have gone to the anode. A 
negative voltage on the grid there- 
fore decreases the anode current. 

the word ' valves' used. The 
person without any knowledge of 
wireless, wonders, of course, what 
this mysterious instrument can be. 

A valve is a small electric bulb, 
rather like a small electric light 
lamp. This little-lamp is one of 
the most wonderful devices that 
science has given to us, and by its 
means the whole aspect of wireless 
has been changed. There are 
still extensively used receivers 
which are called " crystal receivers." 
These do not use valves and possess 
the merit of simplicity and cheap- 
ness. On the other hand, such re- 
ceivers have a very limited range 
and are not capable of giving re- 
sults on a loud-speaker. 

The valve carries ouf two prin- 
cipal duties in a wireless receiver; 
it amplifies and it detects. By 

amplify" we simply mean 
strengthen. If signals can just be 
heard in telephone receivers, the 
signals may be made approxi- 
mately seven times as loud by the 
use of a valve. Two valves will 
strengthen the signals seven times 
seven, which equals forty-nine 
times the original strength. Each 

the three-electrode type. They are 
called " three - electrode valves," 
other names being " three-elec- 
trode vacuum tubes" or "ther 
m!onic valves" or "therinionic 

Íi 
A iyical modern receiving 

valve-the '! Ora." 

arrangea in a certain manner. 
Two of them are connected through 
the respective ends of the fila- 
ment; another pin is connected to 
the grid, and the fourth pin is 
connected to the anode. These 
four pins fit into four correspond- 
ing sockets of a valve holder. It 
is thus a very easy matter to re- 
place a valve. 

As regards the operatioñ of a 
valve, this may be described in a 
very rough way in a few words. 
When the filament is heated by an 
electric current which is obtained 
from a six-volt accumulator, or 
other battery, millions of small 
particles of electricity are shot off 
from the wire. If we connect a 
battery of about 6o volts across 
the anode and filament in such a 
way that the anode is made 
positive with respect to the fila- 
ment, these little particles of 
electricity, which are really 
negative electricity, are attracted 
to the cylindrical anode and flow 
around the outside anode circuit. 
If the voltage of the grid with 
respect to the filament is now 
varied, we will vary the amount of 

u... 
WIRELESS VALVES-WHAT 

THEY ARE AND WHAT 
THEY DO 

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P. 
A few words to those whose knowledge of valves is nil. 
DEDEDDDDDDEDDDEDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 

IT is impossible to mix in 'ire- The accompanying figure showy 
less circles for more than a typical valve. The valve which 
five minutes without hearing you will be dealing with will be of 

wire, which is quite separate from 
the filament and does not touch it. 
This wire is known as the "grid." 
Around the grid we usually have 
a cylinder of nietal.- This cylin- 
der is usually called the " anode," 
although it is sometimes termed the 

plate." The reason for this latteç 
name is that in the earlier types of 
valve, the anode wa in the forni 
of a flat plate. 

jf you have seen a valve, you 
will notice that there are four pins 
at the bottom. These pins are 
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amplification is that known as some general idea of what a valve 
high-frequency amplification." In is and what itdoes, which will pro- 

¡ 

From all Booksellers, 'or 2/8 post free direct: 

this case, instead of amplifying or vide him with a sound basis for the RADIO PRESS, LTD., 

strengtlieuing the currents which acquisition of a more exact know- DEVEREUX COURT, STRAND, W.C. 

would ordiiarily work the tele- ledge by reading and experiment. Radio Press Wireless Library, No. 10. 

C' 
. 9 

- 

The value explained. 

attendant apparatus is known as a 
low-frequency amplifier. Some- 
times it is called a note amplifier, 
or note magnifier, agid sometimes a 
speech magnifier. - 

'Why the valve amplifies or 
Urengthens is a question which 
cannot be dealt with briefly, but 
the fact remains that very small 
changes of grid voltage will cause 
relatively large variations of the 
current floung between filament 
and anode and round the anode 
circuit. 

An entirely different kind of 

obtain some technical information 
regarding the operation of valves 
and valve circuits. There is no 
particular difficulty in the sthdy, 
but the reader will require to ob- 
tain some elementary book on the 
subject, such as "Wireless Valves 
Simply Explained," by the Editor 
of MODERN WIRELESS. Details of 
this book are given in the advertise- 
ment pages, and those who desire 
to know more about the fascinat- 
ing subject of valves will probably 
find what they want in this book. 

Meanwhile, the reader will have 

Conténts - - - 
The Theory o? the Thermionic 

Valve. 
The 3-Electrode Valve and its 

Applications. 
Cascade Valve Ampliers. 
Principles o? Reaction Amplifi- 

cation and Self-oscillation. 
Reaction Reception o? Wireless 

Signals. 

Continuous Wave Receiving 
Circuits. 

Valve Transmitters. 
WirelessTelephone Transmitters 

Using Valves. 
Broadcast Receivers. 

circuit. Frequently we use both low- 
The process of strengthening the frequency and high - frequency 

signals which would ordinarily ampliñcation, using either a crys- 
work the telephone receivers is tal or a valve as a detector. 
known as low-frequency ampilfi- Those who desire to obtain the 
cation, and -the valve with its best results with their sets should 

P/LAMEN7 

ANOD\ 
GRI 

PIN CONTACTS 
IIu1 CONNECTED TO 

&ECTRODESIN 
VL'LVE 

suffered from your neighbour's 
set. But do you really under 
stand what Reaction is? There 
has been plenty of articles about 
Reaction in all the Wireless 
Magazines, but practically none 
of them ever go so far as to 
explain its rue meaning and 
how it is caustI. 
In " Wireless Valves Simply 
Explained," however, the author 
takos great pains to clear up this 
and all other technical difficulties 
which are so often glossed over. 
Buy a copy to-day-you'll enjoy 
reading it. - - 

"Wire1es Valves 
Simply Explained" 

By JOHN SCOTT.TAGGART, 
F.Inst.P. . 

(Editos of Modern Wireless and 
Wireless Weekly.) 

voltage of the grid of the three- 
electrode valve, and therefore 
cause changes in the anode cur- 
rent. This anode current is now 
passed through a pair of high- 
resistance telephone receivers, 
which would ordinarily be con- 
nected between the anode and the 
positive terminal of the high- 
tension battery, which is. the name 
given to the battery of about óo 
volts connected in the anode 

phone receivers, we strengthen the 
original high - frequency currents 
and then apply them to a detector, 
such as a crystal detector. High- 
frequency ampliñcation, or radio- 
frequency amplification as it is 
sometimes called, is very effective 
when long ranges are to be covered, 
but low-frequency amplification is 
usually used when loud results are 
to be obtained and signals are 
fairly strong to commence with. 

What is 

Reaction? 
THE whistling sound of an 

oscillating set is familiar 
to you-perhaps you have even 
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I I14 Get ¿- copy 

1/ U TO-DAY. 
From all Booksellers, or 1/8 ptht frcç. 
RADIO PRESS, LTD., 
DEVEREUX Cougi, STRAND, WC. 2. 

Radio Press Wireless Library, No. 3. 

what is wanted. 
z ebonitestrip, 44 in. by i in. 
2 ebonite strips, in. by in. 
2 flange-type valve sockets. 
z filament resistance. 
8 terminals. 
2 intervalve transformers. 
A fixed condenser of .00z mcro- 

farads. 

IO 

to do much cutting to the basi- 
board to fit it. The one in th 
illustration is of this type. If you 
cannot get this kind of resistance, 
you can use the ordinary panel- 
mounting type. 

Any good intervalve transformer 
will do. The best kinds cost any- 
thing from a guinea to twenty-five 

how to build good Crystal Sets, 
you cannOt do bétfer than get 
this one. "How lo make your 
own Broadcast Receiver "is written 
by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P. 
(Editor of MODERN WIRELESS 
and Wireless Weekly). It deal 
with théwhol& subject from A to 
Z, and if you are at all handy 
with your fingers, you can easily 
build up an excellent Receiver at 
small cost. - - 

Remember you do not need to 
know .a single thing about Radio 
-it's all in the book, and you can 
learn it in a few hours. 

It is wzteinzpÍe ana inexpensive to make, as the,e is uio elaborate 
cabinet Or pane!. 

with it ûy crystal set Can be made 
to operate a loud speaker, if the 
broadcasting station is not more 
than about so miles distant. 

Her& are the parts required. 
You can send this list to any wire- 
less dealer and he will be able to 
supply you with everything you 
require. If you are writing to any 
of the advertisers in this magazine 
simply say tMt you want the parts 
for the Junior Wireless Two-Valve 
Note-Magnifier, and they will know 

Hów to Make the Set. 
First of all you will require a 

wooden baseboard 8m, by 9m, by 
about of an inch thick. This can 
be made of any good wood. You 
wlI also require four small pieces 
about an inch square and an inch 
thick to glue on to the four cornefs 
to keep the boar well away from 
the table. The filament resistance 
can be of the type which will screw 
down to the top of the board, as it 
this kind is used it is not necessary 

Splendid. Broad- 
Sets made 

without special 
skill. 

T is not often easy t condense 
into a single constructional 

Article all the details necessary 
.for a complete beginner to build 
up a Broadcast Receiver. 
Naturally the space in a Magazine 
like MODERN WIRELESS is rather 
limited. Therefore, if you are 
looking for a first-class book on 

( 

-, . 

.fT' » 
- ,,- 

J 
k r - - s 

U - 

s 

I - : - - - 

e 

ftdiofrruSfrit flß 

How to make 
r. yOUrOWfl 
Broadcst Receiver 

Jh 5tt.T.4qt.EI'2 
tSi#. JMd.?., ¡.h,,k,. 

-?J 1!6 . 

- .. a 

BDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD8 

HOW Tó.I MAKE A. Two- 
D VALVE NOTEMAGNIFIER 
B . Is your crystal set too quiet ?- Make this magnifier H 

and you will be able ¿o hear a tremendous strength B 
D or work a loud-speaker. - o 
D D 

BDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDED.DDDDDDDDDDDDOB 

THIS fine little two-valve note- A few yards of tinnèF copper 
magnifier can be quite sim- wire No. 22 gauge. 
ply made in one or two 2 yards of insulating tubing. 

evenings by any experimenter. It (You can male the baseboard 
is a very useful instrument, for yourself). 
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apart, and when these are made 
pass the shanks of the terminals 
through them and secure them 
with a lock nut. You can now lay 
these strips by. Next find the 
positons where the holes in the 
board will have to be Cut to allow 
the terminals and the pins of the 
valve sockets to pass through. 

board anywhere. The four, square 
pieces of wood which form the coil 
pieces should be glued r screwed in 
place, being careful notto split the 
wood if you follow the latter 
method. The small fixed Conden- 
ser must now be attached to the 
underside and you will be ready to 
wire up the set. 

II 

A LOUD SPEAKf R FOR 7/6 
Comprises Superfine Horn, Push and Nut 
complete for attach'ng to ordinary Headphone 

RIVALS ANY SMALL LOUD SPEAKER. 
cr a]l- 

MALONE RADIO DEPOT, 
7, Hart Street, Mark Lsne, London, E.C.3 

.7/6, or post free 8/6. 

Another view of the instrument. Notice the two iron cores of the tranformers 
are joined with a wire. 

touch of oil or vaseline on a piece 
of rag, well rubbed into the ebonite, 
will help to remove any final brown 
tinge. 

You will need now to drill the 
holes in the ebonite strips to take 
the terminals. Fixing across the 
holes for these terminals should be 
carefully marked out to be an inch 

two intervalve transformers in 
place, and when they are in position 
drill the holes in front and ât the 
back of each of them to take the 
leads through the baseboard. Screw 
the ebonite strips in place by means 
of wood screws and fasten the flange 
valve sockets in place so that their 
pins do not touch the wood base- 

"CATSEYE" CRYSTAL DETECTOR 
Eer-set and ready. Snallest, 
Loudest, Latest. Complete with rL holder 1/6 post fret. 
A.P.A.1,L., 37, RedLion Street, 
LONDON, WC. 2. Agents Wanted 

MakeYour Own ELECTRIC LIChT! 
These wonderfulDynamos 

sill light brilliantly a 4-6 volt 
lamp and take very little 
powertodrive. 58 Post(d 
Suitable Lamps, , 3d. 

G REENS Dept. D, 85, New 
Oxford St., London 

ebonite with a circular motion. carrying the terminais. Be very 
When you have done this the careful to cut the . wood out as 
ebonite will look a very dirty shown in the drawing, as if you do 
b own, but if you dust it well and not do this the current may leak 
wash it under the tap it will regain through the woodwork. 
its black colour. A very slight The next step is to screw the 

-k. 

ç 
.H 
r\ 
¡Ti 

L 

L essZiaOLLS_. 
- 

St 

atfent!on to lilo wo derful 
SUPER CRYSTAL 
"D AY Z I T E "Begd. 

WITH HARD S1I,VER DETECTOR 
POINT. BOLD ONLY IS SPECIAL 
BOXES. NEIER SOLD LOOSE, each 
Or MOUNTED IN BRASS CUP 2110 each. 

- Postage 3d. extra. - 
PHONES, TRANSFORME )L5, VALVES AND 
EVERY REQUISITE FOR BUILDING 

YOUR OWN SETS. 

Do not fail to write ter our New Ca'aIogne. 
Sent post free on receipt of postcard. 

WILL DAY, LTD., 
19, LisIe Street, Leicester Square, 

LONDON, WC. 2. 
Telephone: Regent 4577. 

Telegrams: Title," Westrand, LoffdOn. 

WIRELESS - 

RECEIVING SETS 

e 
' 41O« ele 

i?'- t%S' 
See Advt. 

- on page xv. 

L. McMICHAEL Ltd. 
(In conjunctLon With B. HESKETH Ltd.) 

IASTINGS HOUSE, NORF3LK STREET, 
STRAND, W.C.2. 

I 

shillings, but some of the less 
expensive are quite effective. I 
cannot recommend you to buy any 
intervalve transformer which does 
not carry a maker's name. Those 
shown in the illustration are made 
by Messrs. Peto-Scott and give 
quite good amplification. 

When you have all your parts 
ready, take the ebonite strips, and 
with a piece of emery paper re 
move the shiny surface. This will 
not be difficult if you rub the 

This is easily done by placing four 
drops of ink on the socket pins and 
pressing them on to the wood in 
the positions shown; this will make 
four black dots. Now with a drill 
and your pocket knife cut out the 
wood round about these black 
dots, so that you can screw the 
sockets in place and still allow room 
round the pins of the socket. The 
same procedure should be followed 
to find where you must cut the 
wood underneath the ebonite strips 

RADIOCITE 
The goldèn-coloured Crystal that 
made American Broadcasting famous. 

ASTOUNDING GUARANTEED RESULTS. 
Iice 1/6 large 'iece. (Trade write for 

dealer's discount). 
Manufactured under sole licence by 

C. S. DUNHAM 
(Late Radio Engineer to Marconi Scientific 

Inst. Co.) 
(Dept. A) 234/6, BIXTON HILL, S.W. 2. 

'Thone; Brixton 3325. 

HuIle!!! C.Q. Will Day Cal ing 
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CondeIsers. L.... _...,...j -- - - - 

From all Booksel'ers, or 1)8 post free A picture of (he underside, showing the wiring and how the wòod - 

RkDJO PRESS LTD 
is cut away. You can fit four rubber feet instead of the Thick wood 

DEVERRUX ouR'r STRÀO, W.C.a blocks, as shown, if you desire. Sorne dealers keep them. They are 

Radio Press Wireless Library No. 8. not necessary, but they save the table. 

12. 

- - - -- -.- - - 

p - -*--- 

The book " The ,Construction of 

Wireless 
Receiving Apparatus," 

should be particularly useful to 
any enthusiast who possesses a 
fc simple tools and who can 
follow out elementary instruc- 
tions. With a little care, youi 
home-made apparatus should 

- - work almost as well as bought I 

components, and will leave you 
money to spend in other direc- 
tions. 

You can make all 

these Components 
at home- 

Anode and Grid Resistances. - 

Filament Rheostats. -. 
Potentiometers. 

Crystal Cetectors. 

LS.. Transformers. - 

H.F. Transformers. 
Basket Coils, - - - 
Slab Coils. 

- j 
Solenoid Colis. - - 

-. C-uolateryl Coils. - I 

- I4.T. Batkries. - - I 
- 

do this '.'ou will not get the right-hand terminal looking from 
results, the top. 

er,' r- - 

-J 4 

p. 

E s Ç' 

- 

t 
I;-. 

í.__ - 

Save Money 
this way- 

It is not difficult to make the 
majority of the components for 
your Wireless Set if you can only 
get the right information. 

end of the wire in position and then 
cut off a length of the insulating 
tubing just long enough to reach 
almost to the other end of the 
wire. Slip this in place and then 
solder the opposite end of the wire. 
You will probably not need to 
solder the wires to the intervalve 
transformers, as these are usually 
fitted with terminals or lock nuts. 
8e very careful to place thé inter- 
valve transformers so that the 
markings IP., OP., LS. and OS. 
are just as shown if you do not 

connect your crystal set or whatever 
it is you wish to magnify to the left- 
hand terminals and your telephones 
or loud speaker to those on the 
right. The left-hand pair of back 
terminals is for the negative and 
positive low accumulator wires and 
the right pair for the negative and 
positive high-tension battery leads.. 
You will have to be very careful 
how you connect the high-tension 
and the low-tension uvire, otherwse 
yourvalvewill beruined. Remem- 
ber the HT. positive is the extreme 

- *. 
THE CONSTRUCTIO 

WIRELESS RECEiVING 
MPARATUS 

ISOlO flfll. Lfl1IT10 

I strongly clvise you to solchr 
all the connections where possible. 
If you are not used to soldering try 
to find a friend who has done it 
before and watch what he does. 
13e very careful to file the ends of 
the screws and terminals which 
have to be soldered quite bright. 
Do not use much soldering paste. 
Fluxite is quite good and a touch 
of this paste on the end of a match 
should be applied to each point to 
be soldered. With the hot solder- 
ing iron at hand cut off lengths of 
wire of about the right size for each 
particular connection; solder one 

If you look at the wiring 
of the underside of the panel, you 
will see that in two places iii the 
middle of the panel wires are 
joined together. At other places 
the wires cross one another without 
joining. Be careful that you have 
the valve socket the right way 
round. You will notice that the 
pin which is spaced away from thé 
others is at the back of the instru 
ment. The two iron cores of thé 
transformers should be connected 
by a wire in the manner shown in 
the photograph. 

The set is now ready to ti-v 
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- to 2L0 and had to gzve the animal orders by wireless. The elephant simply ignored 2, High St., Camden Towfl, London, N.W.1. 

the VOice. B.. 
Above The apparatus al the Zoo. Insel The nahout. _____________________________________ 

- 
13 - -, - 

S.. S S. t. .. --,. - 

- - s 
- - 

S 5 S - 

':SS_ _________ ¿ - - - 

- uuig an indoor aerial under the let us know what you thiik of it. 
- 

The Elehant Would SNot! 

n .. L 

- ri- 
- s. -i 

t 

: 

/? 

t - 1T - - 

- Recently a loud-speaker was ins/ailed al the Zoo and the elephant's mahout went 

- 

IER 

INSERÏION . - 

"QUICK-FIND" 
eciaI synthetic crystal ust inyexÇted. 

SUPER-SENSITIVE ALL OVER 
In boxes with speal -hisker, 

2/6 each. 
Mounted in Cup .. 2/9 -. 

All components to build your own 
set, crystal or valve at the nEENEST 
PRICES IN THE TRADE and GUAR- 
ANTEED EFFICIENT or MONEY 
REFUNDED. 
Seniler price list to- 

J4 MACDONALD & CO., 
WIRELESS MANUFACTURERS. 

should be 2,000 or 4,000 ohms, and 
if you use a loud-speaker this should 
also be from 2,000 to4,000 ohms. 

When everything is ready turn 
the filament resistance on and 
listen. If this little magnifier is 
nnected to an ordinary crystal 
set in place of the telephones, and 
if you put a loud-speaker on the 
output terminals in the right you 
will be astounded at the volume of 

- sound. As soon as I had com- 
pleted this amplifier, I connected it 
to the -little crystal set also de- 
scribed i "Junior Wireless" and 

in the, ordinary way, connect the 
loud-speaker to the input terminals. 
Now connect your telephones to the 
output terminals and listen.. You 
will hear all kinds of weird noises. 
The loud-speal'íer will pick up every 
little sound in the room or garden 
and the valve will magnify these 
sounds to a wonderful extent. 
Your watch ticking or the clock in 
the roomwill sound like hammering 
metal, and if anybody should speak 
you will be nearly deafened., It is 
very interesting to listen to all 
these magnified sounds. Try it and 

L.F.Transforiner 

Before putting the valves in 

their sockets make quite sure that 
the filament resistance is turned 
right off. Any good valves will 
work well with this set, such as the 
Marconi R, Ediswan R or AR, Ora, 
Mullard R, Cossor, or any of the 
well-known makes. The high- 
tension battery should be about 
60' volts and the low-tension accu- 
mulator should be 6 volts. Do not 
use a four-volt accumulator with 
this set or you will not get the best 
results. The telephones used 

roof of my house in Hampstead, six 
miles away from 2 LO, I was able 
to work my Cláritone loud-speaker 
excellently. The music could be 
heard all over the house and, of 
course, if I had used my outdoor 
aèrial it would have been very much 
louder still. 

- An lnteresting Trick. 
If you have a loud-speaker and a. 

pair of telephones you cán have 
some very good fun with this 
amplifier. Instead of using the set 

Maxi. 
Tl,e highest gradelnterv, Ive 
Tn,noforu,er. Laminated 

¡ h' core. cogli Innnlo(ed 0j 
I 

I 

lags, tested to 599 volto. 
I ' Very silent in action und 

, treo from all distortion. 
15 1515 Fatty guaranteed. 18/9 

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD., 
- I/,.L Hcad OJ9e. 

r 
Iu/ 64. Bigla ilolborn, W.C.1. 

A, . 

' 99. H196 liolbrn. W.C.1. 
3. Wellington Street W.C.2 __jj_ -, 4. ManciseuterSt., LIverpool 

- - S 
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I . - proper choice of the cat-whisker, best.. Try the plate connected to ' 

- By the way, I wonder wh' was the aerial and the crystal to the 
or lId. responsible for the peculiar term? 'phones first of all, and then 

-. 
- RADIO PRESS, LTD., -- ' I don't see why the fine wire we compare the signal reception thi 

Dvtrvx COURT, use for making contact with the way with that given by connecting 
STRAND, W.C.2 

- surface of a crystal should be the crystal to the aerial and the 
Radio Press Wirelees I.ibrary No. 1 called a cat-whisker any mOre than - plate to-the phones. - 

- 

T4 . - , 

-:- 

.'- -. '. ' 

' - 

r 
' ,; -, 

 How to Tell what Station is 
Working-How Wireless Signals 
are actually sent-Light and 

i Wireless Waves Compared- 
Meaning of Wavelength-How 
Wireless Waves are Set up and 

t- Detected-How Wireless Stations 
work at the same time without 

¡ interfering with each other- 
I 

Does Weather affect Wireless? 
-Waves from a Wireless Tele- 
phone Station-Ceneral Notes 

t on Different Kinds of Waves 
Received-How a Wireless 

J 
Receiver Detects Waves-The 

- Acriil-The Earth Connection- 
Hoss' a Wireless Set Is Tuned to a - 

I Certain Wavelength-The Vari- 
able Condenser-The Crystal 

I Detector-The Complete Wireless 
Receiving Circuit - Special 
Tuning Arrangements-How a 

J Valve Works. 

deal of finding. The specially 
treated crystals on the contrary' 
are sensitive on practically every 
part of their surface. If you ex- 
amine such a crystal under the 
microscope, using a low power, 
you will ee that the surface 
Consists of a very large number of - 

tiny crystáls, and as each of these 
tiny crystals has one or two 
sensitive spots on its surface, you 
can easily see why' the whole 
substance must have a very large 
number of sensitive places. 

The Whisker. 
There is a great cleal in the 

A Note about Carborundum. 
A crystal which gives the best 

results when signals are' -teak is 
not always the best when we are 
so situated that our local broad- 
casting station gives very strong 
signals, even with crystal detector. 
When strong signals are the rule, 
carborundum without any battery 
applied to it (as is usually necessary) 
will often be found particularly 
good. The carborundum crystal 
should be made to press firmly 
against a steel or brass plate and 
trials should be made to see which 
way round in the circuit it works 

i 

(Y 

Every beginner. 
needs this Book. 

is the most fanions little 
book ever written on Wire- 

I less-thousands upon thousands 
have been sold since it was first 
published a little over twelve. - 

' months ago. 
lt is safe to say that no other 
book has been the means of 
explaining the mysteries of Wire- 

- less to so many people. Old or 
young, all needthis little book 
when taking up Wireless, because 
it treats the subject so lully. 
The author--John Scott-Taggart; 
F.lnst.P., is a recognised Wire- 
less authority,, and he has 

- certainly succeeded in presenting 
a §omewhat difficult technical 
subject in a most readable and 
bright manner. 

Contents----------1 

yo will recognise as those of 
mineral substances with which» 
you are already acquainted, such 
as silicon, galena, copper pyrites, 
iron pyrites, etc. You will find, 
however, that many of them have 
such names as hertzite, lionite, 
permanite, electroriite, markonite 
and what-not. If you are not 
experienced in using crystals you 
can do worse than choose one of the 
crystals with a fancy name, for 
they are practically all specially 
treated galena, itself a very good 
rectifying substance. The special 
crystals are greatly superior to 

'ordinary galena in one very im- 
portant point-the number of sen- 
sitive spots to be found on their 
suif ace. 

Sensitive Spots. 
If you take an ordinary cubi- 

cal crystal of galena you will 
find that it is very bright and 
shiny and smooth. On the smooth 
surface you will be able to find 
two or three exceedingly sensitive 
places, hut they will take a good 

be kept quite bright, and as such 
metals as copper and brass oxidise 
or have some other film deposited 
upon their surface from atmo- 
spheric action, if we are to retain 
our crystal detector at its maximum 
sensitiveness, we must occasionally 
keep this surface bright by clipping 
off the ends of the wire. 

Try Gold Wire. 
If you take my advice, you will 

buy a gold wire cat-whiskez. These 
are very cheap, as the gold is only 
9-carat, and being fine very little 
of the material is used. This cat- 
whisker costs about 4d. to 6cl. 
and has the great advantage of 
keeping bright at its point for 
'ery long periods, if not indefinitely. 
A thick cat-whisker will often miss 
the most seqsitivè points on the 
surface of the crystal, whilst a 
thin ohe ill ferret out many 
which otheiwise you would not 
notice. Thick whiskers can be 
improved by sharpening the point 
with a file. 

;; 
WIRELESS 
FOR ALL 

]DrnrnDDDDcDDDDmrnrnDDDDDDDGGDDODDDDrnDDDmo 

A CHAT ABOUT CRYSTALS 
Facts you mciy noi know. 

oeDrnrnrnDrn000DmDoDDGDDDooDcDornDornDornDIo 
What's in a Name?. a jig's bristle or ,.a dog's hair. 

IF you go into a wireless shop and However, there it is. The name is 
ask bravely for a crystal for stuck fast in wireless literature and, 
your receiver, the assistant cannot be rçmoved even by f oree. 

will immediately ask you what This cat-whisker must be of metal, 
kind you require. If you say, and it is advisable that the wire of 
"What kind do you keep? " he which it is made should be as fine as 
will reel off a list of names as long possible. The end of the wire which 
as your arm. Some of these names touches the crystal surface must 

i. 

- - - 

I - lI 
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Fig. i.-The top and underside of the completed panel 

One .piece of ebonite meas1ing 
5 ifl. by 34in. 

Four terminals. 
io feet of No. 24 gauge Eureka 

wire. 
One piece of ebonite measuring 

..2 in. by 2 in. 
One valve socket. 
One ebonite knob. 
2ifl. of 2 BA threaded rod. 
One spring washer. 

Inside the box at each corner is a 
supporting block glued in. When 
the ebonite panel is pressed down 
into the box, it will rest on the 
four supporting blocks, the top 
surface of the panel lying flush 
with the top of the box. 

The small piece of ebonite is 
shaped into a circle, and by means 
of a file the edge is made to slopè, 
so that when the disc of ebonite ïs 

£1 1o.Ó 
per insertion. 

fl. COIL 
RECEPTACLES 

: 
Is. 3d. each. Postae 2d. 

- Send forLjst W.26. 

ATHOL ENGINEERING CO., 
. 

Peru Street, Hr. Broughton, MANcHESTER. 

The necessay materials are :- 

ï 

dimensioned as shown in the figure. 

, 

LI'i1 I 

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS 
Don't be tempte to buy cheap and nasty 
Transformers. The success of your set de- 
pends so much upon the quality and efficiency 
of the Transformer, that it pays in the long 
run to buy the best on the Darket.. 

We have it. 
Enclosed in an iron case which effectively 
screens surrounding apparatus from stray 
6elds; they contain the most expensive wind- 
ings on any intervalve Transformer manu- 

- factured. 
Price .... 25/- each. 

Send for our Catalogue of 
Best Quality Accessories, post free. 

THE CITY ACCUMULATOR CO., 
79, Mark Lane, E.C.3. 
Phone Avenue 1316. 

West End Showrooms: 
io, Rupert Street, Wz. 

Phone Gerrard 3063. - 

lin. x 2m. - 

aerial which I keep for emergencies. can do until you try and this was 
I am six miles from 2 LO and with a brilliant illustration of the truth 
a single wire running from the of the adage. "WrnsxcERs." 

ACHEAPLYMADE VALVE PANEL 
BDornDrnDrnoErnrnDrnnrnnrnDrnDD 

AVALVE panel is absolutely 
necessary for effective ex- 
perimental work, and the 

following is a description of a very 
convenient, type which may be 
made for less than 4s. od. 

Three z BA nuts. 
Two washers. 

-. Some *th in. sheet brass. 
The ebonite panel, on which is 

mounted the rheostat and valve 
holder, fit into a woOden box, 

The World's Finest Headphones 
are the - - 

FRENCH THOMSÓN-IIÒUSTON 
(15,000 sold by us alone.) 

The public are nrned against psirchasieg 
phones advertised at varying prices, purport- 
ing to be those of Thomson-Houston manu- 
facture, without first satisfying themselves 
that they are genuine. By purchasing 
through us,or through our agents, the public 

are assured of obtaining the 

- GENUINE ARTICLE. 
These phones are beyond doubt the finest on 
the market. Every pair is sent on approval 

against Cash for Seven days. 

Price (complete with cord), 20/- per pair. 
Postage (registered), Sd. extra. 

d,, hot make the mistake of con- 
fleeting the 'phones to the aerial 
side sind the crystal to the earth 
side, for although the circuit may 
look the same the result will be 
very different. It is always 
necessary to place the crystal on 
the aerial side. 

It is quite a mistake to think 
that only valve sets will work 
with indoor aerials. A few days ago 
a guy rope of my aerial broke and 
I had to have recourse to an indoor 

dining-room° up the stairs into 
the roof and round the rafters I 
was able to hear quite well on a 
crystal set, if not quite so well as 
usually is the case with an outdoor 
aerial. I recently heard the case 
of a man living five miles to the 
south of 2 LO who uses a crystal 
receiver quite successfully with an 
aerial consisting of two or three 
wires across the room and an earth 
consisting of two or three wires of 
similar dimensions laid on the 
floor. In wireless as in many other 
things, you never know what you 

These Spaces are 

WONDF.RFUL VALUE 

Order now for Ociober Number 

S CHEF F PUBLICITY 
ORGANISATION, LTD., 

125, Pall Mall, London, S.W. 1. 
Phone Regent 2440 (2 lines). 
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tion of Aerials-Frame Aerials-Loud 
Speakers-How to Make a Simple 
Broadcast Receiver-Operation of 
the Receiver-The Variable Induc. 
tances-Somfle simple forms of Crystal 
betector-The Telephone Condenser 
-The Complete Arrangement of the 
Apparatus-Operation of the Circuit. 

From all Booksellers, or 1/2 post free 

RADIO PRESS, LTD., 
DEVEREVX COURT, STRAND, WC. 2. 
lladio Press Wireless Library, o. 2. : 

Fig. 3. The woode,i box, with its 

di,nensions. 

th, spin4le cárryrng the mving 
contact. A lead is soldered to 
tiis lrge washer as shown in the 
diagràm. . . .. 

16. 
--_'.M ... .....S 

fore tuning will be greatly simpli- 
fied. The advantage of such 
devices as ths are especially notice.. 
able on the really short waves 
around 2oo metres, but even on 
the broadáasting wavelengths it is 
very beneficial, and should bó 
fitted wherever space permits. -. 

- 

F.C.L. 

mzterial fouid about the home. 
' Simplified Wirless " is a 

thoroughly readable book, and 
one - - you'll .- enloy .. reading 

- inmrise!y 

Read -' this interesting 
List -f Contents 
Some General Remarks regarding 

O Wireless-The Telephone. Receiver 
Transformers-Air-core and Iron-core 
Transformers-Step-up and Step. 
down Transformers-Inductances--- 
Condensers-Frequency and Wave. 
length-The Aerial Circuit of a 
\Vircicss Receiver-The Use of a 

. 
Variable Condenser when Tuning- 
The Crystal Detector-A Receiver - 

Using a Variable Condenser-Loose- 
coupled Circuits-Notes on the Erec- 

of brass sheet, and placed next to 
the ebonite of the ebonite disc. A 
spring washer ensures good con- Fig. i. The remote-conirol arrange_ 
tact between this large washer and me-nt in position ona condenser spindle. 

s.. 
-. J 

from the intrument The sparer 

piece of rod, if more than an inch 
in length, can be used to hold the 

o / -:ì knob or handle. A length o 

- ,., tubing, either ebonite or vulcaniscd 
- 

fibre, should then be fixed by set 
L screws to the two parts of the 

/ severed shaft, as in the diagram. 
\ - This method will obviate any 

- 
. 

noticeable capacity effect caused 
-. . . -. . by the operator's hands, and there- 

Shows you how 
a Crystal Set 
actually-works 

0NE of the most fascinating 
features of Wireless lies in 

its utter simplicity. In " Simpli- 
fied Wireless," for instance, the 

¿ 
whole principles are laid bare in 

. such simple language that boys 
of all ages can readily understand 
them. 
A very interesting course of 

----elementary electricity is given,. 
- and full details are given for 

ommencing at the very begin- 
ning, and building up a workable 
Receiver more or less out of 

ments with ebonite or other panels.. 
Fig 2. Showing how th assemble the To overcome this, the condenset' 

filament resistance. - or varïo-oupler should be placel 
as far as possible from the panel on 
which the- controls are fixed and 

woünd round a pencil. The ends the shafting cut off about an inch 
of the wire are fixed to two screws 
as shown in the figure. Two 
sfns mv ,Icn h nrnVlpl Tt 
shoii1dbenoted, hocver, that the HffluiIIt'flhljIIftfll 

brass strip *hlch slides over the - 

resistance wire, should at the be- 
ginning be capable of slipping off - 

- 

*, ---- . - - 

the coil so as to break the circuit - 

- 

.' I 

. : 

complelely. This end of the coil 
. . 

- - - ' - - 

is preferably wound with a rapidly - . 

decreasing radius, so that the slid- - 

ing contact will move smoothly on 
to the coil when first switching on. - - - - - 

. - - The brass contact arm is made out - - 

of thin brass sheet, and is secured 
to the spindle by means of nuts. 

. 

A large washer should be cut out -, - - - 

- 

- : 

sciewed to the main panel, the 
.., BOYDODrnDDDDDDDDDDD 

rheostat coil of wire will spring 
into place, and will be held in 

o 
o TUNING 'WITH ' 

position by the sloping edge. The A 
coil itself consists of No. 24 gauge 

. 

Eureka bare resistance wire, and i 

R VARIO-CO UPLERS B 
D ., --j u 
Drn000DDDDDDDIJEJEXJDDOD000 

if . . 

2B.t- 

. 

N the majority of vario- 
couplers and all variable 

2 
condensers the control shafts 

- form parts of the circuits and the. 
capacity effect caused by the hanl 

cu,, operating the unit cannot be over-. 
2.8.A. %wd. . . - . - come, even by shielding the insti u- 

i 
S - 

I S -. 

j u O k 'ìf'i IE L ES SSuppleneni À1déWieZe. # 
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Write for Leaflets Z/9O 
I 

Cardiff -Western Mail Chambers Manchester -30. Cross Street 
Birmingham - 73,'4, Exchange Buildings 

Newcastle - 90, Pilgrim Street I Iasgow-0. Wellington °et Bradford- 18, Woodview Terrace, Manningham I 

Works. : I 

CTRIC Co.. 149e Queen Victoria Streèt, 
Elstow Road1 BEDFORD. 

I 

LONDON. jNc 

f - - - -- - .- - - s - s - -- - .-- - - - _s_ - - -- 

- .- xvii. 

e Type HR VARIOMETERS. - 

These Variometers arc designed for. 
waveJengths from approximately 150 to 
ôoo metres, and arc most suitable for 
secondary and tuned anode circuits. 
The stator and rotor are of hard moulded 
insulating material, and the windings are 
self-supporting and impregnated solid. 

PRICE 18/. 

USE 

ÇJGMNIC) 

AND ENSURE 
SATISFACTION 
All dealers stock them 

LOOK FOR THE NAME 

'ffi* Ic 

Type H VARIOMETERS. 
Thèse Varioineters are designed for 

wav-.lcngths from approximately 550 to 
600 metres, and are suitable for use with 
Crystal Receiving Sets, and will be 
found to give very highly satisfactory 
results. The stator and rotor are of 
hard moulded insulating material, and the 
windings are self-supporting and im 
pregnated solid. 

PRICE 15/. 

la 

:. 

Current-carrying capacity of PRICC 211- approximately 5.5 amps. 

PRICE BATTERY 
With Vernier 1/- 

--.. - (Patent Appliid ter.) 
POTENTIOMETER 

Without Vernier 4/6- 

The Igranic Potentiometer is 
of similar design to the Filament 

listed aLove but Fas a 
VARIdCOUPLERS.' -i resistance value of approximately 

3000bxnssothatwi cadjustnient 
These instrutaents give is possible. It is recommended GIMBOLDER COIL STAND. extremely good results where 

and Shows of extremely fine This Coil Holder has been designed and as In selective and rejector P control when using one or more produced or accoefimodating gimbal cirruits, .Tnppings ois the 

- for use on the grid of H.P. valves (Patent Applied for.) loose coupling is required, such 

x - stages of high frequency ampli- mounted Honeycomb Coils, which enable primary enable any number of fication. 
- extrethely floe settings to be obtained, turns up to the maximum to be The instrument is finished ire In addition to the angular relation of the used by means of multi-way dull nickel and provided with colis being varied, they can alio be switches. The secondary may easily accessible terminals, a rotated about their own axis, thus giving be tuned by a condenser or knurled handle and polished extremely fing, and critical adjustment variolneter in the usual way - Indicator pointer. when used o selectivè and regenerative 

- 
' PRICE 7/- circuits. PRICE 19/. 

ra- 

a 

ANCES. 
(De Forest Patent No. 141344.) 

RHEOSTATS. . - 

HONEYCOMB INDUCT FILAMENT 

L: 
These famous coils are world (Patent No. l953O) 

renowned for their high efficiency, These Rheostats have beeñ 

frequency resistance and absenee ad)ustinent so esseñtial for am-. 
low distributed capacity, small specially designed to give critical i absorption factor, minimum high 

of losses through dead end effect." plifying and detector valves s, 

The coils are supplied with either - The method of constiuction gives 
plug or gimbal mounting and ItITERVALVE a smoothness of working un- 1 

obtainable in any other make of wave -length rango of approxi- TRANSFORMERS. filament rheostats, thus avoiding matois froM iio to 22,000 metres (Patent Applied tor.) noises In the telephone when is anulable from the different 
sizes of coils ehen shunted with This Transformer has been designed to adjusting the filaments. 
suitable condensers, give highly satisfactory results when used They are supplied in two types, 

- - - 
with any standard make of valve, The viz.: Plain and Vernier the 

- core is built up of laminations of special latter embodying an djusment 
alloy to keep the magnetic losses at a wberebyextremolysmallvaluesof 
minimum ana arranged in such a manner resistance can he csut in and cost, 

¿5 that distortIon is avoided. The coil is in addition to the adjustment 
wound by our patent cotton inter-weave obtained on the main control. 

- - process, having the correct number and The resistance is variable from 
ratio of turns for maxiniuns amplification. zero to 4 ohms and they hare a 

Sepiember, 1923 MO DERN WIRELESS 
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xviii. 
Gilkrt Ad. 

Types .-. -- 

P.1 

\Vith distinguishing - 

P 2 red top. For High-- eac Frequency use only. 

Söld by all J)ealers In Wireles Corn- 
porn Ots and manufactured only by: 
COSSOR VALVE CO., LTD.,. -' 
flighbury Grove, London, N.5 

is so deservedly famed. \Vhen- buyint 
- f 

- 
your next Valve let it be a COSSOR. Its 
long life, freedom from. miçrQphonlç L and unvarying good service will satisfy - 

your most exacting requiremenJs.' 
J 

. 

S. S - 

 The hood-shaped Grid consisting 
- of wire carefully wound on a stout 

metal frame. Each turn of the 
wire is schored in three places, 

1 thus preventing any movement 
-. . J during use and prohibiting micro 

- 
phonic noises. 

The hood-shaped Anode, pressed 
to shape and securely welded to 
stout Electrodes. Exclusive 
Cossor feature-principles of 

ê - . 

- 

;" 

get past the Grid. The fewer electrons 
wasted-and by wasted "I refer to those 
escaping to the sides c.f the glass-the 
higher the efficiency of the Valve. 

Obviously it is mechanically impossible to 
seal up the Filament within the Grid and 
Anode themselves, but if it could be done 
we should be reasonably certain of using 
ioo per cent, of the electron stream. 

The next best idea, though, is to be found 
ni the design of the COSSOR. Here we 

- have a curved filament in the shape of an 
- - arch extending up into a hood-shaped Grid 

and Anode, which completely enshroud it. - 

Observe for yourself how the Filament is:.;" 
completely hidden. Its emission cannot - -. 

possibly escape-a very different state of 
affairs to the ordinary - tubular Anode. 

This, then, is the primary reason.for the 
- 

- distcrtionless speech for whichthe COSSOR 

'cssor superiority 
! 

"YOUthat 
it is giving off a constant II 

know, of curse, 'that when the 
- Filament of any, Valve is glowing II 

Q Here we have the arch-siiaed lE . stream of electrons. - 

filament. Note how securely it is 11 i 

welded to stout electrodes, its - I These electrons tmvel in every direction I-. 

veryshape prevents it from falling - 
- 

I 

or sagging-a fruitful cause of aWa,' from the whole length of the filament EI 

breakdown in other types of : not from just merely a portion of it. It is II 
Valves.. the object of the Anode (or Plate) to catch II 

'I ;' :-- -. ... - -. - -- -- these electrons-or as many of them as 

.9 
- 

À 
s 

;;; 

IL.::..! 

:.r 

:. 

.;. 

H 
-: 

4 - 

lui 
I I I I 

LII J I I 

I I 
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RADIO COMMUNICATION Cò., Ld., 
Tepitone: 3/3, NORFOLK STREET, . T4egr3ns: 

CENTRAL 8So STRAND w c - 
- RADIOCOMCOESTRAND, O 

(3 lines). - - - - - - ' LONDON. 

- - -O' . -.--. '. - 

NEWCASTLE: CARDIFF: WARRINGTON: GLASGOW : ABERDEEN: LIVERPDOL: SOUTHAMPTON: \ 
17. Sandhill, and AUsChbrs..JamesSt_ 106-Bridge. SL 125, Hope St 9, HaddenSt,.------67, Dale Street. 19, Queeft's Terraces-fl'----- -. 

23,ColIingwood8----- -a. 
dx. 

and most comfortable to wear, theDynaphoneisobtainble 
at Polar Stockists all over the country. If your local 24 '« - - 

dealer s not a-Stockist, sendyöurorder direct, ñentioning ' - 

his name, - - : 

PLAR: DYNAPHONE. 

by the most successful invention in latter-day wireless 
history, thé Polar Dynaphone. Its introduction has 
been the signal for the scrapping of hundreds of head- 
sets which were giving distorted and indistinct reception 
on otherwise perfect sets. 
The Polar Dynaphone is not merely a departure from 
every other type of phone, but is ari accepted advancement 
in scientific and structural principle, which has come to 
tay, and to be the future standard. 

In addition to the magnetic effect as in the ordinary 
phone, there is coupled an electro-dynamic action which 
results ii much more perfect reproduction than can possibly 
be secured by magnetic action alone. 
The Pynaphdne gives iull-toned rehdering in which every 
note and chord is plainly discernible in its exact, natural 
pitch. Those who have already experienced the faults 

- and distortions of the ordinary headpiece- are l?udest 
in thir pries of the Polar.Dynaphone. 
Small, light, impervious -to variations -in tèmpature, 

-'j - .. . 

\-:_., 

j \' . - - by granny's remark that t was "as good 

..I!1l- 
:'T 

No ustial type of purely .maghetic headphone caiì give 
the EXACT reproduction of music and speech as given 

as a phonograph," told Jones that his set 
was not the hit of the season. Not until 

- the man in the train told him of the Polar 
Dynaphone did Jones realise that the day 

- - of the rdnay, or purely magneichead- 
- set is over. 

E But his 'phones weren't "- 

and when the attendance of his itt1c neigh- 
bonily concerts began to wane, Joues sought 

- 
the reason by a close-up study of the remain. 

- ing few. Thé visible frowns of the frank- 
-. the obvious flattery- of the false-capped 

Scp1enber, 1923 MODERN. WIRE-LESS 

"Jonés was sensitive, 
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xx. 

The Wireless World & Radio vzeiv 
4 

4 
D, 

weekly (First Published in 1913) 
4D 

weekly 
Send a postcard for a Free Specimen Copy, also for our Catalogue of 75. Wireless Books. . 

The Wfreless Press, Ltd.,. Pepf M.W,, 12-Ï3,Hehrièt(a Streefr.London,-W.C.2,. 

THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER'S HAND- 
BOOKi Parts ! & Il, BY PHILIP R. COJRSEY, 
B.Sc., F.Inst.P. (Research Editor, Tite Wireless 
World"). - 

These books are the jiy of the genuine ecperiihxiter, whosé alert hould 
not be to build an installation from complete working dra*ings but rather 
to design the set to meet his own special requiremetits. These books 
indicate the chief features_of such design work, and- the principles upon 
which it depends. . 

Part I. deals with the General. Pjinciples underlyin the 4esign of radio 
recefving equipment. TheAerialCd Aerial Circuit, receiving 'lunert, 
Amplifiers and Detectors, Hetefdds.- Part II. is devbtèd tDala and 
Actual Quantitati'F Dsign. The Measurement of .H.J. .Current aii 
Voltages, Fundamental Formulwand DataAerials and the Tuning Circuit. 
Tuning Coils aid 'lfidtictances; Cdhdeirsrs, Valves, and their Constants, 
Simple measuyementa with Valvé Circuits. 

Price 3/6 perpart. Post free 3710. 

PRACTICAL WIRELSS$EÌS FOR ALL-" 
HOME' CONSTRUCTIOÑ MADE EASY. By PERCY 
W. HARRIS. 

- THE - AMATEURS' BOOK OF -WIRELESS-. 
,,CIRCUlTS - J3y.. F.. .L. HAYNES (Assi. Editor, "-The 

Tjreless Wörld"). - - 

The III practica(ciicuiti contdíned in this book have been specially 
prepared to meet the requlremtt.f ail users of wIreless apparatps. 

- You wlltfiuid in this book ilÇthcircuits you need, each one accompanied 
by practical advice; aA4 c ì@enser.viilues are shown in.every case. 

- - The paggs measure io X6 inches. This size has allowed the author ample 
ce'j setting òutClfarllr the fiitcomplicated circuits, even to .he 

- smallest detail. - 
- 

-- Fricé 2/6 'zet. Pest freè /1O. 

-_ ÇÖÑSTRUCTION - OF ÄMATEUa VALVE 
- 

STATIÖNS By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS. - 

The amateur who wishes to make his own apparatus, lut does not quite - 

irnow how to design it correctly, should get this boo,-, lt takes anî Care: 
fully through the theoly of the valve, gives suitable círCûi(s fôr ong, two, 

- thrèe, four or seven valve sets, explam theconutton.gf,vslve. control 
panels, various types of tuners, condensers*fixed and variable dealt 
with transformers and resistance-capacity couplingH aii. LT. atthr 

- circuits telephone receivers and loud, speakers, morse inkers, aerial apd 
earth circuits and whât to Io an what to avoid when connedting up 

- appaiatus. - - - 
-Price 1/6 net.. Post free-1/7. - ' ' S - 

MAST AND AERIAL- COÑTRUCTIONFÒR 
Thls is a bopk 1o' the amateur who wishes to make thoroughly relib1e AMÄTE)R. -BJFJ.AINSLEY, A.M.I.C.E. and highly efficiedt sets. Full working instructions are given and ihe - - 

excellent photographs and diagrams showing all wiring connections lcavca.. '-' S 
When results ai'e phor, dotb!ain your set, the real trouble lies, more 

no poSsibility of doubt in the mmd of the constructor. - often than not, in your canIl fr your aerial. - 
It explains how to make a Crystal Set One Valve Note Magnifier, Two This book putS before you the essential points of outdoor, indoor and frame 
Valve Set, Two Valve Note-Magnifier, Tlree Valve Set for all Wavelengths-i - aeriaim--With-a copy of- "-Ainaley at hand ou can fáce the erectionöf - 
and How to Fit Indoor Aerials. - - -- _ any type of mastr without'doubt or fear as to the ultimate result. Frail 

- masts are daligrrous; make sure tht yours is safe. 
Price 1/6 net. - Post fitee 1/8. - : - 

- 

Pricej/6'net. Pot free 1/7. - 

' 

'.1.,. 

LONDON, WC2, 

recommends to your, notiée five books which you, as 

eïperimenters, will appreciate 

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD., 
PIONEER HOUSE FOR WIRELESS PUBLICATIONS, 

2 12-13, HENRIETTA STREET, \ 

F -- 

MODERN WIRELESS Septe T9T 
V 

,'.ç 
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-pachthbargamsin 
Ce'ssryes U FOR SE!RWCI 

SPE' L VFER , A glance at the bargains here depicted will convince you CA ur Uf that Gamage's,wjth their many years of practical experi- 
VARIABLE CONDENSEI s ence, give "the finest service in the world." This claim is 

substantiated by our gratifying huge daily sales. Every 
experimenter and amateur should take advantage of these - - unique buying opportunities: Orders by post will receive 

Ijil 
J 

the same careful attention as that accorded to personal 
LI' - 'z_r]. buyers. Write to"Gamage's Wireless Information Dept." 

- - .- and let us help you in your experiments. 

THE FAMOUS 
' GAMAGE THREE-COIL HOLDER ----- 

J 

i 
-'/ - 

-S 

i, 

L ji 4( / 

The capscitv of these Conlensers 
I i 

,, j 
.00045, being but slightly smaller than .0003 I ,. 

a Condenser of this capacity as required .j 
giving finer tuning. These Con- : 
densers carry the usual Gamage ---t. I 

Post g.' 

CRYSTAL DETECTOR 
' 

Well finisied end - . - . î' ttedv,ith famous ____ f 
_______ 

- - i 
- 

-. Iii d 

0n7 

4r'' 
- 

A.'A\GMAGE LTD 

- 

4oLOO* josoos - 

L pts: oui, - 

VOLTS AMPS - 

WATCH TYP1 COMBINED 

DEAD BEAT VOLT-AMMETERS' - 

In nickelled brass case. 
Reading :' 

O-ro volts, o-35 amps. - 

Post 6d. Price 

ADJ USTABLE 

.fil 
- i j 

LOOSE- 
- oouPLE' fi 

September, 1923 MODERN WIRELESS. ........................................................... 
ALWAYS IN GAMAGE'S LIST 

STOCK -- A -. OF 
Polar Accessories. A A WIRELESS ¡ Lisses Accessories. - 

APPARATUS Ì 

A;W.GAMAGELTD., HOLBORN, LONDdN, 1. 

II! .. , IL .-.'\ 
This accessory is perfectly finished throughout and can 1' 

' ., 

PRICE 

j 
be thoroughly recommended. Finished in polished I - . i 
mihogany and ebonite with burnished and lacquered t j.,. ..II / 7..' - 

1 
- brass fitments. Size, 8 ins, by 6 ins, by 5 ¡05. Price 's., 

post free, Coils extra. - 

i xs.î Post free. 

SINGLE VALVE PANEL. Fr PER ' ' 
Lacquerid brass, mounted on ebon- , 

MANITE" Crystal. Highly z- ' 
¡te, Ball joint and "cat's sensitive and remains in adjust- '' .. - a 
whisker." Fitted ss'ith our - ment longest. Clear, powerful I 

famous" Persnanite" Crys- ' O , rsults. Per large speri- Tapped - - . .. 
I 

tal. Post 6d. Price ' ¡1 -Otj men. Post free ,..,, 1i6 on Secondary - 
a . covering band of wave- .e',,, , 

F U L L E R' S B L O C K ' 

' FILAMENT RESISTAN toe sSvave;:ne:ths 
especially 

with crystal receivers. io% better results than the 

WIRELESS ACCUMULATORS 
r 'iI\ 

SPECIAL OFFER at .,- MORSE PRACTICE KEYS ex-Govt. stock, but 
absolütely unused. 1 
Eeceptional value. '!si,I 

2-S'OltS.40 / - " i .i.Wtamah l 
amps. / i Hi,o o'loi t .0 .1. 

l,stageis. ' r 
- - -. volts, 40 fl . / ,. amps, 

Postageis. UI 
- 6-volts,4o / 

amp.. / _____ Postisód 
.a'i- 

Boxes to hold 5 0' , The del accessory for amateur capen- 
these, fitted with lid meisters. This single valve panel 
and carrying 

j . 
,.' consists of valve holder and filament 

strap. Each, f 
is-.% rzsistance mounted on 

Postage extra - xbonitepanelonpolishcd 
Five accumulators box. Size, 4 ins, by 
and box seni earn, free I ins. Post 6d, Price 

This Resistance is similar in 
general design to our 
cheaper model, but has 

3/6 a superior finish through- 
out. Post 64. Price 

\Vell finished and accurate working. 
Mounted on polished wooden base. 
Length of tapping key base, ' 

3 ins, by 2 ins. Post 64-. Price 
Larger key, similar type to illus- 
tration. Mounted on polished 
walnut base, 4j ins, by 2 ins, by 

in. with two tern'iinals. Price Post 64, 
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xxii. 

-. s-, ja s ( I . - - - .. . , , 
- , , 

i 

Onwai'd'.. Graham Loud Speakers applied to 
all sorts and conditions of service at 
home and abroad, ashore and afloat. 

To 1119. . No less than 12,000 ship installa- 
tions carried out. 

In 1920.. " AMPLION" Loud Speakers pro- 
duced for Wireless and "AMPLION" 
Trade 1ark registered. 

in 1922.. "AMPLION "standardised by lepd- - 

ing.inanufacturers oradio appa! atus.. 

JI]. DEMONS TRATIONS at our Showroom: 

L' 
THE ALGRApHONE SALON, 
25/6, Savile Row, Regent St., Londòn,W.i. 

'Phone:Reent 1075. 

j 

Mr.A.R.Munday,41.Chichester St..Belfast 
CANADA: 

Messrs. Burndept of Canada, Ltd., 172, King 
Street, West Toronto. 

In 1894.. 

Tn 1896.. 

In 1898.. 

In 1802:. 

In:1006 

upon the market. 
First used in the British Navy. 
Transmitters applied to Phono- 
graphs for Loud Speaker repro- 
duction. Demonstrations by Prof. 
McKendrick at the Royal Society. 
Naval Telephones developed and 
adopted by the Admiralty. 
Watertight Loud Speakers Patented. 
Fitted on board many warships ani 
mercantile vessels. Telephonic Sub- 
marine Signalling System devised. 
Complete Loud Speaker installations 
o central battery plan erected on 
warships as sole means of corn- 
mumeation. 
The most extensive naval installa- 
tian to date, including exchange 
system fitted to H.M.S. Dreadnought. 

(J. 
-the Reason Why the"AMPLION" is 
undeniably the finest Radio Loud Speaker 
and recognised as the World's Standard. 
It will be seen that the" AMPLION" 
is not merely produced to meet a sud- 
den demand, but is the result of years 
of experience in Loud Speaker design 
and construction. 

ASK FOR FOLDER MW. 
ALFRED GRAHAM &CO., 

St. Andrew's Works, 
CROFTON PARK, LONDON, S.E.4. 

Phone: Grams 
.Sydenbam z8zo--z. "Navaihada atgreen, 

SCOTLAND: Lon1on." 

Mr. F. M. Milligar, 25, Rer,frew St.,Glasgów 
IRELAND 

f 

ir- 
\\ j_Lq, .( JJJ 

In 1887.. Mi. Alfred Graham demonstrated -. 
the first practical Loûd Speaker. 

In 1893.. GRAHAM Loud Speakers placed 

M OD ERN W IR E LESS ,Sep1ember,. 1923 

f 

/ 
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683 and 793 Traff ord Park 

j 
xxiii. 

I.. - - 
n - - - '; - 

n.3n' 4 

- - --- 

I-I. CLARKE .&CO.(Manéhéster'' Ltd., : 

Radio Engineers, 

ATLAS WORKS, OLD TRAFFORD, 
- MANCHESTER. 

Our Works are replete with Modern Machinery and our 
Staff is expeti in all matters Radio - 

ÓNLY 1-HGI-i-CLASS GOODS SUPPLIED; ANÓ ALL INSTRUMENTS 
TESTED IND PASSED RIOR TO LEA VINQ OUR WORKS. 

tamable. - 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 600 4000 '2.100 ii O 

Leave nothing to be desired. Wound in true concentric circles, thus obvi- oo 4970 Î5000 ii Io 
. ating sharp bends. Result: fine tuning. 

Signal Strength increasd. Air-spaced betweea layers and turns. 1000 6ioo 20000 iz 8 
- 1250 7000 22000 14 0 

Users say . 
1500 8200 26000 15 : 

" Absolutely tIse bes.": .. 
- 

Toil for Set f7 r7 
i n 

- of 16 Coils 1, i i i 

Enquiries solicited for all Radio Components.. Discounts for Quaniities 

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST Trade Terms on Application 

I 

'ATLAS" Patent Plug-in Coils I 
Tune in Telephony Trium- - 

2 

phant1y op - 

Long or Short Vs/aves. 
5( 

Adjustment Simplicity itself. 
Superiority unsurpassed. loi 

15( 

Capacity reduced to a mini- 
mum. 251 

Optimum V'/avelength 30( 

Range. - '401 

Induction- Maximum ob- 'i 501 

Wuve1enh in metras 
with .001 Variable Prlc'. 

s. d. Condenser In shunt. 
Min. Max. 
120 375 5 0 

175 515 5 0 

230 730 5 2 

325 1120 5 6 

410 1520 7 O 

66o 2300 7 IO 

850 3100 8 8 

1280 4150 9 0 

1550 4940 9 5 

2045 6380 IO 3 

2980 8900 IO 6 

-j 

I 
P 

:1 

'I' 

* 
1 

- 

September, 1923 M O D E-R N -W I-R E L E SS 

F Hello! Hello! Hello ! C.Q.-"ATLAS" COILS calling1 - 
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172 K.. S. W T 

j i 
.. I,, / / / / . / i -, SERVICE DEPOTS IN ALL LocALmEs 

- ___________ 

xxiv. - - - - . - 'j 

- - . - 

S,. ,..-. - 

- - 
- - - 

-- S., . - S- S - - -. - S -- - ----------.S- -, S- - - - - - 

- - BURTJDEPT LTD -. j 
CARDINT B7Q...., 

HEAD DISTRIBUTING SERVICE DEPOTS 

Head Office: Aldine.-House, Bedford St., Strand, W.C.2. BIRMINGHAM. CSB.u33N...5 
MANCHEANER. W C. B.,.A..,h RI &,. 

London Showrooms: 15 Bedford Street Strand, W.C.2. -. ER1T0M Hi 
NOTTINGHAM, 

London Phone: Gerrard p794. (Pnatc Branch Excbrnge.) 
YE.OVIL, c.. Ek...I R 

Factories :-Aerial and Eastnor Works, Backheath, S.E.3. BRISTOL.; Kl., R C.. El.... W1. 

- - 
_-_ - 

. 

GLASGOW, 

SCOfl.APlD. 
W A. C S,L L.A. 93 Nd.. So 

- 

236 A,.l. 

TBURNDEPT.' 

1 

-i 

- receiver capable of recèiving British Broadcast anywhere in the country, and 
- a lit y Fi r st,, 

Continental Broadcast under favourable conditions; the only tools required 

being a screwdriver, pliers, and a soldering-iron. Full wiring and working 

instructions are contained in the booklet given free with each set. B.B.C. - - 

fees and Marconi Royalty are included in the price- £8 5s. - - - - 

- 

j 

and are subjected to stringent tests, both electrically and mechanically, and 
BRANCHES 

are packed dtinctive canons. 'All Burndcpt Components arc manufactured - 

- J 

All BURNDEPT Components are manufactured of the highest-grade naterials, 

to jigs nd limit gauges, and are interchangeable. All are unconditIonally -. 

5' H..,. Il 

guaranteed up to twelve months from date of purchase. CAN1E. 1 

c ii 

addqoa44eUa VJas#uthptte4 
oSot' 

USE BURNDEPT Components when "constructing your own set, or- 
better still-purchase an Ethophone Fome Constructor, and build 
yourself 'a set with the high-class Burndept finish, a long-distance 

r 

- I 
-. V V - - 

V 

V 

i1ODERN WIRELESS V - Seb1ernber, 1923 

s 

.4 
I 

¡ 

V - 
V 

V J V 

V 

- 

V 

r V 

f V 

- $''V 
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- xxv. 

- 

&6i,C4erkenwell 
Obtainable fron; all Dealers in Radio Apparatus. 

Roads London. 

The British Thomson-Houston Compy., Ltd., 

:: Electrical Engineers - - and Manufacturers 
Head Office and Works - :: Rugby, England 
London Office :: "Crown Hou;e," Aidwych. - 

quality and design, satisfaction cannot be obtained from the 
best of receiving sets. - 

Specify B.T.H. Head Telephones and save the cost of poor 

quality apparatus which you would soon discard.. 

Price, per set (4,000 ohms) ... .. .. .. . .. 25/- 
Price, per set (120 ohms) .. .. .. . . .. .. 22/6 

- Supplied only 
to the Trade. 
Sole Agents for 
the Music and 
Gramophone 
Trades 
The Murdoch 
Trading Co., 59 

Telephònes 
Satisfactiòn depends entirely on the quality of the 

head telephones you use. 

If these are good, perfect reception is possible, but if poor in 

- 

- 

/ 

I 

,.. T 

L 

H e a d fi 

Sepleinber, 1923 MODERN WIRELESS 
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Gilbert Ad. S S 

r 

XXVI - 

- - 

S 

- - - 

--,S 
SS j - - 

S L - 

H.T. Batteries. 
t Ii you are a beginner you will appreciate 

Condensers. this Book because it shows you many short - 
Crystal Detectors. . . O 

cuts in saving money while if you are a - - - 
S LP. Transformers. 

S 

H.F. Transformers. seasoned Experimenter you 11 value it 
because its information will show you S 

O 

how to add and impro your Set at littie O 

- cost. Get a copy to-day-it will save us 
- 

S 

- 
cost on the first piece of apparatus you 

: I 

L 

S 

make. - - 
S r. 

V o 

S RADIO PRESS, LTD. 
- 

- 

- 

S Dcvercux Court, STRAND, W.C.2- - 

SHOWS YOU HOW TO BUILD 

YOUR OWN 

- Anode and Grid Resistañees. 
Filamañt Rheostats. .. - 

Basket Coils. : 
Slab Coils. 
Solenoid Coils. 
Duolateral Coils. 

tools or skill. 

This little Book contains practical in- 
struction in the making of these components 
and shows by diagrams exactly how each 
is made. In addition, full details, such as 
gauge of wire to be used, number of turns, 
etc., are invariably stated. . - 

Every description is accurate and is the 
result of the author's own experiences. 

Receiving - - 

Apparatus," 
By P. D. TYERS. 

5th Edition. 96 Pages. 
J 

RADIO PRESS, LTD., 
Devereux Court, 

STRAND, W.C.2 

Bùild most of your own' 

irèless. apparatus. : 

QUITE a number of the simr4er corn-- 
ponents used in every Wireless Re- 

- ceiver can be constructed at home "The Construction. 

by anyone without the necessity of special of Wireless ,. 

f 
T 

I 

: 
IL 

I 

I!IIIj 16 tiiiiiiiii - 

H' 

- - - - - / - . - 

MObERN WIRELESS - 
: -: Se1emer, 1923 
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- 
. wihou dis .ÓrHon.. 

DIST0RTE1) speech from a Loud Speaker it gives a wonderful - volume o! 
Speaker can be traced to two main clear and undistorted speech which is a 

causes: the actual Receiving Set or the positive delight to those who are." music- 
Loud Speaker itself, sensitive. 

In the former, it may be due to,cither inter- Remember that the ißtOWn Loud Speaker 

action between transforxnes, or, more often, is the only one in the world incorporating 
the principles of the famous Brown A. type the use of too many stages of Low Fre- 

qtency amplification. head-phone and a scientifically shaped horn. 

When two (or more) L.F. Valves are used, BROWN LOUD SPEAKERS. 
Model Hi, 21 in. high Model H2, 12 in. high. the noises and possible distortion produced 

by the first Valve are so successively 120 ohms £5 5 0 120 ohms £2 5 0 

magnified and passed on that the Loud 
"cheap 

2000 ohms £5 8 0 2000 ohms £2 8 0 - 

4000 ohms £5 10 0 4000 ohms £2 10 0 Speaker gives the Gramophone" 
effect so abhorrent to the true music lover. BROWN MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER. 
This can bs avoided by using the 113r0w1) 

(Illustrated above.) - 

Microphone Amplifier, which gives an In-put 120 ohm output 120 ohms £5 10 0 
- amplification equal to two Valves. Used In-put 2000ohms output 120 ohms £5 13 6 

in combination with th 3tOWII Loud In-pút20000hmsoutput2000ohms £5 18 6 ' FROM ALL DEALERS. : - 

L : L - 

September, 1923 - M O D E R N W I R E L E S S 
- 

.- t 

- 

i 

/ 

i: ::- : 1 _ ' 

j 

/ 

- - xxvii. 

i - 

GübertAd. 

i e t onrwti j rr WHOLESALE VICTORIA ROAO.N.ACTON.W3. '-°-'"' L.l RETAIL : 9 MORTIMER STREET.w.t. 
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- 

- 

i xvJii. - 

r - - - 

i *-r t- - IL - 
C 

: 
AGENTS FOR " FALLON ' CONDENSER. : 

WRITE FOR LIST. . - AGENTS WANTED 

Manufactured by - - . - 

GERRRD 1814. 

. 

w. VANSTONE, LTD., 61, CHANDOS STREET, W.C2 
- 

. 

. 

: 
Introducing the wonderful new . 

I }1 
tj ...- .-.. . . .. : 

Li 

s P2 ELIMINATOR . - . 
W: i ' 

. - (Patent applied for.) . T \ -\ . - ' 
I 

- - i At last we are able to announce a perfect means of \ . ' . 

LI 
tuning out all interference on any required wave- 

' . [1 
length. If you are troubled by any commercial . _ . 

- 
1 

station, such as Leafield, North Fore1id, Seaforth, ' - 
.. 

E 

etc., you can now ebminate them entirely even ' - . ,. " . 
lj withinamileortwofromthem. Andiíyonzantto ' 1 ' 

. [ 
tune out your local Broadcasting Station, you can L \ \ 

. 

. .j do so with the greatest of ease. - . 

Here in Holborn, within sight of zLO,we can tune : 
it out and get Birmingham on our usual out-door - 

Aerial. . \ . 1 S 

Remember, the P2 Eliminator can be used with issued. 40 pages 

any type or any make of Valve Set-no alterations \ rati tI 
- - are required, merely connect up as explained. . . 

- :ost useful to 

To get the most enjoyment out of your Set you must - - S - 

every wireless 

-. . 

haue a P2 Eliminator. -. 

enthusiast. 

Prevents 'interference by Spark PETO-SCOTT Co-, Ltd. 
Stations and cuts out your local HeEd OttIca 64, High t-olbcrr, WC.1. - .1 

Broadcasting Station when you Eraehs :9I.d W.C2 - 

S U. 

- . . . 4, Manchstcr Street, LverpooJ. Carriage paid. 
-t- 

Set only, as illustrated .. .. £4 15 '6 
- 

Ccmplete with all Accessories and 
B.B.C. royalty paid .. £9.11 6 

This set tuncs from 325-3,000 metres and hs 
special internal coil for Paris time signals. 
It is easy to operate and is a well-finished and 
efficient receiver. 

Single Valve Set, all as above, but 
receiving broadcasting only. 
Complete .. .. £8 16 0 

Complete with all Ac- - - AM PLI ON 
cessories (Royalties 'L O U D 
Paid) .. .. £14 5 6 SPEAKERS. 

We supply fiame aerial for use 'with this set 
Price 15/-. 

Receives all Broadcasting on P.M.G. Aerial: 

This set is extremely efiTcient and receives well 
on frame aerial. It employs REACTION and 
i fitted with extra plug holder for additional 
coils for Hague arid París telephony and special 
stuth for cutting in frame aerial. 
And Crystal Sets from .. .. 18/6 : - 

- 
. / 

This Single 2-Valve Set (1 
Valve Set is H.F. and i - 
fitted with 

,REACTION Detector) ' 

-approved 
by P ..M * G. Price, Set, cnly 

. WE STOCK 

3 

MODERN WIRELESS V - 

V 
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V 
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- - WORKS: FONDKRS END, MIDDLESEX. - 
Branchs iti ali principal loans 

s 

- 

Marconiphone Dept., Marconi Rouse,trad, London, W.C.2 - 

- -- - - s -' - - - - 

xxix. 

- S - - - - - - 

- - - -. S 

z,'. 

The Marconiphone V2 
is also cheaper.' 

Inconsequence of the ieduction 
:in the price of the 'D.E.R.' 

Valves and of Telephones, the 
Marconiphone V2 is now sold at 

£22 'sTh 
complete vith Headphones, 

- 
Valves, Batteries, etc. 

T'ha T'riumph of ¿'Masier Mind I 

The Cases are of Polished Pressed Aluminium 
and are fitted with Moulded Ear-Pieces, 
Double Adjustable Headbands are fitted and 
Six Fcet of Flexible Cord is provided. 

The total resistance is 4,000 ohms. 
Also Manufacturers of Complete Receiving Sels, 
Accessories, HT. and L.T. Batteries, ask for 

- Descriptive Leaflets, post free. Should your 
Dealer not be able to supply send us a Ost ca rd 

- with his name and address please. 
FREE:-Illustrated Booklet entitled " THE 
THERMIONIC VALVE" Write for yours! 

The EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC Co,; Ltd. 
Contractors lo HM. Admirally, IVa, Office, Royal Air Force, 

123/5, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4, 
and 71, Victoria street, S.W. 1. 

(2) 1t5 effective life is froth 
6 to 8 times longer. 

(3) It. can be used with 
filament dry - batteries 
if desired. 

The 'R '-type Valve has 
also been reduced from 

- -1 7s. 6d. to i 5s. Od. 

::Price:: EDISWAN. 
24/- Headphones 

per pair. - 

Specially 
'designed to. embody 

both high efficiency and the 
maximum of comfort, in use.. 

D. E. R.! Valve has 

been reduced 
from £2 to .2 7s. Gd. 

Apart from its ,cheapnes, 
the outstanding advantages 
of the 'D. E. R.' (the 
Valve which is fitted to 
the famous Marconiphone 

-V2)are:- ' 
r 

(1) It consumes little more 
thän half the current 
used by the ordinary - 

-Headphòñés . 

,iIiI H 
I TT1H 

. i 

, - 

The . 

Reduced NEW 

September, 1923 - - MODERN WIRELESS 

[The Marconi-Osram 
¶ E D I S\VA N 
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Aj' : 

h 

r., 
I. 

- - g A5k your wireless .ealer for particulars or write 
,'I.t,j,.,i, a#t for illustrated (_atologue of this and lesi Ç'JI*7I " expensive models and name cf local agent. 

The "NELSON" - - W/,ole.sale only :-FALK, STADELMANN & CO.. LTD., 

- 
(Model De Luxe) EFESCA ELECTRICAL WORKS, 83, 85, 87, Farringdon Road, 

Prices complete,with everything except valves. . . LONDON, EM.1. 
No. R90002 Two-Valve Set - £25 0 0 -. 

- No. R90003 Three-Valve Set - £31 10 0 ........ And-at Glasgow, Manchester and Birmingham. - 

- 

. 
.. - .' ,. . -. . 

V 
Jl 

r rcseno WIRELESS RECEIVING SETS 

No tec/znïcalknowledge is néeded 
to get perfect reception on an "Efescaphone" 2- or 
3-valve set. It can be installed and operated by ànyone 
who follows the simple printed instructions supplied with 
each set. - 

It has a wave-lenth up to 4,000 metres, thus covering Continental 
as well as English broadcasting stations. The 2-valve .set has a 
telephony range of fully 125 miles and a 3-valve set 250 miles with 
headphones. The latter will operate a loud speaker within a radius 
of approximately 75 miles of a broadcasting station, and at greater 
distance with the addition of a note magnifier. 

Finally, the appearance of "Efescaphone" Sets is all that could 
be desired. The layout is neat and compact; the cabinet work 
distinctive. In the set illustrated the instrument panel is enclosed 
when not in use by a neat roll shutter and the headphones accommo- 
dated in a cupboard in the base. Ah connecting wires are out of 

Y the way at the back of the cabinet. - 

No. 3 aBA. Nut and 'WashCr, 2/- doz., . 

- SystoflexSleeving, peryd. 5d., post 6d. CRYSTALS. 
FIXED CONDENSERS, .0003, .CO0, post 2/8 lnsulators Reel 1 j,d., Egg 2d., Shell 

S d. s. d. 
.Co2, .003, 1/3 ea. .004 1/6 ea. 
Post 3d. extra. No. 4 Telephone, with Nut and Washer, 

6f., post ßd. extra pci- doz. 
Ebonite Knobs, z B A., 3d. ea., post. Herteite .. s o Carborundum - 6 

LEAK, 
2/- doz., post 2/6 Spacer Washers, large, 3 doz. Bd., Zincite .. - 9 MolYbdenite. .- 6 

. 
VARIABLE GRID 6/- each. post 1/- small,6 doz. ii-, post 1/4. 

'Tubes, 
Silicon .. - 6 Galena . .- 6 

GRID LEAK AND CONDENSER, .0003, EBONITE. Lead-in Ebonite, Brass Tens., Bornite .. - 6 Graphite - .- 6 

2/6 each. zco,000 ohms Resistance, - s. cl. Azxy size cut. s. d. 6 in., 1/-, ¡z in., 1/4, post 4th ea. extra. Copper Pyrites 6 Tellurium . . z o 

Im1 ,. - 6 Woods Metal - 6 
23 each. Postage on above,,3d. each, Sxi - 

Slider and Plunger, 4f., post 7d. 

CELLULOID ACCUMU- 7 525 - 7 
4 54 k i .1 17x8 X 8 

Slider Rod, Brass, ¡ in., 4d. 
Switch Arms Ebonite Knob, B.A. 

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS 7xóx } a 8 I ¡8x18 x k - 15 9 bush, Lamina'ted Blade, Spring W'ashr LATORS. 
Ratio 5-I. Size 3 X 3 X i. 10x6 s k 3 36X16S I 7 6 '' X 

and Nuts, 1/3 and 2/-, post 1/6 and Oldham 6 volts 40, 26/-, poSt 2/-. 
Anspli6cation without distortion. Post frm ' 

2/3 each. Rotax - 4 volts 40, 17/., post 1/. 
Price 15f- post free. , Tin Foil Sheet, ¡7 X ii, 4f. post 6d. Mal z volts 40, 10/-, post 1/-. 

VARIOMETER 45. .6th 6d. 
HF. Variable Transformer, Tappings, 
14/6. Post 6d. extra. 

Valve Legs, Nut and Washer, 1/- doz., 
pDSt I '6. 

H.T. Batteries 30 volts, 6'-, post 1/6. 
f1.T.Battenies,o,volts,12I-. post 1316 

HF. Transformers, P]ugin Type, 
post extra. 

BushedBeariiigs. Eb3nits Dial,o.x8o, & Knobs Valve Pius. Nut and Washer, Bd. doz.1 Tfàde Supplied. 
Terms on - application. from 4 6. Post 4d. e,ctra. Metal Parts Plated. FOst TOt 

ESTABLISHED 1850.- Exhibttion Awards:-LONDON -1862, SYDNEY 1879, MELBOURNE 1880. 

HEADPHONES. 
L' 

- GENUINE FRENCH TELEPHONES RjjftIllII 11111111111 

Aerial Wire, 7/22, Best Had Drawn 
Copper, coo ft., 2/6, post 3/6. 
A1ui0iniun Conciensei Vanes. wiving 

Valve Holders, Ebonite 8d. and 1/3. 
post 2d. extra. 
Jack and Ping, best quai., 6'.,rost 66. 

4.000 ohms, 161- post free, 
Most se'nsitiv obtainable. 

and flied. doz. 1/-, post 1/6. INSTRUMNT WI RES. 

" 

- % Basket Coils, 7 in. set 5/, Po 51.6. 
Brass Washers, 6 B.A., 21. doz., 

Prices per lb. Post extra. 
BRU N ET" HEADPHONES, ) z to 

3d. No. s.c.c. DCC. SSC. D.S.C. Enmld. 

4,000 ohms, 17/0, pOst 9d. 
T.M.C., 4,000 ohms, 5.2/6, post 9d. 

. 

post 
Brass Nuts, 3,4,5, 6B.A., 3d. dgz. 
Brass Nuts, z BA., 4d. doz., post 2. 

22 2/9 3/- 4/- 5/_ 2/7 
24 3/ 3/6 4/6 6/- z/8 
z6 3/7 4/2 5/- 8/- 3/2 

_________________________________ 

VAR.' CONDENSERS J 
extra. 
Brass Rod (screwed), in in-lengths. 
2 BA. 5d., 3 B.A. 41., B.A. 3d., post 
2d.each. 

z8 4/3 4/8 6/- 9/ 3/6 
30 5/- 5/6 7/- xo/- 3/II 
32 6/- 7/3 8'- x/6 4/ 

Uomplete Sets of Parts.i Astenflsled 
___________________ Panel Mounts. Contact Studs, Complete, Sd. doz., 34 7/_ 8/3 9/- 13/6 4/6 

36 8/9 10/- xz/- 15/6 4/9 Approz I No. I 

Capact I of Price.IApprox. Price. 
post Od. 
topper Foil Sheet, 6 x 6, .002, 3d. each. 

Other sizes in stock, 3d. extra for 
reeling off quantities under lb. j licrot'asJPlates.j j ,ltds. Cr7stal Dctectbr, on Ebonite, 1/6 each, 

- MAHOGANY BOXES. .00I, i--I-7rI- post 2/-. - 

.00075 
I 43 I 6/9 I coi .12/- NOT. I e Crystal Detectors, glass enclosed, with Polished. 

.O00 29 I 5/6 I 
.0005 (/6 

I I 
4/0 8 - 

. special crystal holder, 3,6, post 4/ 
CrystalDetector. Perikon,2/Gand4/-. by by 3 3/- post 3/4. 

.0003 19 .0003 

.0002 I 23 3/6.1 0002 6/6 
- 

I 

No. i with Nut /nd Washer, 1/6 doz., 
post 2/- Ebonite Dials, o-x8o, 1/- ea., post 1/6. 

lvorine Scales, 0-ito, qet, 
by 4 by 3/6 ,, 4/-. 

6 by 64 by 4 4/6 ,, 5/3. 
. 's 

. .0001 I 7 3/- I .000i 6/ 
No. 2 with Nut ami Washer, 2/- doz., 

post 
Filament Resistance, 2/- and 3/6, 13 by 6 by 4 1/- ,, 7/9. 

A to order. Postage I/ per set extra, post 2/6 post 2/6 and 4/-. size 

-- 

L I M O D ER N W I R E L E S S - September, 1923 

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MAKER, 

o 77, CLERKENWELL RD., LONDON. 
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facture of these Transformers for the W.O., they possess 
unique knowledge and experience of this instrument. The 
winding ratio in this Transformer is 4-I. The.dimensions 
are 2- by i by i.7- and the weight 6 ozs. 

PRICE - - - -- 15/6 
CÓOMES'. HIGH FREQUENCY tRANSFORMERS 

PRICE 
-- Mounted 

j' 16/6 

WHICHEVER way-you look atit you 
will find FULLER means better Battery 
Service with less trouble and expense. 
Not only are you ceitain of absolute 
freedom from accidental shorting, 
sulphatión or fire risk, but ou can 
always count on twice the service com- 
pared with plate type Batteries o! the 
same rated capacity-and PERFECT 
WIRELESS RECEPTION. 

6 VOLT LT. 
Ebonite containers, leather handles. 

B.W.6 .20 .. .. .. £1 5 0 

-. .11 

:1 

s 

September, 1923 

ARMY 
iUUiVILi) TYPE 

INTERVALVE. 

b° O. 

TRANSFORMERS .: 

N° matter how perfet the desigi of a set may be, all 
advantage will be lost if the Intervalve Transformers 

are inefficient. The design and construction of efficient 
Intervalve Transformers involves much research and long 
practical xperience. Of the various types of Audio Fre- 
quency Intervalve Transformers in use that known as the 

Army" pattern is.universally acknowledged to be the best. 
This Transformer, designed during the War, was extensively 
used in Government Wireless Sets. 

As the members of this firm ;-ere engaged in the manu- 

-. I 

MODERN WIRELESS - 

* i 

-. 

xxxi. - - 

'I - - - -''- - - .- 

- -, -,-. T -- - - -- - - - - 

------- j---___S________ - - ------ - - L-.'------ 
- - - 

 

-. :1 
Unxtouuited - . - 

12/6 
-T. 

- 
. _Il 

Specially designed for renCs from 300-3,000 with taps on the Secöndary 
Circuit -Dimensions, in. by i in. diameter. Weight, 4 oC. 

COOMES' 
' VARIÖMETER 

5f(\ \J- Byemloving VariometerTtiingfreedom 
- I \ '"j/ obtained from noises due to the vibraticn of 

condenser vane,. 
' --' In our Standard Variometer the coils are 

- 
- / .- wound on Paxolin Tubing, the elf capacity is 

- very small, and the maximum variation of 
- 

-. inductance obtainable is more-than 6-i. 

PRICE (Mounted, with dia and knob) 12/6 (Unted) 8/6 

J. A. COOMES &.co.,- LtD.,- 
NEIV WORKS ADDRESS: 

CONNAUGHT WORKS, CONNAUGHT ROAD, ILFORD. 

OFFICES AND SHOWROOMS: 
- 

- 39-41, NEW OXFORD SL, W.Ç. (Opposite Mudie's Library) 

- 

- -: -- 
- :cJ 

/ 

- - 
-- 
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iR 
4O001 Merton Road, Southfields, S.W. 18: 

xxxii. - - 

\ \. For those who own transmitting stations we offer our Type . 

- -" B" Wavemeter complete at ix 8s. od. This instrument 
- -- is equipped with asensitive galvanometer in addition to the --- . features of the Typ3 "A" instrument. This enables C.W. 

sienals from the transmitter to he checked. visually makine 

Type "A"Wavemeter 
complete with coils and charts 
for soo-8,000 metres and anti- 
capacity handle, £7 15 0 

fo' extreme accuracy in reading. 

PARTICULARS OF THESE INSTRUMENTS WILL BE 
I SENT ON REQUEST. . - 

If you have an exisling wave;neler which requires calibraling, 
ask us lo quote. 

. I 

GAMBRELL BROS L' 

CLYDE ELECTRICAL CO., PALM STREET, 
GLASGOWI 

AN ACCURATE WAVEMETER' 
V V 

V 

:. ¡s an essential pârt of the experimenter's èquipment. 'i 

The Type "A" Wavemeter illustrated here is a high-class instru- 
V 

I - 

V 

V 

ment employing our "Efficiency" inductance coils for the various 
V ranges. It is equipped with a buzzer and detector so that both V 

V 

J 
V 

..., receivers and transmitters may be checked: Calibration is against 
V 

i 

V 

12/ VV N.P.L. standards and may be relied upon. The price, £7 15S. Od., 

- 
V 

- - 

VV including coils and charts from ioo-8,000 metres, is very reasonable 
V 

V 

V 
.V\V wìen the finish and accuracy aré considered. 

V - V 

CRYSTAL lET 
it 4 ineluding tax. Retailers please communicate' 

.1 
i 

T: ii. 

DON'T BUY CHEAP SETS. 
DON'T BUY. EXPENSIVE SETS 

till 
you have seen our T 

4- 

MODERN WIRELESS - 'Septembe,9z3 ; 
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on request to 

- i'v° - 
. 

Service D.Y. Dept. ¿?ai'et' y - - 

The EVER-READY Coy. Great Britain, Ltd. hciv ' /Oonzcy. 
Hercules Place, Holloway, London, N.7. ,.- - 

» - »»» - »» 5»S » -. 
w - 

xxxiii. 
-S - » I - - 

-I » O 

» » 

- O »»» O- S »»» S - - - -» 

-- ---- --------- L___- 

BRITISH MADE 
VER 20 years' experience and research, 

the finest materials, expert supervision, -' ,'- . 

careful testing at all stages of' - -.., - 

are the reasons for the superiority - - . --.-- . -, '' 
of " Ever-Ready" Wireless Batteries. s.. - 

The consistent high, standard of quality has' I1 -'. ; -: - - 

established for "Ever-Ready" products a reputation - i] 
for absolute reliability which is jealously main- - 

tamed. 

The "Ever-Ready" Series embrace all types - -, - 
of Batteries for every wireless purpose. A new - 
and complete list of standard sizes will be sent - 

- 
I 

Box No,G.P.O.519. EstabisJied 1892. 

. 

T TAD- M4K - 

EVERtr BÂD 
WIRELESS DRY BATTERIES & ACCUMULATORS -' 

- ' - Lowest Prices. Prompt 

- CRYSTAL DETECTOR. - 
- I 

pei-iec'i 
BUZZER. Deliveries, Send your --( limada1d 

6 x 2/- ' LATOR - 

r :: 

2/3 Mounted ou CHARGD4G 

¡2 X 4 .. .. '9 Cover, 3,3. / Postfree, Postlrce. Your p.c- 
- curnulator 

charged at 
THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC noestracost 

As illustrated, fitted with Glass Dust Shield when light 
and mounted on Ebonite l3ase. l3sil Socket SUPPLY CO., LTD. is in use. 
type, 3/9, post free. Contractors to HM. Government. For Direct Current Circuits 

Supplied also without Glass Shield, 2/6, post ' only. Pric complete e lib 
4, BROWN STREET, MANCHESTER. instructions. 6,8. Post tree. 

I. . , 

September, 1923 MODERN WIRELESS 
ÌiAPIAMITII? '-- -:-- -:-' -,- 

- 

ç- - FREQUENCY - Our new fully illustrated Radio Catalogue TRANS- - 

- DOUBLE HEAD Terminal type, i I - -' RECEIVERS 18/6. Ftttcd I - 
-thiiiL -: Wave Lergth with loose 

- 540.560 Metres. wires, as This- - trated,I7/ 

L -- 

r 
\i No. N.54A/15, stanf.c.)II Frequeny . - 

A / , \ Abose model also supplied with 21/ o t free. Trin s fo r m 

- Ebonite Knrb and Ebonite En- ers, etc. 

( i graved Dial. No. N.54A/16, 8/- 
s 1' See ¿eir frill 

- ): llett,r quality mounted on r 
- particulars and illustra- Ic_j1 

ßj / substantial Ebonite Parse1. No. 4 -j. 
tions of our wide rango 

I NA/s7, 12/-each. . 
of terminals and stamp- J As illustrated, complete with .. togs. 

j, - 
- L // 

Crystal No SILK COTTON AND p 

WOUND INDU6TANCE TUBES MENT WIRES 
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- - 
L LONDON, E.C.1. 

V 

J - - / - - s - - I 

Loud Spéakers Insulators 
W 

Transformers Switches 
Condensers Valves 

Telephones Wire, - 

Resistances etc. 
- . - -. ..- .--- - ...... '--- - Amplifiers . -: 

Grid Leaks EGRETTF 
ZAÌsiB1A 

I forwarded on reuest; 
i 

Wieless Depr!ent,' 
j 

- I --------- -- 38HOLBORN VIADUCT, 

______________ - 

Our reputation-your guáràntéè. 

EGRETTI ZAMBRA 
for -. 

Potentiometers Accumulators S' 

We shall be pleased'if we can assist you 
and better pleased if we can supply 

-you with anything from a terminl - 

to a 1 k.w. ship set. 
Will you write to us now about your requftements? 

GENERAL WIRELESS:LTD., 
SHOWROOMS: - - \ 1 

- 2lA,- GARRICK STREET, W.C. 

Telephone: GERRA RD 8460. - 

ti Disappointment, the wiste of money and. time, is thè 
result of indiscriminate buying of wireless apparatus. 

ti We owe our success to the fact that we give ieal advice, 
an unbiassed opinion to óur clients, and we only handle 

- wireless apparatus and parts of reputable origin. 
«I, Our Technical Staff consits of Radio, Engineers of 

long eperienc whose advice - is always aviktble. 

'i- 

s - - - 

'MODERN WIRELESS 

::: ffTTT:;.ÌMPORTANT::. 
Sefrlein6er, 'f923 J 

] J 
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LIONEL ROBINSON &. CO. 
(Dept. M.W.), 3 Staple Inn, London, W.C.I. 

NEW LONDON ELECTRON'WORKS1 ITO1, 
99, Regent's Dock,Umchouse, E.14. 

Telephone: East 1821. Te1èianis 'SIannmn, Step, London." 

xxxv. 

Price £5-12-6 
If required can be fttted 

= . 

with regulatiugresistance 
and pole indicator-am- 
meter. 

. '( PRICE: 
Asillustration £6 15 0 

- 

ResIstance and Ammeter 
mounted ready to fit 

- LT. terminals of e- 
- tting Converters, 

PRICE LI-2-6 
Send for" ELLE. "Wire- 
less Accessories List. 

Output5amps.,g volts. For D.C. Circuits ONLY TRADE SUPPLIED. 

.:..SPECIAL OFFER: 
As an inlrodiictory offer to our readers we will sénd ioo 100 ft. 

feet of titis wire, suffi;ient to make the finest aerial, 1/8 
for only Is. 8d. . - post raid 

Supplied in 3 Thicknesses. Special fcrms to Ship pers. 

Class O (Thin for1ightvork) - 15,.\ Per 
- drum 

Class i j (Medium for iost3bs. . 35/ Carriage 

Class 2 (Thickest frheiier-woi1i)'. 70/. torward. 

Orders for 6 mlles assorted (If reqíired), cari-luge pulii. 
- Smaller Quantities of Class I (mediuín)eiat carriage paid. 
300 feet, 4/3 500 feet, 6/3 -.. .... 4..00QfOh.1O/3 

Carriai"ad. 

When ordering send a 
pencil outline of 
stockinged foot ob- 
tained by running 
pencil around foot 
resting lightly on 
pap3r. Perfect fit 

11 orth' FOot u)eaL- assured. 

"Direct from Scotland.' 
Orders from abroad receive special attention pose II 

abroud extra. Mention Modern Wireless" when writing. 
N ORWELL'S 'PERTH' FOOTWEAR LID... II 

PERTH, SCOTLAND. PM.W.Z. .L 

g 

ELLA. CONVERTERS 

SAVE. 
. '-ei::. 

MONEY! 
CHARGE 

your 

Fzlament Batteries 
at HOME. 

These little machines are 
noiscicss in running re- 
quire no attention, and 
S\VE their dost in a few 
mouths. 

INSULATORS 
ABOLISHED 
OUR HIGH GRADE RUBBER COVERED TELEPHONE CA13Lt 
GIVES WONDERFUL RESULTS as an AERIAL INDOORS and OUT. 

The ether wave penetrates the insulated covering and provides 
the clarity of reproduction which experts have been seeking -, 
for months. There are other great advantages, as the ¡n-. 
sulaion protects the aerial against storms and bad weather. 

WIRELESS MASTS ABSOLUTELY UNNECESSARY. 

The simplicity in erec- 
tion is beyond the 
dreams of all wireless 
enthusiasts, as the trou- 
blesome insulators are 
absolutely unnecessary. 
Suspend this wire where 
you will, lead in, and 
your result is there. 

It Is a sImple matter to 
make a portable aerial 
from-this wire or to run a 
lead-in from the house to 
the gardon, whether it is 
a few yards or hail a mile. 

Ideal for telephone Work 
all over the world: 

Behind every Nor well 
shoe there is a gen- 

uine guarantee,- 

full if entire 

Money back in 

satisfaction is 

not given. 

Cent's "Har1em (il1usj 
POST FREE 

Anentirelynewfltlmbersfllaltlylasted - 
Style 

on Norwell's New York last, which is practj- A 2 
cally straight at the inside and allons plenty of 
width for the joint of the foot. Close fitting at the heel 
and ankle. Fitted with the blind eyelets so much in vogue 
at the present time. Cut from super-quality Brown Willow Calf or Black Box 
Calf with Calf -lined back quarters. 

Judge for yourself of the splendid value of this Norwell shoe or of any other shoe 
in the illustrated catalogue Sent free hn request-a single shoe is gladly sent on 
approval to any address inGreat Britain on receipt of pci. to cover postage. 

- - . F5A A M 
TJTJLII 
BY TI 
OF 
WEE I 

Sepenjei, 1923 

.Buy Shoès 
GUARANTEE 

MODERN. WIRELESS 

with á 
14:fl-&e 14A,Z/ 

- - - 
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Complete sets of parts to make the above highly efficient Units supplied 
at fo1Ios-ing prices - 

TUNER UNIT .... 2 16 9 DETECTOR UNIT I 14 3 

ist H.F. UNIT .... 2 1 9 . i Valve L.F. Ampliher 2 7 9 
2nd H.F. UNIT 2 4 3 -2 Valve L.F. Amplifier 3 8 0 
CRYSTAL DETECTOR UNIT (notsisown in.photo) ...... 1 9 0 

MAHOGANYCABINETS(onerequiredwitheachunit) - 7 6 
Carriage per Unit ............ - i O 

The above sets of parts can be supplied with B.B.C. Fees and Marconi Royalties 
aid. 

i SEND FOR ILLUSTRATD PAMPHLET OF ABOVE - 
Best quality components in complete sets for- 
S.T. lOO ...... 5 O o S.T. 75 .... . 4 7. 0 
S.T. 76 ...... 6 5 9 Flewe!Iiñg 2 18 9 

Broadcasting Coils, No. 1, 5/3 No. 2, 5/9 No. 3, 6/3. 
Accumulators 6v 6) .. i IO O Headphones, from 196 
H.T. Batteries, 66 y. .. 0 14 0 Loudspeakers, from 2 IO O 

Valves-all types at market prices. 
Parts for making Crystal Set A ....... r 15 0 
Parts for making Crystal Set "B" ......... . . . . 

- 12 6 

c,WE 

SUPPLY EVERYTHING WIRELESS. SEND 
US YOUR INQUIRIES. 

INTERNATIONAL RADIO 
MANUFACTURERS, Ltd., 

128, 
16, Palace House, 
Shaftesbury Avenue,W.I 

Bue - 

t, BATTERIES 
HIGH TENSION.. 

-. F 30 Volt - 6/- each 
6oVolt-12/-each 
Made from a special 

S formula which gives 
exceptionally IonI life. 

- i 

I 

4 VOLT FLaSHLaM 

' 

.. Ist grade . .. .- 5/- per doz., 
j 2nd grad&- 4/ per doz. 

- 1 VOLT HT. UITS. 
2/- per doz.. 

Made with thick seamless une. con. 
tainers which cannot leak. 

If your dealer cannot supply, tend 
direct (o manufacturers. 

Trade Enquiries . All goods ient 
- Solicited, post free. 

W. A. SAXBY & CO., 
3, Gayford Road, LONDON,W.12. - 

'Phona-Homersmith «3. 

H: 

1 

MODERN WIRELESS September, i3 

The Home £onstrudtor's' Set. HIGH GRADÉ 

DATED this 3rd Day of August, I23. 
(Signed) R. GREEN, adio LONDON,W.i 

143-144, Fleet Street, E.0 COMPONENTS. LTJ 
rams: Radponents,estcent L:ndon. 

xxxvi, 

A.POLOGY 
Wireless Crystal 

"TALITE '.' Trade Mark. j 

My attention having been drañ tó the 
saleS. at my premises, 143-44, Fleet Street, 
E.C., of an article in substitution of and 
represented as the above-named Trade 
Mark "Taute" Crystal, I HEREBY express 
my regret to HARDING, HOLLAND and 
FRY, LIMITED, of 27, Gärlick Hill, E.C., 
the Sole Selling. Agents for "Talite" for 
any inconvénience, loss or damage they 
mayhave sustained in consequence thereof, 
and UNDERTAKE that no further sales 
of any substituted article shall be made. 

R.ADCOM ." 

Gimbäl Coils. 
(De Forest Patent.) 

The gimbal system of mounting 
enables the terminals to be spaced 

)J more widely apart than by any 
other method, thereby reducing 
the self-capacity, which is further 
reduced by the absence of the 
usual external band. 
By connecting two gimbal 

- " mounted coils in series and 
rotating one about its gimbal, the pair can be used as 
a variometer, eliminating condensers. 

PRICES from 5/- - 

'i Gimbal -Coil Holders. 

Panel Type ... 26/- 
Table ,, ... 27/6 

k i - i ---. L 
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Moñtford PÍace, Ken nington Road, London, S,E. 11 E ;ealeddrveloPe 

- 
'Phone : HOP 

xxxvii. 

, 
¿2170 

COMPLETE SET AS ABOVE-CASH-WITH ORDER. 
Carriage and packing free for set asabove, aIs with extras. 
If required :- $ s. d. 

ioo voltH.T. with tappings and plugs ... ... 15 0 

6 Volt 40 AH. Accumulator ... 27 6 
"MAGNUM" Tapped coil iSo-z,00n' metres, 

specially recommended fr this circuit ..,. r 6 
S.l. 100. All parts tbcked forthis woncerful circuit. 

Send for list of COMPONENTS specially Vecomtiiended for all-- 
circuits described from time to time. - - 

BU.RNE-JONES & CO., LTD., 
MANUFACTURING RADIO ENGINEERS, 

They will show you the lathes in full detail; 
you will note the rigid construction, the modern - 

design, -the large capacity of these splendid tools. 
We illustrate above the 3 in. lathe for-treadle E 
drive. 

DRUMMOND BROS., LTD., d: 
Post this ('oupon. - 

E Pleasesendme E 
E lrstsof4in.and KT E31 in. lathes AME E = with details of E 

AuDRESS.......................................................... E 

E (Send in un- - - - - 

i 

. " .. . - .. 

i!lIiIIIIIIlIIIÌlIIIIlIIlIIIjIIIIlIiIiiUiiitj(iili - 

"MAGNUM" CO1YIPONENTS E Amateurs i 
-. FOR THE 

= F th 
ALLCÖNCERT RECEIVER i 

mtaiworl 
. .. . .. 

as described in this issue 
has been turned out r 

by experimenters 
s d. 

z Magnum Intervalve transformer 
'. .j ....... . 15 0 

and model en- 
gineers possessing 

(Specially recommended for this circuit.) . I 

2 Variable Condensers .0005 with scales and knbbs i6 o 
"x 

E ITU % 
L) 1111V £ 

i Fixed ,, .002 ... ... . 6 
I , ,, .0003 ... ... ' i 6 E 
I ,, ,, .0002 ... ..- 6 
3 Filament Rheostats ... . 6 o.. 
3 Valve Holders ... ... ... .: 2 6 = The initial outlay 
6 Terminals mounted.on ebonite panels 2 0 

= is amply repaid-. 
= the pleasure ob- 

z Coil Holder for z coils ... ... 

z CoilPiugonebonitebasewithA. & E.terminals z E tamed is endless. r 
------ / - ._ 

z Grid leak, 2 megohms ........ . ;:.: ' Write for Lists j '-er \ J 
z H.T. Condenser (ex-Governmeut while stock lasts) i 6 E - .-. 

our 0111cc. LONJIOL E. Il. 
M sara Jackon Bros. Completely assembled as But in many instances they are not suitable for the work 
Dear Sirs, lt will be of Interest to you illustrated, including required and the messy acid Accumulator haste be used. DER. 
to know that I have tested the 12 VarI- 
able Condensers bought from you and K N O B and D I A L. Valves have a consumption varying from 0.2 amp to 0.4 amps, 

for Dry Cells 
of your make. Types 55tO the Vernier.. 

. 

and such o. consumption are eminently suitable. .......... 
The Condensers came lhroUgh the test 86 I Packing TWo cells, each 1 volts, are necessary to make a 3-voltbattery. 
wIth very natisfactory results, being of .. and: 

t0075 .. 8. Postage It is 
and to further increase capacity for additional valves one or 

the capacity specified. with 
I -these few linen to .. ,i. I extra. 

: 
more similar combinations must be connected in parallel. j.ieasure write 

congratulate you on the excellent : 
.. 5 9 I One only.gd.. 

. 1X102 Two ii- : 

V PRICE LIST. 
.. .. resulte. Yoursfaithfuily 

A. W-. AVM.LkE. :vERNIER l. Thre .. 1/3: 
'dittt6m 

"GLOWE," 11 volts, 7-by 3 by 31, 41b., 60 a.h.oapacity, 9/Oea. 
Obtainable through your dealer or ... "GLEAM," 11 volts,8i by 4 by 41, glb.,130 a.h.capacity, 18 6 es. 
JACKSON BROS Coysdenser 

Speciakrts, 

- 

The aböve cacities are based on 0.4 amps. f6r 50 hours per 
Enquiries to f- V 

- month. Write us for fuller details. - V V V - 

Head Office-8, Poland St., Oxford St., London, wi. V 

Trade Enquiries Invited. -'Phoe : Gerard A. H.V HUNT- LTD (Department -W.E.), 
Works PRECISION RADIO WORKS - MOLESWORTI-I ST., H.A.H. WORKS, TUNSTALL ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY. 

LEWISHAM JUNCTION. SEi3. 'Phone: Lee Green xss. - 

-T 
Croydon 2225 Keyage CeOvdoaV" 

F. 

T 

Seßtin7e192Ç 0 

JUST WHAT 
--ISWANTED! 

W A Variable Condenser - 
- af'.right capacity. 
-Trya 

k B' 
. .WHICH HAVE BEEN- 

.' THOROUGHLY 
-- TESTED AND FOUND 

____ - CORRECT... - - 

PERFEÇTIQZV 
- .. SCIENTIFICALLY DESIGNED 

- - BY EXPERTS - 

- 

__J_ - ONE HOLE only for FIXING 
to PANEL. LargeMETALto - 

C" tJnsollcltel Original can be seen at 

MOñEIÑ wiiss 
...C_'t-'.. 

Genuine Hellesen - 

DRY BATTERIES 
- / -LOW-TENSION- u'% 

TYPES - -. - - 

FOR - - - 

DULL EMITTER VALVES. 
- -'l -r.- 

Fo Filament - ..A - Dry Batteries 
Lighting of the 

- /' Reliable and 
New D.E:R. type 

I 
l'.: 

i 
Ciean, Replace 

Thermionic 
- ! Dirty, Trouble- 

- Valves. some and - - 

Write for full Inconvenient 
details and ldl 

,.- -Aocumulators. 
Leaflet 142. 

r - 

- - 
' i k 

DRY BATTERIES ARE ALWAYS MORE- 
CONVENIENT THAN ACCUMULATORS. 
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For alterations of prie sèe our weekly Advertisementin' Wiress Week1y,' - - 
"Popular Wireless," and "Amateur Wireless "- 

I. 

per doz 7d. 5. . . ¡óoo to 3200 /9 CABINETS, all shapes and Siles in stock' 
BEI.L WIRE, tinned copper, 12 vds ....... 6d. . C ...... Z200tO 5600 .................. ,5/- 

. :. from 1/Beach 

I MPORTÄNTNO'rICE Wo liaveiepeatedlysaid DON'r PAY MO.E,añdIiaving served the masses well the lsrge return of busi- 
ness lias made it necessary for us to acquire extcns1e additional premises adjoiiing our present addres. . 

FOLLOW THE CROWD TO ELKAY CORNER. ',' i._. .' .... 

"ÉLÏÇAY"..--.-WIRELESS-':CO.,.-. H 
225 - & 227, B1SÌIOPSGATE, LONDON, E C 2 - - 

Open Saturdiy all day. (To rth9 Track-New Trade' Couiter now open. -Sènd for NEW LIST:)- 1 .".' 

We open Sundays 11 to 2.30. special Terms o Radio Clubs...: ßNote new' Telephone No.: Çenril 8544 

APE RM1T' 'SA VE MONEY, B Y STUDYING. OUR - AD VER TS. 

REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS per doz. 1/5 
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS ........ each Id. 
SILVER CAT'S WHISKERS .... perdez. id 
CONDENSER SCALES, o to x8o . . each 3. 
IVORINE LABEL SET, 12 different titles 

the set (II. 
BATTERIES volts, each 3d. . per ooz. 2/9 
BASKET COILS, set of 6, up to 3,000 metres' 
SLEEVING, 3 yds. assorted colours, for .... 

2/4 
ll4. 

NUTS, 2 B.A ................... perdo?, 2d, 
NUTS, 4, 5, 6 and 8 B.A ....... per doz. 2d. 
WASHERS, 4B.A ............... perdoz. ici, 
WASHERS, 2 B.A ............... per doz. li 
CONTACT STUDS, with nuts and washers, 

per doz. Sd. 
TERMINALS, with nut and warhers, erich 

Id., IiI. & 3d. 
EBONITE KNOBS, 2 B.A ..... cacti Id., 3d. & 4d. 
SPACING WASHERS, large ...... perdoz. 2d. 
SPACING WASHERS, small . . per doz. Ud. 
CRYSTAL CUPS, z screw .......... each ld. 
CRYSTAL CUPS, 4 sCrese ........... erich 3d. 
FIXED CONDENSERS, all Capacities, each l(. 
EBONITE, cut to any size by machinery 

while you wait ................ per 1h. 3/6 
TELEPHONE TERMINALS, nuts and 

ivasher each i 41 ............. per doz. 1/3 
W.O. TEkMINALS, nuts and wa'hcr, each 

2d ........................... r.er doz. 1 (7 
PANEL BUSHES, drilled ............ each 1 )d. 

..... per doz. 1/3 
TOP CONDENSER, bushes .......... each id. 

perdoz. 9d. 
BOTTOM CONDENSER, bushes .. . each ld. 

SCREWED ROD, HA,, i2ins. long, each 2d 
R UBB E RINSU LATED LEAD ING-IN WIRE 

per yd. 14d. 
CHINA INSULATED SPRING CONNECTORS 

rway .............................. 
2 WriY .............................. 4d, 

3 way ............................... Gd, 

INSULATORS, white reel, z in., each Id. 
per doz. lid. 

INSULATORS, white egg, each 2d.; per doz. I/I 
WOUND INDUCTION COILS (postage ed.): 
12x4 9X4 8XzS 6)13 6Xa 

2/5 2/3 1/ii 1/8 1)5 
TAPPED INDUCTANCE COILS, 20 tappings, 

wound to r,600 metres .......... each 2/6 
VARIOM ETERS (Tube type), complete with 

knob .......................... 3/IIad2/Ii 
DOUBLE 'PHONE CORDS, full length .. iI3iI. 
HERTZITE, Genuine Large Piece ........ 94d. 
TALITE, Genuine Large Piec'e .. ...... 94d. 
PERMANITE, Genuine Large 'Piece ....... 
ZINCITE, Genuine Large Piece ........ 9d. 
BORNITE, Genuine Large Piece .. ...... ,. Bd. 
MIXED CRYSTALS (6 kinds) ........... 9d. 
CARBORUF4DUM ....................... . 

ZINCITE and BORNITE, both In box ...... . i/- 

SUPER QUALITY 2-WAY COIL HOLDER 5/3 
REAL EBONITE 3-WAY COIL HOLDER.. 7/9 
COIL .PLUGS, real ebonite... .1/3, iC4d. and 91d, 
H.F. PLUG TYPE TRAI4SFORMER 

I ...... 220 to 6co metres ............ 3/9 
2 ..... .35O to 700 .......... -:...., 4f 
3 ....... 500 togeO 4/3 

Roo to 1350 ................. 5/6 

gauge........................ 3 yds 2d. 
ENAMEL WIRE, in 4, 4 and ri lb..reels: 

22 24 ri6 aS 
kerlb. 2/4 2/9 3/2 3/6 

Note Bobbins 2d. each extra. 
POTENTIOMETERS, guaranteed up to 900 

metres, superior make, compact size.... 7/3 
CRYSTAL L ETECTOR, glass enclo'cd, fitted 

on 4 X 2 ebonite pánel with terminils for 
aerial, earth and 'phones, alrcody wired 
and beautifully finished .............. 4/9 

VALVE HOLDERS.. each Il )d., lOd. rind 9)d 
BATTERIES, I4,T,. .dry: 

36 volts, includirrg-.Wander Plitgs ...... 5/9 
6o volts, including Wander Plugs. ..... 9/6 

FILAMENT RESISTANCE DIALS ...... 9d. 
AMAI,GQ.PLASTIC lvi ETAL, for fixing 

crystals. No Woods metal necesrary. . .. 6d. 

GOLD SEAL PLASTIC METAL, for fixing 
crystal,- - 

. ........................... - sci: - 

IVORINE NAME-PLATES, all reading4sh ici. 

per doza 9d. - 
EARTH CLIPS, Copper, adjusfable .... di -d.-- 
RABIONETTE CRYSTiL SET, co'eiplete, -. 

stamped B.B.C. rind including mie pair 
4,000 ohms 'plrones roo ft. 9/22 aerial 
wire, 4 insulators, leain tube 6 yds. . - 

lead-in insulated wire and adiustable 
- earth clip. ReridytdlIstenin l-tonmtl 

ieorth.3 gns ...................... :.- 36/6 
RADIONETTE ONE-VALVE L.F.-. - . 

AMPLIFIER for above . ............. 34/6 

g - 

II' 

(4,000 ohms) 

N: & K. 'PHONES, the genuine article .. 12/9 
SIDPE HEADPHONES 4,000 ohms, genuine, 

ourprice .......................... 1219 
THOMSON - HOUSTON HEADPHONES 

(FRENCH),4,0000hias,ourprice ...... 15/3 
ERICSSON (genuine French'plioçie, n5abr's 

name embossed), 4,000 ohms.. Each pair 
tested and guaranteed. Don't pìy_3- 
our price ............................... 16/9 

MULLARD "ORA" VALVES ........ 12/9 
DUTCH VALVES ..................... 8/3 
EDISWAN VALVES ................. 12/3 

(All Guaranteed New.) : 

L.F. TRANSFORMERS Ratio 5 to I All 
guaranteed (postage 1/-) ....... - each 11/3 

CRYSTAL DETECTORS ...... 1/9, 1/3 md 1O(d. 
CRYSTAL DETECTORS, enclosed in glass 

case .................... 2/6,_2/3, IfS 
WATMEL PATTERN GRID LEAK ...... 2I3 
AERIAl. WIRE, 7122, guaranteed hard- 

drawn copper, loo ft. (postage i ¡l I /1O 
CONDENSER VANES, fixed or moving, 

per doz. 3d. 
REAL GOLD CAT'S WHISKERS .. . .each Sd. 

Stimped B.B.C., 4,000 ohms, our price . 

- 

SWITCH ARMS, 4 laminations, ebonite VARIABLE CONDENSERS of high quality. ' 

knob, complete with panel, b,ish, nuts, Vanes and Spacers of aluminiem. Corn- 
and spring washer .................. 8)d. plete with knob and dial, gimamanteed 

FILAMENT RESISTANCES, smooth action, . _ accurate: 
marvellous value .................... - i/IO Vernier ...................... 4/9 

With engraved dials .................... 2/9 - .0002 ........................ 5/9 
STOPS, with nuts .............. per doz. 6d. (0)3 ........................ . - 6/3 
VALVE LEGS, nut and washer ...... each Id. .0005 ...................... ... 

,,,,,,,,....... per doz. led. .00075 ........................ 8L6 
VALVE PINS, nut and washer ...... each ld. .001 ......................... . 9/9 

...... per doz. Sd. EBONITE CONDENSER KNOB AND DIAL 19 
PLUNGER.SPRINGS conplete ...... each Id. FILAMENT COMPLETE CIRCLE RESIST-_ - 

SLIDER ROD, brass, I3inS.long.kin.square, ANCE SCALES, o to 300 ........ each Sd. 
drilled .......................... each 35d. O.B.A. NUTS .................. pidOz. Id. 

SLIDER KNOB .................... each 2d. DETECTOR ARMS, Ball joints, Ebcnite 
SWITCHES ON EBONITE S.P.S.T. (quality Handle and Whisker Holder .......... . 3d. 

the best) ...................... each 116 WOOD SCREW TERMINALS.. ..'. ... eich lid. 
SWITCHES ON EBONITE, S.P.D.T. (quality . SHELLAC ............ per bot. 1O)& and Od. 

the best) ..................... :each I/Il AERIAL PULLEYS, each l(1., 8l., 64. mind 
SWITCHES ON EBONITE D.P.D.T. . TINFOIL .................. largcxheet . 44. 

(qulity the best) .............. each 2/9 COPPER FOIL, 6m. ss'wic ........ per ft. 5d 
CONDENSER SPINDLES, ill sizes in stpgk, GRID LEAKS, and 2 meg ....... euch Icd. 

from .......................... each 1l. FLEX (Twin), wim ons coloum ... per yd. 2d. s 

SCREWED ROD, 2 BA., zains. long.eitch 3d. CONNECTING WIRE, tinned copper,' 20 

WIRELESS! WIRELESS! WIRELESS! and EVERYTHING for it. 
- 

- DON'T PAY rvlORE Great Britain's Largest 
exclusive Wireless Stores 

NOTÈ.-We :are exclusively WIRELESS - NOT -DABBLERS! 
Quality, - Quantity - and Consistency our Motto. 

Pioneers of: Cheap Prices. See our six-window- display of popular bargtins. 

- - 

SPECIAL OFFER - 

IP A JLIGHTWEIGHT I '/Ct D 1TT'TQ.FEATHERWE1GHT E.LIi-t i HEADPHONES I ¿/1 DIX VV I' s HEADPHONES 

MODERN WIRELESS Se1enther,.I923 

IÍiÜARTER MF A MILLION SATISFIED dUSTOMEÏI 
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Sciejtific Baskets i8o to 4,000 meters' complete with Calibration sheet 
and Circuits, 2f6. Postage 3d. 

D.S.C. oz. Bobbins for rewinding phones Il per Bobbin, postage 2d. 

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY. STORES,. 
126, Newingtn Causeway, S.E.1 

Manufactured by Telepbose: Watford 6r7. 

The BRITISH BATTERY CTD. 
CLARENDON RD., WATFORD, HERTS. , 

-- ......... .. t 

xxxix. 

il 

HOME CONSTRUCTION 

Set which will give the maximum 
distance range and power possible 
withzvalves. Eachdetailisplanned 
andthepadsg0togetherIikeaCh. 

- - 
all -components are assembled and 

- 

The handsome matted Ebonite 

A SUPER SET FOR j panel is fully drilled and engraved, 

Thisis a 1-ugh Frequency Reactance /; 

every screw required is included. 
The mstructiOnS for building and 
using are complete and we are ready 
to help in any way required. 

Your success and satisfaction arc 
assured with this Set A Ask for special 
leaflet p. 24. 

A £20 Set loir £6 5s. 
RADIAX We ha vea /u1l ranAe of sesand units. S.nd 3d. stamps 

for our descriptive catalotuc. 
RADIAX, LTD., 40, Radio House, Percy St., 

.3ATISypJ) - Tottenham.Cdurt Road, London, W.l. Museum 400. 

110W to MAKE YOUR OWN SET ata MIÑIMUM COST 
THIS MAKES A COMPLETE BROADCAST RECEIVZR These Components 

Wound Formers x with io single tap- s 4. 
m ay b e bought 
separately with an 

pings and io tappings of io turns each 2 6 additional 2*1. on. 
20 tontact Studs with Nuts 10 cost for postage. 
a Laminated Switch Arms ......... 2, O 
Set of Detector Parts with Crystal 1 3 

Terminals sei h Nuts ............ 6 SENSITONE the 
8x6 x 4j Eb.,nite ranci, ready clr.11ed 2 0 Wonder Crystal, 

Postage - 5 Guaranteed! 
per Specimen 6d. 

9 6 Postage 44. 

WIRELESS 
B.B.C. DRY -B.B.C. BATTERIES Sets 

No. i -W. - . '. - To connect in Series -. 
- insert straight Ter- 

Standard Pocket - - minal in Spiral of 
Lamp Size-4 volt - next battery. Bend 
wiTh patent spiral spiralandthusensure 
wire terminals and permanent electrical 
pluj sockefi to(ake '% t connection without 
Wander Plugs. * soldering. 
Note :- z doz.54. 

- 

'. volts. . - 

i Used units replaced. - - 
- 'BRITISH MADE: - 

- easily. ' . - - 

- 
' -'' ¡'sle,il applied for. 

Connect as ,llslrafed.. - 

'.-PRICE- CARRIAGE PAID, 7/- PER DOZEN;' WITH PLUG. 
- Standard Sizes 

No. 2w. Slab, 1*3% volts, S-volt tappings. Sireapprox. 
9x1 a 3ins ........... 

- ......... Price 3/ each 
No. 4W. Slab. 36 volts. S-volt toppings. Size approx. 

lOx 1 x 3iis 
- ........ i, 

No.5 W. Block. 60 volts. S-volt tappings. Size approx. 
* a 3 s. 3 ins. 12/-. 

Prices include Wander Plug. Carriage Paid. 

-s 

Condensers. Anti-capacity -Handles, 
Coil Holders (1, 2, 3 and Special Design. 

Basket). insulators. 
Coil Plugs. Terminals, pillar, T.T., 
Special Mounted Coil W.O., 3-piece, spade. 

Plugs. Screws, Nuts, Washers, 
Detectors (Open and Springs: 

Glass). Contact Stops, 
Detector Parts (envel- Contact Studs (5,000 

opes or cards), gross in stock). 
Coils (wound and tapped) Match Box Sets. 
Switch Arms (slotted, Complete Sets. 

bush or knob). &c., &c., &c. 
Speciality-Silver Plating all brass parts. 

Send for Lists and Nainesof Local Agens- Further Agents wanted. 

J. MACDONALD . 
' CO,' 

Phone: Mucouin, 295. 44a, Theobalds - Roas, L!ndon, W.C.1- 
Telegrams: Fraochan, j . g j 

Notwst, London. aflu 2, H gh SL, amuen Town, N.W.1 

TRADERS ARE NOW PLACING THEIR AUTUMN ORDERS 
FOR "FORMO" GOODS. DO NOT WAIT TILL THE RUSH IS ON 

I 
Each one testsd on THE FAMOUS ecaption and to 

FORMO -- 1,000 VOLTS 
Shrocied Tiansorrner - between 
whch FVVRYON W:ndjng & Winding, 

Winding & Screen, will us) in th a coming 
Winding & Ccve. sasson. 

Under all ord:nary work- 
sg cond tions break. 

Price 18/- . .. 
down i iinpo,tbte. 

NO INTERAC1IO4. 
Cala'us Lu seat on reistet, Traders are i,uiled lo apply for Ter,ss. 

THE TRANSFORMER PEOPLE 
The FORMO COMPANY, 

Oces & Worke-22,'riCkIeWOOd Lane, N.W.2. 
'POsse, Ifes,. 1787. 

We ars showing at the Wireless Exhibition.-Stand No. 2. 

All absolutely guaranteed lines real 
business getters and business keepers. 

We sell goods that don't come hack to thl people who d. 

Special Crystal (see Valves. 
Advt., page :13 Valve Holders, legs, pins, 

Hertzite. Head Phones, Multi- 
Taute. phones. -, 

Zincite, fornite, &c. Filament Rheostats. 
Whiskers,9ct. Gold, Sil- Grid Leaks. 

ver, Silver-Platinum. Batteries. 
Variometers (Special) Wander Plugs, red and 
Transformers. black. - - 

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS OF REPUTE. 
A NEW "FORMO" LINE. 

Plug In 
Detector with 

the 
FORMO 

JOINT. 
Frce 

.4/-. 

IDEAL FOR S.T. 
loo AND OTHER 
CIRCUITS, OR 
FCR GENERAL 
EXPEP.IMENTAL 
WORK. Instan- 
taneous and Psr- 
manent Adjust- 

ment. 
W[jJWW 

For the total Elimination of Distortion. 1 

Setemnber; 1923 MODERN WIRELESS 

Keeuest Prices to the Trade. j Demand FORMO' rodicts 
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G1bert Ad. 

is probably the most complete Book . 

solely devoted to Crystal Receivers which . . . 

bas yet been published 

a . . . . ... Sold by all Booksellers 
and Newsagenis, or 2$. 8d. 
post free drec 

RADIO PRESS LTb.,-DevetèxCdurt, STRAÑD, W.C.2. 

Crystal as a rectifier is stiIlunsurpassed. 
This new book can be thoroughly re- 
commended to all Wireless enthusiasts 
-the more advanced wilP lnd a great 
deal. of useful and authoritative informa- 
tion which is entirely. new and which 
is directly the result of the author's 
own experiences. The novice, on the 
other hand, will find that this Book 

casting. (Wave-length range,. 
250-600 metres.) 

CHAP. 7.-How to make a Long : 

Range Receiver. (Wave-. 
length. 300-3,000 metres.) 

CHAP. 8.-The "Mark III.' . 

Short - wave Government 
Tuner, and useful conversions 
and modifications. 

CHAP. 9.-Aerial and Earth 
Circuits - their faults and 
remedies. 

CHAP. io.-Valve amplifiers for. 
Crystal Receivers - high and 
low frequency circuits, switch- 
ing devices. 

 Ji 
is not so very lng back to' the 
time when all important work 
was done with the Crystal.' Every 

ship's operatof can tell 'of his experiences 
in receiving messages transmitted hun- 
dreds of miles away. In these d:ays of 
.valve transmission and rèception, we. 
are all apt to overlook the fact that the 

CHAP. 1.-The Crystal Detector 
-its Development and De- 
sign. . 

CHAP. 2.-Crystal. Reception.' 
Circuits. S 

"' CHAP. 3. - Inchictañces for 
Crystal Work. (Single layer. 
solenoid, honeycomb, basket, ' - 

slab, inductively . coupled,.. - etc.) 
CHAP. 4.-Condensers Fixed and 

Variable. Fuliconstructional 
details. 

CHAP. 5.-Telephone Headgehr 
-including transformers and. 
loud-speakers. -. 

Cu.p.6.-How to make a Crystal 
Receiver for British Broad- 

 

t: Recèivers 
y. Alân L M. 

(A uthor of " The Construction -, 

- - - of Amateur Valve Stations.") 

Contents: - 

I 

The Construction of 
- (+1 - .\JLyLCLL 

i 

MOD.ERN WI.RE.LESS 

Now IN THE PRF.ss. , _.' 
Ç 

- Sepiember, 1923 
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- xli. 

3-VALVE SET £12.15s. 
Complete set of parts, inc1uding valves and batteries, 

200-4,000 metres. 
Complete crystal set £2. Clear diagrams for above. 
Variometers, phones, valves, condensers, coils, batteries, 

everything for ST 100 and 75 circuits. 
THE BRITISH GENERAL RADIO CO., LTD., 74, Hendord, 

Yeovil, England. 

;'iiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUI iIiiiiIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiIIIIIIIIII!IIllIlIiIII' 

L Questions and Answers 
In future this coupon must be Iccompinied with 1/- P.O. E 

MODERN WIRELESS September 1923. 

The Wireless Crystal of Today 
and the Future 

" HERTZITE" 
SIMPLE' TO USE. NO BATTERY REQUIRED. 

With Detector. PRICE 4/- post free. 
See You Get SHAW'S HERTZITE 
We give the best Wholesale Terms for all Crystals 
ORA" VALVES 15/-. DUTCH VALVES 10/6. 

OLD VALVES REPAIRED 6/6. 
DETECTOR WHISKERS: Gold, Silver, Silveroid, 3d. each. 

RUSSELL & SHAW 
38, Great James Streets Bedford Row1 W.C.1. 

AMATEUR CONSTRUCTORS! 
We Supply Everythin. 

This tuner lias been tested and found very efficient as 
A.T.i or Anode Tuner for the new S. T. sou Circuit. 
H.F. Resistance Coupling. 50,000 to 100.000 . 

ohms, cartridge type, with brass clips, 1/6. 
Tapped inductances are rar in adyanoe'of any other tuning. 
providing the toppings are c9rrectly arranged. Ourtuning 
lnductanceearewonod On specially Impregnated 311n.tuber 
with 26 s.w.G. thuble cotton-covered nopper wire iii the . 

following ratto io sections of D 
. turns ea,'h and 10 eectloo's of I 

turn etv'h. 'rhis winding will tune 
- 

,.- from 2 to 1,000 metres. Price 3/-. 
E1snhis panels for the tapped - 

aW'7?777 
. 

liniocianceo, lin, by In. br 3(1610. 
l4I(I/7íX't' itriiled for 2 nets of ii sac i contact studa and terminal 

///," complete with 22 studs, 2 ewitcis armo. 2 phono, earth ab 
aerial terminals, assembled as shown, and olue print of cm 
noctions. Price 7/- Polished 5tal1ogan sloping (roi ',..r-Çs Cabiuet for above panel, Price 0/- Toe oil and an 
miske a most efficient toner for Crys'tal or Valve, 

P. H. BOYS & CO ElectrIcal and , Wireless Engineer 
187, GOSWELL RD., LONDON, E.C. 

'Fleco CIs,-kooeell 4154. 

All Previous Lists Cancelled. 'Phone: Willesdep, 1336 

THE WILKINSON MOTOR & ENGINEERING CO., 
10, 12, 14, 29, 31, 33, Lonsdale Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6. 
LI. E. WILKINSON, M.J.I.E., Proprietor. Same Addresssince ioo. 

"EIFFEL TOWER" MASTS 
The Masts are built of selected wood soaked in creosote all main parts re 
screwed together (not merely nailed) and banded witi galvanised iron. 
The Mast is sent out i's i o-f t. sections, complete with screws for assembling. 
These Masts are triangular in shape and made of triangular material, giving 

f great strength combined with lightness. 
PRICES :-CASH WITH ORDER. CARR. FORWARD. 

20 it.- £2 O O ... \Veight 30 Ib ... Baso Sire 16 in. t30 ft.- 3 0 0 ..... 50 ..... ,, 22 
r° 40 ft.-. 3 17 8 ... - ,, 70 -, , , 26 

50 it.- 4 15 0 ..... 90 ..... ,, 29 ,, 
MAST SUNDRiES- 
Seven Strand Rigging Wire In 50 Galvanised Pulleys ... r/6 each. 

and loo ft. coils, x/ and 3/6 each. Special Tarred Hemp Halyards 
RiggingStrainerScrewo(Gal.)x/-each o It. 2/6; moo It. /- and pro rata. 
Wall Hocks ...... i/6 doz. Green Shell insulators.., 6/-doz. 

C 

ABBEY ENGINEERING WORKS, WATTON, NORFOLK. 

THAMES 

150 
B.B.C. tax 

paid. 

2-valve REACTION 

RECEIVER 

715O 
- T Marconi 

_' jpyalty paid. 

Wonderful Value. Perfect Recepnon. Splendid workmanship. 
Complete with accessories (less valves) ii Gui4eas. Four terminals 
are tted for the easy addtion of a unit amplifier without extra wires. 

Write for free list of other sets and accessories to :- 
THAMES ELECTRIC WIRELESS CO., Ltd.,. Cf2h2 

- 'Phone: Bstters:a lisa. 

11, Fountain Street, Halifax. Telegrams Tecminals, He. 

j 'Phone: 1062. 

TELEPHONES 
AT 

WHOLESA L E 
PRICES. 

14/6d. per pair. 4,000 ohms. 

G. TURNOCK, 
41, High Street, 

ASTON BIRMINGHAM. 

I' 

' 'Sej.tem&er, 1923 

STEEL TUBULAR MASTS 
FOR THE BROADCAST CONCERTS 

Are Light, Strong and Easily Erected, made in 10 ft. 
sections of best Weidless Steel Tube. Telescopic 
Joints, thereby making Jointu doubly utrong not 
like a screwed Joint where half the material Is cut 
away to make the screw. 

A GOOD AERIAL 
W'ill add the power of another Valve to your 
Receiving Set. 
Painted and Ready for erection., 

ROOF AND WALL MASTS ALSO SUPPLIED. 
Fach Mast is complete with Halyard and Pulley, 
Steel Guy Lines, Shell-type lnsulator.ind Strainers 
for each Guy Line, Base Plate, Peg and Finial, 
4 Ground Anchors of xi-in. angle iron, fitted 
with Fastening Ring for Guy Lines. 
30 ft., 47/- ; 40 ft., 63/-; o ft., 85/-; 6o ft., 
100/-. Turned Ash Masts, ao ft., 30/-; o ft.. 

list free. All Masts carriage paid to nearest 
station. Cash with order. 

Trade Supplied. 

MODERN -WIRELESS 

TRY THESE ON YOUR PANEL 

20,000 Terminals always in stock. 

J _ "We reply by return."j 

1/6 doz. 1/8 doz. 
« 

post free, post free. 
Complete Wireless Lists sent post 

rit I free. 

ELECTRICAL 
SUPPLY STORES. 

49/I "Wireless Specialists" 
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By its Editorial Staff- 
The Editorial Staff of Wireless Weekly is the largest group - .-' . technical Wireless experts exclusively devoted to any one Magazine 
In the country. Each one is a specialist on some phase of the Science, 

C and his knowledge and experience is available only for Radio Press e&» 
- . publications and for no other. By this means every Article-whether 

' 
c4 . 

practical, theoretical or constructional-is thoroughly dependable. In 

sca' . 
adJition Wireless Weekly is in a position to exercise rigorous care 

- 

- : 

from only authors whose work is well known 

-. = blishe RADIO PRESS LTD., 
every Wednesday 

- Sr nd and 
evereux . a Booksellers 

...., . 
W.C.2 everywhere. 

I' 

in any magazine, pick up a copy at your next opportunity. Peihg 
printed on superior paper its illustrations are sparkling and fuUof 
ciel-ail-a very important feature in any technical journal. Its text 
pages are neatly arranged and printed in a good, clear type which is 
easy to read Further, Wireless Weekly is the largest Magazine of 
its kind on the cúarket. 

By its Contents- . -- 

While such rapid progress in Wireless is being made it is more than 
ever imperative that you should keep up to date. A Circuit con- 
sidered good to-day may be out of date tomorrow. Wireless Weekly 
is always in the fore-front with its neses service of all the latest wireless 
inventions and discoveries. And its reputation for dependability is 
a guarantee that only accurate information shall be chronicled in its 
columns. 

By its Policy- ' 

Perhaps more important to you than any other feature is the policy 
of the Macazine. That the policy of Radio Press, Ltd-proprietors 
of Modern Wireless and Wireless Weekly is vigorous, is obvious 
troia the very large nuaabcrr of regular readers of these two Magazines. 
To help the beginner by putting him on the right paths from the first 
-to encourage the experimenter by showing him the results of the 
Labours of others-to assist the manufacturer by establishing a feeling 
of confidence among readers-these are in brief the aims and ideals 
of Wireless Weekly. - - 

-:--T-VtZI/Z/;/,. 4' &4rt\i /)/j 
. J . - I IlI1MJAII/II/II/I///M$ . : / / .- I ii r ' d55 .. ) 

. 

'i;:'. k1 

âL5 j :1iWi1á%4' 
S 

: . 
fj/f/hh!If 

1tÀ)r 
S pi1I_ S 

I.. 

' 

i 

.; 

. 
,è/. I IL 

How would .you 
- I 

1/ ... 
, 

. 
S 

your Magazine 7: . : :7 

II 

By its general appearance- 
¡ The clean attractive looking appearance of Wireless Weekly has 

snade for lt many friends if you appreciate the quality touch 

e 

MOD E RN WI RE L E SS Sej leñiber 

JI' ." ' h 
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- Why not send us your suhscriptiofl now -. 
Six iOonths post free, 16s. 3d. - 
Tvelvemonthspostfree32s6d 

- 

- -xliii. 

f - - .- 

-- ---p _-- - - - - - . L 

of the best known Radio inventors and scientists which 
have appeared recently in its pages. 
Wireless Weekly is undoubtedly the finest wèekly Wire- 
less Magazine in the country-as its rapidly growing 

- 
. circulation testifies. 

During the coming months when Wireless will be ûppér- 
most in your mind, why not make, up your mind to read 
regularly this fine Magazine-r'it will undoubtedly enable 
you to obtain much more enjoyment and pleasure out of 
Radio. , 

Special "advantages 
'to 'Subscribers- ' 

Regular readers who send us their subscription for either six or twelve' 
months may have the free use of our Information Dept. To all others we 
are compelled to make a charge of Is. per question. In addition, you are 
assured of your copy arriving punctually and in good condition. 

How 'I 'Invented the 3-Electrode 
Yalve"; by Dr, De Forest. "The 
ST. igo Circuit"; by John Scott- 
Taggart, F.lnst.P. "The Improved 
Flewelling circuit "; by E. T. 
Flewelling. "The Flame Microphone"; 
by Dr. De Forest. ' The Vast Range 
of Ether Vibrations"; by Sir Oliver 

- Lodge, D.Sc., FRS. "High Fre- 
quency circuits in Receiving Work"; 
by Capt. P. P.. Eekersley. "The 
Neutrodne Receiver.'' .' The choice 
and Operation of valve Receiving 
Circuits.'' "The Design of Frame 
Aerials.'' "Eliminating Interfer' 
ence." "The Construction of a Five' 
Valve Amplifier." "Reflex Circuits." 
"The Uses of Ammeters and Volt- 
meters in Wireless,'' "How to Build 
an Improved FIeweIlin Receiver." 

Instructions for Building an Arm- 
strong 'Super."" Wave Traps and 
How to Use Them." "The Construc- 
tion of a Reinartz Receiver.'' 

Etc., etc., etc. 

I. 

f, 

, -s 

,,1 

effectively covering every 
phase of Radio. 

you are an absolute beginner, 'seasoned- - 

experimenter, or professional Wireless expert you - 

will find in Wireless Weekly all the informatiox Recent Issues. 

require. Its articles are so varied that they embrace 
every possible phase of the Science. lfl recentissuesof Wireless Weekly = 

the following noteworthy articles have - 

- - - The beginner appreciates Wireless Weekly because its - 
appeared. -Subscribers can have their - 

diagrams and explanatory articles are concise and easily - subscriptions back-dated to any par- 'i 

understood-while the more serious experimenter appre- ticularissue (while limitedstocks last), 

ciates the restrained and dignified articles written by some so that their files can be kept intact. - - - - 

A 
' /-;\/-;;;\ 

\/ÀV 

'4 

p 

pt 

V 

'I 

'\' L j 
i il 

I, 

-i 
k 

4 

y 

- 
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Serles \ &Newsagenls,or i/is - - 

Fo. 11. \._i:::::_-- post f;ee direct. 
- : 

C- - -'. 
J- 

_- 
i' 

_ 

- xliv. - 

- 

C. - C 

- - - - - .- 

L_. J- .- --. 
s - 

- -1 
- 

- - 

be equally i.lolg io declsne to - 
. 

issue sucii ¡ieWÇ3 on a whole- 
- 

. 

sate scale" . This little book by E. Redpath (assistant Editor of Wireless - 
. : To a Representative : . 

of the Press. 
- 

Weekly) has been written to explain exactly what an 
. .. . Ex perimenter should know and how he' should set about 

- '- .- - -. . 

. obtaining his Licence. . 

' 
; . 

i.. Remember aCnstruèto 

4 í:: - - _ i3° 
restrictions regarding the use of Receiving Sets and CircuLts. 

. . e. 

: 

With an 1Experirnenter's Licence your work is practically ' 

. ... . 

I \ 
unhampered. Why not get a copy of this book to-day and J 

: . 
Sr' 

' 
. legaliseyour positionat onceand ora1ways? 

- V 

\ 11xa Tr ett V 

/ \ PUWSHCRSO,AUThORJTAFIVf WIPVLL LTtRVATUR ' 
f 

\ vux coux. STRAND. W.C.Z. - 

- - - 

- \ - 

- ::::::: i 

- 

. 
.. V 

- 

( 
t,ow 

, .. 
) - 4.qS . 

- 
- ''''" ' V . 

- 
- S_V ìV -:V. V 

L \ 
-4I.,_ 

I 

\. -ce: V 

V 

RADIO \ _- : V 

V 
. 

V 

PRESS. 
_. V From -all Booksellers -- - - - 

the P.M.G. said -_ regarding licences. Some through ignorance, others 
"in wilfully because their applications for Experimental Licences order , 

position ¡ feLt it my duly to 
- 

have been turned down.-. piace Ike whole facts before the 
- - 

- Law Officers of the Crown and _ 

- 

' 
- 

I have just received the . 

opinions of the Attorney- If you are a genuine Ekperimenter, prepared to take up - 
General and the Solicitor- - 

General. - Wireless as a serious hobby and not merely as a means 
These are thai ¡ am ,,ot only 
entitled, but compelled by law of passing, a pleasant hour in listening to broadcast Concert s, -- 
to is.uue an Experi,esteT's - 

Licence to those applicanis in thn .you are entitled t an Experimenter's Licence. 
regard Io whom i ant honestly 

-- 
- 

- satisfied that they are geli'Jine - .- - - 

experzmenkrs - 
This being so, while it would 

l 
- Many applications for Licences have been turned down 

- te wrong to issue an Experi- 
turnier's Lweuce lo the ,,ian by the authorities because the appliçant were not fully H 
who is obviously merely a 
broadcast list mer-in, il would i i 

awaref the necessary r-eiiuirements which had to be fulfilled. 

An t1xpe i enter's L cence H 
is e11 wrh hàving. 

NDOUBTEDLY a very large nuber of wireless I 

This is what enthusiasts are contravening the present regulations 

M O D E R N W I R. E L E S S - . Sep1emhe, 1923 

-' e .- 
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j SS °ara. SIMPSON & BLYTHE, 
8 & 9, Sherwood Street, Piccadilly, W. I. 

R.E.C.He0n. 
4,000 8,000 
OHMS OHMS 

21/6 ¡ y Tes; 
23/6 

lhe Best."e 

H 
¡ T\P2 

ITTead ce: 10,7f ROY .',hou',-ooms: ijranch Works: 
I !UR LONDON. W.1. 303- EUSTON RD.. N.W.1. TWICKENI4AM 

usE THIS CÖUPON 
ii writii to advertisers in "Modern Wre7ess," 

r 

CUTHERE 

Iii cnection jith your announcement in MODERN 
WIRELESS, please supply me with: 

, 

ELclosed please find remittance of ......................... 

(Leave blank if not an order) :.-- 

V. 

September,V 1923 

r:. 1'TURREI' 
Wireless Masts 
as suppfled to 

V ROYALTY. 
l Selected Colombian un- 
J 

breakable pine, taper- 
V 

O ing (in three sections). 

No current jump or 
steel to rust. 

V Weighs 56 lbs., easy to 
elect, with telescopic 

V 

- top poles, fixed in 
io ft. of ground. 

Rigged by ex seamen 
i and sent complete 

V lfl 16 ft. bundle, no 
V extras. 

V Fiiings for any roof, 
V- steel brackets, canti. 

lever spreaders, etc., 
simple and rigid... 

2 ft. Mast, in z sections, 
59/O. 

- V 
36 it. Mast, in 3 sècttons, 

79/6. 
V 

V 42 if. Mast, with tele- 
V 

sCOpie top pole 
(hoisted as 30 ft.) 

- 89/6. 
56f.t. Mast, in 4 sectior,, 

- 

V 

V with telescopic action 
(hoisted 40 ft.) 

- £6/18/6. - 

Turret Masts can be purchased from Messrs. Burndept, Fellows; 

V 

McMicbael, Harrods, W. Whilley, A. & N., Seliridges, etc. 

MODERN WIRELESS 

friÑiiTCEL ECTRIC 
INDUCTIVELY 

COUPLED 

- 

TUNER 

/ 

_VVOOV....V!i iliigiiJ,'i, 
- 

- 

This is unquestionably the finest "loose coupler" on the 
market, both in construction and efficiency. The primary 
coil is wound with enamelled wire operated by a sliding con 

- tact and the secondary has double silk wire with a seven point 
rotary switch. Ends of coils matt finished ebonite; base 
polished mahogany. Overslldimensions17 X 6" x 7". 
Wavelength range up to 1,500 metres. ( 

Price 50/- - 

OUR 40-PACE V i 
- 

RADIO BOOK A t r a u u i O n j-1 
- 

with opep 250 THREE ELECTRODE 
VALVE 

V 

2 t h e Radio Filament consumption 0.4 
RecrueorRe- amp at4olis Anode 

VI,- 

- xR'. 

ç 

i 

,1 

- 
:1 

If an open envelope is used in applying for catalogue half- 

R.E.C. HEADPHONES are still the best value 
penny stamp vi11 cover postage / :# : 

on the niarket to-day they are also the most 
comfortable. Write for contract terms now -. 

and assure your suppies for the coming season 
- Name - - 

Illustrated Price Ljst of R.E.C. Specialities may 
be had ou apçlication to the Manufacturers 

THE RADIO EQUIPMENT COMPANY, LTD., 
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them (illustrated above) can even bç con- 
structed of material you would lind around the 

- 

L 
have been designed t9 gk'e food results with 
ige of, say, 25 miles from your nearest Broad- 
ng Station. 

a copy of this Book to-day-even if your 
nt Set seems immune from breakdown, you 
never regret the time spent on building a 
al Reccves'. 

Aerial. 
I 

Constructional Details when 
using Masts. 

The Down-lead and Lead-in. 
J Adjusting the Span of the P - 

j Aerial. I 

Twin-wire Aerials. - I 

The Earth Connection. 
The Aerial-earth Switch. I 

Some remarks on Tuning. 
I 

Receiving Paris Signals. 
I 
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ACrystalS is 

0 
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ofthe .1 

RADIO PRESS 
- Series 

WHEN your Accumulator runs down, 9i your 
Valve burn, out, or your H.T. attery 
suddenly develops nOises-these are thá 

pccasions when you would give lipost anything 
for some means of "carrying o\.' Why pot 
orestaÏl these possibilities by making. a Crystal 

Set now? 

This new Book by John Scott-Taggart, Edito1 
of " Wireless Weekly " describes three useh4 
Sets which can be 1nade by anyone without spedal 
skill in the use cit tools. In fact, the Simplest 

Contents 
Some General Principles. 
The Question of Licences. 
Parts of theWireless Receiver. 
Crysti Detectors. 
Inductance Coils. 
The Construction of the ICrystl Detector. 

I -Connictang up tise Receiver. 
I 

J 
Operation of the Set. 

I 

The Variable Inductances. 
The Telephone Condenser., 

i 
Operation of the Circuit. 

j Erecting your Aerial. 
I Insulating your Aerial 

General Dimensions of tise 

i. 
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L Such clear instructIons 
enable anyone .to buIld 
thiièxceilent 4-Unit Set / 

NE special feature of this new Book is that it does / 

not presume any knowledge of Wireless at all on - - / - 

the part of the purchaser. - ------, " t;.:-/ 

$ejternbei', .1923 
MODERN WIRELESS 

 

or2/8postfree 
-.------..----._J 

- 
- GILBERT AD. x1vi 

i 

- 

Constructional articles in WIRELESS WEEKLY" 
and "MODERN JVIRELESS" necessarily anticipate 
that the reader has some knowledge of Wireless-if only 
of the most elementary kind. 

Even if you don't know one end of the Receiving Set 
-- from-the other; and have never even " listened in,"you - 

can buy this Book confident that you can build your own 
Set-one which will give you particularly good results 
over long distances. - 

The Receiving Set described in this Book is quite different - 
to any yet placed on the market. It is particularly neat 
and efficient, and as an economical Set it is certainly 
without parallel. For, at an original outlay of a few shil- 
lings, it is possible to construct the Detector Unit (whi4i 
uses a crystal) and to enjoy the pleasures of "liste!ling in ". 
right from the very beginning. Later on-and at your 
convenience-you can add valves which will enable you to 
pick up Broadcasting stations further away, or to use a 
Loud Speaker instead of head-phones. 

The whole Instrument has been carefully designed and - - 

tested for reception over long distances. - 

Get a copy Nou-and start Wireless econontically. 
- 

-bicr 3riz ftò., .Deyereux Court,- Strand, W.C.2 

H.. -. -. 

r. - S , RADIO PkESS. 

ow- to ma e a. nit 
.WIr&eLIbrary 

Wire1essRéèèiver 
- 'i , F- 

by E, REDPATH (Assistant Editorof"WirelessWeelcly.") t I 

r 
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Taggart F.lnst. P. 
3. How to Make Your 

Broadcast Receiver. x/6 i!7 John Scott- 
Taggart,F.lnst.P. 

4. How to Erect Your 
Wireless Aerial . .. . 1/- I/It 

B. Mittell, 
A.M.1.E.E. 
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The Construction ol 
Wireless Receiving 
Apparatus ........ i/6 i/7 

P. D. Tyers. 
7. How to Make a 

"Unit" Wireless 
Receiver .......... 2/6 2/8 

E. Redpath. 
9. Wireless Valves 
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on Wireless Vacuum 

Some will find out the correct answers by 
expensive experiment-others, more wisely, 
will benefit by the experience of those who 
have trodden the thorny paths of Radio 
before them. 

The concentrated experience of some of the 
best known Wireless engineers and experi- 
menters is available for all readers of Radio 
Press Books. You cannot do better than 
purchase the complete Library-one Book 
at a time. Each Book covers a different 
phase of Wireless and none overlap. Get one 
or two to-day and keep them by you for 

H. ready reference--they are sure to save their 

Radio Press Books give him 
all the information he needs 
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Complete List 
Post 
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0w many turns for a Coil to reach the 
Paris Wavelength-the type of circuit to 

operate a Loud speaker using only an indoor 
Aerial-Crystal or Valve rectification in a 

multi-valve Set? These are a few of the ques- 
tions which confront the amateur constructor. 
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The famous L.F. - 

BRITAIN'S_BEST 

From the large number of 
wireless manufacturers who have - 

flooded, the market with their pro- 
ductions, a discriminatory public 
have chosen, through the medium 
of demand, the manufacturers of 
Britain's Best Wireless Apparatus, 
in other words, R.I. Products. 

Whenever you are in London, 
- you will find it well worth your while 

to visit our showroom and inspect 
- the lnest radio centre in England. 

- ! 
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